<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Purse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Jul. 16</td>
<td>OCEANSIDE STAKES</td>
<td>Three-year-olds, N/W S/S of $50,000 at 1 M o/o in 2015</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 18</td>
<td>Osunitas stakes</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S of $50,000 at 1 M o/o in 2015</td>
<td>1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 18</td>
<td>EDDIE READ STAKES (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jul. 19</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE HANDICAP (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Jul. 22</td>
<td>Wickerr Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 at 1 M o/o since March 1</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Jul. 24</td>
<td>COUGAR II HANDICAP (Gr. III)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/2 Miles</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 25</td>
<td>FLEET TREAT STAKES</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 25</td>
<td>SAN DIEGO HANDICAP (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/16 Miles</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jul. 26</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ HANDICAP</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jul. 26</td>
<td>BING CROSBY STAKES (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Jul. 31</td>
<td>CTBA STAKES</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>5 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug.  1</td>
<td>CLEMENT L. HIRSC STAKES (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/16 Miles</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug.  2</td>
<td>REAL GOOD DEAL STAKES</td>
<td>Three-year-olds, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug.  5</td>
<td>GRADUATION STAKES</td>
<td>Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>5 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug.  7</td>
<td>Daisycutter Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>5 Furlongs (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug.  8</td>
<td>JOHN C. MABEE STAKES (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug.  8</td>
<td>BEST PAL STAKES (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Two-year-olds</td>
<td>6 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug.  9</td>
<td>LA JOLLA HANDICAP (Gr. III)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 1/16 Miles</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug. 12</td>
<td>SORRENTO STAKES (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds</td>
<td>6 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug. 14</td>
<td>Sandy Blue Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 15</td>
<td>DEL MAR OAKS (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 16</td>
<td>RANCHO BERNARDO HANDICAP (Gr. III)</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>6 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 16</td>
<td>SOLANA BEACH HANDICAP</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug. 19</td>
<td>Green Flash Handicap</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>5 Furlongs (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug. 21</td>
<td>CTT and TOC Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 3/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 22</td>
<td>PAT O’BRIEN STAKES (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 22</td>
<td>DEL MAR HANDICAP (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 3/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 22</td>
<td>TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/4 Miles</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 23</td>
<td>DEL MAR MILE (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug. 26</td>
<td>Harry F. Brubaker Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 Mile</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug. 28</td>
<td>GENEROUS PORTION STAKES</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 29</td>
<td>EL CAJON STAKES</td>
<td>Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 Mile</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 30</td>
<td>TORREY PINES STAKES (Gr. III)</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 Mile</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Sep.  2</td>
<td>Tranquility Lake Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 at 1 M o/o since February 1</td>
<td>1 Mile</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Sep.  4</td>
<td>I’M SMOKIN STAKES</td>
<td>Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred</td>
<td>6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Sep.  5</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds</td>
<td>7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Sep.  5</td>
<td>DEL MAR JUVENILE TURF</td>
<td>Two-year-olds</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep.  6</td>
<td>YELLOW RIBBON HANDICAP (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up</td>
<td>1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep.  6</td>
<td>DEL MAR DERBY (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds</td>
<td>1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep.  6</td>
<td>C.E.R.F. Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 since March 1</td>
<td>6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Sep.  7</td>
<td>Pirate’s Bounty Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 since March 1</td>
<td>6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Sep.  7</td>
<td>DEL MAR JUVENILE FILLIES TURF</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds</td>
<td>1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Sep.  7</td>
<td>DEL MAR FUTURITY (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Two-year-olds</td>
<td>7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CAPS indicate advertised stakes; others are overnight stakes.
Indicates Breeders’ Cup “Win and You’re In” series race.
A: Added Money • G: Guaranteed Money

**Advertised Stakes** $7,150,000
**Overnight Stakes** $800,000
**Total** $7,950,000
On the cover: (Top) Owner Jim Rome (left), jockey Mike Smith and trainer Jerry Hollendorfer – the Shared Belief connections – in the paddock prior to his victory in the 2014 TVG Pacific Classic. (Bottom) Jockey Brice Blanc and conditioner Ron McAnally share a winning moment following Miss Serendipity’s victory in the 2014 Yellow Ribbon Handicap.

Cover and Owner/Trainer/Jockey Photos by Benoit & Associates

◆ Del Mar thanks Equibase and Daily Racing Form for their statistical aid in compiling this publication.
John and Jerry Amerman
Born: (John) January 28, 1932 Newark, New Jersey
(Jerry) September 11, 1937 Gadsden, Alabama
Reside: Palos Verdes Estates, California
Silks: Royal blue, blue A on white ball on back, white bars on sleeves, blue cap

- Got into racing through partnerships in Team Valor, but opened their stable in 1996. First stakes winner was Valor Lady.
- Earned first Breeders’ Cup championship win in 2003 as Adoration cruised to a front-running victory in the Distaff, paying $83.40 to win.
- She returned in 2004 to win Santa Anita’s Santa Margarita Invitational Handicap, Churchill Downs’ Fleur de Lis Handicap and the Arlington Matron Handicap at Arlington Park. Retired that year with career earnings of more than $2 million.
- Along with Adoration, Amermans were represented by millionaires and multiple stakes winners Happyyanunoit, a New Zealand-bred mare, Chilean champion Lido Palace and Balance, a half-sister to champion mare Zenyatta. In 2010 they sold her first foal (a colt by super sire A.P. Indy) for a Keeneland September Sales topping $4.2 million.
- John is retired; formerly was chief executive officer of Mattel Toys.
- Member of the California Horse Racing Board from 2006 to 2008.
- Amermans have been generous to good causes in racing, notably A. P. Indy’s heart and multiple stakes winners Happyanunoit, a New Zealand-bred mare, Chilean champion Lido Palace and Balance, a half-sister to champion mare Zenyatta. In 2010 they sold her first foal (a colt by super sire A.P. Indy) for a Keeneland September Sales topping $4.2 million.
- John is retired; formerly was chief executive officer of Mattel Toys.
- Member of the California Horse Racing Board from 2006 to 2008.
- Amermans have been generous to good causes in racing, notably the California Equine Retirement Foundation (CERF). He serves on the board of directors of Tranquility Farm and previously was on the board of the Winner’s Foundation.
- Operate Peacefield Farm in Temecula, CA, a rehabilitation facility for injured horses, with daughter, Anne, serving as manager.
- 2014 racing record: 113 starts, 15 wins for earnings of $1,370,298.
- Family: One daughter, one son

Madeline Auerbach
Born: October 4, 1944 Yorkshire, England
Resides: Bell Canyon, California
Silks: Navy blue, red cap

- She and her late husband, James, claimed their first horse in 1977 and her interest now encompasses approximately 25 racehorses and 50 broodmares, weanlings and yearlings, as well as the stallion Unusual Heat.
- Unusual Heat, now 25 years old and standing his fifth season at Harris Farms, was claimed by a partnership led by Auerbach and her husband on the recommendation of trainer Barry Abrams for $80,000 in 1996 at Hollywood Park. Two years later he was retired to stud.
- Initial success as a sire of winners mushroomed into a solid flow of versatile runners that do well on all surfaces.
- Unusual Heat, a son of Nureyev, reigned as California champion stallion for six straight years (2008 - 2013). Set a California earnings record for progeny in 2008 at $5,827,513 and followed that with more than $5 million the next year. Progeny earnings have been in excess of $4 million each year since.
- Has sired 42 stakes winners, including Eclipse Award winner Acclamation, as well as 14 California champions.
- Auerbach is in partnership on Unusual Heat and virtually all of her racing and breeding stock with trainer Abrams.
- Auerbach’s family moved from England in 1948, starting in Philadelphia before moving on to Texas and Ohio. She attended the University of Michigan before heading to Los Angeles at age 19.
- She met her husband-to-be at a custom shirt store in Beverly Hills when she took her mother there to see about a job. Five months later the two were married.
- The Auerbachs started a wholesale furniture manufacturing business that was sold in 2004.
- At first reluctant, she grew to love the racing game and plunged into it fully after selling the furniture business. Son Harris is involved, too.
- Elected as a member of The Jockey Club in 2011.
- As a former member of the Thoroughbred Owners of California and with TOC backing in 2008, she helped found the California Retirement Management Account which steers purse money to horse rescue organizations in California.
- Auerbach is also a driving force behind the Thoroughbred Aftercare Alliance, a national organization that is designed to serve as both the accrediting body for Thoroughbred aftercare facilities and a fund-raising body to support them.
- 2014 racing record: 44 starts, 5 wins for earnings of $301,155.
- Family: Two sons; one daughter.

Burt Bacharach
Born: May 12, 1928 Kansas City, Missouri
Resides: Santa Monica, California
Silks: Light blue, royal blue musical notes in circle on back, royal blue cap

- Famed entertainer-composer has been successful in racing with Heartlight No. One, Soul of the Matter and Afternoon Deelites.
- Heartlight No. One, named for the Bacharach song performed by Neil Diamond and inspired by the film “E.T.,” won an Eclipse Award as 1983’s top 3-year-old filly. Soul of the Matter was fifth in
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Born: May 12, 1928 Kansas City, Missouri
Resides: Santa Monica, California
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- Famed entertainer-composer has been successful in racing with Heartlight No. One, Soul of the Matter and Afternoon Deelites.
- Heartlight No. One, named for the Bacharach song performed by Neil Diamond and inspired by the film “E.T.,” won an Eclipse Award as 1983’s top 3-year-old filly. Soul of the Matter was fifth in
the 1994 Kentucky Derby and retired with $1.4 million in earnings. Afternoon Deelites was eighth in the 1995 Kentucky Derby and lives at Kentucky’s Old Friends retirement facility.

- Bought first horse, Battle Royal, for $14,500 in 1968 and the horse won in his first start for the owner.
- His first trainer was the legendary Charlie Whittingham.
- First stakes winner: Advance Guard, who won the 1971 San Diego Handicap at Del Mar. Other stakes winners: Crumbs, who won Del Mar’s 1975 El Cajon Stakes, Video Kid and No No.
- Breeding operation named Blue Seas Music, the name of his music publishing firm. Breeding farm, Country Road Farm, originally was in West Virginia but now is in Maryland.
- Won an Eclipse Award for national television achievement in 1971; named “Big Sport of Turfdom” that same year.
- Son of famed New York-based newspaper columnist Bert Bacharach.
- Introduced to racing by friends of his parents.
- Came west for summer school at UCLA but spent most of his time at the beach and the track.
- Winner of three Academy Awards, two for best song; several Grammy Awards, two Emmys, one Tony and a Drama Desk Award.
- Family: Wife Jane; two sons, one daughter

Cecil and Gary Barber

Born: (Cecil) (left) May 23, 1949 Johannesburg, South Africa
(Cary) 1957 Johnnesburg, South Africa
Reside: (Cecil) Sherman Oaks, California
(Gary) Los Angeles, California
Silks: Hot pink, black “BB,” black epaulets, black cap

- Brothers grew up racing fans in their native South Africa; came to the U.S. when business brought them here.
- Older brother Cecil arrived in 1979 and has had success running a property-management firm (Ross Morgan & Co.); deals primarily with home owner associations in Los Angeles.
- Gary started as an accountant in SA, then in the U.S. after immigrating in 1982. Has gone on to a Hollywood career as the co-founder (with Roger Birnbaum) and CEO of Spyglass Entertainment, a film and television production company.
- In 2010, Gary Barber and Birnbaum took over MGM film studios following a bankruptcy and a Chapter 11 reorganization. Birnbaum subsequently turned his attention to producing movies and Gary took over as chairman of the board and CEO.
- Cecil and Gary became U.S. citizens in the mid-1980s.
- They have owned horses, often in partnership, since the 1990s.
- One of Gary’s earliest successes came in a partnership with Team Valor with The Deputy, who captured 2000 Santa Anita Derby, then ran 14th as the second choice in that year’s Kentucky Derby.

- Brothers established a Del Mar record in 2008 when they won 14 races — the most ever by an owner in a seaside season — and also wound up leading owners by money won with $633,700.
- Between them, the brothers have had as many as 80 horses, about 50 in racing and the rest breeding stock. Cecil is the first to admit that Gary is “the majority-majority owner in the partnership.”
- Brothers have horses in California with trainers John Sadler and Peter Miller. Additionally, Gary has horses in Kentucky with Dale Romans, in Europe with John Hammond, in South Africa with Mike De Kock and in North America with Mark Casse.
- The brothers had success with Cost of Freedom, a $50,000 claim in 2008 who went on to be multiple-stakes winner of $900,000, the majority of it for them. With other partners, Gary raced the multiple-stakes winning gelding Comma to the Top, who ran out more than $1-million in earnings.
- In 2014, Gary raced Canadian 3-year-old filly Lexie Lou, who won the Queen’s Plate over the boys and was subsequently named Canada’s Horse of the Year. He also won a pair of Del Mar fall stakes with Kaigun (Seabiscuit Handicap) and Big Cazanova (Native Diver Stakes). The latter was a two-time track record breaker on Polytrack at Del Mar in 2014.
- Family: Cecil — Wife Avril; one son, one daughter; Gary — three daughters.

Casner Racing/ Bill Casner

Born: March 12, 1948
El Paso, Texas
Resides: Flower Mound, Texas
Silks: White, white “KC” on green and white diamond, white “KC” on left sleeve, white cap

- After racing for a decade as WinStar Farms with his partner and longtime business associate Kenny Troutt, Casner chose to create his own stable in November 2010.
- “It just was the right time for it to happen,” Casner said. “It was a business decision I made with my friend and partner of 35 years. We did it under the best of terms and we remain friends.”
- Casner continues to keep his approximately 20 broodmares at WinStar in Versailles, KY.
- “We put a wonderful team together at WinStar and I’m very comfortable having my horses there,” said Casner.
- Among 23 stallions standing at the farm is Super Saver, the horse that Casner and Troutt hit the racing heights with in 2010 when he won the Kentucky Derby.
- Besides his broodmares and their foals, as well as his ownership of parts and shares of several stallions, Casner has about 15 runners at the racetrack.
- Racing stock is split among three trainers: veteran New York conditioner Bob Dunham (for whom Casner worked as a young man), Shannon Ritter, a former rider who trained Casner’s Endorsement to capture the 2010 Sunland Derby, and Eoin Harty, who won both the Santa Anita Derby and the Travers Stakes with Casner’s Colonel John in 2008.
- Put himself through Tarleton State University (Stephenville, TX) by galloping horses, then later took up training for a time.
- After interacting as owners in racing, he and Troutt hit the jackpot in the business world with the founding of the long-distance and
telecom provider Excel Communications in 1988; was sold 10 years later for $3.5 billion. Casner also developed and still runs the heavy equipment company B & R Equipment in the Dallas/Fort Worth area.

- Best horse and all-time favorite was Well Armed, a son of Tiznow who came back from a series of injuries to win several major stakes and more than $5.1-million in purses. Highlight was a 14-length victory in the Dubai World Cup in 2009.
- Casner is a past chairman of the Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders’ Association; a co-founder and board member of the Kentucky Equine Education Project (KEEP); and a founding member of The Race For Education, a national scholarship foundation for children of racing’s backstretch and farm workers.
- 2014 racing record (with several partners): 89 starts, 12 wins for earnings of $471,847.
- Family: Wife Susan; one daughter

**Craig Family Trust/ Jenny Craig**

*Born: Berwick, Louisiana*

*Resides: Rancho Santa Fe and Del Mar, California*

*Silks: White, black horse emblem on back, blue hoop on front and bar on sleeves, blue and white cap*

- Sid and Jenny Craig forged a 30-year marriage and partnership that lasted until his death on July 21, 2008. Jenny has carried on the family racing tradition.
- Sid’s business background began with his founding of Body Contour, Inc., a women’s figure salon operation. The Craigs met while she worked at the company’s salon in New Orleans and were married in 1979.
- Business was sold in 1982 and the Craigs went to Australia and opened a chain of weight-loss centers in 1983. That was the beginnings of Jenny Craig, Inc., which now has locations in the United States, Mexico, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
- A key element in their lives was the owning, racing and breeding of horses for more than 20 years. Sid became interested in racing while in the Navy in San Diego, becoming a frequent attendee at Del Mar.
- Top runner in 2013 was Ethnic Dance, in partnership with Michael Bello. The colt won a division of the Del Mar Derby.
- Attained their most cherished goal when their Argentinian-bred Candy Ride won Del Mar’s signature race, the $1-million Pacific Classic in 2003.
- Another outstanding runner was Paseana, two-time Eclipse Award winner as older filly or mare and 1992 Breeders’ Cup Distaff champion.
- Still another was Exchange, who was claimed for $50,000 and earned $1.2 million.
- In an attempt to accomplish another major goal — victory in the Kentucky Derby — Jenny Craig bought her husband Dr Devious as a $2.5-million 60th birthday gift. Colt finish seventh in the 1992 Kentucky Derby, but was taken back to England where he won the Epsom Derby.
- Jenny has continued the Kentucky Derby quest: In 2009 her homebred colt Chocolate Candy finished fifth, while her 2010 Santa Anita Derby winner Sidney’s Candy finished 17th.
- Both her recent Derby colts — and many of the horses she currently races — are by Candy Ride, who has been a very successful stallion at Lane’s End Farm in Versailles, KY.
- In 2011 Craig sold Sidney’s Candy, a track and course record holder at Del Mar and winner of more than $1.1 million, to WinStar Farm as a racing and breeding prospect. He now stands at that Kentucky farm.
- Had another star Candy Ride offspring in Twirling Candy, a multiple-stakes winner of more than $900,000, who stands stud at Lane’s End. Candy Ride also sired 2013 2-year-old male Eclipse winner Shared Belief.
- Among other major winners: Tossofthecoin, Alpride, Different, Brave Act, Victory Stripes, Bienvenido and Golden Arches.
- The Craig Family Trust owned Rancho Paseana, a training and lay-up facility about five miles east of Del Mar that the late Eugene Klein, the former owner of the San Diego Chargers, originally built. It was sold to Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates in September 2014 to be converted into a hunter/jumper facility.
- 2014 racing record (with partners): 8 starts, no wins for earnings of $63,530.
- Family: Three daughters, two sons.

**C R K Racing/Lee and Susan Searing**

*Born: (Lee) March 15, 1948 Inglewood, California (Susan) North Carolina*

*Reside: Arcadia, California*

*Silks: White with maroon diamonds; white cap with maroon diamonds*

- Lee Searing went to the races from age 8 with his father, who later owned several horses beginning in 1966.
- Had numerous horses in partnership with his father, beginning in 1968 until his father’s death in 2002.
- Top horses have been Our New Recruit, winner of the 2004 Dubai Golden Shaheen and an earner of $1.4 million who was a stallion at Central California’s Legacy Ranch near Sacramento until his death in 2009; and Switch, the Quiet American mare who was a multiple Grade 1 winner of nearly $1.5 million before her retirement in 2012.
- Raced two solid 3-year-old stakes horses in 2014 - Candy Boy and Kobe’s Back - both of whom won graded Kentucky Derby preps at Santa Anita. Candy Boy, a son of Candy Ride, won the Robert Lewis Stakes (GI) and Kobe’s Back won the San Vicente (G2). Candy Boy eventually finished sixth in the Breeders’ Cup Classic.
- Have raced these other stakes winners: Gladding, Kettle Corn, Ceeband, Dr. Park, Scooter Brown, She’s an Eleven, Jump On In and Cindago. Cindago was a promising stallion but died in 2012. Kettle Corn is at stud in Ohio.
- Into 2015, Searings had used John Sadler as their primary trainer for previous 17 years. But their horses now have been shifted to the barn of conditioner Peter Euerton.
- Searing and his brother, Jim, operate Searing Industries, specializing in welded steel tubing, in Ontario, CA.
- Searings have been married 40 years and the stable name reflects the names of their children — Christina, Richard and Katherine.
- 2014 racing record: 49 starts, 6 wins for earnings of $964,012.
- Family: Two daughters, one son
**Diamond A Racing/ Gerald J. Ford**

*Born: August 8, 1944  
Pampa, Texas  
Resides: Dallas, Texas  
Silks: Blue, yellow diamond emblem on back, blue cuffs on yellow sleeves, blue cap*

- Reached pinnacles of Thoroughbred racing with three victories by Pleasantly Perfect: the 2003 Breeders’ Cup Classic, 2004 Dubai World Cup and 2004 Pacific Classic. The son of Pleasant Colony stands at Lane’s End Farm in Versailles, KY.
- Other top runners include millionaire Champ Pegasus, second in the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Turf; Minister Eric, runner-up in the 2003 Del Mar Futurity and 2003 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, and Dixie Union, multiple graded stakes winner and sire of 2012 Belmont Stakes winner Union Rags.
- Became interested in racing when a friend took him to 1994 Breeders’ Cup at Churchill Downs and to the following year’s Kentucky Derby.
- Bought his first Thoroughbreds at 1995 Keeneland July yearling sale.
- In 2000, bought 815 acres of the former Brookside Farm near Versailles for $11 million and renamed it Diamond A Farm. Keeps about 40 of his broodmares there.
- Also owns 120,000-acre Diamond A Ranch in New Mexico, populated by cattle, sheep and Quarter Horses.
- Chairman of the board of Liberte Investments, Inc., listed on New York Stock Exchange.
- Began in the banking business by purchasing several small banks in rural areas of Texas.
- Is a 1966 graduate of Southern Methodist University and in 1969 earned a degree from the university’s School of Law.
- Billionaire was named a distinguished alumnus in 1995; donated $20 million toward the building of the Gerald J. Ford Stadium, which opened in 2000.
- 2014 racing record: 37 starts, 6 wins for earnings of $168,994.
- Family: Wife Kelli; four children

**Hal and Patti Earnhardt**

*Born: (Hal) March 20, 1956  
Mesa, Arizona  
(Patti) July 2, 1957  
Columbus, Ohio  
Reside: Queen Creek, Arizona  
Silks: Blue, yellow “NO BULL” on back, blue bars on yellow sleeves, blue cap*

- Homebred Indian Blessing, by the Earnhardts’ stallion Indian Charlie, won Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies in 2007 and the Eclipse Award as undefeated 2-year-old female. In 2008 she finished first or second in nine stakes and was named filly Sprint champion. Finished her career with earnings of $2,995,420.
- Earnhardt’s won the 1998 Santa Anita Derby with Indian Charlie, who was retired with an injury after finishing third in the Kentucky Derby. Sired six champions as a top stallion at Airdrie Stud in Midway, KY, until his death in 2011.
- Other major winners include Soviet Sojourn, the dam of Indian Charlie and Earnhardt’s first Breeders’ Cup runner, finishing 11th in the 1991 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies, and multiple graded stakes winner El Corredor, who won seven of 10 starts, including the Cigar Mile and the Del Mar Mile twice and retired to stud with purse earnings of $727,920.
- Is president of Earnhardt Auto Centers, operating numerous dealerships in the Phoenix area. The dealership brands include BMW, Chrysler, Ford, Honda, Jeep, Nissan, Dodge, Hyundai and Mazda. Company was started by Earnhardt’s father and grandfather in 1951, has annual sales of nearly $1 billion and employs about 2,000.
- Attended Central Arizona College on a rodeo scholarship.
- Is trainer Bob Baffert’s longest-tenured owner, dating to Baffert’s Quarter Horse racing days.
- “No Bull” that appears on his racing silks is a long-standing slogan used in his automobile advertising.
- Has three Arizona cattle ranches, and donates time and money to a child crisis center and other charities in the Phoenix area.
- 2014 racing record: 50 starts, 7 wins for earnings of $205,876.
- Family: Two sons, two daughters

**Glen Hill Farm/ Leonard Lavin**

*Born: October 19, 1919  
Chicago, Illinois  
Resides: Glencoe, Illinois; Ocala, Florida  
Silks: Black and orange halves, white yoke, gold cap*

- Became a Thoroughbred owner in 1966 when he bought Gabby Abby, who was a winner for him that year and a stakes winner the next.
- Even at that time, he wasn’t exactly new to racing, having watched Reigh Count win the 1928 Kentucky Derby. His father and uncle were avid sportsmen.
- Bought Glen Hill Farm in Ocala, Florida, in the late 1960s and has produced more than 40 stakes winners with earnings of more than $21 million on the 400-acre spread. Owns about 40 broodmares.
- Achieved greatest moment in racing when One Dreamer won the 1994 Breeders’ Cup Distaff in a gate-to-wire performance that rewarded her backers $96.20 on a $2 win ticket. What made it even sweeter was his company, Alberto-Culver, sponsored the race.
- Primary trainer for 32 years was old-school conditioner and tough Texan Willard Proctor. Others in the family — Alan, Willard’s brother, who managed Glen Hill for many years; trainer Tom Proctor (Willard’s son), who handles a string in the Midwest for Lavin as well as their Del Mar horses (and trained One Dreamer), and Tom’s brother, “Hap,” who now oversees the Ocala farm — have been longtime Lavin associates.
- Lavin’s grandson, Craig Bernick, took control of Glen Hill in 2008 and is president and chief operating officer. Under his direction the outfit has undergone a resurgence and in the past four years has finished among the national leaders for winnings in North America with purses of more than $2-million each year. Bernick has expanded farm’s reach beyond breeding and racing its own to investing in horses bought privately and at sales.
- Among top performers in 2014: Pontchartrain, Left a Message, Customer Base, Wishing Gate, Global View and Diversy Harbor.
• Other major winners: Relaunch, winner of the 1979 Del Mar Derby and major stallion for many years; Uniformity, Convenience, Concept Win, Top Rung, Star of the Crop, Split Run, Rich in Spirit and Marketing Mix.

• Filly Convenience ran in a $250,000 winner-take-all match race with champion mare Typecast in 1972 at Hollywood Park. Convenience, under Jerry Lambert, nipped the favorite and Bill Shoemaker by a head in 1:47 3/5 for nine furlongs before more than 53,000 fans in what was then the richest match race ever held.

• He and his late wife, Bernice, bought the Alberto-Culver Company in 1955 for $400,000 and turned it into a multi-billion dollar firm.

• Honored as Breeder of the Year for 1994 by the Florida division of the Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders Association.

• 2014 racing record: 170 starts, 32 wins for earnings of $2,248,015.

• Family: Two daughters.

Godolphin/Darley Stable/
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al Maktoum

Born: July 22, 1949
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Resides: Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Silks: Godolphin — Royal blue, royal blue cap
Darley Stable — Maroon, white sleeves, white star on maroon cap

• One of the world’s richest men is the ruler of Dubai and the prime minister and vice president of the United Arab Emirates on the Persian Gulf.

• Is the third of four sons and has 19 children of his own (8 sons, 11 daughters); his senior wife is Sheikha Hind bint Maktoum bint Juma Al Maktoum, whom he married in 1979, and his junior wife is HRH Princess Haya, the daughter of the late King Hussein of Jordan, whom he married in 2004.

• Has helped shape the city of Dubai into one of the world’s great metropolises and overseen its rise as the economic hub of the Gulf. It has a population of approximately 2,699,654; Godolphin — 88 starts, 17 wins for earnings of $2,433,475.

• List of stars has grown to include Balanchine, Lamtrar, Swain, Sakhee, Shamardal, In the Wings, Indian Skimmer, Carnegie and Barathea.

• Perhaps his best — and apparently his favorite — was the mercurial Dubai Millennium, a winner of nine of 10 starts. Unfortunately, he died of a rare grass sickness a year after entering stud.

• In 1996, he sponsored the world’s richest race — the Dubai World Cup, which now is worth $10 million — and has seen his horses win it seven times — Singspiel (1997), Dubai Millennium (2000), Street Cry (2002), Moon Ballad (2003), Electrocutionist (2006), Monterosso (2012) and Prince Bishop (2015).

• Among the Sheikh’s more notable U.S. triumphs are the championship season of Bernardini in 2006 (Preakness, Travers, Jockey Club Gold Cup) and the win by Raven’s Pass in the 2008 Breeders’ Cup Classic.

• His horses have won Grade I or Group I races in 12 countries.

• As part of his showcasing of Dubai, built both the Al Quoz training center and the Nad Al Sheba Racecourse, and in 1996 created a festival of racing topped by the Dubai World Cup.

• One-upped himself by opening in 2010 the world’s most spectacular racetrack — Meydan Racecourse — adjacent to Nad Al Sheba. The multi-billion dollar project, which includes a hotel, restaurants, a museum and a marina, hosted its first World Cup on March 27, 2010.

• Races under two banners — Godolphin and Darley Stable. Godolphin horses are trained by Saeed bin Suroor, and race in Dubai from January to March, then in England and the U.S. The Darley horses race all around the world with many of the world’s top trainers, including Andre Fabre and Jean-Claude Rouget in France, Michael Stoute and John Gosden in England, John Oxx and Jim Bolger in Ireland, and Kiaran McLaughlin, Tom Albertrani and Eoin Harty in the U.S.

• In 2012 in North America, Darley started 269 horses, won 48 races and earned purses of $3,002,433. Godolphin Racing, meanwhile, started 48 horses in its silks, won 15 races and earned $3,749,075.

• In 2009, Godolphin was awarded its first Eclipse Award as North America’s top owner. Won another owner Eclipse in 2012. Darley previously had shared (with Lael Stables) that honor in 2006.

• Darley also is one of the world’s foremost breeding entities, standing more than 50 stallions in six countries (including Australia and Japan). Its U.S. farm in Lexington, the former Jonabell Farm, stands a dozen stallions, including Andre Fabre and Jean-Claude Rouget in France, Michael Stoute and John Gosden in England, John Oxx and Jim Bolger in Ireland, and Kiaran McLaughlin, Tom Albertrani and Eoin Harty in the U.S.

• In 2012 in North America, Darley started 269 horses, won 48 races and earned purses of $3,002,433. Godolphin Racing, meanwhile, started 48 horses in its silks, won 15 races and earned $3,749,075.

• In 2009, Godolphin was awarded its first Eclipse Award as North America’s top owner. Won another owner Eclipse in 2012. Darley previously had shared (with Lael Stables) that honor in 2006.

• Darley also is one of the world’s foremost breeding entities, standing more than 50 stallions in six countries (including Australia and Japan). Its U.S. farm in Lexington, the former Jonabell Farm, stands a dozen stallions, including the sires of America’s 2009 and 2010 Horses of the Year — Rachel Alexandra (Medaglia d’Oro) and Zenyatta (Street Cry). Darley was voted the Eclipse Award for breeder in 2012.

• 2014 racing record: Darley — 307 starts, 50 wins for earnings of $2,699,654; Godolphin — 88 starts, 17 wins for earnings of $2,628,478.

Halo Farms/
Teddy Aroney

Born: November 20, 1939
Los Angeles, California
Resides: Rancho Santa Fe, California
Silks: Gray and burgundy vertical stripes, gray and burgundy cap

• First recollection of the racetrack was at age 10 when his dad took him to Santa Anita for the day.
• Growing up, family ran a dairy farm in Artesia in southeastern Los Angeles County, approximately 18 miles from Hollywood Park to the west in Inglewood and 18 miles from Santa Anita Park to the north in Arcadia.
• Started out in the construction business, which segued into development, with his love for the track and horses always prominent.
• In 1970 bought a piece of his first racehorse and he's been an owner ever since.
• One of his early runners was Halo in the Sky, who stole his heart and gave him his idea for his racing nom de course.
• Had his first notable Thoroughbred success as a partner in a very fast horse named Shanekite, who wound up a multiple-stakes winner and then a prominent California sire.
• Got lucky even further when he bought several mares in a package deal with the intention of breeding them to Shanekite. One of them was already in foal to a son of Mr. Prospector named Naevus and her colt was named King Glorious.
• King Glorious won the 1988 Hollywood Futurity, and went on the next year to capture the Haskell Invitational and Ohio Derby en route to earning more than $1.1 million. Was Aroney's first millionaire and the “breakout” horse for California trainer Jerry Hollendorfer. Was sold as a stallion to Japanese interests.
• Has had several notable racing partners along the way, including Sid Craig and his wife Jenny. He's been a longtime friend and stable adviser to the Craigs, whose racing successes include two-time champion mare Paseana and Pacific Classic hero and now successful sire Candy Ride. He continues to serve as an equine adviser to Jenny Craig.
• In 2010 scored his biggest win when Dakota Phone captured the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Mile and paid $77.40.
• His runners are with trainers Hollendorfer and John Sadler and he keeps his breeding stock at Lane’s End Farm in Kentucky and Legacy Ranch and Ballena Vista Farm in California.
• 2014 racing record (including partnerships): 17 starts, two wins for earnings of $74,700.
• Family: Wife Leslie; two sons, one daughter

**Harris Farms, Inc./
John C. Harris**

Born: July 14, 1943
Fresno, California

Resides: Sanger, California

Silks: Green and white diamonds, green sleeves, green and white cap

**Hronis Racing (Brothers Kosta and Pete Hronis)**

Born: Kosta February 24, 1959; Pete October 19, 1963
Delano, California

Reside: Delano, California

Silks: Dark green, white “HR” on back, white hoops on front, dark green bars on white sleeves, green cap

• With $2.6 million in purses, 2014 was the brothers’ best winning season since entering the business in 2010.
• Brothers have about 30 horses in training, headed currently by a trio of private purchases now racing in their silks. Leading the crew is Stellar Wind, a 3-year-old filly bought after she broke her maiden at 2 in Maryland who has become a multiple-stakes winner in California. They also have done well with French-bred grass specialist Talco, winner of the 2015 Shoemaker Mile, thus ensuring himself a spot in this year’s Breeders’ Cup Mile. May also have a hard-knocker in the handicap ranks with Hard Aces, bought this year after a victory in the Louisiana Handicap.
• Last year’s standard bearer was Iotapa, claimed for $50,000 by trainer John Sadler for the brothers in 2012, and 2014 winner of the Vanity Stakes at Santa Anita and the Clement Hirsch Stakes at Del Mar, both Grade 1 offerings. Iotapa then went on to finish third in

• Alphabet Kisses gave the farm its first Grade I victory with a win in Santa Anita’s La Brea Stakes in 2004.
• Most outstanding horse campaigned was the speedy female Soviet Problem, in partnership with frequent collaborator Don Valpredo. She was retired in 1996 with 15 victories in 20 starts, for earnings of $905,416. She finished second to Cherokee Run in 1994 Breeders’ Cup Sprint. For the year she was voted California’s Horse of the Year, champion older female, sprinter and turf horse, the first time a horse won three divisions and Horse of the Year.
• Another major runner was Work The Crowd, a multiple graded stakes winner and 1993 champion Cal-bred 2-year-old filly, 1994 Cal-bred 3-year-old filly, 1995 Cal-bred turf horse and 1995 Northern California Horse of the Year.
• Other recent stable stars include homebreds Compari and Unzip Me, both multiple stakes winners. Unzip Me was third in the Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint in 2010.
• Harris earned a degree in agricultural production from University of California-Davis. Harris Farms, Inc. is one of the nation’s leading producers of agricultural products, most notably beef cattle. Farm also produces tomatoes, almonds and cotton, and has a feed lot that handles 100,000 head of cattle. The family’s 7,000-acre Harris River Ranch, about 70 miles east of Sanger, CA, includes a 160-acre facility devoted to yearlings and lay-ups.
• Member of The Jockey Club since 1988, and is a past president and still a board member of the California Thoroughbred Breeders Association. He twice has served as Chairman of the California Horse Racing Board.
• Commenced his association with racing when his father owned Thoroughbreds in the 1950s. Worked at racetracks as a teen-ager and had his first horse (Jogaway Miss) in 1958. First winner: The Blend in 1961.
• 2014 racing record (with several partners): 140 starts, 24 wins for earnings of $658,540.
• Family: Wife Carole
the Breeders’ Cup Distaff and brought $2.8 million from Chinese racing and breeding interests in Keeneland’s November Sale.

- Key horse so far has been Lady of Shamrock, a multiple graded stakes winner of more than $950,000 who was fifth in the 2012 Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf and eighth in 2013. She won the Del Mar Oaks in 2012.
- Also making noise for the stable in 2013: Rising Legend, winner of a division of Del Mar’s Oceanside Stakes, and Vagabond Shoes, who won the Del Mar Handicap on his way to a fifth in the Breeders’ Cup Turf. Unfortunately, Vagabond Shoes, winner of the 2014 San Marcos Stakes, was injured in the San Luis Rey Stakes and had to be euthanized.
- Hronis Racing led all owners in wins and earnings at both the 2013 and 2014 Del Mar summer meets. Also led in victories by owners in consecutive Santa Anita winter meetings – 2011-12 and 2012-13, and at Hollywood Park’s 2013 summer meet.
- Kosta started things by claiming two horses in 2010. Brother Pete is something of a silent partner, letting his big brother carry the ball.
- The pair got their first taste of racing when they went to Santa Anita on many occasions when the family would journey from Delano to their grandfather’s home in Pasadena.
- Hronis Inc., headquartered in Delano, is an extensive family farming operation in California’s San Joaquin Valley. The family’s holdings stretch from Visalia to the north of Delano to Bakersfield on the south. Began with raising table grapes and has widened into major citrus holdings, mostly navel oranges.
- Family: Kosta: Wife, Stephanie; one son, two daughters.

- The father and daughter were honored in 2008 by the Gregson Foundation, which raises money for college scholarships for children of backstretch workers.
- 2014 racing record: 111 starts, 14 wins for earnings of $933,479.

**Mercedes Stable/Ernie Moody**

*Born: July 25, 1948
Resides: Las Vegas, Nevada, and Moody Creek Ranch, Bonsall, California
Silks: Black, yellow M zigzag hoop and bar on sleeves, yellow and black cap*

- Stable named for Moody’s friend Maria Mercedes Vila.
- Jumped into the racing game in 2000.
- Bought Brookside West, formerly owned by the late Allen Paulson and his wife, Madeleine, and renamed it Moody Creek Farm, located about 25 miles from Del Mar racetrack.
- Had good success with Rock Hard Ten, owned in partnership with Madeleine Paulson (now Madeleine Pickens); had seven wins in 11 starts and career earnings of $1,870,380. Among victories: Strub Stakes, Santa Anita Handicap and Goodwood Handicap, all in 2005. Stands at stud at Lane’s End Farm in Versailles, KY.
- Was partner (with Lanni Family Trust, Diamond Pride LLC and Bernie Schiappa) in the multiple-stakes winner Game On Dude, who won more than $4.7 million. Made history in spring 2014 by winning Santa Anita Handicap for the third time. Previously won in 2011 and 2013. He also won the 2013 TVG Pacific Classic.
- Other stakes winners for Moody: She’s a Jewel, winner of Del Mar’s Aladdin Resort and Casino Handicap; Laura’s Lucky Boy, winner of Del Mar’s Escondido Handicap; Indian Ocean, Twice as Bad, Storm Wolf, Try To Fly, Spacy Tracy, Bank the Eight and Run It.
- Keeps about 20 broodmares at Diamond A Farm near Versailles, KY, plus yearlings, and has about 30 mares at another farm he owns, Running Luck Ranch, near Fresno, CA.
- Moody is president of Action Gaming and holds patents on several hand-held video poker machines. Company was founded in 1997 and is geared to invention, not manufacturing.
- 2014 racing record: 136 starts, 36 wins for earnings of $834,546.
- Family: One son, one daughter

**Jay Em Ess Stable/Samantha Siegel**

*Born: May 10, 1965
Reside: Beverly Hills, California
Silks: Blue, lime green MS on back, blue and green cap*

- Samantha Siegel carries on a family racing tradition that stretches back nearly 50 years, beginning with her father, Mace (who died in 2011 at age 86), and her mother Jan (who died in 2002).
- Their first stakes win came in 1976 at Calder Race Course with Wininreno.
- The late Brian Mayberry trained for the Siegels from 1977 to 1995. Ron Ellis now trains the stable’s horses in California, Paul McGee in the midwest and Michelle Nevin in the east.
- Jan Siegel was a big band singer who married Mace in 1962, became the mother of his daughter Samantha and son Evan, as well as his racing partner.
- Though Evan showed no interest, Samantha took right to racing.
- Over several decades, the father-mother-daughter team campaigned more than 25 stakes winners as well as 10 under Mace’s name.
- The Siegels began buying at yearling sales in 1988, with Samantha a key person at the sessions. She also was active in naming many of the horses.
- Best horse — so far — was the gelding Declan’s Moon, 2004 Eclipse Award winner as the nation’s top 2-year-old male and the undefeated Del Mar and Hollywood Futurity winner.
- Recent stable leaders include $1.5-million earner Rail Trip and the multiple stakes winning mare Include Me Out.
Jerome and Ann Moss

Born: (Jerome) May 8, 1935
New York City, New York
(Ann) Salt Lake City, Utah
Reside: Los Angeles, California
Silks: Green, pink hoop and bar on sleeves, green cap

Climaxed one of the most amazing campaigns in racing history by winning the Eclipse Award for Horse of the Year with their four-time champion mare Zenyatta in 2010.

The strapping daughter of Street Cry came up half a head short of completing a perfect 20-for-20 career record when beaten by Blame in the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Classic. She had won the B.C. Classic the year before at Santa Anita, becoming the first female to do so.

Zenyatta was voted an Eclipse Award in 2009 as champion older female for the second year in a row (she was awarded that honor in 2010, also), but finished second in the voting for Horse of the Year to the 3-year-old filly Rachel Alexandra. The Mosses had planned to retire Zenyatta at the time, but changed course and brought her back for another championship.

Among Zenyatta’s wins were back-to-back-to-back scores in Del Mar’s Clement L. Hirsch Stakes (2008-09-10).

The mare was bred to one of the world’s top stallions — Bernardini — in 2011 and delivered a colt in 2012. She had a second colt, by Tapit, in 2013, then a filly by War Front in 2014. She was given a year off from breeding in 2014, but has been reported in foal to the Danzig stallion War Front this year.

Mosses grabbed one of Thoroughbred racing’s sweetest prizes in 2005 when their Giacomo won the Kentucky Derby, looping the field and pulling away for a decisive victory at odds of 50-1.

That homebred colt was sidelined with bone chips in his left front ankle, but returned in 2006 to win Del Mar’s San Diego Handicap before finishing fifth in the Pacific Classic. The gray completed his career by finishing fourth in the Breeders’ Cup Classic to run his career earnings to $2.5 million. He stands at stud at Adena Springs in Maryland.

Couple was back on the Triple Crown trail again in 2007 with Giacomo’s half-brother, Tiago, who won the Santa Anita Derby in a 29-1 upset. Finished seventh in the Kentucky Derby and third in the Belmont Stakes. Came back to capture the Oaklawn Handicap at 4 and finished third in the Breeders’ Cup Classic. Retired with earnings of more than $2.3-million and stands at stud at Adena Springs Kentucky.

Recent winners for Mosses include Neko Bay, Alpha Kitten, Cozi Rosie and Zazu.

Moss has been involved in racing for about 35 years, starting by claiming horses in the 1970s with brothers Herb and David Alpert.

Upgraded Thoroughbred holdings in the 1980s and posted his first stakes victory with Lovely Robbery in 1981.

Raced more than 60 stakes winners alone or in partnership, including multiple Grade I winners Ruhlmann, winner of the 1989 Santa Anita Handicap, and Sardula, winner of the 1993 Del Mar Debutante and the 1994 Kentucky Oaks.

Mosses own about 35 Thoroughbreds, including about 30 in training with John Shirreffs, Richard Mandella and John Sadler in Southern California. Husband-wife team has about 20 broodmares, mostly in Kentucky at Mill Ridge Farm and Crestwood Farm.

Moss served as a commissioner on the California Horse Racing Board for eight years starting in February 2004.

Marsha Naify

Born: San Francisco, California
Resides: Long Beach and Del Mar, California
Silks: Royal blue and white stripes, blue cuffs on white sleeves, blue and white cap

Sometimes runs horses under the name of Liberty Road Stable. Of late she runs mostly in partnerships.

Her trainers have included Bruce Headley and Julio Canani.

Best horses so far: Dublino, winner of the 2002 Grade I Del Mar Oaks; Amorama, winner of 2004 Del Mar Oaks and 2005 Grade I John C. Mabee Handicap; Blackdown, winner of a division of Oceanside Stakes, Grade II La Jolla Handicap and Grade II Del Mar Derby, all in 2004, in which he was named Horse of the Meet. Other top runners include Free Flying Soul, Surf Cat, Storm Wolf, High Society, Top Honors and Little Treasure.

Daughter of the late Marshall Naify of the former 505 Farms and owner of multiple stakes winner Bertrandro. Horse captured the 1991 Del Mar Futurity, then the 1993 Pacific Classic in a season where he was the Eclipse champion as top handicap horse. He became one of California’s top sires before passing in 2014. His son, Tamarando, won the 2013 Del Mar Futurity.

Marsha has been an active owner since 2000 after being an important part of her father’s 505 operation as well as his United Artists Theater Circuit, which during the 1970s and ’80s was the country’s largest theater chain during the 1970s and ’80s.

Is a graduate of the University of Southern California in sociology and cinema.

Outside racing, divides her time among investments and real estate, civic and philanthropic efforts.

Served as chairperson for the Thoroughbred Owners of California from 2007 to 2010.

2014 racing record (with partners): 17 starts, one win for earnings of $132,768.

Family: Single
Mike Pegram

Born: February 16, 1952  
Fort Knox, Kentucky

Resides: Scottsdale, Arizona; Mt. Vernon, Washington; Del Mar, California

Silks: Red, red MP on yellow ball, yellow stripes on sleeves and red and yellow cap

• Has been one of the most successful, colorful and popular characters on the national scene for nearly 30 years. It’s difficult to single out his most remarkable equine star -- was it Real Quiet, Silverbulletday, Lookin at Lucky, Midnight Lute, Secret Circle, or all of the above? The last three came in partnership with Tucson, AZ, auto dealers and steady partners Karl Watson and Paul Weitman.

• Pegram has been extremely successful on his own, of course, as 1998 Kentucky Derby and Preakness winner Real Quiet and multiple Eclipse Award and graded stakes winner Silverbulletday stand out. His most recent individual splash came in Santa Anita’s 2014 Strub Stakes when Shakin It Up and Govenor Charlie, both bred and co-owned by Pegram, finished one-two.

• Partnership with Watson and Weitman led to Lookin at Lucky winning Del Mar’s Best Pal and Del Mar Futurity in 2009 and the Eclipse Award as top juvenile. He returned to win the 2010 Preakness, Haskell Invitational and Indiana Derby and the Eclipse as top 3-year-old male. Midnight Lute won consecutive Breeders’ Cup Sprints (2007-08) and the 2007 Eclipse as champion sprinter, and Secret Circle won the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Sprint in 2011 and the Sprint in 2013. Last-named horse still running for partners, as witnessed by his victory in the $2-million Dubai Golden Shaheen this past March to push his bankroll over $3.6 million.

• Coil was retired in January 2013 after winning San Pasqual ’Cap at Santa Anita; earned more than $1.1 million. He stands at stud at Magali Farm in Santa Ynez, CA. The partners also had a stellar 2012 campaign with filly Executiveprivilege, winner of the Del Mar Debutante and more than $900,000 and had further stakes success with Drill and Candrea. They also clicked with Hoppertunity, a multiple-stakes winner of more than $1.1 million.

• Pegram bought Real Quiet for $17,000 as a yearling and missed graduation.Received a Ph. D in philosophy from the University of Southern Kentucky, while growing up in Southern Indiana.

• Took over as chairman of the Thoroughbred Owners of California in November 2011.

• Had success in fast-food business with ownership of numerous McDonald’s franchises. In the last few years also has partnered in a trio of casinos in the Carson City, NV, area.

• Named Turf Publicists of America’s “Big Sport of Turfdom” in 1998.

• Brother Jim and nephews Brad and J. R. are successful jockey agents in Southern California.

• 2014 record in partnership with Watson and Weitman: 64 starts, 15 wins for earnings of $2,577,851.

• Family: Wife Mary Ellen; one son, one daughter.

J. Paul Reddam

Born: July 28, 1955  
Windsor, Ontario, Canada

Resides: Laguna Beach, California

Silks: White, purple hoop, white bar on purple sleeves, purple cap

• I’ll Have Another, a colt he named for his standard request when his wife brought around her homemade cookies, stood at the edge of Thoroughbred immortality in 2012 after capturing the Kentucky Derby and Preakness.

• Alas, on the eve of the Belmont Stakes in New York, a case of tendinitis in his colt’s left foreleg forced his withdrawal and retirement. Was sold to Japanese breeders after winning five of seven starts and $2,693,600.

• Ran five horses in Breeders’ Cup races in 2012, including B.C. Juvenile runner-up He’s Had Enough. Had five horses also in 2013 Breeders’ Cup, with a fourth by Bond Holder in the Juvenile being the highest finish.

• While I’ll Have Another is far and away his brightest racing star, he has had others. Two of them were Breeders’ Cup champions: 2004 Juvenile winner Wilko, as a partner, and the solely owned Red Rocks, victor in the 2006 Turf.

• Also won Grade I races with Spring At Last (2007 Donn) and Square Eddie (2008 Lane’s End Breeders’ Futurity). Square Eddie, a son of Smart Strike, stands at Vessels Stallion Farm in Bonsall, CA, and has had several stakes winners in his first few crops.

• Other top runners include Dancing Edie, as part owner, winner of the 2006 John C. Mabee Handicap at Del Mar; Great Hunter, a Grade 1 winner who finished third to Street Sense in 2006 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and was 13th in the 2007 Kentucky Derby; Elloluv, multiple graded stakes winner who finished second in the 2003 Breeders’ Cup Distaff; Cash Included, fifth in the 2006 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies; the 2002 Met Mile winner Swept Overboard, and Momentum, second to Came Home in the 2002 Pacific Classic.

• Most of his horses are trained either by Craig Dollase or Doug O’Neill.

• Became interested in horse racing as a teen-ager. It continued after he moved to Southern California, where he watched Spectacular Bid win the Santa Anita Handicap in 1980.

• Bought his first horse, Ocean Warrior, in 1988, but he never won. Received a Ph. D in philosophy from the University of Southern California and taught the subject at Cal State Los Angeles following graduation.
• Entered mortgage business to supplement his income, founding Ditech.com in 1995 to offer mortgage loans; sold the company to General Motors in 1999.
• Not long after that, created CashCall, a high-risk lending agency based in Irvine, CA. The company sponsored Hollywood Park’s Grade I CashCall Futurity.
• 2014 racing record (including six partnerships): 261 starts, 32 wins for earnings of $2,081,742.
• Family: Wife Zillah; one daughter

Kaleem Shah
Born: July 6, 1962
Bellarly, India
Resides: Vienna, Virginia; San Diego, California
Silks: Red and white stripes, blue sleeves, blue cap

• Relatively new client for trainer Bob Baffert, but already has become a major player in the sport, as witnessed by the fact he finished second nationally among all owners in 2014 with almost $6-million in purses. Among his serious runners so far have been Awesome Baby, Bayern, Fed Biz, Dortmund, Eden’s Moon, May Day Rose and Concord Point.
• Fed Biz (2012) and Bayern (2014) put owner on the brink of the Kentucky Derby, but Fed Biz missed it with an injury and Bayern was left just outside the list because of a lack of points in Derby prep races due to minor issues.
• Both colts bounced back nicely, however. Fed Biz turned in a track-record performance in the 2013 Pat O’Brien on Pacific Classic Day going seven eighths, while Bayern clicked in New York on Belmont Day in 2014 in the Grade II Woody Stephens, also at seven furlongs.
• Bayern finished a classic year for owner by winning the Haskell Invitational before capturing the Breeders’ Cup Classic at Santa Anita in a tight three-way finish and then withstood a long steward’s inquiry. His bankroll is now past $4.3 million. Fed Biz was part of the super year with a victory in Del Mar’s San Diego Handicap before finishing seventh in the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile.
• Fed Biz has been retired and is at stud at WinStar Farm in Kentucky; Bayern is back in action for a hoped-for stellar 2015 campaign.
• Multiple stakes-winning Dortmund has come on strongly in 2015, including a victory in the Santa Anita Derby before finishing third in the Kentucky Derby. He’s won more than $1.5 million.
• Owner captured Fleet Treat Stakes with Sweet Marini in 2013 at the shore and tied for leading owner at the meet with six wins. He banked $537,910 in purse money that summer.
• Won first Grade I race in 2012 when Eden’s Moon captured Las Virgenes Stakes at Santa Anita; later in the year, Eden Moon won Del Mar’s Grade II San Clemente Handicap.
• Owner’s silks bear the colors of the American flag, with red and white stripes and a field of blue with stars. Some horses carry “American” or “Patriot” in their names.
• Met trainer Baffert at horse sales and conditioner has been buying for him ever since; usually has about 30 horses in training.
• Owns 10 broodmares kept at Hill ’N’ Dale Farms in Kentucky. Breeds many of his mares to his stallion Concord Point, also at Hill ’N’ Dale. Stallion’s first foals were 2-year-olds in 2014.
• Started small in 1996, racing horses in Maryland with trainers Jimmy Murphy and Dale Capuano and a few in California with Doug O’Neill.
• Developed love for horses and racing as a child. Father, Majeed, was a major trainer in India who won many classic races including the Indian Triple Crown twice. Uncle won two Indian Derbys.
• Father kept him away from races as a youth, preferring he concentrate on schooling.
• Education: Bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from India’s Bangalore University; master’s in computer engineering, Clemson University; MBA in international finance, George Washington University.
• Founded CalNet in 1989 and serves as its president. Company offers intelligence analysis, telecommunications, financial and information technology. Clients include U.S. government, armed forces and state governments. Based in Reston, VA, with branch office in San Diego.
• 2014 racing record: 81 starts, 29 wins for earnings of $5,997,978.
• Family: Wife, Lubi; one daughter, one son

Spendthrift Farm/
B. Wayne Hughes
Born: September 28, 1933
Gotebo, Oklahoma
Resides: Malibu, California; Spendthrift Farm, Lexington, Kentucky
Silks: Orange and purple quarters, orange sleeves and cap

• Won his fourth Breeders’ Cup race when Beholder captured the 2013 Distaff and earned an Eclipse Award as nation’s top 3-year-old filly. She had given him his third B.C. win with her victory in the Juvenile Fillies in 2012. She won the Eclipse that year as top 2-year-old filly. Other B.C. winners for Hughes: Action This Day in 2003 Juvenile, and Court Vision in 2011 Mile, in which he denied Goldikova a third straight win in the race. Action This Day won a 2003 Eclipse as top male 2-year-old.
• Beholder, a winner of more than $3.4 million, is back winning again in 2015. She is being pointed for another Breeders’ Cup run and has Del Mar’s Grade I Clement L. Hirsch on her schedule.
• Has numerous horses in training in Southern California, mostly with Richard Mandella and Carla Gaines, as well as in Kentucky with Albert Stall, Jr., Paul McGee and Dale Romans.
• In 2005, Greeley’s Galaxy won the Illinois Derby and Don’t Get Mad scored in the Indiana Derby. Don’t Get Mad won that year’s Derby Trial at Churchill Downs and finished fourth in the Derby itself. Greeley’s Galaxy was supplemented to the Derby and was 11th. In other Derby efforts, Action This Day finished sixth to Smarty Jones in 2004 and Atswhatimtalknbout ran fourth in 2003.
• Showed great patience with talented but injury-prone Crown of Thorns, who missed by a whisker in the 2009 Breeders’ Cup Sprint. Made only 13 starts over five seasons before retiring in 2011 with more than $800,000 in earnings.
• Bought historic Spendthrift Farm in Lexington, KY, in 2004 and keeps about 60 broodmares on the 700-acre nursery. Founded by Leslie Combs II in 1937, farm was home to stallions Jet Pilot, Dark Star and Majestic Prince, winners of the Kentucky Derby, as well as Triple Crown winner Seattle Slew, Preakness and Belmont Stakes winner Nashua, and outstanding sire Raise a Native.

Family: Wife, Lubi; one daughter, one son

Father kept him away from races as a youth, preferring he concentrate on schooling.

Education: Bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from India’s Bangalore University; master’s in computer engineering, Clemson University; MBA in international finance, George Washington University.

Founded CalNet in 1989 and serves as its president. Company offers intelligence analysis, telecommunications, financial and information technology. Clients include U.S. government, armed forces and state governments. Based in Reston, VA, with branch office in San Diego.
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Tommy Town Thoroughbreds/
Tom and Debi Stull

Born: (Tom) May 18, 1948
Los Angeles, California
(Debi) January 28, 1954
Whittier, California
Reside: Santa Ynez, California
Silks: Black and silver diamonds, black oval on back with three yellow Ts, black and gray cap

Stulls have been involved in racing and breeding since the early 1980s, first with a farm in Hemet, CA.

It all started with ownership as partners with Jim Wilson of Wilson Stock Farm in a horse called Fa La Te Dough, who won seven stakes and $254,050. Owned a few more horses before deciding “to do it right,” meaning the purchase in 2000 of D. Wayne Lukas’ former Westerly Training Center in the Santa Ynez Valley. Original 160-acre plot has been expanded twice to cover approximately 350 acres and is home to some 260 horses.

Since 2004, Stulls have been in the top four among California breeding farms, finishing on top in 2009 and 2012. In 2010 and 2011 they were second-best by earnings.

Farm’s 2012 totals included a cumulative $2,561,735 in purses won as well as stakes victories by seven different Tommy Town horses.

Farm’s breeding and training operation features 100 stalls and a 7-furlong track. In breeding, farm has a 35-stall foaling barn. Farm’s focus is breeding for the sales ring, but the Stulls also race across the country and in Canada.

Tommy Town offered money-back guarantee on top stallion Old Topper’s stud fees if the stallion wasn’t California’s leading freshman sire in 2004, which he was.

Old Topper was major winner while being trained by the late Noble Threewitt for Kentucky owner-breeder Barbara Hunter, capturing Del Mar’s Best Pal Stakes in 1997 and Pat O’Brien Handicap in 1998.

Farm issued a similar 2009 money-back guarantee for their stallion Ministers Wild Cat. That worked, too.

Karl Watson and Paul Weitman

Born: (Weitman) March 12, 1943, Springfield, Georgia
(Watson) September 6, 1950, Kansas City, Missouri
Reside: Tucson, Arizona
Silks Sky blue, gold “WW” on red ball on back, red panel on front, red stripe and cuffs on sleeves, red and blue cap

Have become major owners as partners with Mike Pegram, longtime client of trainer Bob Baffert. Also have operated as partners on their own, as well as clients of Baffert. Overall, they usually have about a dozen horses with the trainer.

On their own, raced stakes winners Da Stoops and Tough Tiz’s Sis. Da Stoops, a multiple-stakes winner named for former University of Arizona football coach Mike Stoops, earned $640,906 and was sold for $2.5 million as a stallion prospect. Tough Tiz’s Sis won two Grade I stakes, earned $903,792 and retired to the pair’s broodmare band.

First connection with Pegram came with two-time Breeders’ Cup Sprint winner and 2007 Eclipse Award sprinter Midnight Lute. As good as that was, it got better with Lookin at Lucky, Eclipse winner as top 2-year-old male in 2009 and top 3-year-old male in 2010 after racing in 2015.

Owner Profiles • Del Mar 2015
Gary and Mary West

Born: (Gary) 1945 in Harlan, Iowa  
(Mary) 1946 in Miami, Florida
Reside: Rancho Santa Fe, California
Silks: Fluorescent pink, black diamond hoop and bars on sleeves, fluorescent pink cap

Gary was introduced to racing at age 19 by his father at the old Ak-Sar-Ben racetrack in Omaha, Nebraska.  
Mary owned a horse in high school and has always loved horses and the sport of racing.  
It was in Omaha that Gary and Mary met at a dance. Their meeting went well: for the past 46 years they have been husband and wife.  
When first married, they frequently went to Ak-Sar-Ben and dreamed of owning race horses.  
They’ve had numerous winners over the years, but topped things off by celebrating with New Year’s Day after winning the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile. Unfortunately, the 2-year-old colt was injured and retired to stud at Hill ’n Dale Farms in Kentucky.  
The Wests went into business together in 1979, founding first WATS Telemarketing, and later, West Corporation. Their vision for the companies turned them into telecommunications giants nationally. In 2006 they sold controlling interest in West Corporation for $2.2 billion while retaining a 20% ownership in it.  
The couple claimed their first racehorse in 1980, Joe Blow for $13,500. They picked a winner. By Gary’s estimates he started about 120 times for them (mostly in Nebraska), winning approximately 20 races and around $150,000 while never being claimed.  
The Wests’ first trainer was Nebraskan Ben Glass, who later became the Wests’ racing manager and bloodstock adviser, a role he continues today.  
Thoroughbred holdings grew over the years and the couple made a national splash for the first time when their Rockamundo (trained by Glass) won the 1993 Arkansas Derby at odds of 108-1 under Calvin Borel. “Biggest price ever (in the race),” noted Gary West. “I had a real adrenalin rush. That probably hooked me for life.”  
The Wests’ stable has had its share of good stakes horses in the seasons since, among them Calide Valley, Ubiquity, Baptize, million-dollar-earner Dollar Bill, Mongoose, Buddha, High Limit, Mass Media, Sweet Lips, Guilt Trip, Weste Coast Belle and Flashback.  
Their stable had its best year ever in 2012 when they won 55 races and more than $3.2 million in purses, good enough to rank them at No. 12 among all owners in the U.S.  
Among their 2012 winners was Del Mar Handicap hero Casino Host. They also registered Grade I victories with Power Broker and Book Review.  
Primary trainers are Bob Baffert in the west and Wayne Catalano in the midwest and east.  
At one point in 2013, Wests had five possible Kentucky Derby horses in Flashback, Code West, Power Broker, Treasury Bill and Title Contender. Though none of them made the race, the couple’s desire to go back on the Derby Trail has not waned.  
The Wests’ equine holdings include approximately 150 horses.  
In 2006 the Gary and Mary West Foundation (www.gmwf.org) was established and it supports four focus areas: lowering the cost of health care; independence for seniors; career opportunities for disadvantaged youth, and service canines for seniors and veterans. To date it has provided approximately $151 million in funding to non-profits primarily located in San Diego and Omaha.  
Two other West efforts based in San Diego are the non-profit Gary and Mary West Health Institute, which aims to lower the cost of health care, and is supported by their West Health Policy Center and the West Health Incubator (www.westhealth.org); as well as the Gary and Mary West Senior Wellness Center, which provides nutritious meals seven days a week to low-income and homeless seniors.  

West Point Thoroughbreds/  
Terry Finley

Born: January 3, 1964  
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  
Resides: Mount Laurel, New Jersey  
Silks: Gold, black star, gold bar on black sleeves, gold star on black cap

Flashy Bull became West Point Thoroughbreds’ first Grade I winner by capturing the 2007 Stephen Foster Handicap at Churchill Downs. He finished his career with $844,313 in earnings and was a stallion at Airdrie Stud in Midway, KY prior to heading off to stud duty in Saudi Arabia.  
West Point’s Commanding Curve was a racing runner-up to California Chrome in the 2014 Kentucky Derby, beaten less than two lengths at 37-1. Ridgling back in action this year with more than $600,000 in the bank.  
Outfit landed another Grade I tally when their long-winded veteran Twilight Eclipse gamely captured the Man o’ War Stakes at Belmont Park in May. World-record holder for 12 furlongs on grass (2:22.63 in Pan Am ‘Cap at Gulfstream Park in 2013) has earned more than $1.5 million and is still going strong as a 6-year-old.
• Stable's all-time star was the old pro Awesome Gem, retired in 2012 at age 9 following a multiple-stakes-winning career that saw him race 52 times and earn nearly $2.9 million, including four different Breeders’ Cup starts.
• Their New York-bred Empire Dreams has been a stakes ace at home with more than $450,000 in purses to his credit.
• Other stakes winners: Belle of the Hall, King Congie, Macho Again, El Gato Malo and Justwhistledixie.
• Stable additionally can boast of having sent out three Grade I-winning fillies — Irish Smoke, Lear’s Princess and Dream Rush.
• Another top performer for West Point was Argentinian Seattle Fitz, who posted six wins — including a trio of graded stakes — for earnings of $594,371.
• First graded-stakes victory came with Ethan Man in the 2002 Swale Stakes, and Big City Bound brought West Point its initial black-type win in the 1995 Miss Liberty Stakes.
• West Point Thoroughbreds maintains stables in New York, New Jersey, Kentucky, Florida, Louisiana and California. Training for West Point in Southern California is Craig Dollase.
• Terry Finley is founder and president of West Point Thoroughbreds, a racing partnership. It is estimated that since 1991 he has syndicated more than 200 horses for more than $20 million. They list 26 stakes winners and purses of more than $26 million in the past eight years and claim to race approximately 80 horses for 400 owners.
• Finley is a graduate of the United States Military Academy at West Point, NY and served as an airborne ranger. He holds a master’s degree in business from Boston University.
• Established the Thoroughbred Thank You Fund that took 400 soldiers to the Kentucky Derby in 2005.
• 2014 racing record: 194 starts, 25 wins for earnings of $2,934,046.
• Family: Wife Debbie; one son, one daughter

Larry and Marianne Williams
Born: Midvale, Idaho
Reside: Boise, Idaho, and Tree Top Ranches, Parma, Idaho
Silks: Dark green, green tree emblem on tan ball on back, burgundy sleeves, green and burgundy cap

• Owners of the state-of-the-art Tree Top Ranches in Parma, Idaho, have become major players in racing in the past several years, especially when Lucky Pulpit hit the racetrack as runner and now as a California stallion and sire of Horse of the Year California Chrome.
• Williams scored a major victory at Del Mar in 2013 as Tamarando won Del Mar Futurity. Also won Real Good Deal Stakes with Unrak. Two other Del Mar stakes wins in 2004: Wild Babe in a division of the Oceanside Stakes and Coastal Strike in Generous Portion Stakes.
• The Williamses usually have 30 to 35 horses in training with Mike Puype, Jerry Hollendorfer and Jeff Bonde in Southern California and Steve Specht in Northern California.
• Prior to Tamarando, an earner of more than $670,000, homebred Rousing Sermon (by Lucky Pulpit) was the top runner for the husband-wife team with purses of more than $820,000. Hard-knocking horse, now a 6-year-old, continues to compete in Southern California. He finished eighth in the 2012 Kentucky Derby.

• The Williamses keep 20 broodmares at 700-acre Tree Top Ranches in Parma and have a few in Kentucky. The Idaho broodmares are sent to California to be bred and then returned to Idaho before being sent back to California for foaling. The best of the Kentucky foals are sold at auction with the others joining their racing program.
• Lucky Pulpit, who ran to age 5, was a stakes winner of $209,928. His signature victory came in the Smile Stakes at Calder Race Course. The son of the A.P. Indy sire Pulpit has his big horse at the races now in Horse of the Year California Chrome, a winner of more than $6.3 million. Lucky Pulpit’s previous $2,500 stud fee has jumped to $10,000 and he was reported to have a book in excess of 60 mares in 2015.
• Larry, who grew up with Quarter Horses on a ranch, decided in late-90s to get into the horse business; bought three broodmares and two horses in training at a Kentucky sale in 2000.
• The couple were childhood sweethearts; married shortly after high school graduation in 1962. Began a lumber business in 1979 that was sold in 2005 following their 1999 founding of Tree Top Ranches, which also includes a large cow/calf operation in southeastern Oregon.
• Are longtime, generous supporters of Boise State University’s academic and athletic endeavors.
• Larry purchased 72 acres along the Boise River in 2005 and donated it to the city of Boise in his wife’s honor. It has been named the Marianne Williams Park.
• 2014 racing record: 160 starts, 28 wins for earnings of $1,301,076.
• Family: One daughter, two sons

Warren B. Williamson
Born: July 30, 1928
Los Angeles, California
Resides: Pasadena, California
Silks: Orange, yellow w-hoops, yellow sleeves, yellow and orange cap

• Family owned a large ranch near Ramona, CA, and horses have been a part of his life since childhood.
• Highly successful businessman who worked for an oil company, then in stocks, securities and investments, rising from a broker’s desk to the executive suites.
• First involvement with owning horses came via partnerships in the late 1960s and early ’70s.
• Had runners with trainers L.J. Brooks, Muzzy Francis and Michael Stidham, but took a chance with a young woman named Carla Gaines in 1989 and she’s been his trainer ever since.
• Owns about two dozen horses, mostly racing stock. Sam Semkin readies his 2-year-olds at the San Luis Rey Downs training center and sends them on to Gaines. His small broodmare band is in Kentucky.
• Best horse he’s had to date is one he bred himself, Nashoba’s Key. In 2007 she won her first seven starts, running on both the main track and turf, before suffering her only defeat when she finished fourth on a soft grass course at Monmouth Park in New Jersey in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf.
• Nashoba’s Key came back that winter to capture the Grade I Santa Margarita, but then fell victim to a freak stall injury at Hollywood Park in May 2008 in which she suffered a severe leg injury forcing her to be euthanized. She won more than $1.25 million in purses.
• Nashoba’s Key’s half-sister, Nashoba’s Gold, by Smart Strike, was a two-time stakes winner in 2014, taking the Providencia (GIII) and Honeyymoon(GII), both at Santa Anita.
• Other stakes runners he has raced and/or raced and bred include Blending Element, Foxysox, Tiz Elemental and Excessive Blend.
• Sits on the board of directors of the Oak Tree Racing Association and previously was on the board at Hollywood Park, including the role of chairman, for a decade.
• Among his community involvements are as a trustee for Good Samaritan Hospital in Los Angeles, as a board member for the Los Angeles Philharmonic and as a life trustee of Claremont McKenna College.
• Known to family, friends and colleagues by the nickname “Spud.”
• 2014 racing record: nine starts, two wins for earnings of $130,310.
• Family: Wife Alyce; one son, two daughters.

Martin and Pam Wygod

Born: (Martin) February 1, 1940 New York, New York
(Pam) Rockville Center, New York
Reside: Rancho Santa Fe, California
Silks: Light blue with white diamond hoop, white diamonds on sleeves, white cap

• Snared a sweet prize when their filly Life Is Sweet won the Breeders’ Cup Ladies Classic in 2009. She was retired in 2010 with more than $1.8-million in earnings.
• Won their first Breeders’ Cup championship day race and eventual Eclipse Award when Sweet Catomine captured the B.C. Juvenile Fillies in 2004. Earlier, she had won the Grade I Del Mar Debutante. Life Is Sweet and Sweet Catomine are full sisters. Their dam, the Wygods’ Sweet Life, was honored as Broodmare of the Year for 2009 by the Kentucky Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders.
• Bred Shared Belief, Eclipse Award champion 2-year-old male of 2013 whom they sold after the son of Candy Ride broke his maiden in his career debut at Golden Gate Fields. Gelding won last year’s TVG Pacific Classic and, following time off, he returned to action at a high level.
• In 2010, Wygods sold their River Edge Farm, the 170-acre breeding facility in Buelton, CA, where there were more than 90 broodmares and 40 horses in training. The farm also was home base for sires Bertrando, Benchmark, Tribal Rule and Dixie Chatter. Those stallions were shifted to Ballena Vista Farm in Ramona. Bertrando subsequently was pensioned and died in 2014, while that same year Tribal Rule suffered an apparent heart attack and died while covering a mare. Wygod’s other two stallions — Idiot Proof and Calimanco — also shifted to Ballena Vista, with the former then moving again to Victory Rose Farm in Vacaville.
• Wygods have bred more than 50 stakes winners and have raced about 20. They currently have approximately 40 broodmares and 20 horses in training.
• Have a promising 3-year-old at the track now with trainer Cliff Sise, Jr. in Prospect Park, a stakes-placed homebred by Tapit.
• California’s leading breeders in 2006, 2007 and 2008.
• Raced grass ace After Market, a son of Storm Cat out of the Wygods’ brilliant racemare Tranquility Lake. After Market upset California Horse of the Year Lava Man in the Grade I Whittingham Memorial in 2007, as well as winning Del Mar’s Grade I Eddie Read Handicap and the Grade II Del Mar Handicap. He figured to be one of the top choices in the Arlington Million and the Breeders’ Cup Turf, but he was declared out of both races because of soft turf. He stands at stud at Lane’s End Farm in Kentucky.
• Also raced After Market’s full brother, Courageous Cat, a multiple-stakes winner of more than $1.1 million.
• Another stable standout was the sprint star Idiot Proof, who had four victories in seven starts going into the 2007 Breeders’ Cup Sprint, where he finished second to runaway winner Midnight Lute. Came back in 2008 to finish second to Benny the Bull in Dubai’s Golden Shaheen and finished with career earnings of nearly $1.3-million.
• Couple also raced Harmonious, a double Grade I winner.
• Wygods’ trainer for Life Is Sweet and After Market was John Shirreffs. Couple now employs Hall of Fame conditioner Bill Mott and Jimmy Jerkens in the east, along with Cliff Sise, Jr. and Hall of Famer Richard Mandella in the west.
• Among other stakes runners for Wygods: Pirate’s Bounty, Twice the Vice, Pharma, Exotic Wood, Key Phrase, Benchmark, Feverish and Silent Sighs.
• Martin went to the racetrack often as a youngster, hanging out with the late Bobby Frankel while attending high school and college (New York University). Frankel was just getting started on what became a Hall of Fame career.
• In 1965, Wygod received two horses (Verification and Heliotropic) as a birthday gift from friend and business associate Fletcher Jones. Both horses were winners in New York.
• Wygods moved to California from New Jersey in 1994 to be closer to their horse operations. He had been involved in business as a health-care entrepreneur and sold his company, Medco Container Services, in 1993 to pharmaceutical giant Merck & Company for $6.5 billion.
• Resigned as a director and chief executive officer in 1994 in order to return to his specialty of deal-making and building small companies. Says five companies he created had earned about $7.5 billion for investors since the mid-1970s.
• Serves as board chairman and CEO of WebMD.
• Became a TOBA trustee and a member of The Jockey Club in 1996. Also serves on the board of directors of Del Mar Thoroughbred Club.
• 2014 racing record: 36 starts, six wins for earnings of $295,263.
• Family: One son, one daughter.
Zayat Stables/Ahmed Zayat

- Reached racing’s mountaintop in 2015 when his homebred American Pharoah swept the Kentucky Derby, Preakness and Belmont Stakes to become the first Triple Crown winner in 37 years.
- What made the run by the smooth-striding bay especially sweet was the fact Zayat bred him in Kentucky using his own stallion (Pioneerof the Nile) and his own mare (Littleprincessemma). Then, when he put him up for sale in the 2013 Saratoga Yearling Sale and the bidding stalled at what he felt was a much-to-low $300,000, Zayat bought him back and decided to race the colt himself.
- American Pharoah has won seven of eight starts, with six of those seven victories in Grade I races, including the 2014 Del Mar Futurity, which gave him a leg up last year to be crowned 2-year-old champion male. His current earnings are $4,530,300.
- Pioneerof the Nile, one of the 13 stallions Zayat is involved with, both started and ended a frustrating run for him. In 2009, the horse ran second in the Kentucky Derby. In 2011 (Nehro) and 2012 (Bodemeister), Zayat again was second in the Run for the Roses. This was after having to scratch the likely Kentucky Derby favorite -- Eskendereya -- due to an injury a week in front of the 2010 running of the race. Adding to the owners’ “so close blues” was a pair of second-place finishes in 2012 by Bodemeister in the Preakness and Paynter in the Belmont.
- Among his other notable stakes winners since his entrance into the game in 2005 are Point Ashley, Downthedustyroad, Rightly So, A Z Warrior, Thorn Song, Zensational and Justin Phillip.
- Has had top trainers from coast to coast handle his horses, among them Bob Baffert, Dale Romans, D. Wayne Lukas, Todd Pletcher, Steve Asmussen, Bill Mott, Tony Dutrow, Scott Lake and John Terranova.
- An Orthodox Jew, Zayat came to the U.S. as a student at age 18 and, after attending Harvard University, earned an undergraduate degree from Yeshiva University in New York City, then earned a joint master’s degree in business and public health from Boston and Harvard universities.
- Became an entrepreneur known for turning companies around. His biggest deal was the privatization of Egypt’s Al Ahram Beverages Company and its subsequent sale in 2002 for a reported $287 million after becoming the largest beverage manufacturer and distributor in the Middle East.
- After he “retired” in the wake of that deal, he was encouraged to follow one of his early passions — horses. He’d ridden horses and been involved in show jumping in his teens in Egypt and had a genuine fondness for them.
- Not a man to go in half measures, Zayat quickly built a handful of horses bought at sales into a stable of approximately 250 in a matter of just a few years. But the great recession of 2008 took its toll on his holdings and he eventually had to reduce his stable by about half and declare Chapter 11 bankruptcy, which he managed to emerge from and return to his role as a major player in the game once again. Current estimates have him with more than 140 horses.

Arnold Zetcher

- One of Southern California’s most successful owners may have his “really big horse” in the bay Firing Line, a game second in the Kentucky Derby this year to Triple Crown winner American Pharoah. Simon Callaghan-trained colt won the Sunland Derby for fun and was second in two other major stakes. Sports a bankroll coming up on $1-million with a bright future ahead.
- Zetcher first saw the sport at little Cahokia Downs near his hometown of St. Louis. Also remembers trips to Chicago in the ’60s and ’70s to see racing greats Buckpasser and Secretariat.
- Had huge success as a businessman, notably in the women’s apparel industry: Was former chairman, president and CEO of Talbots, the manufacturer and retailer of stylish women’s wear. Also held executive positions with Federated Stores, Bonwit Teller, Kohl’s Food and John Brunner Company.
- Graduate of Washington University in St. Louis; is on that institution’s board of directors.
- Jumped in as a horse owner in 2000 with Hall of Fame conditioner Ron McAnally as his trainer.
- Second horse he owned — Gabriellina Giof — became a stakes winner, then rewarded him further when she foaled his Grade I winner Gabby’s Golden Gal.
- Had stakes success with Nicobar, Good Student, Alozaina, Fairly Ransom, Private Banking, House of Fortune and Tizzy’s Tune.
- Besides Gabriellina Giof, several of his other runners, including House of Fortune, Tizzy’s Tune and Alozaina, form the nucleus of his small broodmare band headquartered in Kentucky.
- In 2008 he shifted his racing stock to the high-profile barn of trainer Bob Baffert, a move that has paid some major dividends.
- Besides Gabby's Golden Gal, Baffert clicked for him with a private purchase named Richard's Kid, who won Del Mar's 2009 Pacific Classic to give Zetcher the biggest win of his career. The horse was sold to Zabeel Racing International Corporation (the racing stable of Sheikh Rashid bin Mohammed al Maktoum, the oldest son of Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai) and came back to win the 2010 Pacific Classic in a new set of silks.
- Another daughter of Gabriellina Giof — Always a Princess — set the pace, then lost by less than two lengths in the 2009 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies. She went on to win three stakes and more than $500,000 before being retired in 2011.
- Owner had a sparkling 2010 starting off with his mare Zardana shipping to New Orleans and beating odds-on Rachel Alexandra in the New Orleans Ladies. Also won Grade I sprints with E Z's Gentleman and El Brujo.
- Had his best year yet for purses in 2011 when he banked more than $2-million.

- Unlike many owner or breeders who specialize in one aspect or level of the game, Zayat and his family go across the board with their horses: they buy, sell, breed, foal and race. Many of their runners are named for family, their Middle Eastern heritage or the ubiquitous “Z” of Zayat.
- Family: Wife, Joanne; two sons, two daughters. His oldest son, Justin, serves as his racing and stallion manager.

Zayat Stables/Ahmed Zayat

Born: August 31, 1962
Cairo, Egypt
Resides: Teaneck, New Jersey; New York; London; Egypt
Silks: Turquoise, gold ball sash, gold ‘Z’, turquoise dots on gold sleeves, turquoise cap with gold “Z”

Arnold Zetcher

Born: August 30, 1940
St. Louis, Missouri
Resides: Century City, California
Silks: Shocking pink, chartreuse “Z” on back, chartreuse dots, teal cuffs on sleeves, teal and chartreuse cap
• Besides Firing Line, has been a Kentucky Derby player with his 2011 Santa Anita Derby winner Midnight Interlude (finished 16th) and with 2011 CashCall Futurity winner Liaison (6th) in 2012.
• Was a director, then chairman, of the Thoroughbred Owners of California between February 2009 and February 2011. Stepped down from the latter role to spend more time having fun with his horses.
• 2014 racing record (with partners): 27 starts, six wins for earnings of $723,700.
• Family: Wife Ellen
Barry Abrams
Born: March 4, 1954
Minsk, Russia
Resides: Arcadia, California

- Had his most successful year in 2008 with his stable earning a career best $2.9 million. Won a dozen stakes with seven horses, including the Hollywood Oaks with Lethal Heat. Later she beat males in two Del Mar Cal-bred stakes.
- Posted another $2-million year in 2009, led again by offspring of stallion Unusual Heat, California’s top sire six straight years, 2008 to 2013, whom he co-owns with Madeline Auerbach, his chief owner.
- Those offspring, which include more than two dozen stakes winners, set a one-year earnings record of $5,827,513 in 2008, then earned more than $5-million again in 2009.
- Unusual Heat sired two California-bred super stars, The Usual Q.T., winner of more than $1.5 million and the state’s champion older horse and turf horse in 2010, and Acclamation, the 2011 Eclipse Award winner as best older horse.
- Started as trainer of Standardbred runners, having success from 1978 through 1987. His pacer Guts earned more than $1 million.
- Switched to Thoroughbreds in 1990 as member of trainer Roger Stein’s stable. Began training on own in 1993.
- Saddled first Thoroughbred winner at 1993 Del Mar session.
- Made his first big noise on the track with multiple stakes-winning filly Famous Digger, winner of Del Mar’s San Clemente Stakes and the Grade I Del Mar Oaks in 1997.
- Born in Russia; family moved to Poland in 1959, then to Israel in 1961 and on to Burbank, California, in 1963.
- While getting his business degree from Cal State Los Angeles, spent mornings and weekends grooming Standardbreds.
- Family: Wife Dyan; two daughters.

Antonio C. (A.C.) Avila
Born: November 30, 1953
Porto Alegre, Brazil
Resides: Monrovia, California

- Learned the Thoroughbred business in his native country working for his father, Miguel Avila, then took over stable at age 17 when his father died.
- By his account, trained some 1,400 winners in Brazil before heading to the United States in 1990. In Brazil, generally had about 90 horses in training.
- Trained Brazil’s Horse of the Year — Grand Heroi — in 1987. Also won Brazil Derby with Barou in 1983, the 1988 Diana (equivalent of Oaks) with Itijura and trained country’s 1989 2-year-old champion, Jet Seller.
- Arrived in the U.S. speaking only Portuguese. Soon became trilingual, adding English and Spanish to his vocabulary.
- Early in U.S. career was rankled by the seeming dismissal of his horses, mostly from Brazil, as well as his skills.
- Over the years, has developed a solid stable of mostly allowance and stakes-caliber horses.
- Won stakes in 2011 with Imponente Purse, Celtic Princess, Great Hot and Heleonor Rugby. Last named won a pair of black-type events at Del Mar, the CTBA Stakes and the Generous Portion.
- His stakes winner Great Hot finished ninth in 2012 Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Sprint and seventh in the same race in 2013.
- Among other top horses trained in the U.S.: Global Hunter, Alvo Certo, Go Forth North, Made For Magic and Rush With Thunder.
- Best horse trained in U.S. is Global Hunter, a multiple graded stakes winner whose career was cut short by an injury following victory in Hollywood Park’s American Handicap in 2010. The horse was saved and went to stud at Magali Farms in Santa Ynez, CA. In 2013 he was purchased by a South American syndicate and shifted to stallion duties in Argentina.

Paul Aguirre
Born: August 3, 1956
St. Louis, Missouri
Resides: El Segundo, California

- Rang up a nice stakes tally with Spirit Rules in the 2015 Cal Cup Sprint.
- Runs mostly selling stock with a reputation for claiming sharply and moving horses up.
- Had pair of stakes winners — Coconut Girl and Texcess — that sent him to best earnings of his career in 2004 at $1.5 million.
- Texcess was sold for $300,000 at January 2006 Barrett’s sale.

- Top runner for him in 2013 was Tiz a Minister, who was on the Kentucky Derby trail but couldn’t make the field. Wound up third in the Snow Chief Stakes before winning the Grade III Affirmed Handicap at Hollywood Park.
- Trainer’s other stakes winners include: Asong for Billy (2002 Pomona Derby), The Morris Monroe, Green Eyed Lady and Rush Into Heaven.
- Tied for two training titles in 1998 — Fairplex Park with Sandy Shulman, Caesar Dominguez and Jeff Mullins and Hollywood Park autumn meet with Neil Drysdale.
- Avid basketball player, was member of junior varsity squad at UCLA. Graduated UCLA and was headed to graduate school, but took a summer job at the racetrack and never left.
- Met his wife on an Opening Day at Del Mar. Yes, she was wearing a great hat.
- Family: Wife Lisa; one daughter.
• Is a seven-time stakes winner at Del Mar; top victory was Global Hunter’s Grade I Eddie Read Stakes in 2009.
• Family: Wife Neide; two sons.

**Bob Baffert**

**Born:** January 13, 1953  
**Resides:** Arcadia and Del Mar, California  
**2014 Starts** 1st 2nd 3rd Purses  
426 98 70 52 $14,400,849

• Joined the ranks of racing’s super stars by sweeping the sport’s Triple Crown — Kentucky Derby, Preakness Stakes and Belmont Stakes — with sensational American Pharoah in 2015, breaking a string of 37 years of futility since Affirmed in 1978. American Pharoah, who won the Del Mar Futurity en route to becoming 2014’s 2-year-old male champion, won seven of his first eight starts and more than $4.5 million.
• Sweep marked the fourth time the trainer had tried to take the Crown, losing in the final leg with Silver Charm in 1997, Real Quiet in ’98 and War Emblem in 2002. The first two were second in the Belmont, the third was eighth.
• Many thought Point Given might be the one to sweep the Triple Crown for Baffert in 2001, but he put in an inexplicable poor run in the Derby before winning both the Preakness and Belmont Stakes. He went on to win three more Grade Is that year and Eclipse Awards as top 3-year-old male and Horse of the Year.
• Victories in the three 2015 races give trainer 12 in Triple Crown races, just two behind leader D. Wayne Lukas and one behind Sunny Jim Fitzsimmons. Has won four Derbys, six Preakness Stakes and two Belmonts.
• The oft-times brash and wise-cracking trainer was a picture of modesty and humility following this year’s three-race sweep, giving all honors to the 3-year-old colt bred and owned by his client Ahmed Zayat.
• Trainer was elected in 2009 to racing’s Hall of Fame in his first year of eligibility, joining his trainee Silverbulletday, owned and raced by chief client Mike Pegram, as the honoree in the female horse category.
• Resume includes 12 Eclipse Award champions who have won 16 titles: Chilukki, Point Given (2), Real Quiet, Silverbulletday (2), Silver Charm, Vindication, War Emblem, Indian Blessing (2), Midnight Lute, Midshipman, Lookin At Lucky (2) and American Pharoah.
• Has won three Eclipse Awards as nation’s outstanding trainer – 1997, ‘98 and ‘99.
• Best earnings years: $16.8 million in 1999, $15.3 million in 2013 and $15.04 in 2012.
• Among his many stakes tallies at Del Mar are four Pacific Classics — General Challenge in 1999, Richard’s Kid (2009 and 2010) and Game On Dude (2013). Those victories are four of the more than 40 races he’s won with purses of at least $1-million, topped off this year by American Pharoah’s Arkansas Derby and the Triple Crown races, as well as Santa Anita Derby, twice; Haskell Invitational, seven times; Hollywood Gold Cup, Jockey Club Gold Cup, Santa Anita Handicap, Travers Stakes, two Dubai World Cups and 11 Breeders’ Cup wins.
• Has 425 victories at Del Mar, third best all time.
• Dubai World Cup wins: Silver Charm in 1998 and Captain Steve in 2001. Silver Charm’s career earnings were $6.9 million; Captain Steve’s $6.8 million. Silver Charm went into Hall of Fame in 2007.
• Suffered heart attack in Dubai in 2012 while training Game On Dude for the $6-million World Cup. Has recovered well.
• Won seven straight trainer titles at Del Mar, 1997-2003, and has won 29 overall on the Southern California circuit.
• Began career as Quarter Horse trainer. Had world champion Gold Coast Express in 1986.
• Began training handful of Thoroughbreds in 1988; went full time in ‘91.
• Credits much of his success to main client, Mike Pegram, who urged him to train Thoroughbreds.
• Grew up on family cattle ranch in Nogales that parents, Bill and Ellie Baffert, bought four months before Bob was born.
• Got started at age 12 by grooming and galloping his father’s Quarter Horses.
• One of the first graduates of University of Arizona’s racetrack industry program in 1977.
• First Thoroughbred bought at public auction was Thirty Slews in 1988. The $30,000 purchase, owned in part by Pegram, won 1992 Breeders’ Cup Sprint.
• Family: Wife, Jill; son; three sons and daughter from prior marriage.

**Richard Baltas**

**Born:** May 30, 1961  
**Resides:** Gary, Indiana  
**2014 Starts** 1st 2nd 3rd Purses  
229 42 33 26 $1,942,959

• Moved to Huntington Beach, CA around the age of nine and graduated from Marina High School in 1979.
• Attended the races with his father from an early age and always loved the game. When he turned 21 he thought he wanted to break into the industry but didn’t know how so he moved to Lexington, KY in 1983.
• In 1984, Baltas attended the Kentucky Equine Institute in Lexington and began working at Spendthrift Farm where Triple Crown winners Seattle Slew and Affirmed were stationed. He rubbed yearlings and started working as a groom while he was there learning the business “from the ground up.”
• Worked for trainers Tom Skiffington, Eric Guillot in Louisiana, Barry Abrams, Craig Dollase and Hall of Famer Richard Mandella.
• Took out his trainer’s license in 1991 and won his first race at Hollywood Park with Latchburn.
• Registered his first stakes victory with Freedom Crest, a former claimer in the Grade II San Pasqual Handicap at Santa Anita in 2001. Baltas had halted Freedom Crest out of a $32,000 maiden claimer in June 1999 and he went on to also win the Grade II
Goodword Breeders’ Cup Handicap (where he beat 2000 Horse of the Year Tiznow) en route to banking more than $600,000 for conditioner.

- Made another nifty claim – this one for only $20,000 -- in Big Macher. The bay gelding by Beau Genius was taken out of his first start in July 2013 at Del Mar and pretty much has been a running machine since. Trainer registered his initial Grade I victory with him at Del Mar in July 2014 when he captured the Bing Crosby Stakes. Speedster has earned more than $600,000.

- Big Macher’s success as a sprinter afforded Baltas the opportunity to travel to Dubai in 2014 to race in the Group I, $2 million Golden Shaheen at Meydan Racecourse during the Dubai World Cup (he finished fifth after missing the break). “He’s been nothing but a blessing,” said Baltas. “I’d never been out of the country. Horses can take you all over the world. It’s an amazing sport.”

- Has taken over the training of Imperative, a $50,000 claim who has risen to the ranks of a major stakes horse with a bankroll that has gone past $1.6 million.

- His other stakes winners include Flashy Ways, Wild in the Saddle and the 3-year-old filly Spanish Queen, who has won the Grade II Honeymoon Stakes and the Grade I American Oaks so far this year.

- Is married to Debby Baltas whose family ran the backside track kitchen at Hollywood Park for many years until it closed in 2013.

### Alexis Barba

**Born:** July 27, 1952

**Oakland, California**

**Resides:** South Pasadena, California

**2014 Starts** 1st 2nd 3rd  Purses

15 2 1 1 $90,045

- Though no one in her family had worked with horses, young Alexis Paras was “a horse nut and drove my family crazy.”

- As a teen growing up in the equestrian-oriented Oakland Hills, she started by showing horses.

- Besides the horses, she fell into a five-year role as caretaker for a different four-legged star — the mule Charlie-O, mascot for the Oakland A’s and its unconventional owner, Charlie O. Finley.

- During that time she owned a Thoroughbred mare, and a stallion, and found herself in the breeding business. The mare — a bay by Beau Brummel named French Dish — produced 15 foals, including the stakes-placed Ondarty.

- In 1977 she went to Golden Gate Fields to work for trainer Jack Utley as a hot walker, groom, exercise rider and assistant trainer.

- She did additional Northern California work with trainers Jerry Dutton and Charlie Friday, then headed to Southern California and the barns of Bill Spawr and Tommy Doyle.

- From there, she went to work for Eddie Gregson, an arrangement that was to last 20 years. Early on in that span, the stable won the Kentucky Derby with Gato Del Sol, whom she galloped on occasion.

- During her years with Gregson, she was married briefly to trainer Trino Barba, had a son and worked her way up to be Gregson’s chief assistant. When the Stanford-educated trainer stunned his family and the racing community in June 2000 by taking his own life, Alexis Barba — despite feeling overwhelmed by the shocking loss — took over most of the Gregson horses as trainer.

- She races a small stable — usually 10 to 12 horses — primarily with the backing of owners Peter and Ellen Johnson, Teresa McWilliams and Jacqueline Peralta-Ramos.

- The Johnsons and McWilliams bred and raced with her a filly named Miss Alphie, who got close but couldn’t break her maiden in seven tries. However, the daughter of Candl’s Gold (who was trained by Gregson) turned into a fine broodmare for the trio, having given them a pair of multiple-stakes winners in Alphie’s Bet ($300,000-plus) and Unusual Heatwave ($400,000-plus). The latter, by Unusual Heat, was voted the state’s champion 3-year-old male in 2012.

- Barba also had good success for the Johnsons with Victory Pete ($300,000-plus) and Make Music For Me, who was fourth in the 2010 Kentucky Derby and banked $550,000 during his career.

- Barba posted her best training feat ever (3/6/10) at Santa Anita on Big ‘Cap Day when she won the Pasadena Stakes with Make Music for Me, then one race later took the Grade III Sham Stakes with Alphie’s Bet. They were the first two stakes victories of her career.

- Family: One son.

### Rafael Becerra

**Born:** July 27, 1954

**Jalisco, Mexico**

**Resides:** Temple City, California

**2014 Starts** 1st 2nd 3rd  Purses

78 7 13 51 $203,170

- Registered career best purse earnings in 2007 when stable accounted for more than $2.2-million.

- Got his start as hot walker for the late Hall of Fame trainer Robert Frankel after coming to California from his native Mexico in 1970.

- Moved on as groom for legendary Farrell “Wild Horse” Jones, late father of former trainer and Hall of Famer Gary Jones and grandfather of trainer Martin Jones, who carries on the family tradition. Later, worked for Gary Jones, as groom, foreman and assistant trainer.

- When Gary Jones retired in 1996, Becerra started training on his own, beginning with seven horses from former Jones clients. Also got some horses from Prince Ahmed bin Salman’s large stable.

- Stable covers claiming, allowance and stakes horses.

- First victory came with first horse saddled — Sky Launch at Hollywood Park. First stakes winner was Kingdom Found, who won Grade II San Pasqual in 1997 at Santa Anita.

- Other top horses: St Averil, a 2004 Kentucky Derby prospect until sidelined by a foot problem; Rahy Dolly, Royal Palace, Saint Buddy, Roll Hennessy Roll, Uncle Denny and Special Matter. The last-named was claimed for $12,500 and won about $400,000.

- Grew up on a farm in Jalisco in central Mexico.

- His son, Rafael, Jr., left the world of finance to help his father in racing and now serves as his chief assistant and stable foreman.

- Family: Wife Aurora; one daughter, two sons.

### Jeff Bonde

**Born:** October 30, 1954

**Pleasanton, California**

**Resides:** Pleasanton, California

**2014 Starts** 1st 2nd 3rd  Purses

375 57 53 51 $1,807,734
• Northern California bred, born and based conditioner has made forays to the south since 1996, but shifted all the way in 2011 and had his best career year with more than $2.7 million in purses. His 2013 earnings of $3.2 million now is the standard.

• Leading the way in 2013 was speedy filly She’s a Tiger, who won the Del Mar Debutante and crossed the finish line first in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies only to be disqualified for causing interference. She became trainer’s first champion; won Eclipse Award as top 2-year-old filly.

• His Majestic Stride finished fourth in the 2013 BC Sprint at 30-1.

• Has developed a knack with young horses, many purchased for bargain prices. Usually has approximately 65 horses in training.

• Hails from a horse background: Grandfather Duke Bonde, Sr. was a trainer, while father, Duke, Jr., uncle Bob Dupont and brother Gary all were farriers.

• Came to racing at age 15 and learned under Bay Area conditioners Emmett Campbell, Don Jeffries, Tex Johnson and Jerry Dutton.

• Began training on his own in 1974 and saddled his first winner at the Stockton Fair that year.

• One of his stable aces was Smiling Tiger, a seven-time stakes winner who earned $1.2 million. Gave Bonde his first Grade I victory with tally in the Bing Crosby Stakes in 2010 at Del Mar.

• Smiling Tiger was Bonde’s second Breeders’ Cup starter when he ran third in the BC Sprint in 2010 at Churchill Downs. He had previously saddled the 2-year-old filly Spain to run fourth in the 1999 BC Juvenile Fillies. (Spain later was transferred to D. Wayne Lukas and went on to win the Breeders’ Cup Distaff.)

• Trainer also had a pair of Triple Crown colts in 2011 in Sunland Derby winner Twice the Appeal, who finished 10th in the Kentucky Derby, and Sway Away, 12th in the Preakness Stakes.

• Has saddled eight stakes winners at Del Mar so far, including back-to-back CTBA Stakes wins with Sterling Cat in 2004 and Devons Smokin in 2005.

• Other major winners: Sierra Sunset, Untouched Talent, Sierra Sweetie, Epic Honor, General Royal and Mr. Doubledown.

• Family: Four sons; one daughter.

Julio Canani

Born: November 13, 1938
Oxampampa, Peru

Resides: Pasadena, California

2014

Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
101 10 16 11 $502,509

• Developed first champion in 2004 as 2-year-old filly Sweet Catomine earned an Eclipse Award after winning Del Mar Debutante, Oak Leaf Stakes and Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies for owner/breeders Martin and Pam Wygod.

• Sweet Catomine’s B.C. victory was the trainer’s third — Silic won the 1999 Mile and Val Royal won it in 2001.

• Has won 42 stakes total at Del Mar, eighth-best on track’s roster.

• In 2009, won his second straight Del Mar Handicap with Spring House. Also looked like he might have a Kentucky Derby prospect in The Pamplemousse that year, but an injury ended that.

• Had a good year in 2008 with Hyperbaric winning four of eight starts and more than $500,000, and Spring House, who set a stakes course record in winning his first Del Mar Handicap.

• In 2008 also developed 3-year-old Two Step Salsa into a graded stakes winner of nearly $400,000.

• Earnings total of $3.8 million in 1999 stands as his career best. Also posted earnings of $3.3 million in 2004 and 2008.

• Trainee Martial Law won 1989 Santa Anita Handicap at 51-1 odds.

• In both 1999 and 2000, saddled one-two finishers in the Grade I Shoemaker Mile at Hollywood Park with Silic and Ladies Din. The latter came back and won the race in 2002. Ladies Din also won the Grade I Eddie Read at Del Mar in 2000, to follow up a 1998 where he became the first to sweep the 3-year-old grass series (Oceanside, La Jolla, Del Mar Derby) and was named Horse of the Meet.

• Scored back-to-back wins in the Eddie Read with Special Ring in 2003 and ’04.

• Trained Del Mar’s 2004 Horse of the Meet, Blackdoun, who reprised Ladies Din’s sweep of the 3-year-old series.

• Other major winners include Tranquility Lake, three-time stakes winner at Del Mar; Amorama, winner of 2004 Del Mar Oaks in stakes record time, and 2005 John C. Mabee Handicap; Silver Circus, Davie’s Lamb, Regal Thunder, Astarabad, Bruho, Patchy Groundfog, Putting, Tuzla and Silent Sighs.

• Left home at 16 during political unrest in Peru. Came to United States and began walking hots for trainer Tommy Doyle.

• Took out trainer’s license in 1968 and opened public stable in 1971. Got out of business from 1993 to ’97, but made a successful return.

• Son Nick trains Thoroughbreds also.

• Family: Wife Svetlana; one son, one daughter.

Simon Callaghan

Born: March 7, 1983
Cambridge, England

Resides: Sierra Madre, California

2014

Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
155 20 21 21 $1,643,254

• Youthful Brit is now in his sixth year of training on his own in the U.S., working from a Southern California base and enjoying a banner year so far with a stable headed by Firing Line, winner of the Sunland Derby and runner-up to American Pharoah in the Kentucky Derby.

• Grew up in the racing hub of Newmarket in England where his father, Neville, trained for about 25 years. He first worked with his father, then spent most of his teen-age years learning under the well-known British trainer Richard Hannon.

• While in a return tour at his father’s yard, young Callaghan spent two fall and winter seasons with leading U.S. conditioner Todd Pletcher. He began training on his own in England at age 24.

• Made his move to the U.S. in 2010 with horses owned by his father, Michael Tabor, Ben Sangster, Derrick Smith and Mrs. John Magnier.

• Had $1-million-plus years in each of past four seasons and has gone past that mark already in 2015 thanks, primarily, to the exploits of Firing Line. Trainer has been a Breeders’ Cup player, too. Dubawi Heights finished sixth in the 2011 Filly & Mare Turf, Slim Shadey eighth in the Turf in 2012 and No Jet Lag sixth in the Mile and Ontology 10th in the Juvenile Turf in 2013.

• Dubawi Heights gave him his first Grade I winner when she captured the 2011 runnings of both Hollywood’s Gamely and Santa Anita’s Yellow Ribbon. Slim Shadey was a triple stakes winner on the grass.

• Has won U.S. stakes with Qaraaba, Belle Royale and Turning Top, all European imports.

• Family: Single.
Jack Carava
Born: April 28, 1966
Arcadia, California
Resides: Glendora, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
162 14 16 28 $583,634

- A master at the claiming box, often moving his claims up. Has improved his stock in recent years, saddling allowance runners and stakes-quality horses.
- Made switch from a public stable to private trainer in 2008 for his long-time client Ron Valenta, who raced as La Canada Stable. The connection was a good one, with the trainer ringing up $1-million-plus seasons through 2011, before Valenta left the game.
- Trainer readjusted and went back public, reuniting with some former clients and bringing on new ones.
- Two of his new owners, Howard and Janet Siegel, brought the stakes-caliber 3-year-old American Act to his barn for his three-year-old season.
- Trainer sent out his first winner, Impulsively, in 1987.
- Won his first Del Mar stakes in 1997 when 8-year-old First Intent won the Bing Crosby Breeders’ Cup Handicap, a race he captured for a second time in 2006 with Pure as Gold, his first Grade I victory.
- Leading trainer at 2001 Hollywood Park spring/summer meet, helping him to post career best records for the year of 74 wins and purse money of $2.1 million.
- Leading trainer at Oak Tree meeting at Santa Anita in 2002.
- Other top runners: Epic Power, who won the 2006 California Cup Mile; Beltene, Soul City Slew, Mother’s Meeting, Sunday Stroll, Global, Legendary Weave.
- Son of trainer Mike Carava, who conditioned Thoroughbreds in late 1970s and early ’80s.
- Began career working for trainer Joe Griffin in 1984; later moved on to work for Jerry Fanning.
- Began training on his own in 1992.
- Family: Wife Cindy; two daughters.

Mark Casse
Born: February 14, 1961
Indianapolis, Indiana
Resides: Ocala, Florida

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
858 155 144 123 $11,877,193

- Low-key, affable conditioner has become a major force in the game in the past decade, parlaying a hands-on upbringing to big success in Canada, then to coast-to-coast accomplishments in the U.S. In 2014 was sixth-leading trainer in America; has been in the Top 10 in that category in four of the last six years.
- Had his best year yet for winners and purses in 2014 with 155 firsts and more than $11.8 million in earnings. On course to go past the $100-million mark in purses this year.
- His father, Norman Casse, went from selling fire equipment to running a 12-acre farm in Indiana where he bought and sold horses. Young Mark started out mucking stalls there, then moved with his family at the age of 10 to Ocala, Florida where they opened Cardinal Hill Stable.
- Young Mark knew he wanted to be a horse trainer and took to reading pedigree pages of sales catalogues. Seeing Secretariat win the 1973 Kentucky Derby alongside his dad sealed the deal. “It was the only thing I’d ever known,” said Casse. “My father said ‘If it doesn’t whinny, then I didn’t know anything about it.’” As a teenager, he began running his father’s farm and the 30 to 40 horses they housed there.
- Took out his own trainer’s license in 1978 when he was 17 in Massachusetts, the only state in North America where he could get a license at that age.
- Saddled his first winner at Keeneland with Joe’s Coming on April 14, 1979.
- His first stakes win was with Amalie in the 1979 Indian Maid Stakes at Sportsman’s Park in Chicago. His first graded stakes win was with Raja’s Shark in the 1984 Grade III Jamaica at Belmont Park. His first Grade I win came in the 2001 Metropolitan Mile at Belmont Park with Exciting Story.
- A career highlight came in 1988 when Casse won the Churchill Downs spring meet with a record 29 wins. He has also been leading trainer at Turfway Park four times and was leading trainer at Keeneland’s Spring 2014 meet.
- During the 1990s, Casse took over as private trainer and general manager of operations for Harry T. Mangurian’s large Mockingbird Farm. While there, he showed a knack for preparing horses for sales and making a profit with them.
- While training for Mangurian, he acquired End Sweep for $250,000 and won the Highlander Stakes at Woodbine with him. Retired to stud in 1995 at Mockingbird, End Sweep became a world-record sire and champion sire in his second and third seasons before being sold for a reported $20-million to Japanese breeders.
- It was with Mangurian that Casse first began to dip his toe into Canadian waters. But in ‘99 and 2000, Mangurian dispersed most of his stock, and his Ocala farm was purchased by a Canadian pharmaceutical tycoon, Eugene Melnyk, who renamed it Winding Oaks. Casse spent three years as manager of Sez Who Racing. He then opened up his own training complex, Moonshadow Farm in Ocala, with his wife Tina as co-pilot.
- In 2002, Casse won his first training title at Woodbine with 69 wins and a career-high $3.8 million in earnings. That has now built into nine Woodbine titles to date.
- In 2008, Casse scored his 1,000th victory at Woodbine in August with Laragh.
- Is a seven-time Sovereign Award winner for Outstanding Trainer. The Sovereign Award was created in 1976 to honor Canada’s top Thoroughbred industry performers and is similar to the Eclipse Award in the U.S.
- Had Canada’s Horse of the Year in 2014 in the 3-year-old filly Lexie Lou, who beat the boys in the Queen’s Plate during a stellar campaign that saw her earn more than $1.1 million. Filly was second to Horse of the Year California Chrome in the Hollywood Derby during Del Mar’s 2015 fall meeting.
- In 2012, Casse’s stock and career changed dramatically when he met Ernie Semersky at Churchill Downs. They formed a partnership and brought in Dory Newell to form Conquest Stables. In two years, Conquest has gone from two horses to 110.
- Son Norman works as one of his assistants and heads up a string at Churchill Downs in Kentucky most of the year.
- Mark took advantage of Del Mar’s ‘Ship and Win’ program in 2014 to bring in a string of runners and win more than $600,000 in purses during the summer stand. Back again for the fall session, he...
James Cassidy

Born: August 21, 1945
New York, New York

Resides: Monrovia, California

2014  Starts  1st  2nd  3rd  Purses
213  24  19  26  $2,353,389

- Victory in the $1 million Delta Jackpot in Louisiana with Ocho Ocho two off a good 2014. That colt finished 14th in the 2015 Kentucky Derby following a third-place finish in Keeneland's Blue Grass Stakes. Passed $800,000 mark in earnings.
- Trainer's star in 2014 was Tom's Tribute, who won both Del Mar's Grade I Eddie Read Stakes and the Grade II Del Mar Mile. Lion Heart horse retired earlier this year due to an ankle injury with more than $630,000 in earnings.
- After uncharacteristically slow year in 2012, trainer bounced back to register $1.1 million in earnings for 2013. Leading the stable was Holy Lute, who won Del Mar's El Cajon Stakes and finished 10th in the Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile.
- Saddled winners of two of Del Mar's Grade I stakes in 2010, sending The Usual Q.T. to victory in the Eddie Read and Evening Jewel in the Del Mar Oaks.
- Had second-most productive year of career in 2010 highlighted by California-bred Horse of the Year Year Evening Jewel. Three-year-old filly's campaign included victory in Ashland Stakes, nose loss to Blind Luck in Kentucky Oaks and consecutive wins in the Honeymoon Handicap at Hollywood Park, San Clemente and Del Mar Oaks.
- California breeders named him state's top trainer for 2010.
- Had his best year for winners in 2009 with 33, including six straight — the last four in stakes — with The Usual Q.T. Among horse's wins was the Grade I Hollywood Derby. Was named California's top older horse and top grass runner in 2010 and retired in 2011 with more than $1.5-million in winnings.
- Trainer has been extremely successful with runners purchased in Europe, mostly in England.
- Had big year in 2004, posting best earnings total of $2.5 million, with Grade I American Oaks winner Ticker Tape, Moscow Burning and Katdogawn leading the way. Ticker Tape also won the Grade III Pucker Up Stakes and the Grade I Queen Elizabeth Challenge Cup.
- In 2005, Singhalesse captured the Grade I Del Mar Oaks and English-bred import Milk It Mick won the Grade I Kilroe Mile in 2006.
- Had saddled two earlier starters in Kentucky Derby — Jamaican Rum sixth in 2001 and Ocean Sound 17th in 2002.

Ben Cecil

Born: August 6, 1968
Oxford, England

Resides: Pasadena, California

2014  Starts  1st  2nd  3rd  Purses
48  5  5  9  $272,868

- First graded stakes victory came when Celtic Ash won Pan American Handicap at Gulfstream Park on March 9, 1996, three days after taking out his trainer's license and just a week after taking over the 33-horse Rodney Rash stable after Rash died unexpectedly.
- Has his own Grade I wins with Donna Viola, Squeak and Golden Apples, the last-named winning the 2001 Del Mar Oaks in her first race after coming from Europe. Golden Apples won the 2002 Eclipse Award as the nation's top female grass runner after winning the Beverly D. and Yellow Ribbon.
- Trainer's Crystal Hearted set a Del Mar turf course record in 1999 by winning the Wickerr Handicap at a mile in 1:33.
- Made a splash in 2009 with Irish import Ferneley, winning Grade II Del Mar Mile and finishing second to champion Ventura in Grade I Woodbine Mile.
- Among other stakes winners: Quiet Oasis, Spring Style, Missit, Queenie Belle, Falcon Flight, Worldly, Hal's Pal, Sandtrap, Gold and Steel, Magellan and Dernier Empereur.
- Nephew of legendary British trainer Henry Cecil, the late twin brother of Ben's father. His initials “B.D.A.” stand for Benjamin David Amherst.
- Prior to tenure with Rash, had been assistant to Gary Jones in Southern California, Mark Tompkins and Ian Balding in England and Colin Hayes in Australia.
- Took first job in racing with Hayes shortly after finishing high school.
- Family: Wife Kristina; one son, one daughter.
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Vladimir Cerin
Born: November 26, 1954
Zagreb, Croatia
Resides: Bradbury, California

- Registered 1,000th career win on November 26, 2010 with Cigar Man in the All American Stakes at Golden Gate Fields.
- Also won stakes in 2010 with Briecat, Gone Rebel and She'll Heir.
- Won his first Breeders’ Cup race in 2008 with Albertus Maximus in the Dirt Mile.
- Has two other million-dollar race triumphs to his credit, both with upsetters: Early Pioneer in the Hollywood Gold Cup in 2000 and Student Wilkens in the Pacific Classic in 2007.
- First stakes winner was Hollywood Reporter in the 1989 Spotlight Breeders’ Cup at Hollywood Park. Exploding Prospect brought him first $100,000 stakes win in 1989 Affirmed Handicap.
- Had career-best year in 2000 with $3.7 million in purses and five graded stakes wins headed by Early Pioneer in the Gold Cup.
- Saddled Ronton to 18th-place finish in 2000 Kentucky Derby.
- Won Fairplex Park training titles in 1994 and ‘95.
- Posted purse earnings of $2.8 million in 2005, led by Del Mar Horse of the Meet Willow O Wisp, winner of the La Jolla Handicap and Del Mar Derby, setting a turf course record for 1 1/8 miles of 1:45.85.
- Left native Yugoslavia for Canada at 14. Had spent early years on his father’s farm, with numerous domestic animals, including horses.
- Came to Southern California in 1974 and earned a graduate degree in kinesiology, the science of movement, from UCLA.
- Worked in that field for several years with professional athletes, including tennis star Tracy Austin and basketball stars Bill Walton, Jamaal Wilkes and Kiki Vandeweghe.
- Was encouraged to apply his knowledge to the development of Thoroughbred horses. Took out trainer’s license in 1981.
- Scored first victory at Del Mar in 1982 with Spray Cologne for a $61.60. mutuel. Has 10 Del Mar stakes wins to his credit.
- Suffered personal tragedy in early 2007 when wife, Kellie, died after being injured in a fall during a family vacation in Mexico.
- One of his sons, Tyler, is in business as an equine physical therapist.
- Family: One daughter, four sons.

Philip D’Amato
Born: March 11, 1976
San Pedro, California
Resides: South Pasadena, California

- Took over operation of the Mike Mitchell stable in April 2014 after serving as an assistant to his retiring mentor for 10 years.
- Mitchell, who died this past April and was Del Mar’s all-time leading trainer with 476 wins, had praised D’Amato on numerous occasions for his loyalty, work ethic and capabilities.
- Had a breakout season at Del Mar in ’14, posting four stakes victories, including Del Mar Handicap with Big John B and Del Mar Derby with Midnight Storm.
- Southern California native D’Amato came to the Mitchell barn after four years working with trainer Chuck Simon in the east and midwest. He says he was exposed to training methods of Hall of Famer Allen Jerkens through Simon.
- D’Amato is vocal about what he has learned through his time with Mitchell, too.
- He’s a graduate of the University of Southern California with a major in political science and a minor, he says, in race-tracking. He also earned a degree in animal science from the University of Arizona Racetrack Industry Program.
- Grew up in the San Pedro area and his immediate family still lives there or in nearby Pacific Palisades.
- Scored first graded stakes victory when Obviously captured the Grade III American Handicap at Santa Anita in 2014. Speedy Irish-bred gelding followed that up by giving D’Amato his first Grade I triumph in the Shoemaker Mile that June at Santa Anita. Obviously had won the Del Mar Mile in 2012 and 2013.
- New trainer put an exclamation point on his first full meet at Santa Anita when he closed out his initial spring/summer stand on June 29 by saddling four winners on the final program of the 2014 session.
- Family: Single.

Craig Dollase
Born: December 8, 1970
Goleta, California
Resides: Sierra Madre, California

- Still looking for a “big horse” to take the place of his longtime warhorse Awesome Gem, who was retired in September 2012 at age 9. The son of Awesome Again spent his career with Dollase, posting a record of 11 victories, 15 seconds and seven thirds from 52 career starts, good for earnings of $2,881,370.
- Scored two 2010 stakes victories at Del Mar with Bonifacio in Daisycutter Handicap and Tropic Storm in Windy Sands Handicap, raising his local stakes total to nine.
- Posted best earnings record in 2007 (more than $3.3 million), headlined by stakes victories by Awesome Gem, Dancing Edie, Monterey Jazz, P.S.U. Grad, Treadmill, Bai and Bai and Ten a Penny.
- Monterey Jazz won the Strub Stakes and the Texas Mile for him in 2008, the American Handicap in 2009. Another stakes winner at the same time was El Gato Malo.
- Also won 11 races and more than $700,000 with the hard-trying, Cal-bred mare Bai and Bai.
- Youngest trainer, at 27, to win a Breeders’ Cup championship day title when Reraise won the 1998 Sprint and was awarded an Eclipse as the nation’s top sprinter.
- In 1998 won Hollywood Park’s spring/summer training title with 19 victories in 38 starts. Scored first stakes win at Del Mar that year when Daring General triumphed in Graduation Stakes for 2-year-old Cal-breds.
One of his earliest thrills came from the victory in the 1997 Vernon Underwood Stakes by the former $12,300 claimer Tower Full, trainer’s first stakes victory.

Had good success with multiple stakes winner Futural in 2001 and picked up major win in 2002 when he shipped Swept Overboard east to win the Metropolitan Handicap.


Spurred on by Dancing Edie, winner of Del Mar’s Grade I John C. Mabee Handicap, and Grade I Oak Leaf winner Cash Included, trainer posted purse money of $2.5 million in 2006.

Among other major winners: El Cielo, Major Charmer, Road to Slew, Momentum, Abbey Girl, Reality Road, Saint’s Honor, Walk In Time, PT’s Grey Eagle, Anziyan Royalty and Saint Afleet.

Third of four Dollases involved with Thoroughbreds, following his father, Wallace, a highly successful trainer who retired several years ago. Sister Aimee is assistant to Tom Proctor.

Craig was assistant to his father for several years before going on his own in the fall of 1997.

Family: Wife Nancy; two daughters.

Neil Drysdale
Born: December 11, 1947
Haselmere, Surrey, England
Resides: Playa del Rey, California

2014
Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
137 11 18 $1,293,456

Joined racing’s Hall of Fame in 2000.

Trained A.P. Indy to 1992 Horse of the Year, despite the fact he was scratched from the Kentucky Derby with a foot injury. Got his Kentucky Derby in 2000 with talented Fusaichi Pegasus.


Joining A.P. Indy as Drysdale champions are Princess Rooney, Fiji, Hollywood Wildcat and Tasso.

After missing Derby, A.P. Indy came back five weeks later to win the Belmont.

Most well-known Drysdale trainee in the pre-Breeders’ Cup era was Bold n Determined. She raced from 1979-81 and won Apple Blossom Handicap, Oak Leaf, Kentucky Oaks, Acorn, Coaching Club American Oaks and Spinster.

Career includes more than 1,300 victories and purse earnings of more than $90 million.

Victory by Bourbon Bay in 2011 Cougar II Handicap was 38th stakes in 27 seasons at Del Mar, ranking him ninth best for all trainers on the local list. Added 39th at Del Mar with Topic’s win in 2013 CTT & TOC Handicap, then 40th with Three Hearts in the 2014 Red Carpet Handicap at fall meeting.

Biggest year for money earned and victories came in 1998 with $6,574,484 and 73 wins, including 19 graded stakes. Top runners on the year included Hawksley Hill, winner of five stakes; Fiji, winner of four stakes; Storm Trooper, Gold Land, Labeeb, Love That Jazz, Dance Parade and Sea of Secrets.

Other important runners: Rahy, Fouri Nyers Son, Musical Chimes, Obrigado, Artiste Royal, Touchoftheblues, Sabona, Political Ambition, Gorgeous, Splendid Blended, Hail Hilarious, Aragorn, Sarafan, French Deputy, Bechrux and Sunday Break.

Won 1,000th race on July 19, 2001 with Beat All at Del Mar.

Background includes training show horses, managing a breeding farm in Argentina and working four years as an assistant to Hall of Famer Charlie Whittingham.

Hollywood Park had a Grade I turf race called the Charles Whittingham and Drysdale won it six times.

 Became private trainer for Saron Stable in 1974; opened public stable in 1983.

Son of a British Royal Marine officer.

Family: Wife Shawn; one daughter.

Ron Ellis
Born: March 10, 1960
Glendale, California
Resides: Arcadia, California

2014
Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
189 40 33 32 $1,717,579

Took out his training license at the age of 20 in 1980. First winner, To B. Or Not, became a multiple-stakes winner.

Trained outstanding race mares Twice the Vice and Exotic Wood to Grade I victories and multiple stakes wins during careers.


Has 18 stakes victories at Del Mar, including the 2004 Del Mar Futurity with gelding Declan’s Moon, who went on to win the Hollywood Futurity and the Eclipse Award as the top juvenile.

Saddled Rail Trip to victories in the Mervyn LeRoy and Californian at Hollywood Park in 2010 following an unlucky third in the 2009 Pacific Classic. Following an extended period in the east with another trainer, Rail Trip returned to Ellis’ barn in 2012, winning the San Diego Handicap and placing second in the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile.

For major client at the time, B. Wayne Hughes, saddled Atswatattin talkabout to fourth-place finish to Funny Cide in 2003 Kentucky Derby.

In 2005, the Hughes-Ellis team went back to Churchill Downs to win the Derby Trial with Don’t Get Mad; ran back the next week to finish fourth to Giacomo in the “Run for the Roses.” Colt went on to win Indiana Derby.

Unearthed another top female in stakes star Include Me Out, a winner of four graded stakes and more than $800,000 during 2012.

Among his other stakes horses: Mr Gruff, Vision in Gold, Buzzards Bay, Benchmark, Lexa, Que Belle, I Ain’t Bluffing, Glass Ceiling, Denim Yenem, Key Phrase, Pharma and Shake the Yoke.

Member of the board of directors of the Thoroughbred Owners of California, as well as the Southern California vice president of the California Thoroughbred Trainers.

Has done some television as a racing analyst.

Two brothers-in-law are active in racing. Paul McGee, as a well-known trainer based at Churchill Downs, and Marty McGee, longtime writer for Daily Racing Form based in the Midwest.

Family: Wife Amy; three daughters.
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Peter Eurton
Born: August 12, 1957
Alhambra, California
Resides: La Verne, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
241 35 30 35 $2,235,187

- Has a pair of stakes-winning geldings currently in the barn in Ashleyluvssugar and Bettys Bambino. Former a long-winded turfer who rang the bell in a pair of Grade II, 12-furlong tests at Santa Anita – the Whittingham and the San Luis Rey. Latter extra slick down the hill in Arcadia, with stakes scores in the Grade III Daytona and the Sensational Star.

- Trainer did well in 2014 with promising Dance With Fate, winner of Keeneland’s Blue Grass Stakes, then sixth in the Kentucky Derby. Unfortunately, he was severely injured in a freak training accident last July and had to be euthanized.

- Won stakes with a quartet of fillies: My Gi Gi was retired in 2014 after winning or placing in eight of 18 races and earning $334,290; She’s Cheeky won more than $430,000; took Madame Cactus to Keeneland in 2013 to capture GH Lexus Raven Run, and Sheza Smoke Show became a stakes winner at Santa Anita in the GIII Senorita in 2014.

- Had best season for purse earnings ($2,235,187) in 2014; previous high was $2,080,760 in 2012.

- Leading the way in 2011 was 2-year-old filly Weemissfrankie, who won the Del Mar Debutante and the Oak Leaf, both Grade I events. Was undefeated going into Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies, where she finished third.

- Trainer puts together a budget prior to going to sales and tries to stay within the boundaries. Weemissfrankie was outside the budget when he went to $175,000 to buy her. She was the stalwart of the stable made up of partners Sharon Alesia, the widow of Frank Alesia, Bran Jam Stable (Mike Mellen) and Joe Ciaglia, as well as minority partners Rob Dydek and Nick Cosato. Bran Jam partners involved with Ashleyluvssugar and Bettys Bambino, too.

- Met Frank Alesia at age 18 and began conditioning horses for him in 1989. Had gotten into the business as a jockey at age 19; rode for 2 1/2 years - at Agua Caliente in Tijuana, in Canada at Edmonton and Calgary, Bay Meadows and Golden Gate Fields.

- Went to races with father, Wayne, when he was about 10 and because of his size and encouragement from his father, he decided to try riding. Attended Rex Ellsworth’s jockey school in Chino, CA.

- His mother, Shirley, remarried and stepfather was trainer Steve Ippolito, for whom he exercised horses when weight issues ended his jockey career.

- Ippolito encouraged him to become a trainer. Took out his license in 1985 and saddled his first winner, Mah Jong, late that year.

- For several years, trained mostly claimers, but moved into buying horses and developing them. Among early purchases were Masterpiece and Star Nicholas, both of whom became stakes horses.

- Made what’s believed to be Santa Anita history by saddling eight straight winners at the winter-spring meeting of 2012.

- Family: Wife Lisa; one daughter, Britney, an on-air personality with TVG.

Jerry Fanning
Born: November 22, 1932
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Resides: Bradbury, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
47 3 10 5 $203,166

- Veteran trainer continues to roll along; this will be his 52nd summer at Del Mar and he ranks 12th on the roster of trainers with most wins at 268.


- Desert Wine was second in 1983 Kentucky Derby and Preakness Stakes. In addition to ’84 Gold Cup, won Strub Stakes and Californian.

- Developed former claiming horses Pleasant Variety and Present Value into stakes-winning earners of $1 million. Present Value was fourth in the Breeders’ Cup Classic and Pleasant Variety sixth in the Turf, both in 1989.

- Other Breeders’ Cup starters: Desert Wine, fifth in the ’84 Classic; Flying Lieutenant, ninth in ‘86 Juvenile; Shywing, seventh in ’86 Distaff; Star Recruit, ninth in ’91 Juvenile, and Bag, 13th in ’91 Juvenile.

- Other top runners: Bruho, Reb’s Golden Ale, Akinemod, Top Corsage, Hyperborean, Ancestral and Terlago.

- Grew up in Texas learning the business as a groom for his father, Lev Fanning.

- Took out trainer’s license in 1958, but didn’t start training full time until 1967.

- Family: One daughter, two sons.

Carla Gaines
Born: Birmingham, Alabama
Resides: Pasadena, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
145 20 20 17 $1,568,060

- Her big gun so far in 2015 is the colt Bolo, who took her all the way to the Kentucky Derby. Soph son of Temple City (whom she trained) earned turf credits early, but then was stakes placed in a pair of Derby preps, including a third in Santa Anita Derby. His Kentucky Derby effort saw him finish 12th, but he returned to turf with a winning effort and may go green from here on out.

- Did well with another 3-year-old, Cal-bred Gervinho, winner of an Oceanside Stakes division and runner-up in a division of the Del Mar Derby in 2013. The Oceanside victory gave trainer a total of 15 stakes tallies at Del Mar.

- Saddled Temple City to victory in the 2010 Cougar II Handicap, commenting “I think I’m too old to be a cougar, but I won the Cougar and that’s all I care about.” Victory capped a three-win day, which equaled her previous best at Del Mar.
Patrick Gallagher
Born: November 15, 1956
Strabane, County Tyrone, Ireland
Resides: Sierra Madre, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
130 18 17 16 $1,099,080

- Had a nice run at the shore with three stakes wins in 2012 including Winding Way’s in graded Rancho Bernardo.
- Snared sweetest prize of career when 25-1 shot Dancing in Silks won by a whisker in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint in 2009. Triumph pushed his bankroll to more than $1.4 million and helped Gaines earn $2,568,891 on the year, a close second to her top season of $2,572,360 in 2008.
- Dancing in Silks shared honors with Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint winner California Flag as the 2009 California Thoroughbred Breeders Association’s “Horse of the Year.”
- 2008 saw her post 42 victories, including eight stakes, led by ill-fated stable ace Nashoba’s Key’s win in the Grade I Santa Margarita.
- Nashoba’s Key had gone undefeated in her first seven races before finishing fourth in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf in 2007. She was severely injured in a freak accident at Hollywood Park and had to be euthanized on May 28, 2008. Had eight victories and a second in 10 starts for earnings of more than $1.2 million.
- Nashoba’s Key raced for Gaines’ longtime client Warren Williamson.
- Trainer now has her half-sister, Nashoba’s Gold, in the barn for owner-breeder Williamson. She’s a double stakes winner.
- Did well with Foxysox, who rang up seven wins (six in stakes) and more than $700,000 in purses.
- Had good luck with multiple-stakes winner Tiz Elemental, who won five of 12 starts and nearly $500,000.
- In 2002, Super High posted four stakes victories, including the Solana Beach Handicap at Del Mar in which she set a stakes record of 1:33.65 for a mile on the turf. Later, won the California Cup Matron.
- First career victory came in 1989 with Glory Quest at Vallejo.
- Major clients are Harris Farms and Williamson.
- Earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in sociology and psychology from the University of Alabama and spent several years as a counselor of youths in rural Alabama, outside her hometown of Birmingham.
- Rode and showed hunters and jumpers in competition as a teenager.
- Got her first taste of training as she broke and trained yearlings for sales of 2-year-olds in training.
- Moved west in the mid-1980s, training horses at sales and working as an exercise rider. She then became assistant trainer in Northern California with several conditioners, including Mike Harte and Mark Cuoto.
- Took out her license in 1989 and trained in Northern California for seven years before heading to the Southern California circuit in 1996.
- Family: Single

Mark Glatt
Born: January 8, 1973
Spokane, Washington
Resides: Monrovia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
305 46 55 38 $2,213,570

- Grew up on a farm in Auburn, Washington – about 30 miles south of Seattle. His father, Ron Glatt, was a racehorse trainer throughout the Northwest.
- Served as an assistant trainer for his father and other trainers in the Northwest growing up.
- Obtained his trainer’s license immediately after graduating from Western Washington University at the age of 21 in 1994.
- Began training in his home state, then shifted his stable south to the Bay Area. In 2000, his client Plan B Stables (then run by the late Bill Bannasch and his wife Linear) coaxed him south again, this time to the Southern California circuit, which is where he’s been ever since.
- Won his first stakes race with Northwest Storm in the Miss Yakima Handicap on March 28, 1994 at now-closed Yakima Meadows in Yakima, WA.
- Won his first graded stakes at another now-closed track, Bay Meadows in San Mateo, with Michigan Bluff in the Gr. III Hillsborough Handicap on October 14, 2000.
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• Now in his 22nd year of conditioning, he currently calls the shots for about 70 horses stabled in Southern California. Had his best year to date in 2014 when his runners earned more than $2.2-million in purses.
• Has a pair of stakes wins at Del Mar: the Fleet Treat Stakes in 2012 with Starlight Magic and the Pirate’s Bounty Stakes on closing day of the 2014 summer meet with Ankeny Hill.
• Probably his best horse to date would be Elusive Diva, winner of the Gr. III Railbird Stakes, Gr. III Las Cienegas, Gr. III Senator Ken Maddy Handicap and the Wishing Well Handicap during 2004 and 2005. The Elusive Quality mare retired in 2006 after finishing in the top three in 13 of 17 lifetime starts and earning nearly a half million dollars.
• Reba Is Tops, a hard-knocking mare who won 14 races competing between Seattle and Del Mar from 2007 to 2011, also holds a special place in Glatt’s memory bank. The Washington-bred was a multiple-stakes winner of more than $460,000
• Other stakes winners from his shedrow include Zashrany, Sunday Goer, Shay, Harvest Girl, Daunting, Italian Rules, Czechers, Leroy’s Dymeaux, It Tiz, Pure Class and Boozer.
• Family: Two sons, one daughter.

Mike Harrington
Born: April 5, 1941
Bend, Oregon
Resides: Westchester, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
253 27 34 39 $800,862

• Came up with his best horse to date in Creative Cause, who put more than $1 million in the bank. Won Best Pal and Norfolk as a 2-year-old, then finished a close third in B.C. Juvenile. Came back in 2012 to win the San Felipe, then got nipped on the wire by I’ll Have Another in Santa Anita Derby before a 5th and a 3rd in the Kentucky Derby and Preakness, respectively.
• Creative Cause — who now stands at Airdrie Stud in Kentucky — was owned by longtime Harrington client Heinz Steinnmann, an 83-year-old father of 11 and grandfather of 31, at last count. Owner also responsible for Harrington’s other top horse, Swiss Yodeler.
• Buck Trout made some history for the trainer when he became the first maiden winner of the Grade I Norfolk Stakes in 1998.
• Won a pair of stakes at 2012 Del Mar meet with Tilde, raising his stakes total at the beach to eight.
• Other stakes winners: Swiss Wildcat, Hi Ho Yodeler, Sharper Too, Dave the Dude, Artica, Yolo Lady, Oberwald, Kleofus, Angel Gift, My Honey Bunny, Alpenfest, Wild Uncle Kurt and Seattle Ruler.
• Enjoyed best year for earnings in 2012, with $1,488,798. His previous best was 2006 at $1,400,584.
• Comes from racing family, following father, Jake; grandfather, Jacob Luther, and great-grandfather into industry. Began racing career by riding and training Quarter Horses at bush tracks as a teen-ager.
• Became licensed veterinarian and practiced at the tracks where he trained part time. Wife, Patricia, trained at the tracks where he was a veterinarian.
• Began training full time in 1993.
• Member of the board of directors of the Thoroughbred Owners of California.
• Easy to spot anywhere on the racetrack — he’s the big guy in the white cowboy hat.
• Family: Wife Patricia; two sons, three daughters.

Eoin Harty
Born: November 23, 1962
Dublin, Ireland
Resides: Arcadia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
237 33 33 31 $1,424,600

• Had Kentucky Derby hopes this year with stakes-placed Colonel John colt My Johnny Be Good. Was even sent to run in UAE Derby in Dubai in an attempt to earn enough points for the race, but failed to make the cut. Had a good year with Footbridge in 2014, a stakes-placed son of Street Cry for Godolphin who ran second in San Diego Handicap. Horse now races in Dubai.
• Five-year-old Endorsement was barn ace for 2012. Distorted Humor horse was a multiple-stakes winner of over $600,000 with wins in Sunland Derby in 2010 and, following a year and a half of down time, Texas Mile at Lone Star in 2012.
• Victor’s Cry captured Citation Handicap and Shoemaker Mile at Hollywood Park for him in 2010 and wound up a winner of more than three-quarters of a million dollars.
• Won Illinois Derby in 2010 with American Lion, then saw him run 11th in that year’s Kentucky Derby. A comeback in 2011 fell short and he’s at stud at Kentucky’s Darby Dan Farm.
• Had a lucrative start to his 2009 season when Well Armed won by 14 lengths in the $6-million Dubai World Cup. Son of Tiznow pushed his bankroll past the $5.1-million mark after overcoming a series of injuries.
• Well Armed’s big race and the exploits of both Colonel John and American Lion sent Harty’s purse total for 2009 above the $5.2-million mark, his best season ever.
• Colonel John won Grade III Sham Stakes and Grade I Santa Anita Derby on his way to the 2008 Kentucky Derby, where he finished sixth to Big Brown. Came back to capture Saratoga’s Travers that summer and completed the year with more than $1.2 million in earnings. Managed a win and nearly $300,000 in purses during his 4-year-old season in 2009, then was retired to stud for 2010 at WinStar in Kentucky with earnings of more than $1.7 million.
• Worked as top assistant to trainers John Russell and Bob Baffert prior to becoming private trainer for Godolphin Racing in 2000. Headed Sheikh Mohammed’s “American Project,” training 2-year-olds in the U.S. and sending them to Dubai for 3-year-old seasons.
• In second season for Godolphin sent out Tempera and Imperial Gesture to run 1-2 in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies in 2002. Tempera was voted the Eclipse Award as top juvenile filly, but was euthanized due to laminitis and colitis in 2003.
• Among top Godolphin graduates was Street Cry, winner of more than $5 million in purses and sire of both 2007 Kentucky Derby winner Street Sense and distaff sensation Zenyatta.
• In 2012, won Santa Anita’s Sham for Godolphin with Out of Bounds.
• Now operates a public stable, laced with several horses for Sheikh Mohammed’s Darby Stable and Casner Racing. Won Saratoga’s Sanford in 2008 with Desert Party,
who was a stakes winner for Godolphin in Dubai in 2009, showing enough promise to be entered in the Kentucky Derby. Son of Street Cry finished 14th in the race and was injured, but made a winning comeback in 2010.

- Other Harty stakes winners: Dubai Escapade, Burmillia, Marietta, Shamoan, Essence of Dubai, Tizdubai, Lydgate, Zosima, Sunray Spirit and Ruler's Court.
- Racing runs deep in his blood. Father, Eddie, was a rider who won the Grand National, rode in Olympic Games three-day events and works as a bloodstock agent. Grandfather, great-grandfather and great-great grandfather trained horses in Ireland.
- Following a year working at the Irish National Stud, began United States career at 17.
- Eoin is pronounced “Owen.”
- Family: Wife Kathleen; one son.

Bruce Headley

Born: February 14, 1934
Baldwin Park, California
Resides: Arcadia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
63 10 10 3 $585,594

- Old-school trainer received the state’s highest racing honor this spring when inducted into the California Thoroughbred Breeders Association Hall of Fame. Said Headley: “There are a lot of great men in there, in that Hall of Fame, that I learned from, so to be in there with them is quite an honor.”
- Topping a long list of accomplishments for the trainer is the victory by one of his all-time favorite horses, Kona Gold, in the 2000 Breeders’ Cup Sprint at Churchill Downs in stakes and track record time. That victory earned him the Eclipse Award — by unanimous vote — as the nation’s top sprinter. Gelding competed in the Sprint a record five times, posting a second, third, fourth and seventh to go along with his win.
- Kona Gold was retired in 2003 and served as a stable pony until taking up retirement at Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington.
- Turned up another sprinting ace in 2009 with Cal-bred M One Rifle. Won Grade I Malibu at Santa Anita that year and set a five-furlong Cushion Track record (:55.98) at Hollywood Park in 2011. Topped half a million in earnings before being retired in 2012.
- 2010 stakes wins came with filly Free Flying Soul in Desert Stormer and Kalookan Queen handicaps, following four-win 2009 campaign which included a good third in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Sprint.
- Had a good year in 2008 with stable aces Street Boss and Surf Cat showing the way. The former, a sprint specialist, won six of nine starts, including Grade Is in Triple Bend and Bing Crosby, for earnings of nearly $800,000 and ran third in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint. Surf Cat finished his career with nine wins — six in stakes — for more than $1-million in purses.
- Headley has had six other starters on Breeders’ Cup championship day, with Bertrando finishing second in the 1991 Juvenile, Fine Spirit, third in 1984 Juvenile Fillies, and Got Koko, third in 2003 Distaff, being the best finishes.
- Other stakes winners: Variety Road, who upset Broad Brush, Snow Chief and Ferdinand in 1987 San Fernando at Santa Anita; Kalookan Queen, Silvevoy, Softshoe Sure Shot, Son of a Pistol, Stylish Winner, Lukota Brave, Royally Chosen, Rhythm Mad, Arson Squad and Magnificence. Most recently, sprinter Cyclometer won Los Angeles Stakes during 2014 spring Santa Anita meet.
- Overall, has won 123 stakes races, more than 40 with Cal-breds.
- Though he’s downsized of late, trainer won at least $1 million in purses for 12 straight years between 1998 and 2009, with 2002 supplying the high-water mark of $2,273,578.
- Headley was introduced to racing at age 6 by an uncle, a trainer.
- Went to Suzy Q Ranch in La Puente — where he roomed with an aspiring jockey named Bill Shoemaker in 1948 — and was an exercise rider from 1949-59.
- Encouraged by trainer Frank Childs to buy a horse and Childs provided him his first one, a filly named Thorium.
- Took out his trainer’s license in 1959.
- Prides himself as being “developing” trainer, taking young horses through all the steps from bridle to saddle to being ridden.
- Family: Wife Aase; one daughter, Karen, and one son, Gus, both of whom either train on their own or aid their father.

Dan Hendricks

Born: December 5, 1958
Los Angeles, California
Resides: Glendora, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
76 11 10 6 $606,680

- Hit a career high point in 2006 when Brother Derek finished in a dead heat for fourth with eventual Belmont Stakes winner Jazil in the Kentucky Derby and finished fourth in the Preakness Stakes. Brother Derek’s pre-Derby included victories as 2-year-old in the Norfolk Stakes and Hollywood Futurity and as 3-year-old in the Santa Anita Derby, San Rafael Stakes and Santa Catalina.
- Completed his career with six wins and more than $1.6 million in purses and stood at Airdrie Stud in Kentucky before shifting to West Virginia.
- Horse and trainer’s Kentucky Derby try were part of the Hennegan Brothers’ award-winning documentary “The First Saturday in May.”
- Grade I upset victory in Oak Leaf Stakes by Rigoletta ($67.40) was big part of his 2010 season.
- Had a nice run with the Irish-bred gelding Daytona, a grass specialist who won seven races for him, six of them stakes, including the Grade I Hollywood Derby in 2007 and the Grade I Shoemaker Mile in 2008.
- During stretch from 1999-2001, won six stakes with Martin and Pam Wygod’s homebred fillies Smooth Player and Feverish.
- Other major winners: Stylish Star, winner of the 1989 Del Mar Oaks; Gray Slewpy, who for a long time held the record for 5 1/2 furlongs at Santa Anita (1:02); multiple stakes winner Reba’s Gold, Fortifier, Runaway Dancer, Cozy Guy, Bountiful Native, Blushing Heiress, Jacobo’s Devil and Don’tsellmeshort.
- Has won 13 stakes over the years at Del Mar.
- Followed father Lee and uncle Byron — twins — into training.
- First job at track was with trainer Willard Proctor.
- Spent nine years as an assistant with Hall of Fame trainer Richard Mandella before opening his own stable in 1987.
- Suffered paralysis from waist down as a result of motocross accident in 2004 and assistant Francisco Alvarado trained while he was recovering. Returned to a regular schedule six weeks after the mishap and is there each morning in his wheelchair.
- Family: Three sons.
Robert B. Hess, Jr.
Born: July 9, 1965
Chula Vista, California
Resides: Pasadena, California

- Splits his efforts between strings in the east and the west, racing in Kentucky, Florida and California.
- Registered 1,000th victory of his career December 18, 2011 with So Tempted at Hollywood Park.
- Has always been active at the claim box, but in addition has trained stakes winners River Special, Slerp, Wekiva Springs and Guide.
- Del Mar has been a particularly friendly track to the trainer, providing him with his first winner (Parlapiano, July 31, 1987), his first training title (1991) and first graded stakes victory (River Special in 1992 Del Mar Futurity).
- Won a trio of stakes at the track in 2014, pushing his local stakes total to 11.
- Has won two Del Mar training titles to go with a pair at now-closed Hollywood Park.
- His best season for wins and purses was 1992 when he won 105 races and banked $2,641,176.
- Other stakes winners: D’wildcat, Blueprint, Forty On Line, Known Heights, River Keen, The Tender Track, Courageous Pirate, Spring Meadow, Penny Marie, Chandtrue, Private World and Chinese Dragon.
- Second-generation horseman, following father, who had trained at Caliente until the track burned in 1970, at which time he moved his operation to Northern California where he continues to train.
- The younger Hess played baseball at Stanford before graduating with a degree in economics.
- Became father’s assistant in 1983; began training on his own in 1987.
- Family: Wife Amy; two sons.

Jerry Hollendorfer
Born: June 18, 1946
Akron, Ohio
Resides: Belmont and Point Richmond, California

- Received overdue induction into racing Hall of Fame in 2010, one of five Hall of Fame conditioners in California.
- For the 18th straight year, won at least 200 races and surpassed $5 million in earnings in 2014. His $12,806,593 earnings total for the year was his best ever.
- Through 2014, trainer had nearly 6,800 victories, ranking him third-best all time in that department. He also had more than $158 million in purses won, placing him seventh-best all time.
- Recorded four stakes wins at Del Mar in 2014 to raise his local total to 24. The biggest of the bunch was his first TVG Pacific Classic with his budding super star Shared Belief. Champion (2013 2-year-old male) gelding, who now has won 10 of 12 starts and more than $2.9 million, had a misadventure in Breeders’ Cup Classic last fall at Santa Anita, then suffered an injury in Charles Town Classic this April, but is expected to return to racing, perhaps as early as the end of 2015.
- 2014 was the 13th year out of the last 14 that he has started at least 1,000 horses in races long and short, from Grade I to bottom-level claimer, on dirt, grass or synthetic.
- In 2011, won 250 races and nearly $8 million in purses. Among his 23 stakes scores were three each by champion Blind Luck and Killer Graces.

David Hofmans
Born: January 27, 1943
Los Angeles, California
Resides: South Pasadena, California

- Stakes victories in Best Pal and Del Mar Futurity by J P’s Gusto, top juvenile of 2010 meeting, increased trainer’s Del Mar total to 26, putting him in a three-way tie (with Mel Stute and Doug O’Neill) for 11th all-time at the track.
- Put yet another feather in his cap when Desert Code won the first Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint at Santa Anita in 2008.
- The Desert Code win at $75 was a reminder that Hofmans can be a force in a big race: Note his $41.70 payoff for Alphabet Soup when he outdid Cigar in the Breeders’ Cup Classic in 1996, and Adoration’s $85.40 upset of the 2003 Breeders’ Cup Distaff.
- Trainee Touch Gold denied the Triple Crown to Silver Charm by winning the 1997 Belmont Stakes.
- Has five million-dollar wins to his credit — the three Breeders’ Cup races and the 1997 Haskell at Monmouth Park with Touch Gold and Woodbine’s 1994 Molson Million with Dramatic Gold.
- Involved in a pair of historic moments for Hall of Fame jockeys Laffit Pincay, Jr. and Chris McCarron. When Pincay won the 1992 Palos Verdes Handicap aboard Hofmans trainee Individualist it made him Santa Anita’s all-time win leader, and McCarron’s victory on Andestine in the 1994 Milady Handicap was the 6,000th win of his career.
- Other Del Mar stakes wins: Del Mar Breeders’ Cup Handicap twice, with Alphabet Soup in 1995 and Dramatic Gold in ’96; Pat O’Brien twice, with Alphabet Soup in ’96 and Greg’s Gold in 2007; the ’96 Palomar with Yearly Tour, and the ’97 San Diego with Northern Afleet.
- Other top runners: Starrer, Fighting Falcon, Follow The Money, French Legionnaire, River Flyer and Awesome Again.
- Registered first victory as a trainer in 1974 with Nu Kali at Santa Anita.
- Was introduced to racing by his father, who was an avid fan, and to the backstretch by former trainer Gary Jones, a classmate at Pasadena City College.
- Family: Wife Linda; by a previous marriage he has two daughters, one son.

2014
Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
234 37 41 27 $1,355,065

2014
Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
104 247 216 151 $12,806,593
• Outstanding 2010 season included 28 stakes victories, among them four Grade Is — the Alabama, Kentucky Oaks and Las Virgenes by 3-year-old filly champion Blind Luck and the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile by Dakota Phone. Over $9.3 million in earnings made it his best year for purses to that point.
• Other recent 200-plus win years: 243 in 2007; 282 in 2008; 273 in 2009. All told, has won more than 200 races in a year 20 times.
• His best year for victories was 2004 with 308.
• In 2009 Blind Luck won or placed in four Grade I stakes, including a close third in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies. In 2010, she was named champion 3-year-old filly and in 2011 she defeated eventual Horse of the Year Havre de Grace in a stirring Delaware Handicap. She finished her career with 12 wins, 10 of them in stakes and earnings of more than $3.2 million.
• Trained two of the best horses in the country during 2008 in Heatseeker (who won the Californian and $1-million Santa Anita Handicap) and Hystericalady (first in the Fleur de Lis and the $1-million Delaware Handicap).
• Won 6,000th race of his career September 3, 2011 at Golden Gate Fields with Just Tappin It and if he continues in his usual pattern, will surpass 7,000 victories this year.
• Once primarily a claiming trainer who raced almost exclusively in Northern California, he’s taken the stable up several notches over the past dozen years. He now is a year-round presence in Southern California and was leading trainer at Arlington Park near Chicago in 2001.
• Among his list of major accomplishments are three victories in the Kentucky Oaks, considered the Kentucky Derby for fillies. Winners were Lite Light in 1991, Pike Place Dancer in 1996 and Blind Luck in 2010.
• Hasn’t had the same sort of luck on Kentucky Derby day. Took two major players — Event of the Year and Globalize — to the classic only to have injuries sideline both. Event of the Year, who was the likely favorite for the 1998 running, suffered a slab fracture in a knee while training at Churchill Downs and Globalize (2000) was injured when kicked by a lead pony also during training at the Louisville oval. Nonetheless, he has started four horses in the race — Eye of the Tiger in 2003 (5th), Cause to Believe in 2006 (13th), Bwana Bull in 2007 (15th) and Chocolate Candy in 2009 (5th).
• Another major winner and the one who first turned the spotlight on the trainer was King Glorious, who took Hollendorfer back to his native Ohio to capture the Ohio Derby in 1989. He also won the Hollywood Futurity in 1988 and the Haskell Invitational in ‘89, giving the trainer his first $1-million earner.
• The King of Northern California had captured every Bay Meadows and Golden Gate Fields training title since 1986 — that was 36 straight at Bay Meadows and 32 straight at Golden Gate — until Bill Morey nipped him at the spring Golden Gate meeting in 2008. Hollendorfer bounced right back, of course, winning every Northern California meet since.
• Won his first two Southern California titles when he tied with Peter Miller with 20 firsts at Del Mar’s 2014 summer session, then took the Santa Anita winter/spring crown with 34 winners this year.
• Other major stakes winners over the years: Tuscan Evening, Rendezvous, Somethinaboutlaura, Traces of Gold, Trickey Trevor, Mula Gula, River Flyer, Variety Road, Novel Sprite and Misty Ocean.
• Came to California in late 1960s to visit friends and never left.
• Began working as a groom at Bay Meadows in 1969 and worked in various capacities with trainers Jerry Dutton and Jerry Fanning until he took out his trainer’s license in 1979.
• Family: Wife Janet.

Marty Jones
Born: October 27, 1971
Arcadia, California
Resides: Pasadena, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
184 20 20 22 $1,012,021

• Become one of the steady sorts in the conditioner ranks in Southern California. Has now won at least a million in purses for 11 years straight.
• Currently calling the shots for homebred My Sweet Addiction, winner of the Grade I Vanity at Santa Anita this spring. Mare has banked more than $330,000.
• Had a fine run with multiple-stakes winners Unzip Me and Compari. The mare Unzip Me registered 14 wins, most of them sprinting on grass, with earnings just under $1 million. The gelding Compari boasted eight wins and a bankroll of over $600,000.
• Big horse in 2013 was Tiz Flirtatious, winner of Del Mar’s Grade I John C. Mabee. She finished sixth in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf.
• Helped revive the career of stakes horse Tres Borrachos, winning the 2011 San Diego Handicap, then getting him to run third in the Breeders’ Cup Mile at Churchill Downs. Eventually surpassed $1-million mark in earnings.
• Third generation horsemanship: His grandfather Farrell is Del Mar’s all-time leader for training titles won with 11. Father Gary enjoyed an outstanding career, conditioning many top stakes horses, including Best Pal, winner of the inaugural Pacific Classic in 1991, and was voted into Racing’s Hall of Fame in 2014.
• Upon father’s retirement in 1996, after serving as his assistant, opened his own stable and won his first race May 13 of that year at Hollywood Park with his dad’s Made of Jade.
• His first stakes winner was Gastronomical in the ‘96 Hidden Light Stakes. He garnered his first Grade I success with Auriette in the ‘96 Gamely Handicap.
• Won the Grade I Triple Bend Handicap in 2007 with Bilo, who also took the Cal Cup Sprint at Oak Tree.
• Other successes: Alphabet Kisses, who continued a family tradition by winning the 2005 A Gleam Handicap, a race grandfather Farrell and father Gary won; Hugh Hefner, El Don, High Standards, Sharekann, Debutant Trick and Lucky Primo.
• Family: Single.

Steve Knapp
Born: December 18, 1956
Los Angeles, California
Resides: Chino Hills, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
148 10 15 18 $526,430

• Been training on his own since 2000 after working for Bob Hess, Jr. for nine months. First winner was 50-1 longshot Dozey Doats on April 21, 2000 at Santa Anita.
• Successful claims include Icantgoforthat, for $50,000 who subsequently earned $500,000 and won several stakes: The Candy Queen, for $20,000 who earned $160,000, and Secret Caper, for $12,500 before ringing up $100,000.
Trainer Profiles • Del Mar 2015

- Current stable ace is Harlington’s Rose, a 4-year-old filly who won the Grade III Las Flores at Santa Anita this year and has banked nearly $375,000.
- Won first training title at Oak Tree in 2005, saddling 16 winners, including Brite Maneuvers, a $40,000 claim, in the Cal Cup Juvenile Stakes.
- Best year so far was 2005 when his horses earned $2.1 million.
- Sold a uniform company he co-owned with his father for 15 years to enter Thoroughbred racing.
- Family: Wife Cori; two sons, one daughter.

Brian Koriner
Born: October 21, 1966
Montebello, California
Resides: Monrovia, California

2014
Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
88 19 16 9 $532,070

- Had a great run with the gray flash California Flag, whom he handled for six seasons, 11 victories and nearly $1.3 million in purses. Gelding won the 2009 Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint at Santa Anita and Santa Anita’s Morvich Handicap thrice. All were on the track’s unique downhill turf course. He also won Del Mar’s unofficial grass sprint championship — the Green Flash — twice.
- Earned California Thoroughbred Breeders Association’s award as “Trainer of the Year” in 2009 when California Flag shared the CTBA’s “Horse of the Year” honors with Breeders’ Cup Sprint winner Dancing in Silks.
- Trainer won a 2010 Del Mar stakes with Sweet August Moon in the Rancho Bernardo Handicap. Mare retired in 2011 with nearly $500,000 in purses.
- Had best earnings year in 2008 when stable won more than $2 million for the first time. Black Seventeen headed that outfit and captured Belmont Park’s Vosburgh Handicap, trainer’s initial Grade I win.
- Seems to have a special touch with sprinters, which may tie into his Quarter Horse roots. Besides Black Seventeen, California Flag and Sweet August Moon, has won sprints with Barbecue Eddie and Northern Soldier.
- Path from Quarter Horses to Thoroughbreds started with success at Los Alamitos for approximately 10 years. Made change first in Northern California, then came south in 2005.
- Other top runners: Hoovergetthekeys, winner of the El Camino Real and Golden Gate Derbies before leaving the Kentucky Derby trail with an injury in 2001; Courts in Session, Excessive Theresa, Stormin Lyon, Onebadkitty and Railroad.
- Grew up in Diamond Bar; was introduced to racing by his father, Ed.
- Was good enough high school pitcher to be offered college scholarships, but chose the racetrack instead and started out galloping horses.
- Family: Single.

J. Eric Kruljac
Born: February 25, 1953
San Jose, California
Resides: Arcadia and Del Mar, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
583 98 68 67 $1,693,666

- The J. stands for Joseph, his paternal grandfather's first name. But he’s always been Eric.
- Grew up on a ranch between Carmel and Salinas, where his mother’s father, Walter Markham, raised cattle and bred Thoroughbreds. Markham’s trainer was Hall of Famer Buster Millerick and young Kruljac hung around his barn as a teenager.
- Father’s produce business had the family in Phoenix in the winters and Eric turned out to be a good enough football player to land a full scholarship to Arizona State. Broken ankle in sophomore year ended his football career.
- After college, wound up in private detective business and at age 22 started his own agency. Business was good and he was spending the profits doing something he really loved — buying and selling horses.
- For roughly 16 years he followed that path, having his brother Edward train some of the horses he bought. But at 38 he switched gears and began training on his own.
- Raced a small stable at Turf Paradise in Phoenix in the winters, then came to California for the rest of the year. In 2008 when the last of his four children was off to college, made the transition to being a full-time Californian.
- Usually has about 25 horses in training, as well as eight mares and their offspring at farms in California.
- Scored his 1,000th training victory December 13, 2014 at Los Alamitos with Small Claims Court. Tally was part of a record-setting season for him with his top purse total of $1,693,665, as well as his best win count in a year at 98.
- Best horse so far has been Leave Me Alone. The California-bred filly was a multiple-stakes winner of more than $650,000, including Saratoga’s Grade I Test Stakes in 2005. In 2006, she was sold as a broodmare prospect at the Fasig-Tipton sale in Kentucky for $1 million.
- Stakes filly Bauble Queen won the R.J. Frankel on Santa Anita lawn in 2012 and banked $221,257 for her connections.
- Ran into some tough luck in 2011 when two of the better runners in his barn, the stakes-winning filly La Nez and the stakes-placed colt Major Art, both sustained racing injuries.
- Has won three stakes at Del Mar, including the 2010 Fleet Treat with La Nez.
- There’s a family feel to his barn: his daughter is his bookkeeper and one of his sons has signed on to learn the business.
- Family: Three sons; one daughter.

Craig Lewis
Born: May 1, 1947
Los Angeles, California
Resides: Arcadia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
68 5 8 8 $538,141

- Was introduced to the game by his father, who used to bring him along for track outings. Lewis remembers going to Caliente in
Tijuana on the weekends as a young boy with his older brother, Larry.

- Earned a bachelor’s degree in history from Cal-Berkeley, then studied law at Pacific Coast College.
- Started in racing as a teenager, learning under trainer Hirsch Jacobs, then took out his own training license in 1978. This is his 38th year hanging around shedrows.
- Owner/trainer of popular Larry The Legend, a $2,500 colt who won three stakes in 1995 capped by a game victory in the Santa Anita Derby following wins in the San Rafael Stakes and Santa Catalina, now the Robert B. Lewis Stakes.
- Larry The Legend was injured prior to the Triple Crown races, but returned in the summer of 1996, only to be sidelined again due to a bruised foot. He attempted two subsequent comebacks at Santa Anita and won Oak Tree’s Skywalker Stakes in 1997 before being retired to stud in 1998.
- Cutlass Reality won four stakes races at Hollywood Park in 1988, including The Californian and the Hollywood Gold Cup, providing his trainer with his first two Grade I victories. Defeated sprint champion Gulch in The Californian, then bested a pair of Kentucky Derby winners -- Ferdinand and Alysheba -- in winning the Gold Cup. The 6-year-old son of Cutlass won four other stakes that year and nearly $1-million, leading the way for Lewis to have his best season as a trainer with 82 victories and over $3.3-million in purses.
- Music Merci captured the Grade I Del Mar Futurity in 1988 before running fourth in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and returning the following year to take Santa Anita’s San Rafael Stakes, the Illinois Derby and the Grade I Malibu Stakes at Santa Anita.
- Has nine stakes wins at Del Mar all told. Besides scores by Cutlass Reality and Music Merci, also won graded races with Our Sweet Sham and Knights Prospector.
- Carefully spotted the Candy Ride horse Clubhouse Ride over six seasons at the track and 43 starts, primarily against tough California stakes competition. The stretch runner managed to win five times, but also was either second or third on 19 other occasions and retired to stallion duties this year at age 7 with earnings of more than $1.3 million.
- Currently ringing the bell with Cal-bred mare Warren’s Veneda, a 5-year-old he has positioned nicely over past three seasons to win eight races, five stakes (including Grade I Santa Margarita) and nearly $900,000.
- Was leading trainer at Hollywood Park in 1988 spring/summer.
- Family: Single, but both of his parents, in their 90’s, follow the game at their Seal Beach, CA, home.

- Gained the national spotlight in 2004 through the exploits of Southern Image, winner of the Malibu, Santa Anita Handicap, Sunshine Millions Classic and Pimlico Special. Winner of more than $1.8 million stands at stud at Rancho San Miguel in California.
- Not surprisingly, 2004 was best year for purses with $2.5 million.
- Had some fun starting in 2009 with homebred gelding Caracortado (“scarface” in Spanish), who reeled off five straight, including a pair of stakes, and was considered for the 2010 Kentucky Derby. Ran fourth in Santa Anita Derby; didn’t make Run for the Roses due to injury. Finished seventh in the Preakness. In 2011, won Sunshine Millions Turf at Santa Anita, Del Mar Mile and in 2012 Daytona at Santa Anita. Won nine of 19 starts and more than $860,000.
- Raced once in 2013 and was heading to Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint, but foot issue caused him to miss race.
- Also trained stakes horse Kelly Leak, a winner of more than $800,000. Gelding made biggest portion of his bankroll by winning the 2009 Sunland Derby. Finishing fourth that day was Mine That Bird, who went on to win the Kentucky Derby at 50-1.
- His long-winded horse Big Kick won Santa Anita’s San Juan Capistrano in 2014.
- Machowsky’s other stakes horses: Rovenna, Shuffling Kid, September Secret, Geronimo, Cahill Connection, Dancing Rhythm, Fencelinenighbor, Candy Factory, Sensational Score, Sandra's Rose and Bedlam Bertie.
- Family: Wife Dana; three daughters.

---

**Gary Mandella**

*Born: February 14, 1972
Resides: Pasadena, California*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2014 Starts</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>Purses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$836,692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Son of Hall of Famer Richard Mandella worked for father from 1995 to ’99, left training to be an analyst on TVG, returned as his dad’s chief assistant two years later and assembled his own stable beginning in 2002.
- Had a special father-son moment on opening day of the 2013 Santa Anita meet when his Silentio won the Sir Beaufort Stakes, while his father won the Malibu Stakes later in the day with Jimmy Creed.
- Silentio was third in the 2013 Del Mar Mile prior to finishing third in the Breeders’ Cup Mile. Finished 14th in Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint in 2014.
- Enjoyed his best year in 2005 (more than $1.5 million in purses) thanks principally to Taste of Paradise, who gave the young trainer his first Grade I success in the Vosburgh Handicap. Then 7-year-old horse also won the Vernon O. Underwood Stakes and wound up the year being nosed out by Silver Train in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint.
- Won his first race and first stakes when he sent out Big Shot to capture the Seabiscuit Claiming Stakes at Golden Gate Fields in 2002.
- Other outstanding horses: Japanese-bred Silent Name, Le Mans, Man Among Men, Albertus Maximus and Courty Jazz.
- Family: Wife Lucinda; one son.

---

**Mike Machowsky**

*Born: September 19, 1965
Cincinnati, Ohio*

*Resides: Monrovia, California*

**2014** Starts | 1st | 2nd | 3rd | Purses |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>148</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$1,319,473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Mentored by Hall of Famer Richard Mandella for whom he worked for 5 1/2 years as stable foreman and assistant trainer. Went on his own in 1989.
- Won first race on New Year’s Day, 1990, with Bidadip at Santa Anita.
- Other outstanding horses: Japanese-bred Silent Name, Le Mans, Man Among Men, Albertus Maximus and Courty Jazz.
- Family: Wife Lucinda; one son.
Richard Mandella

Born: November 5, 1950
Altadena, California

Resides: Pasadena, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
176 32 22 22 $2,056,107

- Has won 53 stakes at Del Mar, fifth best all time among trainers.
- Proteges include his son, Gary; Dan Hendricks, Mike Machowsky and Beau Greely.
- Played an historical role in Laffit Pincay, Jr.’s quest to be the sport’s winningest jockey when he gave the Panamanian a leg up for record-setting career victory No. 8,834 aboard Irish Nip at Hollywood Park Dec. 10, 1999.
- Family: Wife Randi; one son, one daughter.

Ron McAnally

Born: July 11, 1932
Covington, Kentucky

Resides: Tarzana, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
57 7 7 7 $789,479

- Has won 53 stakes at Del Mar, fifth best all time among conditioners.
- Proteges include his son, Gary; Dan Hendricks, Mike Machowsky and Beau Greely.
- Played an historical role in Laffit Pincay, Jr.’s quest to be the sport’s winningest jockey when he gave the Panamanian a leg up for record-setting career victory No. 8,834 aboard Irish Nip at Hollywood Park Dec. 10, 1999.
- Family: Wife Randi; one son, one daughter.

- Inducted into Thoroughbred racing’s Hall of Fame in 2001.
- Finished 2014 with career totals of 1,981 victories and earnings of $125,140,091; his purse totals are ninth-best all time among trainers.
- Posted his 2,000th career victory May 2, 2015 at Santa Anita with Catch A Flight in the $100,000 Precisionion Stake.
- Began his apprenticeship in racing as assistant to his blacksmith father in Beaumont, California. Worked at Three Rings Ranch for three years and at trainer Farrell Jones’ ranch for one year, then was an assistant for 18 months to V.J. (Lefty) Nickerson in New York. Next became a private trainer for Roger Braugh in ’74 prior to striking out on his own in ’76 with a public stable.
- First of numerous major stakes winners to follow was Bad N Big, 1977 champion Cal-bred 3-year-old and 1978 older horse.
- Numerous accomplishments include 19 million-dollar wins, eight of them in the Breeders’ Cup. Four of those BC wins were on the same day in 2003 at Santa Anita — Action This Day in the Juvenile, Halfbridled in the Juvenile Fillies, Johar, a deadheat in the Turf, and Pleasantly Perfect in the Classic.
- Year following his Breeders’ Cup tour de force, brought Pleasantly Perfect back to win a trio of stakes, including $6-million Dubai World Cup and Pacific Classic. Horse retired with earnings of $7,789,880, 11th-best all time. Stands at Lane’s End Farm in Kentucky.
- Latest Breeders’ Cup winner: Beholder in 2013 Distaff. Won Eclipse Award as top 3-year-old filly, following up Eclipse as top 2-year-old filly after BC Juvenile Fillies score in 2012. Showed flashes of her brilliance in 2014, but an injury and a fever kept her from reaching the high ground again. She’s back once more though and rolling and the now 5-year-old mare — a winner of 10 stakes and more than $3.4 million — figures to be a major force on both the local and national scenes.
- Other Grade I stakes successes include many of the sport’s greatest races — Arlington Million, Dubai World Cup, Haskell Invitational, Hollywood Gold Cup (twice), Santa Anita Handicap (three times) and Del Mar’s Pacific Classic (also three times).
- Engineered one of the game’s most memorable upsets when Dare And Go at 40-1 ruined Cigar’s bid for a 17th consecutive victory in the 1996 Pacific Classic.
- His Eclipse Award champions: Kotashaan, Phone Chatter, Halfbridled, Action This Day and Beholder (twice). The list of major winners also includes Phone Trick, Siphon, Sandpit, Gentlemen, Rock Hard Ten, Best Pal, Memo, Reluctant Guest, Dixie Chatter, Dixie Union, Soul of the Matter, Afternoon Deelites, Arcangues, Event of the Year, Horse Greeley, El Roblar, Champ Pegasus, The Tin Man and Redattore.
- Registered two super training feats when his Beautiful Melody and Reluctant Guest dead-heated for the win in the Grade I Beverly Hills ’Cap in 1990, and had 1, 2, 3 finishers in 1997 Santa Anita Handicap with Siphon, Sandpit and Gentlemen.
- Has won five training titles on the Southern California circuit, including Del Mar’s in a tie in 1990.
**Peter Miller**  
**Born:** October 2, 1966
Los Angeles, California  
**Resides:** Carlsbad and Manhattan Beach, California  
**2014**  
 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses  
 602 95 91 77 $4,823,371  

- Hard-working trainer is coming up on a decade of highly productive horsemanship, winning at least $1-million in purses every year since 2006 and jumping ahead to a pair of $4-million years in 2013-14.  
- 2014 was his best one yet with the most victories – 95 – and the highest purses -- $4,823,371, which was good enough to rank him as the 21st best money-winning conditioner in the country.  
- In 2012 at Del Mar he won his first training crown with 21 victories. Followed that up with a sweep of training honors during the two Del Mar seasons in 2014, first tying with Jerry Hollendorfer at 20 wins apiece for the summer session, then scoring outright with 15 trips to the circle in 15 racing days during the track’s fall session.  
- Made his first bit of big noise by winning 2007 Del Mar Debutante with Set Play for initial Grade I tally. Has now won a total of 10 stakes at the shore.  
- Made next big splash with Comma to the Top, a triple stakes winner in 2010 as a 2-year-old at Hollywood Park. Tried 2011 Kentucky Derby, but finished 19th after prompting the pace for a mile. Was finally retired with 14 victories and $1.3 million in earnings.  
- Filly Reneegotzip was a bolt of lightning for trainer between 2012 and 2014. Chestnut took Del Mar’s Rancho Bernardo Stakes (in track-record time for the 6-1/2 furlongs) en route to finishing in dead heat for second in Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint in 2013. Came back to win a little stakes at Del Mar in 2014 before retiring with more than $860,000 in purses.  
- Has a trio of stakes aces on the shedrow now, led by the long-winded late runner Finnegans Wake, a multiple-grass-stakes winner of nearly $1.5 million. Also handles Big Cazanova, who set a pair of track records at Del Mar last summer, then came back in the fall to go wire to wire in the Native Diver Stakes. Has had further success with Red Outlaw, a four-time stakes winner in 2014 who will be back in action again this year.  
- Scored three straight victories in 2006-07 with Fast Parade, including the $500,000 Nearctic at Woodbine near Toronto, Canada. Fast Parade also won the 2006 Baldwin Stakes, giving conditioner his first triumph in an event worth at least $100,000.  
- Saddled sprinter Backbackbackgone, a multiple-stakes winner who won five of his first eight starts and more than $200,000.  
- Other stakes winners: Majestic City, Miss Empire, All Squared Away, Got Even, Whatever Whenever, Trifecta King, Spirited Susan and Pinata.  
- Trainer’s first winner was Dynashield on April 25, 1988 at Santa Anita.  
- Wanted to be a jockey, but was advised he’d grow too big. Instead worked as a groom during the summers in high school, then served apprenticeship under trainer Charlie Whittingham, for whom he went to work as a full-time groom after graduating from school. Also worked in the barns of Mike Mitchell and Don Warren.  
- Stable base is San Luis Rey Downs training center near Bonsall.  
- Family: Wife Lani; two son.
### Trainer Profiles • Del Mar 2015

- Has won 16 black type races at Del Mar, including Green Flash with Sirocco Strike and a division of the Del Mar Derby with Gabriel Charles in 2013.
- Had his best year for wins — 140 — and purses — $6,910,572 — in 2004. His stable aces that year included stakes winners Choctaw Nation, Summer Wind Dancer, Boston Common, Sweet Win and Glick.
- Trainer has been around horses his whole life; started galloping when he was 8 years old and rode in races at bush tracks in the Utah region. At 17, ran horses at Les Bois Park in Boise, Idaho, under his father’s name, since he didn’t have a license. First winner was Doctorius in 1980 ridden by future Hall of Famer Gary Stevens.
- Arrived on the Southern California circuit on a full-time basis in 2001 after competing in Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico, Ohio and Arizona. Has won 11 training titles on the local circuit, including Del Mar in 2005 when he shaded many-times champion Bob Baffert, 23-22, on closing day.
- Became the first trainer to win the Santa Anita Derby three consecutive times — Buddy Gil in 2003, his first Grade I winner; Castledale in ’04, and Buzzards Bay in ’05, all longshots. All three ran in the Kentucky Derby — Buddy Gil, 6th; Castledale 14th, and Buzzards Bay 5th. His other Derby starter was his first, Lucky Latin, who finished 15th in 2002.
- Saddled his 1,000th winner January 5, 2007 in Lady Le Belle at Santa Anita.
- Won the Grade I Del Mar Debutante in 2005 with Wild Fit, the same year he was Del Mar’s training champ; filly was second in that year’s Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies.
- His other notable horses include Captain Squire, King Robyn, Excess Summer, Mighty Beau, L’Effaceur, Sweeter Still, Boule d’Or, Final Fling and Brooke’s Halo.
- Family: One daughter, two sons.

**Doug O’Neill**

Born: May 24, 1968
Dearborn, Michigan

Resides: Santa Monica, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purases
587 82 80 72 $4,497,671

- Was taken for a magical ride by a chestnut named I’ll Have Another for his major client J. Paul Reddam during 2012 Triple Crown season.
- Colt had shown promise at 2 — including a second-place finish in Del Mar’s Best Pal Stakes — but came into full bloom when teamed with little-known rider Mario Gutierrez. They won Santa Anita’s R.B. Lewis Stakes, then the Santa Anita Derby. Next came victories in the Kentucky Derby and Preakness.
- Unfortunately their chance for racing immortality was sidetracked by a case of tendinitis, forcing I’ll Have Another’s withdrawal from the Belmont Stakes on the eve of the race. Son of Flower Alley retired with five wins in seven starts and earnings of $2.6 million; was sold as a stallion to Japanese interests.
- Went back on the Triple Crown trail again in 2013 with his Santa Anita Derby winner Goldencents. Colt, partly owned by NCAA champion basketball coach Rick Pitino, was well beaten in both Kentucky Derby and Preakness, but returned to show his forte is going shorter. Won Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile in 2013 and 2014; also set track record for seven furlongs in Del Mar’s Pat O’Brien in 2014.

- Retired to stud at B. Wayne Hughes’ Spendthrift in Kentucky with more than $3 million in earnings.
- Trainer has captured 26 stakes at Del Mar.
- Has won a minimum of $3-million-plus in purses each of past 12 years, topped by his $11.2-million season in 2006. Best season for number of victories was 2010 when he visited win circle 185 times. Career total purses: more than $93 million through 2014, good enough for 18th nationally.
- Claimed his fourth Del Mar training title in 2010 with 31 wins. Has been leading conditioner at 29 SoCal meets.
- The amazing run of Lava Man, the California-bred gelding who was claimed for $50,000 at Del Mar in 2004 by O’Neill, and went on to win $5,170,103, the most money ever earned by a horse following a claim, ended in 2009. Lava Man’s exploits included three consecutive victories in the Hollywood Gold Cup, matching the feat of Native Diver; two wins in the Santa Anita Handicap, and a triumph in the Pacific Classic. In 2006, he became the first horse to sweep that trio of Grade I races in the same year. He is also the only horse to win Grade I races on dirt, turf and synthetic. The Slew City Slew gelding ranks fourth on the list of all-time leading California-bred money winners with total earnings of $5,268,706. He has taken on a new career as a stable pony for Team O’Neill and served as I’ll Have Another’s big brother throughout his 2012 campaign.
- Trainer has developed four Eclipse Award champions — Thor’s Echo, sprinter; Stevie Wonderboy, 2-year-old male; Maryfield, female sprinter, all of whom won Breeders’ Cup races, and I’ll Have Another, 3-year-old male.
- Ran eight horses in 2013 Breeders’ Cup Championships, with Goldencents winning the B.C. Dirt Mile. Tops of the rest was Bond Holder, fourth in the Juvenile.
- He has won 12 races worth at least $1 million, including the Japan Cup Dirt with Fleetstreetdancer in 2003 and the Godolphin Mile with Spring at Last in 2007.
- Scored his 1,000th victory when No Means Maybe won the Bustles and Bows Stakes at Fairplex September 13, 2007.
- His right-hand men around the stable are his brother, Dennis O’Neill, who also is a bloodstock agent, and chief assistant Leandro Mora, who has smoothly run stable affairs when O’Neill has been suspended on separate occasions.
- Family: Wife Linette; one son, one daughter.

**Mike Pender**

Born: February 14, 1966
Los Angeles, California

Resides: Arcadia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purases
162 21 24 19 $883,240

- Topped off a big 2011 with two major stakes victories on one weekend in November during the fall Hollywood Park meet, taking down the Grade II Citation Handicap with Jeranimo and Grade I Hollywood Derby the following day with late bloomer Ultimate Eagle. Earlier in the month, Jeranimo finished seventh in the...
Breeders’ Cup Mile after winning his way into the race with victory in the Oak Tree Mile.

- Ultimate Eagle gave Pender and his owner – the late B.J. Wright -- their second Strub Stakes victory in three years with a romping daylight win in 2012. Jeranimo won the Strub in 2010.
- Trainer ranks Jeranimo, also owned by Wright, as his best racehorse ever. Was bought for $70,000 in the Barretts 2-year-olds-in-training sale in 2008. Son of Congaree raced 40 times over six seasons and won more than $1.5 million. East coast owner Robert LaPenta bought “significant interest” in horse as a racing and stallion prospect in 2013. He now is standing his first season at stud at Tommy Town Thoroughbreds in Santa Ynez.
- Pender and Wright believed Ultimate Eagle would be the stable’s Kentucky Derby horse for 2011, but a bout with colic took him off the Derby trail. Finished up his career with more than $500,000 in earnings and currently stands at Special T Thoroughbreds in Temecula.
- Pender got to know Wright when he played quarterback for him on his elementary school football team. Wright’s son played, too, and Wright was the coach.
- Pender started training in 2004 and scored his first stakes victory in March 2008 with Poloniou in Santa Anita’s Pasadena Stakes. Poloniou supplied trainer’s first graded stakes victory by winning Hollywood Park’s Will Rogers Stakes that May.
- Growing up, Pender did what was expected of him by becoming the first in his family to earn a college degree; actually two — a bachelor’s degree from the University of California Santa Barbara and a master’s in psychology from Pepperdine.
- Taught for a while and even, as he says, dabbled in clinical work as a counselor. But his heart remained with racing, something he fell in love with at age 6 on his first trip to Santa Anita.
- Family: Wife, Andrea; one daughter, one son.

Tom Proctor
Born: April 21, 1956
Gillmer, Texas
Resides: Louisville, Kentucky and Oldsmar, Florida
2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
500 82 79 69 $4,364,087

- Tall Texan hails from a racing family: Father Willard was a trainer for 60 years, including a 41-year run in California where he conditioned more than 70 stakes winners, many of them for the Glen Hill Farm of the now 95-year-old Leonard Lavin; Tom’s brother Harry (Hap) manages the 325-acre Glen Hill Farm in Ocala, Florida; his uncle Jack ran the family farm in Texas and another uncle, Alan, managed Glen Hill until 1990. Tom has trained for Glen Hill for more than three decades.
- Took out his trainer’s license in 1978 and won with his first starter, a California-bred bullet named I’m Smokin. Horse turned out to be a California champion sprinter and, to this day, Procter says he’s the fastest horse he’s ever had. Del Mar named a stakes race in his honor and has run it every year since 1990.
- Scored 1,000th victory when Avanzare won at Tampa Bay Downs in January 2014.
- Marketing Mix was Glen Hill’s big gun between 2011 and 2013, winning 10 races from 21 starts and more than $2 million. She was retired to join the farm’s broodmare band in November 2013 following a fifth-place finish in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf, a race in which she was second in 2013.
- Following Marketing Mix were the likes of Wishing Gate, winner of the 2013 San Clemente Handicap at Del Mar, and other stakes winners: Pontchartrain, Please Explain, Left a Message, Customer Base, Global View and Diversy Harbor.
- Proctor pulled off a beauty at the 1994 Breeders’ Cup when he won the Distaff with 47-1 shot One Dreamer. The mare, who won more than $1.2 million, raced for Glen Hill. The Distaff that year was sponsored by Alberto VO5, the hair product that was the backbone of the Alberto-Culver company owned by Glen Hill’s Lavin.
- Trained another millionairess in Keertana, a turf specialist who won 11 races and finished a close-up third in the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Filly/Mare Turf.
- Has won 10 Del Mar stakes, including the Del Mar Derby with Banned in 2011, the La Jolla Handicap with Old Time Hockey in 2012 and the Oceanside and La Jolla last summer with Enterprising.
- Usually has about 80 horses in training and races from coast to coast. Has saddled winners in Florida, Kentucky, New York, Illinois, California and Ontario, Canada.
- Posted best earnings year in 2014 with purses of $4,364,087, topping his previous best of $4,168,545 in 2013.
- Among his other stakes winners are Feature Price, Split Run, No Inflation, Purim, Snow Top Mountain, Bonus Pack and Rich in Spirit.
- During training career managed to win stakes races that his father won before him. “Something I do,” he says, “is if Dad’s won a stakes and I win (the same) stakes, I put the (winning) pictures together. That’s happened a little more than you might think.”
- Family: one son, one daughter.

Mike Puype
Born: August 4, 1966
Phoenix, Arizona
Resides: Arcadia, California
2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
363 56 47 52 $2,488,389

- Led by speedy Mizdirection’s second straight Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint victory in 2013, trainer posted best career year for total wins and earnings with 62 and $3,333,766, respectively.
- During 2012, combination of Turbulent Descent and Mizdirection helped build the purse pot until Turbulent Descent was sold to the partnership of Mrs. Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor and Derrick Smith and sent to trainer Todd Pletcher, for whom she won her last race before being retired to become a broodmare.
- Following second Breeders’ Cup triumph, Mizdirection was sold for $2.7 million at the Fasig-Tipton November sale in Kentucky to Al Shaqab Racing of Qatar. Through 2013, Mizdirection’s record showed 11 wins, four seconds and one third from 17 starts for earnings of more than $1.7 million. The daughter of Mizzen Mast raced for a partnership that included TV/radio sports personality Jim Rome and Del Mar restaurateur William Strauss.
---

**Trainer Profiles • Del Mar 2015**

- Puype also conditioned the stretch-running sprinter Supreme Summit, a winner of nearly $400,000; finished a close-up fourth in the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Sprint.
- Came onto racetrack out of high school, working odd jobs on the backside at Turf Paradise. Served as assistant to Walter Greenman and made connection with owner Gary Biszantz for whom he worked from 1996 until 2002 when he opened a public stable.
- Top horse with Biszantz was Old Trystee, winner of the Affirmed, Swaps and Del Mar Breeders’ Cup Handicap as 3-year-old in ’98 and the ’99 Californian, running nine furlongs in 1:46 2/5, fastest since Spectacular Bid (1:45 4/5) in 1980.
- Won the California Derby in 2004 with a son of Old Trystee named Tristee’s Honor.
- Has won nine stakes races at Del Mar going back to 1995.
- Also won important stakes with Muny, Cuba King, Varadour, Running Flame (his first Grade 1 winner), Star of Goshen and Lord Grillo (upsetter of Silver Charm in ’97 Malibu Stakes).
- Family: Single.

**John Sadler**

- Born: July 30, 1956
- Long Beach, California
- Resides: Pasadena, California
- 2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
  - 498 81 66 82 $5,916,479

- Veteran trainer’s present stable stars are a trio of private purchases – Stellar Wind, Hard Aces and Talco. First named, a soph filly by Curlin, is a triple stakes winner in California, while Hard Aces, a 5-year-old Hard Spun horse, figures to be a force in the older male division, as he showed by his rail-skimming victory in the Gold Cup at Santa Anita June 27. Talco, a French-bred 4-year-old, captured Shoemaker Mile at Santa Anita in June, thus giving him a guaranteed entry into this year’s Breeders’ Cup Mile.
- Topping his 2014 roster were multiple graded-stakes winner Iotapa and 2-year-old stakes winner Daddy DT. Iotapa won Del Mar’s Grade I Clement L. Hirsch Stakes and Santa Anita’s Grade I Vanity Stakes prior to finishing third in Breeders’ Cup Distaff. She won six of 14 starts and more than $1 million, then was sold for $2.4 million at the Keeneland November sale. Daddy D T won 2014 Oak Tree Juvenile Turf at Del Mar and finished third in Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf.
- The five stakes winners named above all race, or raced, for the Hronis Brothers of Delano, Sadler’s main clients.
- Ran his fourth Kentucky Derby prospect – Candy Boy – in 2014; finished 13th. Prior to Derby, was third in Santa Anita Derby to California Chrome, who went on to win in Kentucky.
- Sadler now has 50 stakes wins at Del Mar, sixth-best of all time among conditioners.
- 2013 brought him his best earnings year ever with $7,727,780 in purses and 121 victories, not far off his career best of 132 wins in 2009. Twenty-seven of his 2013 victories came at Del Mar and netted him his third training title at the seashore.
- His 2013 Del Mar stakes winners: Rising Legend in a division of the Oceanside Stakes; He Be Fire N Ice in the California Dreamin’ Handicap; Kettle Corn, San Diego Handicap; Vigabond Shoes, Del Mar Handicap; Ethnic Dance, a division of the Del Mar Derby, and Jedi Mind Trick, I’m Smokin Stakes.
- A leading runner for Sadler and Hronis Racing in 2012 was Lady of Shamrock, winner of the Santa Barbara Handicap at Santa Anita. She subsequently was sold for $2 million to Alain and Gerard Wertheimer at the Keeneland November sale following an eighth-place finish in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf. Also in the Breeders’ Cup for Sadler: Vagabond Shoes, fifth in Turf, and He Be Fire N Ice, eighth in Mile.
- Won 16 stakes during 2011 — 11 of them graded — including three by the gray filly Zazu, and others by Twirling Candy, Switch, Cozi Rosie, Gladding and Kettle Corn.
- Could do no wrong in spring of 2010 with major stakes wins by Sidney’s Candy, Line of David, Hurricane Ike, Mona de Momma, Crisp, Switch, Cozi Rosie and Ranger Heartley. Ran a pair in the Kentucky Derby that year -- Santa Anita Derby winner Sidney’s Candy and Arkansas Derby winner Line of David -- though neither did much damage.
- His 2008 campaign saw him claim training titles at Hollywood Spring/Summer, Del Mar and Oak Tree. Also won 16 stakes, including a pair of Grade Is and eight other graded races.
- Captured his first training crown at the 2007 Hollywood Park autumn session, highlighted by six graded stakes victories.
- Since winning that Hollywood training title, has captured eight more, including 2008-09 and 2009-10 Santa Anita winter/spring meet and 2008, 2009 and 2013 at Del Mar.
- Won 2,000th race of his career November 9, 2012 at Betfair Hollywood Park with Rooster City.
- Has done well with claims that he’s moved up to stakes class, the best being Cost of Freedom, who was claimed for $50,000 in 2008 and won seven races that included five stakes and more than $750,000 in earnings. Horse was beaten a head in the 2009 Breeders’ Cup Sprint. Another $50,000 claim was the aforementioned Iotapa.
- Took out his trainer’s license in 1978 and won his first race in 1979.
- Rode show horses early in career and tried out for the U.S. Olympic equestrian team. While in high school, walked hots for trainer Tom Pratt at Santa Anita. After leaving the University of Oregon, was a vet’s assistant for Dr. Jack K. Robbins. Served as assistant to David Hofmans and campaigned a string of horses in Northern California for trainer Ed Gregson.
- Among career highlights: winning first match race in Santa Anita history when Valiant Pete defeated champion quarter-horse Griswold in 1991; three straight wins in Del Mar’s Rancho Bernardo Handicap with Track Gal; upset of Snow Chief with the filly Malair in the ’86 Silver Screen in 1:32 4/5, a record for one mile on the dirt by a female; winning his first $1 million event when Our New Recruit captured the $2 million Dubai Golden Shaheen; taking the Sunshine Millions Classic in ’05 with Musique Toujours at $142.20, and a trio of ’06 stakes with Healthy Addiction, including Del Mar’s Clement L. Hirsch Handicap.
- Other stakes horses: Evita Argentina, Black Mamba, Dearest Trickski, Noble Court, Get Funky, Victory Encounter, Olympic Prospect, Frost Free, Ceeband, Taste of Paradise, Hasty Kris, Geronimo, Christmas Boy, Three Peat, Southern Justice and Rosie’s K.T.
- Previously held position of president of California Thoroughbred Trainers.
- Family: Single.

---

38
Art Sherman
Born: February 17, 1937
Brooklyn, New York
Resides: Rancho Bernardo, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
95 21 9 9 $4,368,073

• Hit the heights in 2014 with California Chrome, who won Santa Anita Derby, Kentucky Derby and Preakness Stakes. Missed Triple Crown sweep, though, finishing in a dead heat for fourth behind Tonalist in Belmont Stakes.
• The flashy Cal-bred colt, a winner of Del Mar’s Graduation Stakes as a juvenile, had the racing world and a national television audience abuzz in his quest to become the first Triple Crown winner in 36 years.
• With Sherman the perfect media maestro, an outspoken owner (Steve Coburn) and a veteran jockey (Victor Espinoza), the sport received a much-needed injection of publicity. California’s newest Thoroughbred track -- Los Alamitos -- also rode the “Chrome” wave nicely as Sherman’s training headquarters and “The Home of Chrome.”
• Colt finished third in Breeders’ Cup Classic, but Sherman subsequently called a perfect shot for his charge when he put him on the grass for the first time at Del Mar in the Grade I Hollywood Derby and watched him win smartly, the final boost he needed to win honors not just as 3-year-old male champion, but Horse of the Year.
• California Chrome continues to race during his 4-year-old season, including a second-place finish in the $10 million Dubai World Cup. A scheduled turf race in England in June was aborted, with current plans having him pointing to the Arlington Million in August.
• At 77, Sherman supplanted the legendary Charlie Whittingham as the oldest (76) trainer to win the Kentucky Derby.
• He had his best year for winnings in ’14 with $4,368,073. California Chrome accounted for $4,007,800 of that.
• Trainer had a fine season in 2011 with Cal-bred mare Ultra Blend, who won four stakes, including Del Mar’s Grade I Clement L. Hirsch. She earned nearly $650,000 for the year, finishing career with 11 victories and purses of more than $1 million.
• Registered third Grade I win of his career in 2010 when 3-year-old Haimish Hy won the Hollywood Derby. Eton Park horse banked more than $360,000.
• 2007 was his winniest year since starting in 1979 as he won 207 races to rank sixth in America, with earnings of $4,025,569. Most important triumph, Lang Field in the Grade I Citation Handicap.
• Shifted operation to Southern California in 2007, with son Steve handling Northern California. His other son, Alan (who had a brief career as a rider), is chief assistant and main man in the south. Alan was at California Chrome’s side for his entire Triple Crown run.
• Sherman family came to Los Angeles when Art was a youngster and his size led him to a path where he wound up galloping horses for the Rex Ellsworth stable. AccOMPanied the great Swaps on a railroad car to Kentucky for his Derby win in ’55 and also to Chicago when Swaps lost to Nashua in their epic match race.
• Had a 21-year-plus riding career, from 1957 until ’78, then switched to conditioning Thoroughbreds. Won more than 2,000 races as a rider; has won more than 2,000 races as a trainer.
• Training highlights include winning six races in a single day, August 13, 2005 when he tied a Northern California record with five victories while also winning a race at Del Mar on the same afternoon.

Trainer Profiles • Del Mar 2015
• Won 13 stakes between 1992 and ’97 with Lykatil Hill, including Del Mar’s Grade II Del Mar Budweiser Breeders’ Cup Handicap.
• His $50,000 claim Siren Lure emerged as one of the nation’s top sprinters of 2006 when he won five stakes, including the Grade I Triple Bend at Hollywood Park, his first Grade I success as a trainer, as well as Del Mar’s Pat O’Brien Handicap. Later that year Siren Lure finished eighth to Thor’s Echo in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint.
• His stakes winners include Fancee Bargain, Lindsay Jean, Perfec Travel, Presidio Heights, My Captain, Amanda’s Affair, Tahoe City, My Michele, Let Fly, King’s Bet and Haveasilverbullet.
• Family: Wife Faye; two sons.

John Shirreffs
Born: June 1, 1945
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
Resides: Arcadia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
126 13 19 19 $1,458,527

• Made the leap from virtual unknown to a player on the national stage in 2005 when Giacomo shocked the racing world at 50-1 in the Kentucky Derby. Has followed that up with eight solid campaigns in a row; top purse money was $5.7 million season in 2009.
• His everlasting piece of training art will remain Zenyatta, whom he guided through 19 straight victories in four seasons before she ended her career with a narrow loss to Blame in the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Classic. Though she came up half a head short that day, she continued to earn honors, including her third and fourth Eclipse Awards, the last one being 2010 Horse of the Year.
• The stretch-runner deluxe won 13 Grade I races and made Del Mar’s 2010 Clement L. Hirsch — a race she had won the previous two years — her 18th straight victory. In 2009 she finished up her second year of being named champion older distaffer by beating 11 of the best male horses in the world in the Breeders’ Cup Classic and becoming the only female to win the race. She had won the Ladies’ Classic the previous year.
• Zenyatta finished her career with $7,304,550 in earnings, the most ever by a female and 13th-best all time for all Thoroughbreds. She has since completed her transition to broodmare by foaling two colts and a filly.
• In 2009 Shirreffs also saddled Life Is Sweet to capture the Breeders’ Cup Ladies Classic. Four-time stakes winner retired with more than $1.8 million in purses.
• Won more than $600,000 with good grass filly Harmonious during 2010-’11, then had more grass success with a trio of stakes winners in 2011 in Nereid (more than $225,000), Star Billing (more than $350,000) and Mr. Commons.
• Scored in four Grade I stakes in ’07 — Tiago (half-brother to Giacomo) — Santa Anita Derby and Goodwood Handicap, and After Market, Whittingham Memorial and Eddie Read handicaps. Tiago also won the Swaps Stakes, was third to Rags to Riches in the Belmont Stakes and wound up the year running fifth to Horse of the Year Curlin in the Breeders’ Cup Classic.
• Tiago, who banked $1.2 million in ’07, came back in ’08 to take the Oaklawn Handicap, finish third in the Breeders’ Cup Classic and earn more than $1 million.
• Zenyatta, Giacomo and Tiago were all owned by Jerry and Ann Moss. Shirreffs’ wife, Dottie Ingordo, is the stable manager for the Mosses.
• Another Moss-owned runner for Shirreffs was Madeo, a multiple stakes winner including the 2008 Del Mar Derby.
• Pulled off a major upset when his Zardana outran the odds-on 2009 Horse of the Year Rachel Alexandra in the New Orleans Ladies.
• Has been training a string in New York for roughly half the year of late; likely to be mostly in New York again this summer.
• Trainer’s family owned farm near Neufields, N.H., and father bred horses with Peter Fuller of Dancer’s Image renoun.
• After a hitch in the Marine Corps, including a tour in Vietnam, Shirreffs was headed to Hawaii to become a surfer, but stopped in California and got a job as a hotwalker for trainer Gene Cleveland.
• Later broke yearlings for Ed Nahem at Lakeview Thoroughbred Farm.
• Took out license in 1978 and operated a small stable in Northern California before going to work for Brian Mayberry and Bill Spawr. Trained privately starting in ’94 for Nahem and Marshall Naify’s 505 Farms, continuing until Naify died in 2000. Then opened a public stable.
• Among other stakes winners: Hollywood Story, Manistique, Starrer, Borodislew, Proposed, Bertrando, Tarlow, A.P. Warrior, Stanley Park and Swept Overboard.
• Family: Wife Dottie.

Bill Spawr
Born: December 13, 1939
Bell, California
Resides: Arcadia, California
2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
140 23 15 15 $729,372

• Rang the biggest bell of his 38-year career when Amazombie won the Breeders’ Cup Sprint at Churchill Downs in 2011. It was gelding’s fifth win of the season — all stakes — and pushed his bankroll past the million-dollar mark. Cal-bred won more stakes in 2012 — including Del Mar’s Grade I Bing Crosby — but couldn’t repeat in Sprint, finishing eighth. Retired with earnings of more than $1.5 million.
• Was Del Mar’s leading trainer outright in 1994 after earning same honors in a three-way tie in 1990.
• Has won four other Southern California training titles: Oak Tree 2000, 2001 and the big Santa Anita meet 1990-’91 and 1995-’96.
• Known primarily as a busy and sharp claiming trainer.
• Has moved many of his claims way up, some into stakes winners. That includes Exchange, the filly he claimed for $50,000 who went on to win three Grade I races, more than $1 million in purses and a spot in the Breeders’ Cup Distaff in 1992; Sensational Star, a $32,000 tag who won 10 times that much including victories in the Bing Crosby and Pat O’Brien handicaps; Restage, a $12,500 claim who became a stakes winner, and My Sonny Boy, a $62,500 claim who captured the $300,000 Cal Cup Classic in 1990.
• Developed the late bloomer Bordonaro into a major sprint force between 2005 and 2007. Though he didn’t make it to the races until his 4-year-old season, the gelding managed to win 10 of 20 starts, including six sprint stakes, and $938,128.
• Trained the rapid filly Enjoy the Moment, who won four stakes in 1999 and led the boys through the early portion of the B.C. Sprint that year before tiring.
• Other stakes winners: Potrimag, Valiant Wonder, Saratoga Gambler, Mister Gennaro, Kitty On the Track, Drouilly’s Boy, Ladyloure and Desireaes My Candy.
• Registered his first victory with Cuda May in 1977 at Bay Meadows; had his first stakes winner with Darling Deanna in 1983 in the Black Swan Stakes at Fairplex Park.
• Forged a long and successful relationship with Laffit Pincay, Jr. When the rider fell on hard times with limited opportunities in the 1990s, he credited Spawr with keeping his career going by riding him first-call.
• Spawr worked around the racetrack since high school days, including tours as a blacksmith’s assistant, as assistant trainer to the late Joe Manzi and the manager of a veterinary hospital.
• Family: Single.

Darrell Vienna
Born: September 27, 1946
Los Angeles, California
Resides: Sierra Madre, California
2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
49 2 5 2 $188,605

• A man of many talents: He has trained show horses, been a rodeo rider, earned a psychology degree from UCLA, picked up a law degree from Loyola Law School, was a practicing lawyer with emphasis on racing law, is a published essayist and poet, as well as a television script writer. Oh yes, he’s also trained racehorses since 1976.
• Won the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and an Eclipse Award with the speedy colt Gilded Time in 1992, owned by a partnership that included his long-time client, the highly successful television writer and producer David Milch. In 1993 Vienna boldly brought the horse back for his first start of the year in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint and saw him hold the lead deep in the stretch before finishing third, beaten less than a length.
• Clicked with another Milch-partnered horse when the modestly bred gelding Disturbingthepeace rolled off six straight victories in 2002, including a sweep of the Triple Bend at Hollywood Park and Del Mar’s Bing Crosby and Pat O’Brien. The horse won the O’Brien the following year and banked over $666,000 for his connections.
• Trainer of three world record holders: Native Paster (6 1/2 furlongs in 1:26 4/5 on 4/29/93 at Hollywood Park). Among his Grade I winners are Short Sleeves and Janet, who won editions of the Ramona Handicap (now the John C. Mabee Handicap) at Del Mar; Fly Till Dawn (a four-time Grade I winner including Del Mar’s Eddie Read Handicap); Mountain Bear, and Star Parade. The last-named, an Argentinian mare, ran in 22 straight graded stakes, winning three Grade Is and earning more than $1.2-million.
• Other stakes horses: Golden Klair, Drumalis, Belle’s Flag, My Style, Tres ParaISO, Perim, Cheapskate, Joey Franco, Medici Code and Magnum.
• Has won 24 stakes races at Del Mar.
• Family: Wife Haydee; one daughter, one son, who works as his assistant.
**Kathy Walsh**  
**Born:** March 18, 1940  
**Sonoma, California**  
**Resides:** Arcadia, California  

*Veteran horsewoman had her best year for purses in 2009 when horses won more than $1.4 million. She had topped $1-million for the first time in 2008.*  
*She is the daughter of Northwest training fixture Jim Walsh and has been around the horse industry since she was 8.*  
*Obtained an assistant trainer’s license in 1962, then took over her father’s stable when he died in 1970.*  
*It wasn’t easy for a female trainer in those days, but her father’s reputation helped ease the load. Walsh also remembers being mentored by an old-school conditioner known mostly as crusty: Buster Millerick.*  
*Marrined in 1980 and was out of racing for five years, but when the marriage ended she got back in the game — in the Midwest, then back in Seattle and finally in Southern California.*  
*Trained under her married name — Kathy Hutchinson — from 1987 until 1991. Twice was leading trainer at Canterbury Park in Minnesota during that period. Previously, she’d been the leading trainer four times at the now-closed Longacres near Seattle.*  
*Won Del Mar Futurity in 2007 with Georgie Boy after earlier having captured Graduation Stakes and finishing second in Best Pal Stakes with him. Returned for his 3-year-old season with wins in Santa Anita’s San Vicente and San Felipe and loomed a serious Kentucky Derby candidate until injured.*  
*Trainer has won four stakes overall at Del Mar.*  
*Finished seventh in 1998 Kentucky Derby with her Arkansas Derby runner-up Hanuman Highway.*  
*Her first Grade I winner was in 2001 when Nany’s Sweep took Santa Anita’s Santa Monica.*  
*Had success with stakes filly Sarah’s Secret, a winner of four of eight starts and nearly $200,000.*  
*Other stakes winners: Auguste, Mantle’s Star, Evening Promise, Devious Boy, Blazonry, Who’s Up and Bootleg Annie.*  
*Member of board of directors of Thoroughbred Owners of California.*  
*Family: Single.*

**Donald Warren**  
**Born:** September 28, 1951  
**Covina, California**  
**Resides:** Temple City, California  

*Has been connected with his main client, Old English Rancho, for more than 40 years, either as exercise rider or trainer. Started as an exercise rider for the Rancho’s Johnston family in 1970 after two years walking hots for trainer Bill Morris at Del Mar.*  
*Began with Old English Rancho when it was located in Ontario, CA, not too far from his hometown of Covina. It has since relocated to Sanger, CA, east of Fresno in the San Joaquin Valley. Took out trainer’s license in 1974, began training for the ranch in 1978 and has been with the family ever since, save for a short time early in this century when he trained on his own.*

**Ted H. West**  
**Born:** June 8, 1973  
**Arcadia, California**  
**Resides:** Monrovia, California  

*Son of long-time California conditioner Ted West. He grew up around horses, but family made him promise to get his college degree — which he did at Cal Poly Pomona in 1995. Shortly thereafter it was the racetrack life for him.*  
*Worked with his father initially; took over the stable in 1999.*  
*Stable had claimed Budroyale for $50,000 in 1998 and in ’99 he won four stakes and finished second in both the Hollywood Gold Cup and Breeders’ Cup Classic while earning $1.7 million, primarily under young Ted’s care. The gelding finished his career with 17 wins and earnings of $2,840,810, ninth-best all time among California-breds.*  
*Also paid $50,000 through the claim box for Bluesthestandard at the end of 2002 and earned more than $630,000 with him the following year, including a second-place finish in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint.*  
*May have another good claim in the barn currently in Motown Men. $40,000 halter in March has paid for himself more than three times over, including a stakes tally at Santa Anita.*  
*Trainer made the Triple Crown trail with Easy Grades in 2002; finished 13th behind War Emblem in Kentucky Derby.*  
*Also had stakes success with sprinter Freespool, winning Santa Anita’s El Conejo back-to-back.*  
*Has won three stakes at Del Mar.*  
*Other stakes winners: Ashley’s Kitty, Trevor’s Clever, Stella Mark, Jet West, Dee Dee’s Diner and Secret Liaison.*  
*Family: Single.*
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Tim Yakteen
Born: July 29, 1964
Nuremberg, Germany
Resides: Monrovia, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
91 11 15 10 $400,320

• Broke through in 2013 with his first “big” horse when Points Offthetabench, a California-bred he’d nursed along until the gelding cut loose as a 4-year-old, registered victories in four of five starts, including a pair of Grade I sprint stakes – Del Mar’s Bing Crosby and the Santa Anita Sprint Championship. Next up for the son of Benchmark was to be his role as the favorite in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint at Santa Anita, but one week before that race he suffered a catastrophic injury during a workout and had to be euthanized.

• Points Offthetabench’s brilliance – and Yakteen’s fine job with him – received a bittersweet salute posthumously by the racing industry with an Eclipse as Sprint champion. He also was honored in his home state by being named California’s 2013 champion older male, sprinter and Horse of the Year by the California Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association.

• Prior to Points Offthetabench, Yakteen had won stakes with Fortunately, Bench Points, Ingrid the Gambler and Stratham.

• Yakteen spent the first 18 years of his life in Germany, the son of a German mother and a Lebanese-born father who had become a U.S. citizen and joined the Army, which earned him an assignment in Nuremberg. Yakteen speaks fluent German.

• But on July 4, 1982 he started a new life by joining a sister who’d moved stateside to Cypress, California, right near Los Alamitos Race Course.

• Young Yakteen needed a job and, though he had no experience with horses, he was willing to learn and started by mucking stalls, first with trotters, then with Quarter-horses.

• As he moved up the ranks he hooked up with a Quarter-horse trainer on the rise – a white-haired fellow named Bob Baffert. And when Baffert made the jump to Thoroughbreds in 1988 and 1989, Yakteen made it with him.

• Yakteen remained with Baffert until 1991, when he was offered the opportunity to join Hall of Famer Charlie Whittingham. He took it and for the next six years was the Bald Eagle’s right-hand man, highlighted by his direct involvement with the careers of the multiple-stakes winning mare Flawlessly, Santa Anita Handicap winner Sir Beaufort and a record-setting run by the horse he saddled in the Japan Cup – Golden Pheasant.

• In 1997 the timing was right for him to return to the Baffert barn and for the next seven years he helped the future Hall of Famer saddle the likes of champions Silver Charm, Real Quiet, Silverbulletday, Chilukki and Point Given, along with dozens of other stakes winners.

• Stayed with Baffert through 2004 before going out on his own. “How exceptionally fortunate was I to be able to work and learn under two Hall of Fame trainers,” he says.

• Saddled his first winner in 1991 when he was still in the employ of Baffert, who let him keep a few horses on his own. That inaugural winner was Lady Keeper.

• Sent out his first all-on-his-own winner – and stakes winner – when he took Sabiango to the Dueling Grounds (now Kentucky Downs) in Kentucky to capture the 12-furlong Kentucky Cup Turf Handicap on September 25, 2004. Like his conditioner, Sabiango was a German-bred.

Howard Zucker
Born: May 20, 1948
New York, New York
Resides: Pasadena, California

2014 Starts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
20 3 4 5 $165,730

• Had good luck with stakes mare Well Monied, winner in 2009 of the Grade II Honeymoon at Hollywood, prior to second- and third-place finishes, respectively, in the American Oaks and the Del Mar Oaks. Stretch runner was owned by the family of the late C.T. Grether of Pasadena. She retired with nearly $400,000 in earnings.

• Won his first two stakes at Del Mar in 2008 when his 4-year-old fillies Synnin and Grinnin and Queen Of the Catsle took down their halves of the divided Daisycutter Handicap. The latter wound up winning seven races, all on the grass, and more than $400,000. Trainer has won three stakes at the shore.

• Native New Yorker came to the game relatively late in life. After college and a job with an insurance company, he felt the lure of the racetrack through a friend who galloped horses at Belmont Park. Groomed and learned horsemanship primarily from trainer J. Willard Thompson; got trainer’s license in 1974.

• Went on the New York/New Jersey-to-Florida circuit for a while, then shifted to Southern California in 1982 to train for Jerry Buss, late owner of the Los Angeles Lakers.

• Among his chief clients are Harris Farms, Fast Lane Farms and former major league pitcher Brad Penny.

• Among Zucker’s top runners have been Moscow Changes, Awesome Daze, Our Shining Hour, Impressive Grades, Madame Pietra and Crafty C.T. Says the last named, who finished second to Point Given in the 2001 Santa Anita Derby and third in the 2002 Met Mile, is probably the best horse he’s had.

• His wife, Lorraine, holds a Ph. D in biology from Harvard. They met while she was a partner in one of the horses he trained.
Tyler Baze
Born: October 19, 1982
Seattle, Washington
Resides: Monrovia, California
Height: 5’4” • Weight: 114 pounds*

2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
1,129 148 141 137 $7,988,209

Career 1999–2014 • 14,862 mounts, 2,055 wins • $85,192,204 in purses

- Has his career back in full swing after battling personal issues for several years. Had one of his best seasons in 2014 with nearly $8-million in purses and is on course to do even better in 2015.
- Won the Eclipse Award as nation’s leading apprentice rider for 2000. Was top apprentice that year at Del Mar and all other Southern California race meets.
- Had his biggest year for purse money in 2004 when he won 239 races and posted earnings of a little more than $10 million, ranking him as the 14th best rider in the country. Also that year, won his first riding title during Hollywood Park’s spring/summer meet. At 21, became the youngest meet title winner at the now-defunct Inglewood oval since Laffit Pincay, Jr. in 1968.
- 2008 proved to be his second-best year at the track, including five Grade I scores, headed by Mast Track’s tally in the Hollywood Gold Cup and including triumphs in the Kilroe Mile (Ever a Friend) and Del Mar Futurity (Midshipman). Finished up the year with more than $8.3-million in purse earnings.
- Had another $8-million-plus year for purses in 2009, including graded stakes victories with Blind Luck, Battle of Hastings, Carlsbad, Gotta Have Her and Informed.
- Tallied 2,000th victory of his career at Del Mar last summer (8/14/14) aboard Kate’s Event. Had booted home 1,000th winner (3/11/05) at Santa Anita aboard Mashiko.
- First career victory came on Fleeting Wonder on October 29, 1999 at Oak Tree at Santa Anita. Shortly thereafter, moved his tack to Arizona for the long winter meet at Turf Paradise, preparing him for his return to the Southern California circuit and his Eclipse year. Won 246 races in 2000, 239 of them before losing his “bug” on December 12.
- Took some time off to deal with personal issues early in the 2007 campaign, but came back and got his career rolling again with a Top 10 finish at Del Mar before winning the Oak Tree at Santa Anita title.
- Missed nearly half of 2010 and a portion of 2011 when a mount head butted him at the starting gate at Del Mar on July 24, causing facial fractures and subsequent vision problems. Won with his second mount back April 28 at Hollywood Park.
- Has won Grade I races with Majestic Harbor, Big Macher, Avanzado, Sabiango, Kela, Star Over the Bay, Mea Domina, Diplomat Lady, Cost of Freedom and Hyperbaric. Other stakes winners: Special Matter, Hosco, Dr. Park, King Robin, St Averil, Icangoforthat, Leprechaun Kid, Sharp Lisa, Congrats, Boule d’Or, Tres Borrachos, Evita Argentina, Monterey Jazz, Dixie Chatter and Alpha Kitten.
- Another in the long line of the Baze family in racing. Father Earl and mother, the former Cammie Hunt, both were riders, as well as uncle, Gary, along with second cousin and North America’s all-time winning jockey, Russell. Was also a cousin to the late Michael Baze.
- Got on a horse for the first time at age 3; began galloping horses the day after 16th birthday and won his first race 10 days after his 17th birthday.
- Developed a feel for riding by using his Uncle Gary’s Equicizer and then getting instructions from Gary on the fine points of riding.
- Family: Wife Christina; one daughter.

Rafael Bejarano
Born: June 23, 1982
Arequipa, Peru
Resides: Pasadena, California
Height: 5’2” • Weight: 108 pounds

2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
895 197 193 136 $11,690,757

Career 2002 – 2014 • 16,250 mounts, 3,346 wins • $163,101,389 in purses

- Following serious injuries from a spill at Santa Anita early in 2014, won riding title at Del Mar with 42 victories. Then won 2015-15 title at Santa Anita with 76 wins, 18 more than closest rival Tyler Baze.
- Has finished in the Top 10 nationally for earnings among all riders the last 11 years in a row.
- 2014 Del Mar riding crown was his fourth locally. The other came in 2013, 2012 and 2008.
- Won a single-season record 13 stakes at Del Mar in 2012, eclipsing a standard of 12 black-type tallies shared by Chris McCarron, Laffit Pincay, Jr. and Corey Nakatani.
- Swept the riding titles at all five major Southern California race meets in 2008, his first full year in California. Subsequently he won the riding crown again at the big Santa Anita meet seven consecutive times through 2015.
- His $16.4 million in purses in 2008 was second-best in the country. Led all riders nationally in victories in 2004 with 455.
- Has won 20 riding titles in Southern California and five more in Kentucky.
- Won 3,000th race on May 11, 2013 at the now-closed Betfair Hollywood Park on Ondine.
- Involved in an opening-day spill at Del Mar in 2009 where he suffered multiple facial fractures that cost him nearly the whole meeting. Despite that, he still won more than $12.4-million in purses for the year.
- Only member of his family involved in racing. Attended races with his father one day by accident (they thought they were going to a

* All riders’ weights listed in this book are actual body weights. Riders normally “tack” two or three pounds above that weight, depending on the type of saddle used.
soccer match) and was so taken by the sport he chose to enter Peru’s jockey school.

- Began riding in Lima, Peru on December 8, 2001, winning with his first mount. Went on to win apprentice title at Hipodromo Monterrico.
- Came to the United States in May 2002 with the help of trainer Dante Zanelli, Sr. First U.S. win came aboard his first mount in the country, John Bobby, at Cincinnati’s River Downs on July 10, 2002.
- Came to Southern California in mid-November 2007 to ride first call for trainer Robert Frankel.
- Proudly became a U.S. citizen on April 27, 2012 at a swearing-in ceremony in Louisville, KY.
- Family: Single.

**Brice Blanc**

Born: January 16, 1973
Lyon, France

Resides: Arcadia, California

Height: 5’3” • Weight: 116 pounds

**2014**
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
281 25 37 8 $1,775,886

**Career**
1993 – 2014 • 10,106 mounts, 948 wins • $53,286,387 in purses

- Personable Frenchman has built a reputation on numerous victories on the turf and his patience in a race.
- Rode first winner on February 5, 1995 at Santa Anita on Gulf Tide at 19-1.
- Big 1999 season when he had 64 winners and $4.1 million in purse earnings, with 20 percent of his wins coming in stakes races. Twelve of 13 added-money wins were in turf races, headed by Happyanunoit’s late surge to win the $500,000 Matriarch at Hollywood Park.
- Had two Grade I victories in 2000, both on grass: Happyanunoit in Beverly Hills and Caffé Latte in Del Mar’s Ramona Handicap, now the John C. Mabee Stakes. In all, won five stakes, four of them graded, with Happyanunoit.
- Won first Grade I with Famous Digger in 1997 Del Mar Oaks.
- Moved his tack from Southern California to Kentucky and Florida in 2003, but returned in 2007.
- Biggest win in 2007 came in the Grade I Del Mar Debutante with Set Play.
- Won Santa Anita’s Honeymoon Stakes on soph filly Spanish Queen this spring.
- Clicked in 2014 with Argentinian mare Miss Serendipity, winning the Gamely at Santa Anita.
- In 2011 won double stakes on distaffers Malibu Pier and All Star Heart.
- Became interested in riding at age 14 because he was small and not doing well in school.
- Attended apprentice school in native France before coming to the United States.
- Family: One son.

**Agapito Delgadillo**

Born: July 26, 1966
Mexico City, Mexico

Resides: Colton, California

Height: 5’4” • Weight: 118 pounds

**2014**
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
401 41 57 50 $1,666,323

**Career**
1985 – 2014 • 12,625 mounts, 1,499 wins • $25,994,057 in purses

- Mexico City-born, but grew up in Guadalajara. Began career at 16 in Mexico after graduating from Hipodromo de las Americas jockey school.
- Came to California in 1986, was licensed in 1988 and rode with success in Northern California for more than a decade before coming to Southern California.
- First win: Courageous Pilot, Sept. 8, 1985, at Agua Caliente.
- Took break from career in 2002-03 due to struggles with weight.
- Was runner-up in 2004-05 Los Alamitos jockey standings although riding only half of the meeting; won the Los Alamitos 2005-06 Thoroughbred title with 76 victories.
- Won four stakes at four different tracks in 2006 aboard Juan Garcia-trained Jungle Prince, including Grade III Hollywood Turf Express.
- At Fairplex in 2006, was second with 22 wins to perennial champion Martin Pedroza.
- Biggest victory was on 1st in 1997 California Derby.
- Other stakes winners include Swiss Diva (2006 California Breeders Champion S.), Take Her to Heart, TizFiz (2009 San Gorgonio H.) Ashley’s Kitty, Lit’sgoodlookngray and Renee’s Queen.
- Best year for earnings by his mounts was 2013 with more than $2.5 million in purses. In 1997 he had his top mark for winners with 160 firsts.
- Family: Wife Nicolasa; two daughters, one son.

**Kent Desormeaux**

Born: February 27, 1970
Maurice, Louisiana

Resides: Covina, California

Height: 5’3” • Weight: 116 pounds

**2014**
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
536 90 79 72 $7,404,694

**Career**
1986 – 2014 • 29,424 mounts, 5,623 wins • $254,101,171 in purses

- Inducted into the Thoroughbred Racing Hall of Fame in 2004.
- Set a world record when he won 598 races in 1989. That mark still stands.
- Won an Eclipse Award as the nation’s top apprentice in 1987, then became one of only four (McCarron, Cauthen, Leparoux) to double up as a journeyman in 1989. He added yet another Eclipse to his trophy case in 1992.
- Was nation’s leading rider for wins in 1987 (450), 1988 (474) and 1989 (598) and its leader in purses won ($14,193,006) in 1992.
- Youngest rider to win 3,000 races in 1995, then became youngest to surpass $100-million purse mark in 1997. He has gone past 5,600
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Victor Espinosa

Born: May 23, 1972
Mexico City, Mexico

Resides: Arcadia, California

Height: 5’2” • Weight: 114 pounds

2014

Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd
583 102 79 68 $12,116,015
Purses

Career
1993 – 2014 • 20,759 mounts, 3,168 wins • $166,629,142 in purses

• After coming close twice, grabbed the brass ring this year with his sweep of the Triple Crown aboard speedy American Pharoah, the first time in 37 years the feat had been accomplished.

• First rode the homebred by Pioneerof the Nile when trainer Bob Baffert put him on in the Del Mar Futurity last September and has been a perfect seven-for-seven on the colt since. Along the way horse won six Grade I races and an Eclipse Award as 2-year-old male champion. Smooth-striding bay has earned more than $4.5 million.

• Steady veteran first became a force in 2000 with 242 wins and more than $13 million in purses. Made a national mark in 2002 when he won Kentucky Derby and Preakness on the Baffert-trained War Emblem, only to see his Triple Crown chances take a tumble when the colt stumbled badly out of the gate in the Belmont, where he wound up finishing eighth.

• Pulled off the Derby-Preakness double again in 2014 on the mercurial California-bred California Chrome, aboard whom he won six straight stakes and had all of racing -- and many outside it -- abuzz with hopes of the first Triple Crown winner in 36 years.

• His Triple Crown tally this year made him the first rider in history to have had a third chance at the 3-year-old trifecta. It also gave him seven scores in Triple Crown races, second-most ever behind Gary Stevens’ total of nine.

• Following his Triple Crown efforts in 2014, went to Ascot in England and won a stakes (Windsor Castle Stakes aboard Hootenanny) for trainer Wesley Ward. While there he got to chat with Queen Elizabeth in the walking ring.

• Won his second Breeders’ Cup race when Take Charge Brandi captured Juvenile Fillies at Santa Anita in 2014 at a whopping $125.40. His first was also a boxcar special when he piloted Spain to take the 2000 Distaff for a $133.80 return.

• Had his best year for purses in 2006 with $16.1 million, which put him third in the country.

• Has been leading rider at 12 Southern California race meets, including 2000, 2005 and 2006 Del Mar summer sessions, as well as last fall’s meet at the shore oval. Highlight of his 2006 Del Mar meet was a record-setting seven victories on Labor Day, September 4. Several riders had held the previous mark of six winners.

• Has victories in 17 races worth at least $1-million.

• His 83 stakes wins at Del Mar rank him seventh all-time.

• Won 3,000th race of his career May 31, 2013 at Betfair Hollywood Park on Flashy Delight.

• When he came to United States in 1993, he rode briefly in Southern California before finding good success in Northern California. Spent a short time riding in Kentucky before returning to Southern California in 1996.

• He was top apprentice rider at Bay Meadows in 1993-94 and at Golden Gate Fields in ’94. He was runner-up to perennial Northern California champion Russell Baze at the 1995 Golden Gate fall meet.

• His list of top stakes horses includes Southern Image, Into Mischief, On the Acorn, Molengao, Somethinaboutlaura, Worldly, Greg’s Gold, Tiz Elemental, Tough Tiz’s Sis, El Roblar, Tiznow, Point Determined, Officer, Kafwain, Star Parade, Hollywood Story, Zensational, the Tin Man, The Usual Q. T., Evening Jewel, Memorette, Declan’s Moon, David Copperfield, Sweet Catomine, Special Ring, Lovely Rafaela, El Corredor, Disturbingthepeace and Congaree.

• First encounter with horses came on a farm outside Mexico City following high school; attended jockey school in Mexico City.

• Drove a city bus as a teenager before becoming a jockey and says: “It’s a lot easier riding horses than driving in that traffic in Mexico City.”

• Comes from a family of 12 children. Two brothers are jockeys: Jose Espinosa was a regular on the New York circuit before a lingering injury terminated his career and Leo Espinosa exercises horses in Southern California and has ridden occasionally in the afternoons.

• Has a special connection to Duarte’s City of Hope cancer hospital and research center and their young patients; regularly donates a share of his earnings to their cause.

• Family: Single.
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• Won George Woolf Memorial Jockey Award in 1993.

• Captured his first Kentucky Derby aboard Real Quiet in 1998, then missed a Triple Crown on that colt by a whisker in the Belmont. Won Kentucky Derby again in 2000 with Fuscia Pegasus, then another in 2008 with Big Brown, who came back to win Preakness, but couldn’t finish Belmont and earn the elusive “Triple.” Threw in one more Classic score in the 2009 Belmont aboard Summer Bird.

• Has won five Breeders’ Cup races – Kotashaan (Turf, 1993); Desert Stormer (Sprint, 1995); Corinthian (Dirt Mile, 2007); Unrivaled Belle (Distaff, 2010), and Texas Red (Juvenile, 2014).

• Has earned more than 20 meet riding titles over the years, including three at Del Mar -- 1992, 1993 and 1997.

• First rode in Southern California in 1990 and rode regularly at Del Mar until 2005. Returned in summer of 2014 and was second leading rider with 32 wins.

• Won his first stakes race on December 13, 1986 on Godbey in the Maryland City Handicap at Laurel. Since then he’s won hundreds of stakes, including 68 at Del Mar, tying him for ninth best all time at the seaside oval.

• Louisiana boy with deep Cajun roots grew up in the heart of Cajun country in a horse-oriented family. He was on horseback on the family farm right after he could walk and rode races as a very young lad on the local bush circuit – including his father’s track in Lafayette – for years prior to riding his first “official” winner at age 16 in 1986 at Evangeline Downs in Opelousas, LA. His brother, Keith, is a horse trainer and will race again at Del Mar this summer.

• Family: Wife Rosie; two sons by a previous marriage.

Alas, to his chagrin and that of trainer Art Sherman, they could only manage a tie for fourth in the Belmont Stakes.

• Has been leading rider with 32 wins.

• Has been leading rider at 12 Southern California race meets, including 2000, 2005 and 2006 Del Mar summer sessions, as well as last fall’s meet at the shore oval. Highlight of his 2006 Del Mar meet was a record-setting seven victories on Labor Day, September 4. Several riders had held the previous mark of six winners.

• Has victories in 17 races worth at least $1-million.

• His 83 stakes wins at Del Mar rank him seventh all-time.

• Won 3,000th race of his career May 31, 2013 at Betfair Hollywood Park on Flashy Delight.

• When he came to United States in 1993, he rode briefly in Southern California before finding good success in Northern California. Spent a short time riding in Kentucky before returning to Southern California in 1996.

• He was top apprentice rider at Bay Meadows in 1993-94 and at Golden Gate Fields in ’94. He was runner-up to perennial Northern California champion Russell Baze at the 1995 Golden Gate fall meet.

• His list of top stakes horses includes Southern Image, Into Mischief, On the Acorn, Molengao, Somethinaboutlaura, Worldly, Greg’s Gold, Tiz Elemental, Tough Tiz’s Sis, El Roblar, Tiznow, Point Determined, Officer, Kafwain, Star Parade, Hollywood Story, Zensational, the Tin Man, The Usual Q. T., Evening Jewel, Memorette, Declan’s Moon, David Copperfield, Sweet Catomine, Special Ring, Lovely Rafaela, El Corredor, Disturbingthepeace and Congaree.

• First encounter with horses came on a farm outside Mexico City following high school; attended jockey school in Mexico City.

• Drove a city bus as a teenager before becoming a jockey and says: “It’s a lot easier riding horses than driving in that traffic in Mexico City.”

• Comes from a family of 12 children. Two brothers are jockeys: Jose Espinosa was a regular on the New York circuit before a lingering injury terminated his career and Leo Espinosa exercises horses in Southern California and has ridden occasionally in the afternoons.

• Has a special connection to Duarte’s City of Hope cancer hospital and research center and their young patients; regularly donates a share of his earnings to their cause.

• Family: Single.
David Flores
Born: February 5, 1968
Tijuana, Mexico
Resides: Duarte, California
Height: 5’4” • Weight: 115 pounds

2013
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
435 52 43 54 $2,951,251

Career, 1984-2013‡ • 25,022 mounts, 3,538 wins • $151,384,145 in purses

• Made a huge career change in 2014, shipping his tack to Singapore, where he had some success until being sloughed by racing authorities there in March 2015 with a one-year suspension for supposedly not riding out a horse. He returned to California, appealed the over-the-top decision to the CHRB and had it rescinded so he could ride in the state. He returned to action in May at Santa Anita.
• Prior to that, had been riding in Southern California since 1989 after spending his first five riding years in his native Tijuana at Agua Caliente racetrack. Set an apprentice record of 61 wins at Caliente in 1984.
• Won 3,000th career race on May 20, 2007 in Lazaro S. Barrera Memorial Stakes at Hollywood Park aboard Time to Get Even.
• Triumphed in a quartet of graded stakes in 2012, among them the Pat O’Brien at Del Mar with Capital Account. Won 10 stakes races in 2011, including a pair of Grade Is with fast filly Turbulent Descent. Captured a trio of Grade I stakes in 2010 at Hollywood Park aboard Awesome Gem (Hollywood Gold Cup), Turbulent Descent (Hollywood Starlet) and Rigoletta (Oak Leaf Stakes at Oak Tree-at-Hollywood meet). Had a good year in 2008 that included a quartet of Grade I scores (a pair of them on sprint ace Street Boss) and 10 other graded stakes.
• All told, old pro with a reputation as an excellent gate rider has won more than 100 graded stakes.
• First Grade I victory came aboard Marquetry in the 1991 Hollywood Gold Cup. Came back to take Grade I Eddie Read at Del Mar with same horse.
• Was regular rider of Siphon, who won the 1996 Hollywood Gold and the 1997 Santa Anita Handicap, as well as finishing second in the ’97 Dubai World Cup.
• Has won three Breeders’ Cup championship day races: the 2001 Juvenile Fillies with Tempera, 2003 Juvenile aboard Action This Day and 2004 Mile with Singletary.
• Won six riding titles at Fairplex Park and was leading rider at the 1998-99 Santa Anita season.
• Won 1999 riding title at Del Mar during a meeting in which he finished first in four of the track’s five Grade I races. The biggest score was the $1-million Pacific Classic with General Challenge. That year proved to be his best ever, money-wise, when his mounts earned $11.9 million in purses. Had $10-million-plus years for purses won in both 2003 and 2007.
• In 2003, won the Arlington Million with Sulamani. Has won 10 races worth at least $1 million.
• Other major stakes winners: Keeper Hill, winner of the 1998 Kentucky Oaks; Amorama and Silent Sighs, winners of the 2004 Del Mar Oaks and Santa Anita Oaks, respectively; Romance is Diane, Hollywood Story, A.P. Warrior, Dixie Meister, Chilukki, Tuzla, Subordination, Tout Charmant, Isitingood, Anet, Commitisize, Marlin and Prime Timber.
• Father, David, was a jockey at Caliente and then for several years was an exercise rider in Southern California.

‡2013 last full year he rode in North America

Eswan Flores
Born: March 28, 1993
Tepatitlen, Jalisco, Mexico
Resides: Temple City, California
Height: 5’6” • Weight: 114 pounds

2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
80 6 9 4 $219,950

Career 2011 – 2014 • 1,456 mounts, 156 wins • $4,710,974 in purses

• Caused a buzz during ’11-’12 Santa Anita winter-spring meeting, winning 54 races to finish fourth among the meeting’s riders and being named the meet’s top apprentice. His win total at Santa Anita more than doubled his total for all of 2011, as did his purse earnings ($1,628,130).
• Scored first career stakes triumph by riding Tones to victory in Baffle Stakes at Santa Anita for trainer Doug O’Neill on February 16, 2012.
• Before turning to Thoroughbreds, rode Quarter Horses at Southern California’s Los Alamitos Race Course.
• First win aboard a Thoroughbred came with Kelly Leak at Hollywood Park July 4, 2011.
• Grew up around horses, first on a Victorville, CA, ranch run by his uncle, Miguel Hernandez. Father, Carlos Flores, has been on the racetrack for about 30 years, working as a groom for the past several years for Juan Garcia and his son, Victor.
• Dad took him to the racetrack (Santa Anita) for the first time at age 8 and Eswan said he knew right then he wanted to be a jockey.
• Began his career on the racetrack at age 13 as an exercise rider and groom for trainer Oscar Garcia at Los Alamitos.
• Began riding Thoroughbreds as an apprentice at the 2011 Hollywood Park summer meeting, winning one race. Won only one race at Del Mar, too, but things began to pick up at Fairplex Park (nine wins), which carried over to the Santa Anita fall meet (seven wins) and the Hollywood Park fall session (four wins), leading to his breakout at the big Santa Anita meet.
• While riding at various race meets in Southern California, he continued on with his schooling. In June 2012 he graduated from Fernando Ledesma High School in El Monte in the San Gabriel Valley east of Los Angeles. He gave the commencement speech at the graduation ceremonies.
• Rode in 2013 at Lone Star Park in Texas.
• Substance abuse issues have cost him portions of his career early on.
• Family: Single.

Martin Garcia
Born: October 23, 1984
Veracruz, Mexico
Resides: Monrovia, California
Height: 5’11” • Weight: 115 pounds

2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
613 99 89 66 $10,850,711

Career 2005 – 2014 • 8,253 mounts, 1,283 wins • $66,770,912 in purses
• A late-comer to the game (he didn’t ride his first race until he was 20), the smallish but extra sturdy reinsman has been coming on strong of late.
• Scored biggest victory of his career in 2014 when he got Bayern to hang tough and win the $5-million Breeders’ Cup Classic at Santa Anita.
• Finished up the year with more than $10 million in purses, a good part of it built around his relationship with trainer Bob Baffert and his powerful stable. If Garcia is not riding stakes horse for the conditioner – like he did in 2013 aboard Game On Dude in winning the TVG Pacific Classic – he is his main work out rider, as was the case this past spring when he readied American Pharoah for his exciting run through the Triple Crown.
• Was the jockey this year for horse many considered American Pharoah’s chief Triple Crown threat, the six-time stakes winner Dortmund, who clicked in the Santa Anita Derby just prior to his run in the Kentucky Derby. Dortmund and Garcia gave their stablemate a try in the Run for the Roses, but wound up settling for third.
• In the 2010 Preakness, Garcia stepped in on the beaten Kentucky Derby favorite Lookin At Lucky for Baffert and got the money in Maryland. That was the beginning of a breakout year for him, as he banked more than $10 million in purses, making him ninth-best money-winning rider in country.
• Rang the bell with more than two dozen stakes winners in 2011, seven of them in Grade I affairs. Among those: Kentucky Oaks (Plum Pretty), Hollywood Gold Cup (First Dude), Haskell Invitational (Coil), Del Mar Futurity (Drill) and the Malibu and Pat O’Brien (The Factor). In each case, he was riding for Hall of Famer Baffert.
• 2013 was his best year yet for purses with more than $10.8 million on his ledger. Helping to build that account were a pair of Breeders’ Cup victories -- aboard New Year’s Day in the Juvenile and on Secret Circle in the Sprint. Came back in 2014 with Secret Circle to capture BC Spring again.
• Had early success at the now-closed Bay Meadows, tying perennial champ Russell Baze at 47 wins for the riding title there for the 2005-06 meet. Then rode 109 winners in a 65-day meet at Golden Gate Fields for top honors, the first time Baze hadn’t won a Northern California meet since 1980.
• Registered his first victory on August 17, 2005 at Bay Meadows Fair aboard Wild Daydreamer. First stakes victory came in the $75,000 Foster City Handicap at Bay Meadows on February 4, 2006 aboard Somethinaboutrula. A week later, won his first $100,000 race by booting home Sierra Sweetie in the California Breeders’ Cup Oaks.
• Scored his first graded stakes win on Sweeter Still in the Senorita Stakes at Hollywood Park in 2008.
• Won his 1,000th race August 30, 2012 at Del Mar on Bubba Fizz.
• Was a finalist for an Eclipse Award as top apprentice rider of 2006.
• Difficult family life growing up for rider: Abandoned by his 13-year-old mother, and never having seen his father, youngster was raised by his grandmother and had to work construction in Veracruz as an 11-year-old.
• Came to the United States in 2003 and got a job as a dishwasher and cook in a Pleasanton, CA delicatessen. Deli owner Terri Terry had a small string of showjumpers and Garcia persuaded her to let him ride.
• With just a handful of mane and riding bareback, the youngster took the horse over the jumps successfully, earning a chance to begin exercising horses at the Pleasanton racetrack for six months before beginning his career in earnest.
• Family: Single.

Aaron Gryder

Born: June 5, 1970
West Covina, California
Resides: Pasadena, California
Height: 5’6” • Weight: 116 pounds

Career

2014 Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
345 29 40 32 $1,474,940

2014 Purses
3,672 wins • $115,521,720 in purses

• After riding all over the world, California boy says he’s come home to stay.
• Well-spoken rider, who grew up near Santa Anita and took lessons as a 13-year-old from California fixture Rudy Campas before breaking in against the likes of Shoemaker, Pincay, McCarron and Delahoussaye, can count 28 trips to Saudi Arabia, 17 to Dubai and still others to Hong Kong, England and Canada among his travels.
• Additionally, he rode with success in the midwest and on the east coast, and holds riding titles at Aqueduct, Churchill Downs and Arlington Park.
• In 2009 on one of those trips to Dubai he won the $6-million Dubai World Cup by 14 galloping lengths on Well Armed. The Tiznow gelding, who started his career in England and had to overcome a broken hip among other setbacks along the way, gave Gryder five wins and three seconds (one of those in the 2008 Pacific Classic) along the road to winning more than $4.2 million in purses.
• Registered his first Breeders’ Cup score in 2012 when he engineered a late rush by the ancient Argentinian Calidoscopio to take down honors in the Marathon.
• Among his other stakes winners are Asteroid Field, Fitzwilliam Place, Bayakoa, Air Commander, Senor Thomas and Blingo.
• His “show biz” credits include TV gigs on “The Sopranos,” “Dellaventura” and the Animal Planet series “Jockeys.” He’s also been a featured analyst on TVG.
• Big believer in being involved in noteworthy aid causes, with an especially kind heart toward children’s charities.
• Among his hobbies are water sports, particularly surfing, kayaking and snorkeling.
• Family: One son, one daughter

Wayne P. Dallen

Born: September 19, 1986
El Higo, Veracruz, Mexico
Resides: Arcadia, California
Height: 5’ 7” • Weight: 114 pounds

Career

2014 Purses
50 54 $2,719,344

2014 Purses
424 50 37 54 $2,719,344

• Became an overnight sensation when he was named to ride the 3-year-old colt I’ll Have Another, who took him on the ride of a lifetime in 2012. Won four straight stakes on him, each bigger than the last — Santa Anita’s R.B. Lewis and Santa Anita Derby, then the Kentucky Derby and Preakness. Next to come was a shot at racing immortality with the Belmont Stakes, but a touch of tendinitis forced the scratch of the colt on the eve of the race.
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- I’ll Have Another’s owner, J. Paul Reddam, saw Gutierrez win a race at Santa Anita early in the 2011-12 meet and liked his style. He suggested to his trainer, Doug O’Neill, that he give the young rider a shot. He did and they were paid back nicely.
- Returned to his headquarters in Vancouver at Hastings Racecourse in the fall of 2012 to fulfill riding commitments, but is strictly a regular in Southern California now.
- Gutierrez continues to be Reddam’s go-to guy on many occasions. Rider has won five stakes at Del Mar, all on Reddam horses.
- In 2005, with his parents’ blessing for a one-time shot at being a professional race rider, he went to Mexico City to ride as an apprentice at Hipodromo de las Americas. Caught the eye of a visiting Canadian trainer named Terry Jordan who invited him to try his luck the following year in Vancouver.
- As an apprentice in 2006 he won 91 races at Hastings; then was the track’s leading rider in 2007 and 2008. He won 47 stakes at the Western Canadian racetrack in his six seasons there.
- He was the regular rider for 2007 Canadian champion 2-year-old filly Dancing Allstar, as well as the British Columbia champion Holy Nova.
- Early on he was taken under wing as the first-string rider by Hastings’ training kingpin Troy Taylor, along with owner and syndicate manager Glen Todd. The three of them shared a house in Vancouver and were known as the “two and a half men.”
- Gutierrez rode briefly at several U.S. tracks — among them Portland Meadows, Golden Gate Fields and Turf Paradise — but came to Southern California with Taylor and a string of horses in the fall of 2011. Was pondering a return to Vancouver when I’ll Have Another changed everything.
- The rider used some of his early Canadian earnings to buy his parents a home, their first.
- Family: Wife Angel Castillo; three daughters.

Edwin A. Maldonado
Born: December 1, 1982
Columbus, Ohio
Resides: Covina, California
Height: 5’6” • Weight: 118 pounds
2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
720 100 92 96 $4,407,760
Career
2002 – 2014 • 8,791 mounts, 957 wins • $26,363,349 in purses
- Has been riding in Southern California for past five years.
- Had a showcase year in 2012. Was fourth-leading rider at Del Mar, then took riding titles at Fairplex Park and Betfair Hollywood’s autumn meet. To win the Fairplex meet he had to do the near impossible: unseat perennial champion (13 straight riding titles) Martin Pedroza. He pulled it off, 26 winners to 19.
- Tied with Rafael Bejarano for top jock at 2013 spring-summer Betfair Hollywood Park session.
- Won half a dozen races at Del Mar in 2011; then won 24 in 2012. He took it up another notch in 2013 when he won 27 races and was

Corey Nakatani
Born: October 21, 1970
Covina, California
Resides: Bradbury, California
Height: 5’1” • Weight: 118 pounds
2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
616 84 93 98 $7,786,197
Career
1988 – 2014 • 22,720 mounts, 3,755 wins • $223,875,519 in purses
- Took a midwestern foray in 2011-12 in an attempt to pick up his business, but is back to being a Southern California regular.
- Will celebrate his 27th year of riding in October.
- Finished second among all money-winning riders in 1995 with $15.1 million. He won 300 races that year and tied with Gary Stevens for most stakes wins at 52. His total purses of more than $224 million currently ranks him 12th best of all time.
- Was regular rider of Lava Man, who won three straight Hollywood Gold Cups, two straight Santa Anita Handicaps and a Pacific Classic. In 2006, horse became first to win all three in the same year. Gelding finally called it a day in 2009 with career earnings of $5,668,245, fourth-best all-time among Cal-breds.
- Has won Breeders’ Cup Sprint four times: Lit de Justice in 1996, Elmhurst in ’97, Reraise in ’98 and Thor’s Echo in 2006. Winner of 10 Breeders’ Cup races all told, most recently with Tapizar in 2012 Dirt Mile.
- Owns 18 victories in races worth at least $1 million.
- Still-in-demand veteran is a winner of more than 300 graded stakes.

> Still-in-demand veteran is a winner of more than 300 graded stakes.
• Has won riding title three times at Del Mar – 1994, 1998 and 2004. Is the seaside track’s second-leading (behind Chris McCarron) stake-winning rider with 103 black-type scores, including his fourth Del Mar Oaks in 2014 with Personal Diary. Also ranks seventh on the track’s all-time-wins list with 662 victories.

• Has won riding crowns at seven other Southern California meets.

• Was Southern California’s top apprentice in 1989 and his purse earnings of $2.5 million topped the national standings for apprentices. Had started career in 1988 at Agua Caliente in Tijuana.

• Other major stakes winners: Itsallgreektome, Serena’s Song, Colonel John, In Summation, Great Hunter, Wanderin Boy, Dancing Edie, General Challenge, Windsharp, Regally Ready, Val Royal, Silic, Jewel Princess, Sweet Catomine, Captain Steve, Rock Hard Ten, Andujar, Unfurl The Flag, Sharp Lisa, Possibly Perfect, Sandpit, Romarin, Pembroke, Dramatic Gold, Twilight Agenda, Fastness, Sharp Cat, Waddesta, Sarafan, Voodoo Dancer, Rutherniere, Blackdoun, Ariege, Spring House, Jackson Bend and My Miss Aurelia.

• Introduced to racing at age 16 by his father, Roy Nakatani, a Japanese-American who was born in a World War II internment camp in Colorado and later spent time at Santa Anita when it served as a relocation camp.

• Graduated from jockey school at Castaic, CA, and worked on a Thoroughbred farm and galloped horses for the legendary Johnny Longden.

• Was champion high school wrestler and is a low-handicap golfer often invited to play at celebrity events.

• Was one of the featured riders of the popular Animal Planet cable series “Jockeys.”

• Family: Wife Lisa; one daughter; two sons and one daughter by a previous marriage.

• Rode three straight winners of Landaluce Stakes — Garden Gal, Flattery Danseur and Zealous Connection 1990-92 — for the late Brian Mayberry, for whom he often rode first call.

• Won six straight races at Oak Tree meeting on October 31, 1992, equaling the Santa Anita record set by Laffit Pincay, Jr. in 1987.

• Won first meet title at a major Southern California venue when he booted home 31 winners at Hollywood Park’s fall meet in 2005. Posted best-ever earnings mark that year with $5.2 million, then topped that in 2006 with $5.4 million.

• Has won 19 stakes at Del Mar.

• His current big money horse is Private Zone, a Macho Uno gelding who has won more than $2 million. Rider has handled the speedster all over the country for stable manager and good friend Renee Douglas, former jockey who was paralyzed in a riding accident. Pedraza has won four graded stakes and finished second or third in seven others on the 6-year-old gelding.

• Other top horses ridden: Saratoga Gambler, Star Parade, Vieille Vigne, Medici Code, Cavonnier, Amorama, Sea Cadet, Forest Fealty, Truly a Judge, Miss Iron Smoke, Two Step Salsa and Stoneside.

• Came back well from the worst injury of his career, a broken pelvis suffered at Santa Anita in January 2009 that cost him just about the entire first half of the year. Fought through a fractured left shin in 2014 that had him on the shelf from February to June.

• Graduate of Panama’s jockey school, where he started at age 17.

• Brother Marcelino also is a rider. One of his sons, Brian, rides, too.

• Name is pronounced “Mar-teen.”

• Family: Wife Evelyn; two sons, one daughter.

Flavian Prat

Born: August 4, 1992
Melun, France

Resides: Monrovia, California

Height: 5’4” • Weight: 115 pounds

2014

Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
405 45 49 65 $2,655,046

Career

1982 – 2014 • 29,288 mounts, 3,646 wins • $104,366,344 in purses

• Rode his first winner at Fontainebleau, France in September, 2009.

• When Prat was 17, he rode his first race in the United States at Hollywood Park, then registered his first victory stateside at Santa Anita on January 15, 2010 aboard Heavenly n’ Free, who paid $103.40 to win.

• Spent his winters in Southern California with trainer Leonard Powell, who acted as his guardian, for both the 2009 and 2010 meetings at Santa Anita. “I love racing in America, which is very different to the way races are run in France,” said Prat. “Let’s say I’ve learned about different race rhythms, and it has certainly improved my strength in the saddle.”

• In early 2012, Prat was named as the second call for the Wertheimer brothers in France, a role of honor behind star rider Olivier Peslier. He had won the “Etrier d’Or” as that country’s top apprentice in 2009.

• Being a jockey was the only profession Prat ever considered. The Frenchman grew up around horses with his father, Frederic Prat, training harness horses for a living. Young Flavien was always at the stables and early on got a taste for things by riding in some pony races.

• Served his apprenticeship under Chantilly handler Tony Clout in France, who showed pride in his protégé. “He’s very calm, he has a very cool head and he has a good sense of timing,” said Clout.
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- In five years stateside between 2009 and 2014, Prat had limited opportunities, but managed 10 victories from 71 mounts.
- He committed to U.S. racing and moved to Southern California at the start of the Santa Anita big meet, beginning on December 26, 2014. Halfway through 2015, the rider has made a major breakthrough with more than 30 winners and over $1.8-million in purses.
- Prat’s first North American stakes winner was aboard Power Ped for trainer Neil Drysdale at Turf Paradise on January 17, 2015 in the Cotton Fitzsimmons Mile Handicap.
- His first North American graded stakes winner was the Argentine-bred Catch a Flight for Hall of Fame trainer Richard Mandella in the Gr. III Precisionist Stakes at Santa Anita on May 2, 2015.
- He and Mandella do well together; the young rider has earned nearly $1-million in purses so far in 2015 aboard the trainer’s stock.
- Among his other stakes winners are Kitten’s Point, Living The Life, Avenge, Neveradoubt and Gr. III winner Bal a Bali in the American Stakes.
- Family: Single

Alonso Quinonez

Born: November 13, 1983
Sinaloa, Mexico

Resides: Arcadia, California

Height: 5’5” • Weight: 117 pounds

2014

Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
423 32 42 48 $1,258,190

Career

2006 – 2014 • 6,095 mounts, 629 wins • $22,209,937 in purses

- Had his breakout year in 2010, winning 13 stakes and nearly $4-million in purses.
- Won two Grade Is with Tell a Kelly in Del Mar’s Darley Debutante and Richard’s Kid in the Goodwood at the Oak Tree meet held at Hollywood Park.
- Looked like he might be ready to stamp his Kentucky Derby ticket in 2011 with owner-trainer-bred Myung Kwon Cho’s Premier Pegasus, a colt he had ridden to four wins in five starts, but a leg injury put the horse on the shelf.
- Second-place finish to top jockey Julien Leparoux in 2007 winter/spring meet at Turfway Park sent rider to Southern California to finish his apprentice year.
- Had immediate impact at Del Mar, his 17 wins tying for eighth.
- Scored hat trick November 11, 2007 at Hollywood Park, winning with Angel’s Reward ($27.60), Cajun Monarch ($22.60) and Standing High ($108.20). Finished eighth in jockey standings with 14 wins.
- First stakes win in Southern California: Del Mar’s 2007 Harry F. Brubaker with Masterpiece; now has won a total of eight stakes at the shore.
- Found his first “big” horse in the filly Intangaroo and rode her to four wins in 2008 including a trio of Grade Is — the Santa Monica at Santa Anita, the Humana Distaff at Churchill Downs and the Ballerina at Saratoga.
- He also won the top two races at the 2008 Fairplex meeting, the Pomona Derby on Bingham and the Ralph M. Hinds Invitational on Plug Me In. Same year won with Swift Winds in the Cal Cup Mile.
- Learned to ride at age 7 to help with rounding up cattle on family’s farm in Sinaloa, Mexico. Older brother Luis was already riding professionally in the United States and another brother, Belen, began in 2002. Both are still active.

Mike Smith

Born: August 10, 1965
Roswell, New Mexico

Resides: Pasadena, California

Height: 5’4” • Weight: 116 pounds

2014

Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
554 114 80 70 $14,493,493

Career

1982 – 2014 • 31,981 mounts, 5,242 wins • $261,831,083 in purses

- Began walking hots at Oaklawn Park in 2003 before galloping horses at Lone Star Park and Louisiana Downs. Rode a few races at Louisiana Downs and also served as a jockey’s valet.
- Rode his first winner in November 2006 at Churchill Downs.
- Last name is pronounced “keen-yo-nez.”
- Family: Single

- Entered racing’s Hall of Fame in 2003.
- Became all-time Breeders’ Cup championship winning jockey with two victories in 2012 at Santa Anita, running his total to 17 and breaking a 15-all tie with retired Jerry Bailey. Those scores came aboard Royal Delta in the Ladies’ Classic and Mizdirection in the Turf Sprint.
- Added three more Breeders’ Cup victories in 2013 with London Bridge in Marathon, Outstrip in Juvenile Turf and a repeat with Mizdirection in the Turf Sprint.
- His other six Breeders’ Cup doubles are: 1994 Tikkanen (Turf) and Cherokee Run (Sprint); 1995 Unbridled’s Song (Juvenile) and Inside Information (Distaff); 1997 Ajina (Distaff) and Skip Away (Classic); 2002 Vindication (Juvenile) and Azeri (Distaff); 2008 Stardom Bound (Juvenile Fillies) and Zenyatta (Ladies’ Classic); 2011 with Amazombie (Sprint) and Drosselmeyer (Classic).
- Won 21st BC race in 2014 when he guided Judy the Beauty to win Filly&Mare Sprint.
- Will hit 50 this summer, but fitness fanatic shows no signs of slowing down. Rode more mounts in 2014 (554) than he had in the past five years and registered his most wins (114) since 2003. His purse total for 2014 ($14,493,493) was his highest since 1997. One would be hard-pressed to come up with another scenario where a soon-to-be 50 year old is in high demand from coast-to-coast to perform in his sports’ biggest and toughest events.
- In 2014 he captured eight Del Mar stakes, including his fourth Pacific Classic aboard Shared Belief. He now has 50 stakes wins at the shore oval.
- One of his most notable 2013 stakes scores was with Palace Malice in the Belmont, his fourth Triple Crown tally. He also has finished second eight times and third on seven occasions in Triple Crown races.
- Rode 5,000th winner of his career April 7, 2012 at Santa Anita in Portrero Grande Stakes aboard sprint champion Amazombie.
- Though he has had success on literally hundreds of very good horses, he will always be known as the rider of the great mare Zenyatta.
- With the exception of her first three starts, Smith was Zenyatta’s jockey, guiding the remarkable champion through a marvelous four-year, undefeated run that finally ended at 19 straight with her last-gasp loss to the colt Blame in the 2010 Breeders’ Cup Classic at Churchill Downs. In 2009, she had become the only female to win
the Breeders’ Cup Classic in one of the most exciting contests in racing history.

- Smith’s partnership with the massive daughter of Street Cry helped earn her four Eclipse Awards, including the sweetest prize of all — Horse of the Year 2010. Along the way, they won Del Mar’s Clement L. Hirsch Stakes in 2008, 2009 and 2010. She also rang up more than $7.3 million in purses, most ever by a distaffer.
- Was the regular rider for another award-winning female — triple Eclipse winner Azeri, twice champion mare and Horse of the Year in 2002. He rode the chestnut in her first 18 starts, winning 15 times with two seconds and a third.
- Also was at the controls in 2008 for the gray filly Stardown Bound, a solid stretch runner who won the Del Mar Debutante, Oak Leaf Stakes and the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies en route to Eclipse honors as the nation’s top 2-year-old filly.
- Added a sweet prize to his extensive collection in 2010 when he captured his initial Belmont Stakes in his first ride aboard Drosselmeyer, a $600,000 yearling that he had to “pedal all the way” for a three-quarter length victory in the Triple Crown’s third jewel. The following year he won the BC Classic on the same colt.
- Won the 2005 Kentucky Derby aboard the John Shirreffs-trained and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Moss-owned and -bred Giacomo at odds of 50-1.
- Rider built his career mostly on the East Coast, but has done well in Southern California since moving his tack in 2001. Switched his base to Kentucky in 2005 and then rode in the east in 2006 before returning to Southern California full time in 2007.
- Big horse in 2007 was Tiago, half-brother to Giacomo, who won the Santa Anita Derby and finished seventh in the Kentucky Derby and third in the Belmont Stakes. Also won Swaps Stakes and Goodwood that year while finishing fifth in the Breeders’ Cup Classic.
- Won his first Triple Crown race in 1993 when Prairie Bayou took Preakness and can brag of having won 27 races with purses of at least $1-million. Four of those were at Del Mar, first when he guided the 3-year-old Came Home to a victory over older rivals in the 2002 Pacific Classic, then back-to-back in the same race in 2009-10 with the late-kicking Richard’s Kid. Fourth was last year with Shared Belief.
- Recovered from near-career-ending broken back suffered in a spill at Saratoga in 1998, returning to ride during 1999 Gulfstream Park season.
- In 1994, led nation’s jockeys in earnings with a then-record $15.9 million. Also established record of 67 stakes victories, breaking his mark of 62 set in 1993. Captured Eclipse Award each of those years as nation’s top jockey.
- Other top horses ridden: Fourstars Allstar, winner of the 2,000 Guineas at The Curragh; Holy Bull, 1994 Horse of the Year; two-time Breeders’ Cup Mile champion Lure; Sky Beauty, Heavenly Prize, Devil His Due, Glitter Woman, Adoration, Alphabet kisses and Lion Heart.
- Ranks fourth all-time on money-won list for riders with more than $261 million in purses through the end of 2014.
- Son of jockey George Smith.
- Began riding races at age 11 in New Mexico. Took out jockey’s license when he was 16 in 1982.
- Was inducted into New Mexico’s Hall of Fame in 2014.
- Awards: Mike Venezia Award, 1994; George Woolf Memorial Jockey Award, 1999; ESPY Award for outstanding jockey, 1993;

“Big Sport of Turfdom” award in 2010, after having been part of winning the same award in 2009 as part of “Team Zenyatta.”
- On the board of directors of Jockeys’ Guild.
- Was featured on the popular Animal Planet TV series “Jockeys,” notably around his romantic interaction with Canadian rider Chantal Sutherland.
- He and Sutherland put a fitting racetrack end to their on-again, off-again romance (that included a brief engagement) when they “battled” at Del Mar in 2011 in a campy match race dubbed “The Battle of the Exes.” Smith and his mount, Joker Face, were easy winners.
- Family: Single.

Alex Solis
Born: March 25, 1964
Panama City, Panama
Resides: Glendora, California
Height: 5’3” • Weight: 115 pounds
2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
281 23 36 46 $1,757,006
Career
1981 – 2014 • 33,691 mounts, 4,999 wins • $236,102,990 in purses
- Entered racing’s Hall of Fame in 2014.
- Named as a member of California’s Horse Racing Board in 2015, the first active rider to ever hold such a position in the game.
- Currently the 10th-leading American rider all time for purses won with more than $236-million earned by his mounts.
- Thirtieth-leading American jockey for wins with just over 5,000 firsts as he continues on in his 35th year on horseback.
- Registered that 5,000th victory on January 1, 2015 at Santa Anita on Lutine Belle in the Blue Norther Stakes.
- Was a star graduate of the famed jockey school in his native Panama starting out in 1981, but shifted to Florida circuit as an apprentice in 1982 where he checked on the Gulfstream-Hialeah-Calder circuit.
- In 1985 moved his tack to Southern California and put together a stellar run of almost 25 years that made him a local and national star. Rode in the east for a half dozen years, then returned to California last summer.
- Scored with his first “big” horse when he rode subsequent 3-year-old champion Snow Chief to victory in the 1986 Preakness Stakes; has been aboard hundreds of stakes winners since.
- Engineered perhaps the biggest upset in Del Mar history when he ran by the seemingly invincible Cigar and stopped his 16-race wins streak with Dare And Go ($81.20) in the 1996 Pacific Classic.
- Fourth-leading rider all time at Del Mar for stakes wins with 95 coming into 2015. He's Del Mar’s sixth-leading rider all time for victories with 682. He was twice the track’s seasonal riding champ – first in 1996, then in 2001.
- His best year for purses won was 2003 when he took down more than $16.3 million. Best year for wins came in 1984 when he captured 264 races.
- Won his first Breeders’ Cup race on one of his personal favorites, Kona Gold, when the rapid gelding set a Churchill Downs track record for six furlongs (1:07 3/5) and earned an Eclipse Award as champion sprinter.

FieldValue
Gary Stevens
Born: March 6, 1963
Caldwell, Idaho
Resides: Sierra Madre, California
Height: 5’ 3” • Weight: 116 pounds

Career 1979 - 2014 • 28,168, 4,992 wins • $237,329,972 in purses

- Voted into racing’s Hall of Fame in 1997.
- Just missed his fourth Kentucky Derby in May as Firing Line gave way to eventual Triple Crown winner American Pharoah and finished second.
- Started off 2015 with his 5,000th victory on February 13 at Santa Anita aboard Catch a Flight. Not bad for a 52-year-old who had knee-replacement surgery in 2014 in the midst of a comeback following seven years of “retirement” during which he switched careers to that of a TV racing commentator and actor.
- Showed he was serious with his comeback when he went wire-to-wire in the 2013 Preakness Stakes on Oxbow for his old buddy, trainer D. Wayne Lukas.
- Won an Eclipse as nation’s top rider in 1998.
- His lifetime purse earnings of more than $237 million through 2014 ranks him eighth best of all time. He was nation’s leading rider by purses in 1990 and 1998.
- His 2013 Triple Crown tally was the ninth of his career, most ever by any rider. He’s won three Kentucky Derbies (Winning Colors ’88, Thunders Gulch ’95, Silver Charm, ’97), two other editions of the Preakness (Silver Charm ’97, Point Given ’01) and three Belmonts (Thunder Gulch ’95, Victory Gallop ’98, Point Given ’01).
- He’s also won 10 Breeders’ Cup races and 32 races all told worth at least $1 million.
- His latest Breeders’ Cup tallies came in 2013 with champion Beholder in the Distaff and Mucho Macho Man in the Classic.
- Has ridden several hundred graded stakes winners in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Dubai, Japan and Hong Kong. A sampling includes nine Santa Anita Derbies, four Santa Anita Handicaps, three Hollywood Gold Cups, two Arlington Millions and Pacific Classics and one win each in the Dubai World Cup and the Japan Cup.
- Has won 16 different meet riding titles, including two (1987, ’88) at Del Mar.

Kayla Stra
Born: December 3, 1984
Adelaide, Australia
Resides: Arcadia, California
Height: 5’ 1” • Weight: 110 pounds

Career 2007-2014 • 2,031 mounts, 156 wins • $4,395,744 in purses

- After riding for five years in her native Australia, came to the United States to ride in 2007. First career victory came at Port Lincoln racetrack in Australia.
- Started U.S. career in Southern California, headed north in late 2009 to ride at Golden Gate Fields and returned to the southern circuit in 2011.
- Had best season so far in 2010; 54 victories and $1,045,148 in earnings.
- Won her first American graded stakes in May, 2014 guiding Top Fortitude to victory in Santa Anita’s Grade II Lazaro Barrera Stakes for a handy $62.20 mutuel.
- In October 2013 won the Peru Jockey Challenge in Lima. Has been competing in that event for three years.
- Mother, Connie, is American; father, Alex, who met Connie while in America as a Moto-Cross competitor, is Australian.
- Father now trains horses in Australia.
- Sister, Desiree, is expected to ride as an apprentice in Southern California this summer.
- Kayla owns and operates Santa Anita Hot Yoga Studio in Arcadia. She says several jockeys are clients.
- Is the mother of a son, Brys Baldwin, nearly 3 years old.
Joseph Talamo
Born: January 12, 1990
Marrero, Louisiana
Resides: Monrovia, California
Height: 5’4” • Weight: 113 pounds

2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
1,097 163 157 148$10,681,379

Career
2006 – 2014 • 10,161 mounts, 1,512 wins • $76,148,041 in purses

• Came to Southern California in 2007 as a 17-year-old apprentice rider after becoming the first “bug boy” to win the riding title at New Orleans’ Fair Grounds with 119 victories, 25 more than runner-up and often-local-champion Robby Albarado.

• Didn’t disappoint as he battled throughout Hollywood Park spring-summer season with Michael Baze before finishing second. Seconded to him again at Del Mar, but in the process all but assured himself an Eclipse Award as the nation’s top apprentice for the year.

• 2012 was his best year for purses -- $11,852,217 -- eclipsing his previous best of $10.7 million in 2010.

• Became first apprentice to win two Grade I races on same program with victories on Nashoba’s Key in the $300,000 Vanity and Bilo in $300,000 Triple Bend at Hollywood Park July 7, 2007. Says 7/7/07 is his lucky day.

• Reprised a Grade I double June 14 of 2014 at Santa Anita when he won the Vanity Stakes on Iotapa and the Shoemaker Mile with Obviously.

• On his first day as a journeyman — July 22, 2007 — rode three winners at Del Mar, including Spendthriftbaby in the Fleet Treat Stakes.

• Considered a solid Top 10 rider on the Southern California circuit. In 2012, tied previous record for stakes wins at a Del Mar meet with 12, only to be edged out by Rafael Bejarano’s 13. Boasts 37 stakes wins at Del Mar.

• Had to deal with a heartbreaker at 2009 Kentucky Derby: Came to the track Derby morning expecting to ride the favorite in the Run for the Roses — the colt I Want Revenge, aboard whom he earlier had won the Gotham Stakes and Wood Memorial. Instead, he found that the horse had been injured and would be scratched.

• 2009 finished up on a high note for him, however, when he zoomed home first in the Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint with California Flag for his first tally in racing’s championship events.

• In 2009, rode 2-year-old colt Sidney’s Candy to a track-record win, then came back in 2010 to win a trio of stakes on him — including the Santa Anita Derby. The horse got the rider his first Kentucky Derby mount, but faded to 17th behind Super Saver.

• Only got to win 12 races at the 2010 Del Mar meet, but that was because he only got to ride 12 days. Went down in a turf course spill August 5 and broke his left wrist. Bounced back in 2011 with 42 firsts, second best at the seaside session.

• First victory: Well Heavens Sake, July 9, 2006, Louisiana Downs.

• First graded stakes win: Ashley’s Kitty in Rainbird at Hollywood Park for trainer Ted H. West on May 13, 2007.

• First Southern California meet riding title: 2014 spring/summer session at Santa Anita with 43 winners.

• Can brag of more than 80 graded stakes wins with more than a dozen of those the Grade I variety.

• Was regular pilot for grass speedster Obviously, who set mile record on the green (1:32.10) in the 2012 Del Mar Mile, then came back to win it again in 2013.

• Among his growing list of stakes winners are Halo Dolly, Morning Line, Casino Host, Fed Biz, Nereid, Killer Graces, Caracortado, Bourbon Bay, Acclamation, Unzip Me, Fluke, Ball Four and NowNowNow.

• Grew up in Marrero, across the Mississippi River from New Orleans, with horses in his backyard. Did his first riding at age 11, learning his trade like many Cajun riders before him on the bush tracks of Louisiana. Rode his first recognized meet at age 16 at Louisiana Downs in Bossier City.

• Was one of the featured riders in the two seasons of the Animal Planet cable series “Jockeys.”

• Family: Single.

Drayden Van Dyke
Born: September 10, 1994
Louisville, Kentucky
Resides: Monrovia, California
Height: 5’0” • Weight: 106 pounds

2014
Mounts 1st 2nd 3rd Purses
1,178 192 192 158 $6,074,102

Career
2013 – 2014 • 1,206 mounts, 194 wins • $6,148,192 in purses

• In 2014, became third Southern California-based rider to win Eclipse Award as top apprentice since 2000, joining Tyler Baze and Joe Talamo. Van Dyke rode 192 winners during the year for earnings of more than $6 million.

• Finished sixth in wins at Del Mar’s summer meet with 20 and third in the fall session with nine.

• Losing his apprentice weight allowance this past January didn’t slow him down much. He finished eighth at the big Santa Anita meet with 24 wins and more than $1.6 million in earnings. Also registered his first Grade I victory there aboard Ring Weekend in the Kilroe Mile for trainer Graham Motion.

• Began riding professionally at Hollywood Park fall meet in 2013; won first race on second mount.

• Rides regularly for Tom Proctor stable; had galloped for Proctor earlier and then went to Glen Hill Farm in Ocala, Fla., for polishing under Proctor’s brother, Hap, the farm’s manager.

• Father, Seth, was a jockey for a short period who rode in the Midwest. Growing up in that atmosphere, young Drayden always wanted to be jockey.

• Lived his early years and went to school in Hot Springs, Ark., where mother, Jennifer, lives. Father lives in Louisville, Ky. Has older brother, Keeghan, an exercise rider in the Midwest, and younger sister, Alexandria.

• Tried out for his high school basketball team at age 13, but didn’t make it. Decided then that the way to go was to be a rider.

• Tacks a feathery 106 pounds.

• After riding a pair of winners at the last Hollywood Park meet, rode 31 at the big Santa Anita session to finish 10th, while using the dark days to boot home 34 more at Phoenix’s Turf Paradise.

• Agent is Sarah Wolfe, a former bookkeeper for Tom Proctor.

• Family: Single.
STAKES-WINNING JOCKEYS & TRAINERS –1937-2014

Jockey Eddie Burns and trainer Warren Stute share a moment in the paddock at Del Mar in the early 1960s.
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DEL MAR’S
Leading Jockeys By Stakes Victories

Chris McCarron (134)
Corey Nakatani (103)
Laffit Pincay, Jr. (96)

Alex Solis (95)
Eddie Delahoussaye (95)
Bill Shoemaker (94)

Victor Espinoza (83)
Gary Stevens (82)
Kent Desormeaux (68)

Patrick Valenzuela (68)
Don Pierce (54)
Mike Smith (50)
Stakes Winning Jockeys
Del Mar 1937–2014
† indicates Grade I race

JOHN H. ADAMS (1)
1938—SAN DIEGO H. (King Saxon)

J. R. ADAMS (2)
1956—DEL MAR DERBY (Bounty Bay)
1956—ESCONDIDO H. (Poona II)

GONCALINO ALMEIDA (10)
1993—CTBA S. (Dezibelle's Star)
1993—SANDSHARK S. (Fantastic Don)
1995—SANDY BLUE H. (Princess Afeet)
1996—OSUNITAS H. (Real Connection)
1996—EL CAJON S. (Ready To Order)
1997—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Churchland)
1997—RELAUNCH H. (Early Colony)
2002—FANTASTIC GIRLS S. (Warren's Whistle)
2002—DEL MAR H. (Delta Form)

FRANK ALVARADO (3)
1991—DEL MAR DERBY (Eternity Star)
1991—SANDSHARK S. (Mr. P. And Max)
2003—CERF H. (Fancise Bargain)

FERNANDO ALVAREZ (6)
1966—PALOMAR H. (Fleet Treat)
1966—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Rukkan)
1969—DEL MAR DERBY (Orbit Ruler)
1971—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Ancient Silk)
1972—SAN DIEGO H. (Figonero)
1972—BING CROSBY H. (Dominant Star)

CHRIS ANTLEY (14)
1994—CTBA S. (Cat's Cradle)
1994—LA JOLLA H. (Marvin's Faith)
1994—I'M SMOKIN S. (Profit Margin)
1996—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Caribbean Pirate)
1996—SAN DIEGO H. (Savinio)
1996—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Alphabet Soup)
† 1996—DEL MAR OAKS (Antespend)
1996—GENEROUS PORTION S. (One More Angel)
† 1999—EDDIE READ H. (Joe Who)
1999—CHULA VISTA H. (A Lady From Dixie)
1999—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Regal Thunder)
1999—EL CAJON S. (National Saint)
1999—I'M SMOKIN S. (Stormy Jack)
1999—ESCONDIDO H. (Astarabad)

EDDIE ARCARO (1)
1957—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Old Pueblo)

NORBERTO ARROYO, JR. (3)
2006—OSUNITAS H. (Polyfirst)
2006—GREEN FLASH H. (Fast Parade)
2006—VIEJAS CASINO H. (Maxxi Arte)

PAUL ATKINSON (1)
1992—I'M SMOKIN S. (Just Sid)

BRAULIO BAEZA (1)
1973—DEL MAR H. (Red Reality)

JERRY BAILEY (4)
2000—CERF S. (Chilukki)

2000—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Flame Thrower)
† 2004—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Pleasantly Perfect)
2005—PALOMAR B.C. H. (Intercontinental)

WILLIAM BAILEY (1)
1945—SAN DIEGO H. (High Resolve)

LESTER BALASKI (5)
1941—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Conejo)
1941—DEL MAR H. (Royal Crusader)
1941—LABOR DAY H. (Royal Crusader)
1947—BING CROSBY H. (Be Fearless)
1947—LA JOLLA H. (Handlebars)

CHUCK BALTAZAR (5)
1977—CTBA S. (Holi Don)
1977—CHULA VISTA H., 1st div. (Notably Different)
1980—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sweet Amends)
1981—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Gala Array)
1981—CARDIFF BY THE SEA S. (Leliza)

C. B. BARRIA (1)
1969—ESCONDIDO H. (Big John A.)

ARLIN BASSETT (3)
1947—LABOR DAY H. (War Valor)
1947—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (War Valor)
1948—CORONADO H. (Denali)

GARY BAZE (2)
1987—OSUNITAS H., 2nd div. (Miss Alto)
1987—DE ANZA S. (Bold Second)

MICHAEL BAZE (10)
2007—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Ten a Penny)
2007—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Knockout Artist)
2007—SAN DIEGO H. (Sun Boat)
2007—LA JOLLA H. (Worldly)
2007—BEST PAL S. (Salute the Sarge)
2007—OSUNITAS H. (Kris’ Sis)
2007—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Double Action)
2009—SORRENTO S. (Mi Sueno)
2009—WINDY SANDS H. (Star Nicholas)
† 2009—DARLEY DEBUTANTE (Mi Sueno)

RUSSELL BAZE (18)
1985—PALOMAR H. (Capichi)
1986—DEL MAR H. (Rainpilin)
1988—OCEANSIDE S. (Silver Circus)
1988—OSUNITAS H., 2nd div. (Choritzo)
1988—DEL MAR DERBY (Silver Circus)
1988—EL CAJON S. (Old Exclusive)
1988—CORONADO S. (Lady Lister)
1989—FLEET TREAT S. (Linda Card)
1989—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Rue De Palm)
1989—JUNE DARLING S. (Survive)
1990—SORRENTO S. (Lite Light)
1990—JUNE DARLING S. (Devil's Orchid)
1990—SEASIDE H. (Serena Blake)
1995—BALBOA S. (Cobra King)
2004—CTBA S. (Sterling Cat)
2007—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (Bold Chieftain)
TYLER BAZE (25)
2001—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Dr. Park)
2001—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Wangarth)
2002—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Avanzado)
† 2004—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Kela)
2004—OSUNITAS H. (Voz de Colegiala)
2004—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Kela)
2004—BARONA CUP H. (Shake Off)
2004—DEL MAR H. (Star Over The Bay)
2004—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Coastal Strike)
2004—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Our New Recruit)
2005—DEL MAR H. (Leprechaun Kid)
2006—PALOMAR H. (Mea Domina)
2007—WINDY SANDS H. (Wanna Runner)
2008—SORRENTO S. (Evita Argentina)
2008—CTT & TOC H. (Marzeline)
2008—ADORATION H. (Wake Up Maggie)
† 2008—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Midshipman)
2009—OCEANSIDE S. (Afleet Eagle)
2009—SAN DIEGO H. (Informed)
2009—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Carlsbad)
2009—PALOMAR H. (Gotta Have Her)
† 2011—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Ultra Blend)
† 2014—BING CROSBY S. (Big Machere)
2014—DEL MAR DERBY (Midnight Storm)
2014—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Ankency Hill)

CHARLIE BECKMAN (1)
1945—DEL MAR HOTEL S. (Terry Bargello)

RAFAEL BEJARANO (43)
† 2007—JOHN C. MABEE H. (Precious Kitten)
2008—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Killder)
2008—FLEET TREAT S. (Lethal Heat)
† 2008—EDDIE READ H. (Monzante)
2008—BEST PAL S. (Azul Leon)
2008—EL CAJON S. (Slew’s Tiznow)
2008—WINDY SANDS H. (Albertus Maximus)
2009—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Camille C)
2010—GRADUATION S. (Bench Points)
2010—SORRENTO S. (Wickedly Perfect)
2010—I’M SMOKIN S. (Bench Points)
2010—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Gato Go Win)
2011—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (Norvsky)
2011—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Up In Time)
2011—SAN DIEGO H. (Tres Borrahos)
† 2011—BING CROSBY S. (Euroeare)
2011—BEST PAL S. (Creative Cause)
2011—DAISYCUTTER H. (Unzip Me)
† 2011—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Weemissfrankie)
2012—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Midnight Crooner)
2012—CTBA S. (Tilde)
2012—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (Norvsky)
2012—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Eden’s Moon)
2012—COUGAR II H. (Richard’s Kid)
2012—FLEET TREAT S. (Starlight Magic)
2012—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Unusual Heatwave)
2012—SORRENTO S. (Executiveprivilege)
2012—SANDY BLUE H. (Lady Ten)
2012—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Winding Way)
2012—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Tilde)
† 2012—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Executiveprivilege)
† 2012—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Rolling Fog)
2013—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Gervinho)
† 2013—EDDIE READ S. (Jeronimo)
† 2013—DAISYCUTTER H. (Tasty Treat)
2008—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (Bold Chieftain)
2010—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Goggles McCoy)

OMAR BERRIO (3)
2000—ESCONDIDO H. (Alvo Certo)
2007—EL CAJON S., 1st div. (Rush With Thunder)
2010—dh—SANDY BLUE H. (Go Forth North)

HECTOR BERRIOS (1)
2011—CTT & TOC H. (Private Affair)

RAYMOND BIANCO (2)
1967—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 1st div. (Sharp Decline)
1969—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Miss Larksville)

CARROL BIERMAN (1)
1947—SEABISCUIT H. (Sierra Fox)

COREY BLACK (13)
1986—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Brave Raj)
1987—CHULA VISTA H. (Infinidad)
† 1988—RAMONA H. (Annouconnor)
1989—CHULA VISTA H. (Goodbye Halo)
1990—WICKER H. (Compionan)
1990—WINDY SANDS H. (Kansas City)
1990—DEL MAR OAKS (Slew Of Pearls)
1993—BING CROSBY H. (The Wicked North)
1993—BALBOA S. (Creston)
1993—SANDY BLUE H. (Stalcreek)
1994—ESCONDIDO H. (Sir Mark Sykes)
1997—VIELLE VIGNE H. (Rhythmninga)
1997—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Latin Dancer)

KENNY BLACK (4)
1982—LA JOLLA MILE H., 1st div. (Hugabay)
1982—ESCONDIDO H. (Rock Softly)
1983—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Pair of Aces)
1983—TOWER PINES S. (Mazatleca)

BRICE BLANC (11)
1996—CTBA S. (Pismo Bay)
1997—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Famous Digger)
‡ 1997—DEL MAR OAKS (Famous Digger)
1999—WICKER H. (Crystal Hearted)
1999—PALOMAR H. (Happanyuko)
1999—DEL MAR H. (Sayarshan)
1999—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Crystal Hearted)
† 2000—RAMONA H. (Cafe Latte)
2001—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Lonesome Dude)
† 2007—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Set Play)
2014—YELLOW RIBBON H. (Miss Serendipity)

WALTER BLUM (1)
1967—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Baffle)

JOSE BRAVO (1)
1948—BING CROSBY H. (Prevaricator)

CLAY BRINSON (4)
1963—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Mary Mel)
1964—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Li’s Night Out)
1964—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div. (Swoon’s Tune)
1964—JUNIOR MISS S., 2nd div. (Admirably)

GLEN BROGAN (2)
1972—DEL MAR DERBY (Bicker)
1972—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Funny Funny Ache)
**Stakes Winning Jockeys • Del Mar • 1937–2014**

**EDDIE BURNS (4)**
1959—DELMAR FUTURITY (Azure’s Orphan)
1960—CTBA SALES S. (Sullivan’s Bud)
1960—DEL MAR H. (How Now)
1964—GRADUATION S., 1st div. (Ky. Front)

**GEORGE BURNS (2)**
1937—INDEPENDENCE DAY H. (Tonta)
1938—ESCONDIDO H. (Happy Bolivar)

**RAUL CABALLERO (4)**
1966—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div. (Girl Happy)
1966—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Quicken Tree)
1966—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Amerigo’s Fancy)
1968—DELMAR DERBY (Glory Hallelujah)

**MIKE CAFFARELLA (1)**
1966—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div. (Girl Happy)
1966—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Quicken Tree)
1966—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Amerigo’s Fancy)
1968—DELMAR DERBY (Glory Hallelujah)

**KENNETH CHURCH (8)**
1963—DELMAR OAKS (Hi Rated)
1963—DELMAR H. (Mr. Consistency)
1964—DELMAR H. (Viking Spirit)
1965—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Rullahline)
1965—BING CROSBY H. (Viking Spirit)
1965—CTBA SALES S. (Coursing)
1965—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Poona Queen)
1965—DELMAR FUTURITY (Coursing)

**DAVID COHEN (1)**
2006—SOLANA BEACH H. (Sip One for Mom)

**CHARLES CORBETT (3)**
1941—CORONADO H. (Camp Verde)
1941—LONG BEACH H. (Mc.Vernon Il)
1945—CASADE MANANA HOTEL S. (Prince Leroy)

**ANGEL CORDERO, JR. (2)**
1984—BALBOA S. (Saratoga Six)
† 1984—DELMAR FUTURITY (Saratoga Six)

**FRANK COSTA (1)**
1964—GRADUATION S., 2nd div. (Arksroni)

**SILVIO COUCCI (5)**
1938—CASADE MANANA HOTEL S. (Morning Breeze)
1938—LAGUNA BEACH H. (High Strike)
1938—LONG BEACH H. (High Strike)
1938—MOTION PICTURE H. (Dogway)
1938—SANTA ANA H. (Gray Jack)

**JON COURT (4)**
2004—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Miss Loren)
2005—OSUNITAS H. (Healthy Addiction)
2006—DAISYCUTTER H. (Starkay)
† 2006—BING CROSBY H. (Pure as Gold)

**JOHN CRAIGMYLE (1)**
1945—QUIGLEY MEMORIAL (Timber Slide)

**ROBBIE DAVIS (8)**
1989—PALOMAR H. (Claire Marine)
1989—SAN DIEGO H. (Lively One)
1989—CABRILLO H. (Lively One)
1989—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Olympic Native)
1989—DEL MAR H. (Payant)
1989—EL CAJON S. (Bruho)
1989—CTBA S. (Bel’s Starlet)
† 1990—RAMONA H. (Double Wedge)

**PAT DAY (3)**
1993—ESCONDIDO H. (LUAZUR)
1993—DEL MAR H. (LUAZUR)
† 1997—RAMONA H. (Escena)

**EDDIE DELAHOUSSAYE (95)**
1979—CTBA S. (Kirby Muoxloe)
1980—PALOMAR H. (A Thousand Stars)
1980—EDDIE READ H. (Go West Young Man)
1980—DEL MAR H. (Go West Young Man)
1980—CARLSBAD H. (To B. or Not)
1980—SOLANA BEACH H. (Always Best)
1980—SEASIDE H. (Borzoi)
1981—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Table Torch)
1981—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Buen Chico)
1981—BING CROSBY H. (Syncopate)
1981—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (To B. or Not)
1981—JUNE DARLING S., 1st div. (Peppy’s Lucky Girl)
1981—DELMAR FUTURITY (Gato Del Sol)
1982—SAN DIEGO H. (Wickerr)
1982—EDDIE READ H. (Wickerr)
1982—BALBOA S. (Roving Boy)
1982—DELMAR FUTURITY (Roving Boy)

**ANTONIO CASTANON (1)**
1986—GRADUATION S. (Tissars Best)

**JESUS CASTANON (1)**
1989—TORREY PINES S. (Affirmed Classic)

**JOEY CASTRO (1)**
1995—CRAZY KID H. (G Malleah)

**TOM CHAPMAN (1)**
1984—PALOMAR H. (Moment To Buy)

**FRANK CHOJNACKI (5)**
1946—CASADE MANANA HOTEL S. (Yankee Valor)
1946—DELMAR HOTEL H. (Yankee Valor)
1947—WALTER CONNOLLY H. (Anecdote)
1949—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Good Excuse)
1949—DELMAR FUTURITY (Your Host)

**KENNETH CHURCH (8)**
1963—DELMAR OAKS (Hi Rated)
1963—DELMAR H. (Mr. Consistency)
1964—DELMAR H. (Viking Spirit)
1965—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Rullahline)
1965—BING CROSBY H. (Viking Spirit)
1965—CTBA SALES S. (Coursing)
1965—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Poona Queen)
1965—DELMAR FUTURITY (Coursing)

**DAVID COHEN (1)**
2006—SOLANA BEACH H. (Sip One for Mom)

**CHARLES CORBETT (3)**
1941—CORONADO H. (Camp Verde)
1941—LONG BEACH H. (Mc.Vernon Il)
1945—CASADE MANANA HOTEL S. (Prince Leroy)

**ANGEL CORDERO, JR. (2)**
1984—BALBOA S. (Saratoga Six)
† 1984—DELMAR FUTURITY (Saratoga Six)

**FRANK COSTA (1)**
1964—GRADUATION S., 2nd div. (Arksroni)

**SILVIO COUCCI (5)**
1938—CASADE MANANA HOTEL S. (Morning Breeze)
1938—LAGUNA BEACH H. (High Strike)
1938—LONG BEACH H. (High Strike)
1938—MOTION PICTURE H. (Dogway)
1938—SANTA ANA H. (Gray Jack)

**JON COURT (4)**
2004—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Miss Loren)
2005—OSUNITAS H. (Healthy Addiction)
2006—DAISYCUTTER H. (Starkay)
† 2006—BING CROSBY H. (Pure as Gold)

**JOHN CRAIGMYLE (1)**
1945—QUIGLEY MEMORIAL (Timber Slide)

**ROBBIE DAVIS (8)**
1989—PALOMAR H. (Claire Marine)
1989—SAN DIEGO H. (Lively One)
1989—CABRILLO H. (Lively One)
1989—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Olympic Native)
1989—DEL MAR H. (Payant)
1989—EL CAJON S. (Bruho)
1989—CTBA S. (Bel’s Starlet)
† 1990—RAMONA H. (Double Wedge)

**PAT DAY (3)**
1993—ESCONDIDO H. (LUAZUR)
1993—DEL MAR H. (LUAZUR)
† 1997—RAMONA H. (Escena)

**EDDIE DELAHOUSSAYE (95)**
1979—CTBA S. (Kirby Muoxloe)
1980—PALOMAR H. (A Thousand Stars)
1980—EDDIE READ H. (Go West Young Man)
1980—DEL MAR H. (Go West Young Man)
1980—CARLSBAD H. (To B. or Not)
1980—SOLANA BEACH H. (Always Best)
1980—SEASIDE H. (Borzoi)
1981—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Table Torch)
1981—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Buen Chico)
1981—BING CROSBY H. (Syncopate)
1981—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (To B. or Not)
1981—JUNE DARLING S., 1st div. (Peppy’s Lucky Girl)
1981—DELMAR FUTURITY (Gato Del Sol)
1982—SAN DIEGO H. (Wickerr)
1982—EDDIE READ H. (Wickerr)
1982—BALBOA S. (Roving Boy)
1982—DELMAR FUTURITY (Roving Boy)
1983—LA JOLLA MILE H. (Tanks Brigade)
1984—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Ready For Luck)
1984—SAN DIEGO H. (Ancestral)
1984—DEL MAR DERBY (Tsunami Slew)
1984—TORREY PINES S. (Allusion)
1985—CORONADO S. (Alyanna)
1985—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Grey Gauntlet)
1985—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Varick)
1985—BING CROSBY H. (My Favorite Moment)
1985—BALBOA S. (Swear)
1985—EL CAJON S. (Nostalgia’s Star)
1986—LA JOLLA MILE H. (Vernon Castle)
1986—DE ANZA S. (Bold Jade)
1986—BING CROSBY H. (American Legion)
1986—DEL MAR DERBY (Vernon Castle)
1986—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Deputy Governor)
1987—FLEET TREAT S. (Toulange)
† 1987—RAMONA H. (Short Sleeves)
† 1988—EDDIE READ H. (Deputy Governor)
1988—PALOMAR H. (Chapel of Dreams)
1989—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Mr. Bolg)
1989—ESCONDIDO H. (Brisque)
† 1989—EDDIE READ H. (Saratoga Passage)
1989—BALBOA S. (A. Sir Dancer)
1990—LA JOLLA H. (Tight Spot)
1990—RIPTIDE S. (Maison Monstro)
1990—SANDCASTLE S. (Fraulein Maria)
1991—DE ANZA S. (Burnished Bronze)
1991—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Wicked Wit)
1991—TSUNAMI SLEW H. (Tokatee)
1991—EL CAJON S. (Lethebigbossroll)
1992—BING CROSBY H. (Thirty Sweets)
1992—SORRENTO S. (Zoonaqua)
1992—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Light of Morn)
1992—DEL MAR DERBY (Daros)
1992—HONEY FOX H. (Silvered)
1992—CERF SPRINT H. (Thirty Sweets)
1993—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Guide)
1993—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Hollywood Wildcat)
1993—BAYAKOA S. (Party Cited)
1993—DEL MAR OAKS (Hollywood Wildcat)
1993—DEL MAR DERBY (Daros)
1992—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Sardula)
1993—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Reconquista)
1993—EL CAJON S. (Pleasant Tango)
1994—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Changed Tune)
† 1994—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Tinnies Way)
† 1994—RANCHO BERNARDO B. C. H. (Desert Stormer)
1994—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B. C. H. (Lykatill Hil)
1995—BING CROSBY H. (Gold Land)
† 1995—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Tinnies Way)
1995—TORREY PINES S. (Main Slew)
1995—MATCHING H. (Capracotta)
1996—SORRENTO S. (Desert Digger)
1996—STREET DANCER S. (Jah)
1996—HOW NOW H. (Golden Post)
1996—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Academyawardwinner)
1996—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Felon)
1997—GRADUATION S. (Billy Black)
1997—WICKER H. (Mufattish)
1997—CRAZY KID S. (Lakota Brave)
1997—DEL MAR B. C. H. (Benchmark)
1998—VIELLEVIGNE S. (Passion Flower)
1998—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Old Topper)
1999—OSUNITAS H. (Que Belle)
1999—GRADUATION S. (Royal Irish)
2000—OSUNITAS H. (Smooth Player)
2000—PALOMAR H. (Tranquility Lake)
2000—DEL MAR DERBY (Walkslilkeaduck)
2001—WICKER H. (Thady Quill)
2001—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Reine De Romance)
2001—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Tranquility Lake)
2001—PALOMAR H. (Tranquility Lake)
† 2002—JOHN C. MABEE/RAMONA H. (Affluent)
2002—SAN DIEGO H. (Grey Memo)
2002—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Hot War)
2002—RELAUNCH S. (Dell Place)
2002—LA JOLLA H. (Inesperado)

AGAPITO DELGADILLO (1)
2012—OAK TREE JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (Renee’s Queen)

ALBERTO DELGADO (1)
2013—GRADUATION S. (California Chrome)

CARLOS DE MELLO (1)
1958—ESCONDIDO H. (Solid Fleet)

WILLIAM DENNIS (4)
1938—DEL MAR HOTEL S. (Carmenita)
1939—LABOR DAY H. (Teddy Kerry)
1939—LONG BEACH H. (Red Pepper)
1939—MOTION PICTURE H. (Can’t Wait)

KENT DESORMEAUX (68)
1990—SAN DIEGO H. (Quiet American)
1990—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Solar Launch)
1990—RANCHO BERNARDO B. C. H. (Hot Novel)
1991—RELAUNCH S. (Persianall)
1991—DEL MAR H. (My Style)
1991—OSUNITAS H. (Kostroma)
1991—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B. C. H. (Twilight Agenda)
1992—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Blacksburg)
1992—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Golden Treat)
1992—LA JOLLA H. (Blacksburg)
1992—BALBOA S. (Devil Diamond)
1992—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Missionary Ridge)
1992—OSUNITAS H. (Visible Gold)
1992—RELAUNCH S. (Mirrisi)
1992—SANDY BLUE S. (Certam De May)
1992—EL CAJON S. (Slerp)
1993—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Guide)
1993—GRADUATION S. (Troyalty)
1993—HONEY FOX H. (Campagnarde)
† 1993—EDDIE READ H. (Kotashaan)
1993—RANCHO BERNARDO B. C. H. (Knight Prospector)
1993—JUNE DARLING H. (Belle of Paducah)
1993—DEL MAR DERBY (Guide)
1994—HONEY FOX H. (Miss High Blade)
1994—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (El Alerta)
1994—JUNE DARLING H. (Starolamo)
1995—GRADUATION S. (Riva Ranger)
1995—WARDEN S. (Smart Wise)
1995—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Future Quest)
1996—BAYAKOA H. (Call Now)
1996—VIELLEVIGNE H. (Lady Sorolla)
1996—SANDY BLUE H. (Wheatly Special)
1996—DEL MAR B. C. H. (Dramatic Gold)
† 1997—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Vivid Angel)
1997—JUNE DARLING S. (Advancing Star)
1997—GRASSPORT S. (Fiscal Year)
1997—EL CAJON S. (Best Star)
1998—HARRY F BRUBAKER S. (Stalwart Tsu)
1998—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Full Moon Madness)
1998—HOW NOW S. (Legend Of Russia)
† 1998—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Excellent Meeting)
1998—DEL MAR DERBY (Ladies Din)
1998—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Worldly Manner)
1999—FLEET TREAT S. (Bright Magic)
1999—GRASSPORT S. (Cover Gal)
### 1937–2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Stakes Winning Jockeys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>BEST PAL S. (Kafwain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>SAN DIEGO H. (Choctaw Nation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>DEL MAR FUTURITY (American Pharoah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>SAN DIEGO S., 3rd div. (Choctaw Nation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>PAT O'BRIEN B.C. H. (Imperialism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (Cold Cold Woman)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>DEL MAR FUTURITY (Declan's Moon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>ADORATION H. (Healthy Addiction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>TORREY PINES S. (Pussycat Doll)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>BEST PAL S. (What a Song)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Sweet Catomine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (Parx Filly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (Saratoga Festival)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR FUTURITY (Officer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Disturbing the Peace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PAT O'BRIEN H. (Disturbing the Peace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habitibi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DEL MAR B.C. H. (El Corredor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEITRIDS.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>PIETRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Omar Figueroa

2004—TORREY PINES S. (Muir Beach)

DAVID FLORES (49)

1990—CABRILLO H. (Misericord)
1992—FANTASTIC GIRL O.H. (Bountiful Native)
† 1992—EDDIE READ H. (Marquetry)
1992—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Reign Road)
1993—PALOMAR H. (Heart of Joy)
1995—I'M SMOKING S. (Argonnier)
1996—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Argonnier)
1996—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Silver Charm)
† 1998—EDDIE READ H. (Subordination)
1998—SENATOR MADDY S. (The Exeter Man)
1999—SANDY BLUE S. (Tout Charmant)
1999—SORRENTO S. (Chilukki)
1999—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Enjoy the Moment)
† 1999—DEL MAR OAKS (Tout Charmant)
† 1999—PACIFIC CLASSIC (General Challenge)
† 1999—VINERY DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Chilukki)
† 1999—RAMONA H. (Tulza)
1999—TORREY PINES S. (Perfect Six)
1999—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Forest Camp)
2000—KOBUK KING S. (Chelsea Barracks)
2000—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Hookedonthefeelin)
2000—GRADUATION S. (Arabian Light)
2000—LA JOLLA H. (Purely Cozzene)
2000—FINLANDIA CUP H. (Miss Pixie)
2000—TORREY PINES S. (Sauri Poetry)
† 2001—RAMONA H. (Janes)
2001—SORRENTO S. (Tempera)
2001—SOLANA BEACH H. (Top Of Our Game)
2002—GRADUATION S. (Icecoldbeeratreds)
2002—WICKERR H. (Special Ring)
2002—OSUNITAS H. (Dyna’s Club)
2002—BARONA CUP S. (Irish Minstrel)
2002—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Miss Nicolie)
2002—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Icecoldbeeratreds)
† 2003—EDDIE READ H. (Special Ring)
2003—SORRENTO S. (Tizdubai)
2004—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Wild Babe)
2004—SORRENTO S. (Inspiring)
† 2004—DEL MAR OAKS (Amorama)
† 2005—BING CROSBY H. (Greg’s Gold)
2006—LA JOLLA H. (A.P. Warrior)
2007—SORRENTO S. (Tasha’s Miracle)
2007—WICKERR H. (Bercrux)
† 2008—BING CROSBY H. (Street Boss)
2009—OSUNITAS S. (Meydan Princess)
2010—WICKERR S. (Blue Chagall)
2010—WINDY SANDS H. (Tropic Storm)
2012—PAT O’BRIEN S. (Capital Account)
2013—EL CAJON S. (Holy Lute)

JULIO GARCIA (8)

1999—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Mehtometor)
1999—PALOMAR H. (Jabalone Brown)
1999—GRADUATION S. (Rally Run)
1999—CTBA S. (Theresa’s Pleasure)
† 1999—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Repried)
† 1999—RAMONA H. (Campagnarde)
† 1999—EDDIE READ H. (Expelled)
2008—CTBA S. (Streamin Heat)

MARTIN GARCIA (19)

2006—CTBA S. (Ces’s Mark)
2006—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Seven Nation Army)
2006—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Stormin Away)
2008—CERF H., 1st div. (Highland Torree)
2009—ADORATION S. (Briecat)
2010—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Liberian Freighter)
2010—ADORATION S. (Moon de French)
† 2011—PAT O’BRIEN S. (The Factor)
1991—EL CAJON S. (Celtic Night)
† 2011—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Drill)
2012—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (My Best Brother)
2012—DEL MAR DERBY (My Best Brother)
2013—FLEET TREAT S. (Sweet Marini)
2013—SANDY BLUE H. (Sarach)
2013—PAT O’BRIEN S. (Fed Biz)
† 2013—TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Game On Dude)
2012—YELLOW RIBBON H. (Egg Drop)
2012—SANDY BLUE H. (Miss Pixie)
2013—TORREY PINES S. (Jojo Warrior)

MATT GARCIA (4)

1999—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Peach Flat)
2001—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Sigfreto)
2002—SORRENTO S. (Buffythecenterfold)
2002—FINLANDIA CUP H. (Ragin T Rex)

LARRY GILLIGAN (1)

1968—RAMONA H. (Scoop Time)

GORDON GLOSSON (5)

1950—LAGUNA BEACH H. (Special Touch)
1951—LA JOLLA H. (Oats)
1951—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Tonga)
1953—ADMISSION DAY H. (Smart Barbara)
1955—LA JOLLA H. (Hilary)

GARRETT GOMEZ (45)

1999—CTT & TOC H. (Sterling Heights)
1999—CERF H. (Mountain Medley)
2000—SAN DIEGO H. (Skimming)
† 2000—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Skimming)
† 2000—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Cindy’s Hero)
2001—SAN DIEGO H. (Skimming)
† 2001—DEL MAR OAKS (Golden Apples)
† 2001—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Skimming)
2002—SOLANA BEACH H. (Super High)
2005—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Bercrux)
2005—WICKERR H. (Tsgane)
2005—LA JOLLA H. (Willow O Wisp)
† 2005—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Borrego)
2005—DEL MAR DERBY (Willow O Wisp)
2005—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Stevie Wonderboy)
2007—DEL MAR MILE (Crossing the Line)
† 2007—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Georgie Boy)
2008—GRADUATION S. (Babs Moossa)
2008—COUGAR II H. (Zappa)
† 2008—JOHN C. MABEE H. (Black Mamba)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jockeys</th>
<th>Stakes Winning Years</th>
<th>Stakes Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAMES HARITOS (1)</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>INAURAL H. (Black Badge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM HARMATZ (8)</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>LA JOLLA H. (Leterna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>DEL MAR DERBY (Hi Pardner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>GRADUATION S. (Strong Bay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>SAN DIEGO H. (How Now)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>BING CROSBY H. (How Now)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>OCEAN SIDE H. (Doc Jocy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>DEL MAR OAKS (Savaii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>BALBOA H., 1st div. (Acknowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAYNE HARRIS (3)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>CTBA SALES S. (Ancient Title)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>BALBOA S. (Battery E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>CHULA VISTA H. (Babia Key)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM HARTACK (12)</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>INAGURAL H. (Poona Queen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>LA JOLLA MILE, 2nd div. (Hoist Bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>RAMONA H., 2nd div. (Sea Eagle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Century)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>PALOMAR H. (Jan N Jellie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>MISSION BAY H. (Luz Del Sol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>CHULA VISTA H. (Daystar II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>JUNIOR MISS S. (Stiffen Court)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>BALBOA H. (Baffle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>DEL MAR FUTURITY (George Lewis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDY HAWLEY (17)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>RAMONA H. (Vagabonda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>OSUNITAS S. (Princess Toby)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>BING CROSBY H. (Syncopate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>BALBOA S. (Doonessbury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>TORREY PINES S. (Double Deceit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>ESCONDIDO H. (Uniformity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>BING CROSBY H. (Reb's Golden Ale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>DE ANZA S. (Sharp Hoofer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>CARDIFF BY THE SEA S. (Irish Arrival)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>SAN DIEGO H. (Summer Time Guy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>JUNE DARLING S., 2nd div. (Bishop Again)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>PALOMAR H., 1st div. (Northern Fable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>TORREY PINES S. (Agitated Lady)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>OSUNITAS S. (Night Fire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>JUNE DARLING S. (Ashika Belle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>CTBA S., 2nd div. (Delaware Ginny)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>OSUNITAS S. (Clouds Daughter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGINALD HEATHER (1)</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>OCEAN SIDE H. (Danae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUAN HERNANDEZ (1)</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>I'M SMOKIN S. (Native Treasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAUDE HOOPER (1)</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Tay Sweep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT HOWARD (3)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>DEL MAR H., 2nd div. (Chrisaway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Flighting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>CTBA S. (Awaken)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOBBY JENNINGS (2)</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>DEL MAR DERBY (Hasty Trip)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Undeniable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERWIN JOHN (1)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>GRADUATION S. (Senor Fango)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stakes Winning Jockeys - Del Mar - 1937-2014**
JACK KAENEL (3)  
1987—BING CROSBY H. (Zany Tactics)  
1987—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Zany Tactics)  
† 1989—RAMONA H. (Brown Jess)  

LLOYD KNAPP (1)  
1939—OCEANSIDE H. (Sweepalot)  

KEVIN KRIGGER  
2012—GRADUATION S. (Strong Wind)  

JULIE KRONE (8)  
2003—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Devious Boy)  
2003—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Excess Summer)  
† 2003—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Candy Ride)  
† 2003—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Halfbridled)  
2003—EL CAJON S. (Excess Summer)  
2003—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H.  
(Yankee Gentleman)  
2003—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Siphonizer)  

CHRIS LAMANCE (2)  
1983—EDDIE READ H. (Prince Spellbound)  
1984—JUNE DARLING S. (Taranta)  

JERRY LAMBERT (30)  
1963—OCEANSIDE H. (Nevada Battler)  
1963—RAMONA H. (Powder N Paint)  
1963—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Leisurely Kin)  
1963—PALOMAR H. (Sabina Louise)  
1964—SAN DIEGO H. (Native Diver)  
1964—LA JOLLA MILE (Royal Eiffel)  
1965—SAN DIEGO H. (Native Diver)  
1965—DEL MAR OAKS (Alibarb)  
1965—LA JOLLA MILE, 1st div. (Mr. Payne)  
1967—INAUGURAL H. (Admirably)  
1967—OCEANSIDE H. (Wolfgang)  
1967—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fast Dish)  
1967—DEL MAR H. (Native Diver)  
1967—PALOMAR H. (Admirably)  
1968—INAUGURAL H. (Mira Femme)  
1968—DEL MAR DERBY (Prince Hemp)  
1968—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fourth Round)  
1968—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Fleet Allied)  
1969—CTBA SALES S. (Prince Guerrero)  
1969—CARBON H. (Balsamo II)  
1970—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Loved)  
1970—DEL MAR DERBY, 2nd div. (Mayheda)  
1971—PALOMAR H. 2nd div. (Opening Bid)  
1971—LA JOLLA MILE, 2nd div. (Great Career)  
1973—DEL MAR DERBY (Right Honorable)  
1975—JUNIOR MISS S. (Doc Shah’s Siren)  
1975—BING CROSBY H. (Messenger Of Song)  
1975—EDDIE READ H. (Blue Times)  
1975—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Mama Kali)  

GLEN LASSWELL (2)  
1949—OSUNITAS S. (Prince’s Bid)  
1951—OCEANSIDE H. (MUCHO HOSSO)  

EUCLID LE BLANC (1)  
1952—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Hour Regards)  

JULIEN LEPAROUX (8)  
2007—PALOMAR H. (Precious Kitten)  
2013—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Rising Legend)  
2013—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (U’rarrack)  
2013—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Tiz Flirtatious)  
2013—GREEN FLASH H. (Sirocco Strike)  
† 2013—DEL MAR OAKS (Discreet Marq)  
2013—OAK TREE JUVENILE TURF  
(Diamond Bachelor)  
† 2013—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Tamarando)  

JACK LEONARD (3)  
1962—PALOMAR H. (Sunday Slippers)  
1963—INAUGURAL H. (Spark Plug)  
1963—LA JOLLA MILE, 1st div. (Top Light)  

DON LEWIS (2)  
1956—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sully’s Trail)  
1956—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Swirling Abbey)  

TERRY LIPHAM (6)  
1980—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Plenty O’Tollee)  
1980—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Answer To Music)  
1980—TORREY PINES S. (Summer Siren)  
1980—EL CAJON S. (Mighty Return)  
1983—SAN DIEGO H. (Bates Motel)  
1984—OCEANSIDE S. (Bozina)  

JOHN LONGDEN (30)  
1949—CORONADO H. (Zenoda)  
1950—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Patch)  
1951—ESCONDIDO H. (Caruso II)  
1952—GRADUATION S. (Decorated)  
1952—DEL MAR H. (Grantor)  
1953—OCEANSIDE H. (Fortune Teller)  
1953—GRADUATION S. (Double Speed)  
1954—JUNIOR MISS S. (Madam Jet)  
1954—GRADUATION S. (Guerrero)  
1955—DEL MAR H. (Arrogate)  
1955—PALOMAR H. (Robinair)  
1956—INAUGURAL H. (Poona II)  
1956—CTBA SALES S. (Swirling Abbey)  
1956—DEL MAR H. (Arrogate)  
1956—PALOMAR H. (In Reserve)  
1958—JONATHAN LADIES H. (Tana Linda)  
1958—CTBA SALES S. (Monk’s Hood)  
1959—JUNIOR MISS S. (Fair Maggie)  
1959—GRADUATION S. (Bright Tiny)  
1960—OCEANSIDE S. (Our Rulla)  
1960—LA JOLLA MILE (Our Rulla)  
1962—INAUGURAL H. (Amri-An)  
1963—JUNIOR MISS S. (Blue Norther)  
1963—DEL MAR DERBY, 2nd div. (Olympiad King)  
1964—INAUGURAL H. (Kea)  
1964—OCEANSIDE H., 2nd div. (Soldier Girl)  
1964—DEL MAR OAKS (Gim Mah)  
1964—BING CROSBY H. (Blissful Girl)  
1964—CTBA SALES S. (Saucy Pueblo)  
1964—PALOMAR H. (Soldier Girl)  

ADALBERTO LOPEZ (1)  
1993—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Slep)  

ROY LUMM (1)  
1954—OCEANSIDE H. (Spring Count)  

CHRIS McCARRON (134)  
1978—RANCHO BERNARDO H.  
(Happy Holme)  
1979—GRADUATION S. (Just Right Mike)  
1979—JUNIOR MISS S. (Hazel R.)  
1979—DEL MAR OAKS (Our Suiti Pie)  
1979—SORRENTO S. (Hazel R.)  
1979—DEL MAR H. (Arrogate)  
1979—DEL MAR FUTURITY (The Carpenter)  
1980—OCEANSIDE S. (Aristocratical)  
1980—GRADUATION S. (Sir Dancer)  
1980—LA JOLLA MILE (Aristocratical)  
1980—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Raja’s Delight)  
1981—CTBA S. (A Kiss For Luck)  
1981—GRADUATION S. (Remember John)  
1981—LA JOLLA MILE S. (Minnesota Chief)  
1981—EDDIE READ H. (Wickerr)
1981—CHULA VISTA H. (Save Wild Life)
1981—TORREY PINES S. (Northern Fable)
1981—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Skillful Joy)
1981—DEL MAR H. (Wickerr)
1981—CARLSBAD H. (Benny Bob)
1982—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (The Captain)
1982—CTBA S. (Sharilli Brown)
1982—OSUNITAS S. (Aflicker)
1982—BING CROSBY H. (Pencil Point)
1982—GRADUATION S. (Son Of Song)
1982—LA JOLLA MILE H., 2nd div. (Take The Floor)
1982—CABRILLO H. (Caterman)
1982—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Inflation Beater)
1983—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Dr. Daly)
1983—PALOMAR H. (Triple Tipple)
1983—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Bara Lass)
1983—ESCONDIDO H. (Pin Puller)
1984—LA JOLLA MILE H. (Tights)
1984—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Fashionably Late)
1984—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Go Dancer)
1984—DEL MAR OAKS (Fashionably Late)
1984—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE, 2nd div. (Full O Wisdom)
1984—DEL MAR H. (Precisionist)
1985—CTBA S. (Lady Pastor)
1985—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Mint Leaf)
1986—JUNIOR MISS S. (Footy)
1986—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Bold n Special)
1986—FLEET TREAT S. (Witchery)
1986—CABRILLO H. (Hopeful Word)
1986—GRADUATION S. (Purdue King)
1987—LA JOLLA H. (The Medic)
1987—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Julie The Flapper)
1988—BALBOA S. (Purdue King)
1988—TORREY PINES S. (Julie The Flapper)
1988—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Good Command)
1988—CTBA S. (Unpainted)
1988—GRADUATION S. (Rob An Plunder)
1988—CHULA VISTA H. (Clabber Girl)
1988—DE ANZA S. (Music Merci)
1988—CABRILLO H. (Precisionist)
1988—BALBOA S. (Rob An Plunder)
1988—DEL MAR H. (Sword Dance)
1988—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Basic Exchange)
1988—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Precisionist)
1988—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Music Merci)
1989—JUNIOR MISS S. (A Wild Ride)
1989—LA JOLLA H. (River Master)
1989—DEL MAR OAKS (Stylist Star)
1989—OSUNITAS H. (Nikishka)
1991—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Flawlessly)
1991—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Pirate’s Outlook)
1991—DEL MAR OAKS (Flawlessly)
1991—GRADUATION S. (Dr. Augusta)
1992—PALOMAR H. (Super Staff)
1992—RAMONA H. (Flawlessly)
1992—TSUNAMI SLEW H. (Forest Glow)
1992—DEL MAR FUTURITY (River Special)
1993—SAN DIEGO H. (Fanatic Boy)
1993—RANONA H. (Flawlessly)
1993—LA JOLLA H. (Manny’s Prospect)
1993—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Canta Creek)
1993—TORREY PINES S. (Adorydar)
1994—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Work The Crowd)
1994—SAN DIEGO H. (Kingdom Found)
1994—GRADUATION S. (Desert Pirate)
1994—RAMONA H. (Flawlessly)
1994—SHOWDOWN AT THE SEASHORE S. (Soviet Problem)
1994—CHULA VISTA H. (Paseana)
1994—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Uncaged Fury)
1994—HOW NOW H. (Blaze O’Brien)
1994—RELANCE S. (Exalt)
1995—FA NTASTIC GIRL S. (Track Gal)
1995—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Jewel Princess)
1995—SAN DIEGO H. (Blumin Affair)
1995—BAYAKOA H. (Borodislaw)
1995—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C. H. (Track Gal)
1995—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Profit Margin)
1995—HARRY F. (BUD) BRUBAKER S. (Alphabet Soup)
1995—RED S. (Denim Yenem)
1995—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Profit Margin)
1995—CHULA VISTA H. (Borodislaw)
1995—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C. H. (Alphabet Soup)
1995—LIVE THE DREAM S. (Debutante Trick)
1996—HONEY FOX H. (Admise)
1996—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Track Gal)
1996—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Misonsener)
1996—RELANCE S. (Advancing Star)
1996—CHULA VISTA H. (Different)
1996—CRAZY KID H. (Lettehephysorroll)
1996—PALOMAR H. (Yearly Tour)
1996—MATCHING H. (Admise)
1997—SAN DIEGO H. (Northern Aflleet)
1997—SANDY BLUE H. (Sister Queen)
1997—WARDEN S. (End Run)
1997—CHULA VISTA H. (Radu Cool)
1997—PALOMAR H. (Blushing Haress)
1997—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Naninja)
1997—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Souvenir Copy)
1998—SAN DIEGO H. (Mud Route)
1998—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Advancing Star)
1998—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Free House)
1998—STREET DANCER S. (Penne)
1998—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Sierra Virgen)
1998—EL CAJON S. (Opine)
1998—DEL MAR H. (Bonapartiste)
1998—TORREY PINES S. (Magical Allure)
1998—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Old Trieste)
1999—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Domination)
1999—FA NTASTIC GIRL S. (Snowberg)
1999—SAN DIEGO H. (Mud Route)
2000—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Duke Of Green)
2000—WICKERR H. (Riviera)
2000—SANDY BLUE S. (Hastenby)
2000—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Riboletta)
2000—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Auction House)
2000—DEL MAR H. (Northern Quest)
2000—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Forest Camp)
2001—CTT & TOC H. (Nepenthe)
2001—DEL MAR DERBY (Romanceishope)

**DARREL McHARGUE (26)**
1975—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Miss Francesca)
1975—SORENTO S. (Queen To Be)
1975—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Queen To Be)
1975—ESCONDIDO H. (Buck Price)
1976—DEL MAR DERBY (Montespan)
1977—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Teisen Lap)
1977—OSUNITAS S. (Granja Sueno)
1977—GRADUATION S. (Don F)
1977—DEL MAR DERBY (Text)
1977—DEL MAR H. (Ancient Title)
1977—RAMONA H. (Dancing Femme)
1977—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Authorization)
1978—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Let's Go To Edwards)
1978—CABRILLO H. (Vic's Magic)
1978—LA JOLLA MILE (Singularity)
1978—CHULA VISTA H. (Nantequos)
1978—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Terlingua)
1978—RAMONA H. (Drama Critic)
1979—SAN DIEGO H. (Always Gallant)
1979—CHULA VISTA H. (He's Dewan)
1981—SAN CLEMENTE S. (French Charmer)
1981—DE ANZA S. (King's Finder)
1981—DEL MAR OAKS (French Charmer)
1981—ESCONDIDO H. (Advocatum)
1985—CHULA VISTA H. (Dontstop Themusic)

ALEX MAESE (14)
1955—JUNIOR MISS S. (Neva T.)
1958—DEL MAR DERBY (The Shoe)
1959—RAMONA H. (Boston Again)
1960—SAN DIEGO H. (Eddie Schmidt)
1960—DEL MAR OAKS (Linita)
1960—DEL MAR DERBY (Eagles)
1960—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Amri-An)
1962—DEL MAR H. (Crazy Kid)
1963—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Perris)
1964—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Terry's Secret)
1965—DEL MAR H. (Terry's Secret)
1966—DEL MAR OAKS, 1st div. (Desert Trial)
1966—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Desert Trial)
1967—RAMONA H. (Desert Trial)

WILLIAM MAHORNEY (12)
1967—BING CROSBY H. (Kissin’ George)
1967—FUTURITY TRIAL (Broad Shadows)
1967—OCTOBER H. (Kissin’ George)
1968—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Grey Cricket)
1969—SAN DIEGO H. (Kissin’ George)
1969—GRADUATION S. (Swarmin Bee)
1969—BING CROSBY H. (Kissin’ George)
1970—SORRENTO S., 1st div. (June Darling)
1970—DEL MAR FUTURITY (June Darling)
1971—LA JOLLA MILE, 1st div. (Pete’s Ruler)
1972—LA JOLLA MILE (Solar Salute)
1972—ESCONDIDO H. (Mongo’s Pride)

EDWIN MALDONADO (7)
2012—DAISYCUTTER H. (Nechez Dawn)
2013—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Sunday Rules)
2013—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Summer Hit)
2013—DEL MAR DERBY, 2nd div. (Ethnic Dance)
2014—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Red Outlaw)
2014—EL CAJON S. (Red Outlaw)
2014—FER C S. (Reneesgtozip)

RAJIV MARAGH (1)
2010—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Wasted Tears)

CARLOS MARQUEZ (1)
1981—JUNIOR MISS S. (Buy My Act)

WILLIAM MARSH (1)
1952—BING CROSBY H. (Gustaf)

EDDIE MARTIN, JR. (1)
2008—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Storm Mesa)

FRANCISCO (PACO) MENA (5)
1975—CABRILLO H. (Against The Snow)
1975—DEL MAR OAKS (Snap Apple)
1975—EL CAJON S. (Crumbs)
1975—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Telly’s Pop)
1991—BALBOA S. (Scherando)

ROBERT MENELL (4)
1965—JUNIOR MISS S., 2nd div. (Queen’s Slippers)
1966—INAUGURAL H. (Admirarily)
1966—LA JOLLA MILE (Embassy)
1966—RAMONA H., 2nd div. (Fleet Treat)

RAFAEL MEZA (15)
1981—CORONADO S. (Countess Cabrillo)
1983—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Eastern Bettor)
1983—DE ANZA S. (Vencimiento)
1983—DEL MAR DERBY (Tanks Brigade)
1984—CABRILLO H. (Video Kid)
1985—SAN DIEGO H. (Super Diamond)
1985—GRADUATION S. (Bolger Magic)
1985—DE ANZA S. (Bolger Magic)
1985—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Snow Chief)
1988—OSUNITAS H., 1st div. (Griefnaggravation)
1990—BING CROSBY H. (Sensational Star)
† 1990—EDDIE READ H. (Fly Till Dawn)
1990—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Sensational Star)

RICHARD MIGLIORE (4)
2007—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Student Council)
2007—TORREY PINES S. (Seaside Affair)
2008—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Dixie Chatter)

FRED MILLER (1)
1957—JUNIOR MISS S. (Be My Honey)

GEORGE MOORE (1)
1950—SAN DIEGO H. (Manunk)

WILLIAM MORAN (1)
1938—DEL MAR H. (Ligaroti)

HENRY MORENO (3)
1952—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lap Full)
1977—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Pikehall)
1978—DEL MAR H. (Palton)

PETE MORENO (12)
1955—BING CROSBY H. (One Ton Tony)
1957—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Sally Lee)
1958—INAUGURAL H. (Sweet Land)
1958—DEL MAR OAKS (Camloc)
1958—PALOMAR H. (Camloc)
1961—CTBA SALES S. (Donut King)
1961—DEL MAR DERBY (Speak John)
1962—OSUNITAS S. (Bib n Tuk)
1962—DEL MAR DERBY (Bayou Bourg)
1962—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Brown Berry)
1963—CTBA SALES S. (Prender)
1963—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Sabina Louise)

ALEX MAESE

WILLIAM MAHORNEY

EDWIN MALDONADO

RAJIV MARAGH

CARLOS MARQUEZ

WILLIAM MARSH

EDDIE MARTIN, JR.

FRANCISCO (PACO) MENA

ROBERT MENELL

RAFAEL MEZA

RICHARD MIGLIORE

FRED MILLER

GEORGE MOORE

WILLIAM MORAN

HENRY MORENO

PETE MORENO

ROBERT MENELL

RAFAEL MEZA

RICHARD MIGLIORE

FRED MILLER

GEORGE MOORE

WILLIAM MORAN

HENRY MORENO

PETE MORENO

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL

ROBERT MENELL
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COREY NAKATANI (103)

1991—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Stark South)
1991—FANTASTIC GIRL H. (Magic Sister)
1991—JUNIOR MISS S. (Soviet Sojourn)
1991—SAN DIEGO H. (Twilight Agenda)
1991—FLEET TREAT S. (Number's Game)
1991—BING CROSBY H. (Bruho)
1991—SORRENTO S. (Soviet Sojourn)
1991—PAT O'BIEN B.C. H. (Bruho)
1991—TORREY PINES S. (Number's Game)
1992—FLEET TREAT S. (Blonde Victory)
1992—CHBP A SANDCASTLE H. (Southern Truce)
1993—WICKER H. (Slew of Damascus)
1993—WINDY SANDS H. (Region)
1993—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C. H. (Region)
1993—SANDCASTLE H. (Miss King)
1993—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Winning Pact)
1994—BING CROSBY H. (King's Blade)
† 1994—EDDIE READ H. (Approach The Bench)
† 1994—PAT O'BIEN B.C. H. (D'Hallevant)
† 1994—OSUNITAS H. (Gold Splash)
† 1994—LIVETHE DREAM S. (Sandpit)
1994—PALOMAR H. (Shir Dar)
1994—CHBP A S. (Coze Mike)
1995—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Lake George)
† 1995—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Chilly Billy)
1995—CTBA S. (Molistar)
† 1995—RAMONA H. (Possibly Perfect)
1995—LA JOLLA H. (Petonville)
1995—PAT O'BIEN B.C. H. (Lit De Justice)
1995—RELAUNCH H. (Mr Purple)
1995—SAN CLEMENTE H. (True Flare)
1995—WICKER H. (Megan's Interco)
† 1995—RAMONA H. (Matzara)
† 1995—EDDIE READ H. (Fastness)
1996—RELAUNCH H. (Odyle)
1996—DEL MAR DERBY (Rainbow Blues)
1996—HONEY FOX H. (Yokama)
1997—SORENTO S. (Career Collection)
1997—KOBUK KING S. (Military)
1998—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Sicy D'Alsace)
1998—BAYAKOHA H. (Sharp Cat)
1998—GRADUATION S. (Daring General)
† 1998—RAMONA H. (See You Soon)
1998—OSUNITAS H. (Tuzla)
† 1998—DEL MAR OAKS (Sicy D'Alsace)
1998—CHULA VISTA H. (Sharp Cat)
1998—JUNE DARLING S. (Closed Escrow)
1998—CTBA S. (Closed Escrow)
1998—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Controlled)
1998—PALOMAR H. (Tuzla)
1999—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Christmas Boy)
1999—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Sweet Ludy)
1999—RELAUNCH S. (Kaibo)
1999—VIEILLE VIGNE S. (Maureen's Hope)
1999—BEN P WALDEN H. (Reciclada)
1999—DEL MAR DERBY (Val Royal)
2000—RELAUNCH S. (Designed For Luck)
2000—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Love That Red)
2000—BEST PAL S. (Flame Thrower)
2001—LA JOLLA H. (Marine)
2002—CTBA S. (Humorous Lady)
† 2002—EDDIE READ H. (Sarafan)
2002—DEL MAR DERBY (Inesperado)
2003—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Sweet Return)
2003—DAISYCUTTER H. (Roberta's Mango)
2003—OSUNITAS H. (Arabic Song)
2003—HARRY F BRUBAKER H. (Sarafan)
2003—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Secret Liaison)
† 2003—DEL MAR OAKS (Dessers)
2004—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Blackdoun)
2004—FLEET TREAT S. (Western Hemisphere)
2004—ESCONDIDO H. (Saratoga)
2004—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Areyoutalkintome)
2004—LA JOLLA H. (Blackdoun)
2004—BEST PAL S. (Roman Ruler)
2004—GREEN FLASH H. (Geronimo)
2004—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Elloluv)
2004—EL CAJON S. (Perfect Moon)
2004—DEL MAR DERBY (Blackdoun)
2005—ESCONDIDO H. (Laura's Lucky Boy)
2005—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Thor's Echo)
† 2006—JOHN C MABEE H. (Dancing Edie)
† 2006—EDDIE READ H. (Aragorn)
2006—WICKER H. (Becrux)
† 2006—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Lava Man)
2006—DEL MAR B.C. MILE (Aragorn)
2006—EL CAJON S. (Cindago)
2007—CTBA S. (Treadmill)
† 2007—BING CROSBY H. (In Summation)
† 2007—DEL MAR OAKS (Rutherienne)
2007—CTT & TOC H. (Imagine)
2008—DEL MAR H. (Spring House)
2008—PALOMAR H. (Vacare)
2009—CTBA S. (Repo)
† 2009—EDDIE READ S. (Global Hunter)
2012—JOHN C MABEE S. (City To City)
2013—OSUNITAS S. (Closing Range)
2013—CLEMENT L HIRSCH S. (Lady of Fifty)
2014—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN H. (Rock Me Baby)
† 2014—DEL MAR OAKS (Personal Diary)
2014—OAK TREE JUVENILE TURF (Daddy D T)
2014—SEABISCUIT H. (Kaigun)

RALPH NEVES (18)

1941—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Strength)
1946—BING CROSBY H. (War Allies)
1949—LA JOLLA H. (Dinner Gong)
1949—DEL MAR H. (Top's Boy)
1950—DEL MAR DERBY (Great Circle)
1951—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Big Noise)
1952—SAN DIEGO H. (Moonrash)
1955—CORONADO H. (Duce Admiral)
1955—OCEANSIDE H. (Valiant Ace)
1955—ESCONDIDO H. (Arrogate)
1956—LA JOLLA H. (Blen Host)
1956—BING CROSBY H. (Colonel Mack)
1958—SOLANA BEACH H. (Like Magic)
1960—GRADUATION S. (Short Jacket)
1960—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Short Jacket)
1962—JUNIOR MISS S. (Star Maggie)
1963—SAN DIEGO H. (Native Diver)
1963—GRADUATION S. (Real Good Deal)

JIMMY NICHOLS (3)

1947—INAUGURAL H. (Triskelion)
1947—SAN DIEGO H. (Ended)
1948—OSUNITAS S. (Some Gal)

EMILE OHAYON (3)

1961—LA JOLLA MILE (Apple)
1961—PALOMAR H. (Nascania)
1961—ESCONDIDO H. (Top Double)

FRANK OLIVARES (16)

1971—JUNIOR MISS S. (Chargerette)
1971—SORRENTO S. (Chargerette)
1975—OCEANSIDE H. (Willmar)
1975—SAN DIEGO H. (Chesapeak)
1975—DEL MAR H. (Crusier II)
1977—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Go West Young Man)
1979—OCEANSIDE S. (I’ll Stand Pat)
1983—CORONADO S. (Manicure Kit)
1984—CTBA S., 1st div. (Princess Sal)
1984—DEANZA S. (Lomax)
1984—RAMONA H. (Flag De Lune)
1985—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Take My Picture)
1986—OCEANSIDE S. (Prince Bobby B)
1986—ESCONDIDO H. (Truce Maker)
1987—JUNE DARLING S. (Joni U. Bar)
† 1989—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Drag Race)
1984—BING CROSBY H. (Night Mover)
1985—CORONADO S. (Tomboy Blues)

Luis Ortega (2)
1984—BING CROSBY H. (Night Mover)
1985—CORONADO S. (Tomboy Blues)

Nunzio Pariso (1)
1941—INAUGURAL H. (Lassator)

William Parnell (1)
1947—DEL MAR H. (Iron Maiden)

Bill Pearson (9)
1949—OCEANSIDE H. (Great Dream)
1949—ESCONDIDO H. (Great Dream)
1950—OSUNITAS S. (Holler)
1950—LA JOLLA H. (Blue Reading)
1951—BING CROSBY H. (Blue Reading)
1951—SAN DIEGO H. (Blue Reading)
1951—DEL MAR H. (Blue Reading)
1953—DEL MAR DERBY (Apple Valley)
1954—SAN DIEGO H. (Stranglehold)

Gene Pederson (2)
1948—DEL MAR DERBY (Frankly)
1948—LABOR DAY H. (Hemet Squaw)

Martin Pedroza (19)
1989—DEANZA S. (Doyouseewhatisee)
1989—GRADUATION S. (Frenchseventyfive)
1991—HONEY FOX H. (Freya Stark)
1991—CHULA VISTA H. (Vieille Vigne)
1995—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Batroyale)
1996—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Flying In The Lane)
1996—JUNE DARLING H. (Airstar)
1999—CTBA S. (Fire Sale Queen)
2001—CERF H. (Global)
2004—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Statement)
† 2005—JOHN C. MAEDE H. (Amorana)
2006—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Preunspital)
2006—CERF H. (Vicki’s Honor)
2007—DEL MAR DERBY (Medici Code)
2007—COUGAR II H. (Atlando)
2009—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Skyrush)
2011—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Chiloquin)
2012—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Comma to the Top)
2013—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Private Zone)

Fernando Perez (1)
2014—CTBA S. (My Fiona)

Mel Peterson (6)
1945—DEL MAR H. (Texas Sandman)
1945—PALOMAR H. (Double F)
1946—dh—BING CROSBY H. (Indian Watch)
1946—DEL MAR H. (Olhavvery)
1947—QUIGLEY MEMORIAL (Wheatfield)
1955—GRADUATION S. (Fathers Poise)

Joe Phillippi (3)
1953—LA JOLLA H. (Threessome)
1953—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Double Speed)
1954—BING CROSBY H. (Alibhai Lynn)

Eddie Phillips (1)
1947—OSUNITAS S. (Dark Belito)

Don Pierce (54)
1958—JUNIOR MISS S. (Beautiful Lily)
1958—GRADUATION S. (Djebah)
1958—DEL MAR H. (Noreedski)
1959—INAUGURAL H. (Boston Again)
1959—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Darling June)
1959—LA JOLLA MILE (King Ara)
1960—JUNIOR MISS S. (Bettys Fortune)
1966—OCEANSIDE H. (Sky Gipsy II)
1966—SAN DIEGO H. (Old Mose)
1966—BING CROSBY H. (Chiclero)
1966—CTBA SALES S. (Old Adobe)
1966—CABRILLO H. (Old Mose)
1966—DEL MAR H. (Old Mose)
1966—DEL MAR DERBY (Drin)
1967—GRADUATION S. (Right Or Wrong)
1967—ESCONDIDO H. (1st div. (Strawberry Drive)
1967—ESCONDIDO H. (2nd div. (Estambul II)
1968—OCEANSIDE H. (Broad Shadows)
1968—BING CROSBY H. (Pretense)
1969—JUNIOR MISS S. (Atomic Wings)
1969—OSUNITAS S. (Atom Wings)
1969—FUTURITY TRIAL (Hula Bend)
1969—DEANZA S. (Broad Shadows)
1970—SAN DIEGO H. (T.V. Commercial)
1971—OSUNITAS S. (Hail The Grey)
1971—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Impressive Style)
1972—PALOMAR H. (Minstrel Miss)
1973—PALOMAR H. (Beautiful Lily)
1973—JUNIOR MISS S. (Catfish)
1973—RAMONA H. (Minstrel Miss)
1973—SORRENTO S. (Fleet Peach)
1973—DEL MAR OAKS (Sandy Blue)
1973—ESCONDIDO H. (Tannyhill)
1973—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fleet Peach)
1973—DEL MAR OAKS (Modus Vivendi)
1975—LA JOLLA MILE (Larriklin)
1975—DEL MAR DERBY (Larriklin)
1975—BALBOA S. (Crazy Channon)
1976—OCEANSIDE H. (White Fir)
1976—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Go March)
1976—LA JOLLA MILE (Today ’N Tomorrow)
1977—JUNIOR MISS S. (Illustrious Girl)
1977—PALOMAR H. (Dancing Femme)
1977—DEL MAR OAKS (Taisez Vous)
1978—OCEANSIDE S. (Mistrepresentation)
1978—JUNIOR MISS S. (Jo’ski)
1978—DEANZA S. (Flying Faster)
1978—DEL MAR DERBY (Mistrepresentation)
1978—PALOMAR H. (Drama Critic)
1978—BALBOA S. (Flying Faster)
1978—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Flying Faster)
1979—EL CAJON S. (Shampo)
1980—STAR FIDDLE S. (Minnesota Chief)
1981—OSUNITAS S. (2nd div. (Audana)

Laffit Pincay, Jr. (96)
1976—PALOMAR H. (Just A Kick)
1976—CTBA S. (King’s Mink)
1976—BING CROSBY H. (Cherry River)
1976—GRADUATION S. (Tale Of Power)
1976—SAN DIEGO H. (Good Report)
1976—DEL MAR OAKS (Go March)
1976—SORRENTO S. (Telfernere)
1976—BALBOA S. (Visible)
1976—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Telfernere)
1976—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Mama Kali)
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1976—ESCONDIDO H. (Silver Saber)
1976—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Visible)
1977—BING CROSBY H. (Chinook Pass)
1977—BALBOA S. (Spanish Way)
1977—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Lullaby Song)
1978—CTBA S. (Hand Creme)
1978—SAN CLEMENTE S., 2nd div. (Joe's Bee)
1978—EDDIE READ H. (Effervescing)
1979—LA JOLLA MILE (Relaunch)
1979—DE ANZA S. (Stiff Diamond)
1979—CABRILLO H. (Quick Turnover)
1979—DEL MAR DERBY (Relaunch)
1979—RAMONA H. (Country Queen)
1980—OSUNITAS S. (Petron's Love)
1980—SORRENTO S. (Native Fancy)
1980—DEL MAR DERBY (Exploded)
1980—CORONADO S. (Astrous)
1980—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Great Lady M.)
1980—ESCONDIDO H. (Nain Bleu)
1981—BALBOA S. (The Captain)
1981—EL CAJON S. (Island Whirl)
1981—STAR RIDDLE S. (Dena Jo)
1981—ENCINITAS H. (Satin Ribera)
1982—DEL MAR DERBY (Give Me Strength)
1982—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Lucky Lady Ellen)
1982—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Landaluce)
1983—CTBA S. (Bright Orphan)
1983—BING CROSBY H. (Chinook Pass)
1983—SAN CLEMENTE S., 2nd div. (Lituya Bay)
1983—JUNIOR MISS S. (Yolanda)
1983—DEL MAR OAKS (Heartlight No. One)
1983—CABRILLO H. (Gato Del Sol)
1983—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Althea)
1983—EL CAJON S. (Stiff Diamond)
1983—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Althea)
1984—JUNIOR MISS S. (Doon's Baby)
1984—EDDIE READ H. (Ten Below)
1984—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Pleasure Cay)
1984—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE, 1st div. (Fiesta Lady)
† 1985—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Tasso)
1986—CTBA S. (Saros Brig)
1986—SAN DIEGO H. (Skywalker)
1986—EL CAJON S. (Tasso)
1986—WINDY SANDS S. (Varick)
1987—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Kindly Court)
1987—CTBA S. (Hasty Pasty)
1987—SAN DIEGO H. (Super Diamond)
1987—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sheesham)
1987—EDDIE READ H. (Sharrrood)
1987—SORRENTO S. (Hasty Pasty)
1987—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Contempt)
† 1987—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Lost Kitty)
1988—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Clabber Girl)
1989—SORRENTO S. (Cheval Volant)
1989—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (On The Line)
1989—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Kool Arrival)
1990—DEL MAR DERBY (Tight Spot)
1990—CHULA VISTA H. (Bayakoa)
1991—PALOMAR H., 2nd div. (Somethingmerry)
† 1991—EDDIE READ H. (Tight Spot)
1991—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C.H. (Cascading Gold)
1991—JUNE DARLING H. (Nice Assay)
1991—CTBA S. (Wine 'N Music)
1992—SAN DIEGO H. (Another Review)
1992—CHULA VISTA H. (Exchange)
1992—CTBA S. (Mime's Real)
1992—WINDY SANDS H. (Regal Groom)
1992—TORREY PINES S. (Interactive)
1993—SORRENTO S. (Phone Chatter)
1993—RELaunch S. (Diazzo)
1993—DESERt TRIAL H. (Prying)
1994—BAYAKOA H. (Exchange)
1994—CERF S. (Phone Chatter)
1994—DEl MAR DERBY (Ocean Crest)
1995—WICKERR H. (Royal Chariot)
1995—DEl MAR H. (Royal Chariot)
1996—FLEET TREAT S. (Belle's Flag)
1997—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Batoile)
1999—CTT AND TOC H. (Canyon Crest)
2000—FLEET TREAT S. (Cover Gal)
2000—SORRENTO S. (Give Praise)
2000—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Theresa's Tizzy)
2001—RELaunch S. (Bricks And Ivy)
2001—DEl MAR H. (Timborosa)
2002—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Rock Opera)
2002—I'M SMOKIN S. (Silverman)

ALVARO PINEDA (23)
1966—JUNIOR MISS S., 2nd div. (Native Honey)
1966—DEl MAR OAKS, 2nd div. (Mikhaless)
1966—GRADUATION S. (Bahroona)
1967—DEl MAR OAKS (Forgiving)
1967—CABRILLO H. (Bern Book)
1967—DEl MAR DERBY (Charlie Boots)
1968—GRADUATION S. (Inversion Drive)
1968—FUTURITY TRIAL S. (Fleet Kirsch)
1968—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Till Morrow)
1969—DEl MAR OAKS (Commissary)
1969—DEl MAR H. (Figonero)
1970—PALOMAR H., 2nd div. (La Sevilla)
1970—SORRENTO S., 2nd div. (Countess Market)
1972—OCEANSIDE H. (New Prospect)
1972—JUNIOR MISS S. (Rosalie May Wynn)
1972—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Our Madam Lucky)
1974—OCEANIDE H. (Lightning Mandare)
1974—GRADUATION S. (Gente Jess)
1974—LA JOLLA MILE (Lightning Mandate)
1974—DE ANZA S. (George Navonod)
1974—SORRENTO S. (Spout)
1974—DEl MAR DERBY (Lightning Mandate)
1974—CHULA VISTA H. (Bahia Key)

CLINTON POTTS (1)
1946—LABOR DAY H. (Bric A Brac)

ALONSO QUINONEZ (8)
2007—HARRY F BRUBAKER H. (Masterpiece)
2009—COUGAR II H. (Unusual Suspect)
2010—DAISYCUTTER H. (Bonifacio)
2007—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (River's Prayer)
2008—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Ten Churros)

DAVID PRATER (1)
1946—LABOR DAY H. (Bric A Brac)

ALONSO QUINONEZ (8)
2007—HARRY F BRUBAKER H. (Masterpiece)
2009—COUGAR II H. (Unusual Suspect)
2010—DAISYCUTTER H. (Bonifacio)
2010—SOLANCA BEACH H. (Bran Jammas)
2010—EL CAJON S. (Haimish Hy)
† 2010—DARLEY DEBUTANTE (Tell a Kelly)
2011—dh—PIRATE'S BOUNTY S. (Sterling Outlook)
2013—BEST PAL S. (Alberts Hope)

OCTAVIO RAMIREZ (1)
1980—LEUCADIA H. (Plenty O'Toole)

EMILE RAMSAMMY (4)
1998—OCEANIDE S., 1st div. (Scooter Brown)
1998—WICKERR H. (Joe Who)
1998—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Joe Who)
1999—FINLANDIA CUP S. (Major Hero)

JACK ROBERTSON (1)
1941—SAN DIEGO H. (Step By)
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JACK ROBINSON (1)
1967—LA JOLLA MILE (Jungle Road)

MARION ROBISON (1)
1939—INAUGURAL H. (First Kiss)

EUGENE RODRIGUEZ (5)
1940—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Satin Coat)
1940—DEL MAR H. (Big Flash)
1940—INAUGURAL H. (Jubal Junior)
1940—LA JOLLA H. (Justice M.)
1940—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Can’t Wait)

RUDY ROSALES (6)
1969—OCEANSIDE H. (Derby Day Boy)
1969—OSUNITAS S., 3rd div. (Manta)
1970—BING CROSBY H. (Bargain Day)
1971—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Gowran Green)
1972—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Bert’s Tryst)
1974—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Impressive Style)

JOEL ROSARIO (21)
2008—LA JOLLA H. (Sky Cape)
2009—GRADUATION S. (Wolf Tail)
2009—SOLANA BEACH H. (You Lift Me Up)
2009—DEL MAR H. (Twirling Candy)
2010—SAN DIEGO H. (Dakota Phone)
2010—LA JOLLA H. (Sidney’s Candy)
† 2010—PAT O’BRIEN S. (El Brujo)
2010—DEL MAR H. (Enriched)
2010—DEL MAR H. (Champ Pegasus)
2010—TORREY PINES S. (Switch)
2010—DEL MAR DERBY (Twirling Candy)
2010—CERF S. (Fund Raiser)
† 2011—EDDIE READ S. (Acclamation)
2011—SORRENTO S. (Mighty Caroline)
2011—ADORATION S. (St Trinians)
† 2012—TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Dullahan)
† 2014—MARIARCH S. (La Tia)

DONALD ROSS (2)
1964—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Desert Chief III)
1965—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div. (Roman Pleasure)

JOHN ROTZ (1)
1937—INAUGURAL H. (Grey Count)

PAUL RYAN (1)
1937—INAUGURAL H. (Grey Count)

GABRIEL SAEZ (1)
† 2011—DEL MAR OAKS (Summer Soiree)

JAVIER SANTIAGO (1)
2004—WICKERR H. (Statement)

CHRISTIAN SANTIAGO REYES (3)
2010—CTBA S. (Swiss Wild Cat)
2011—CTBA S. (Heleonor Rugby)
2011—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Heleonor Rugby)

JOHN SELLERS (10)
1967—CTBA SALES S. (Bold Sailor)
1967—SORRENTO S. (Windsor Honey)
1967—RANCHO SANTA FE H. (Amerigo’s Fancy)
1968—CABRILLO H. (Pinjara)
1968—PALOMAR H. (Pacific Cross)
1970—DEL MAR H. (Daryl’s Joy)
1971—BING CROSBY H. (Haveago)
1971—ESCONDIDO H. (Born Wild)
1972—CABRILLO H. (Imaginative)
1972—DEL MAR OAKS (House Of Cards)

SHANE SELLERS (1)
† 1995—DEL MAR OAKS (Bail Out Becky)

TIM SENA (3)
1937—LA JOLLA H. (Topsy Omar)
1937—CARLSBAD H. (High Strike)
1937—DEL MAR H. (Sally’s Boozer)

WILLIAM SHOEMAKER (94)
1950—OCEANSIDE H. (Special Touch)
1950—BING CROSBY H. (Imperium)
1950—CORONADO H. (War Poppy)
1950—DEL MAR H. (Frankly)
1951—DEL MAR DERBY (Grantor)
1952—PALOMAR H. (Sincerely)
1952—LA JOLLA H. (Arroz)
1953—SAN DIEGO H. (Goose Khal)
1953—JUNIOR MISS S. (Lady Cover Up)
1953—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lady Cover Up)
1953—DEL MAR H. (Goose Khal)
1953—ADIOS H. (Berseem)
1954—DEL MAR DERBY (Musselshell)
1954—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fair Molly)
1954—DEL MAR H. (Stranglehold)
1954—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Blue Ruler)
1958—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Tomy Lee)
1970—OCEANSIDE H. (Rullah Fols)
1970—JUNIOR MISS S. (Conning Princess)
1970—CTBA SALES S. (Kfar Tov)
1970—DEL MAR OAKS, 1st div. (Beja)
1970—DE ANZA S. (Kfar Tov)
1970—OSUNITAS S. (Queen Janine)
1971—PALOMAR H., 1st div. (Street Dancer)
1971—GRADUATION S. (House Of Porter)
1971—SAN DIEGO H. (Advance Guard)
1971—CTBA SALES S. (MacArthur Park)
1971—DEL MAR OAKS (Turkish Trousers)
1971—DE ANZA S. (MacArthur Park)
1971—DEL MAR H. (Pinjarra)
1971—DEL MAR FUTURITY, 1st div. (MacArthur Park)
1972—SORRENTO S. (Windy’s Daughter)
1972—DE ANZA S. (Lucky Mike)
1972—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Windy’s Daughter)
1972—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Groshawk)
1973—PALOMAR H., 2nd div. (Belle Marie)
1973—OCEANSIDE H. (Expression)
1973—SAN DIEGO H. (Kennedy Road)
1973—CTBA S. (Such A Rush)
1973—BING CROSBY H. (Pataha Prince)
1973—LA JOLLA MILE (Groshawk)
1973—CABRILLO H. (Kennedy Road)
1973—DE ANZA S. (Such A Rush)
1973—CHULA VISTA H. (Grotonian)
1973—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Such A Rush)
1974—SAN DIEGO H. (Matun)
1974—OSUNITAS S. (Ready Wit)
1974—BALLBOA S. (Diabolo)
1974—EL CAJON S. (Within Hail)
1974—RAMONA H. (Tizana)
1974—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Bubblewin)
1974—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Diabolo)
1975—RAMONA H. (Dulcia)
1976—JUNIOR MISS S. (Lullaby)
1976—DEL MAR H. (Riot In Paris)
1977—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Stone Point)
1977—SORRENTO S. (My Little Maggie)
1977—SAN DIEGO H. (Mark’s Place)

Tim Sena

Bill Shoemaker

Rudy Rosales

Joel Rosario
1977—EL CAJON S. (Kulak)
1978—OSUNITAS S. (Fact)
1978—GRADUATION S. (I'm Smokin)
1978—BING CROSBY H. (Bad 'N Big)
1978—TORREY PINES S. (Donna Inez)
1979—PALOMAR H. (More So)
1979—EDDIE READ H. (Good Lord)
1979—CORONADO S. (Princess Karenda)
1979—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Score Twenty Four)
1979—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Fantastic Girl)
1979—DEL MAR DeBUTANTE (Table Hands)
1980—CHULA VISTA H. (Galaxy Libra)
1980—RAMONA H. (Queen To Conquer)
1981—SORRENTO S. (First Advance)
1981—CABRILLO H. (Tahitian King)
1982—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Craelius)
1982—PALOMAR H., 2nd div. (Star Pastures)
1982—DEANZA S. (Echo Grande)
1982—SORRENTO S. (Time Of Sale)
1982—CORONADO S. (Issues 'n Answers)
1982—EL CAJON S. (Craelius)
1982—DEL MAR H. (Muttering)
1983—CHULA VISTA H. (Sangue)
1983—DEL MAR H. (Bel Bolide)
1983—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Cardell)
1983—RAMONA H. (Sangue)
1984—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Salt Spring)
1984—SORRENTO S. (Wayward Pirate)
1985—DEL MAR OAKS (Savannah Dancer)
† 1985—RAMONA H. (Daily Busy)
1986—CHULA VISTA H. (Fran's Valentine)
1986—DEL MAR OAKS (Hidden Light)
1986—BALBOA S. (Temperate Sil)
1986—CORONADO S. (Evil Elaine)
1987—CABRILLO H. (Ferdinand)
1987—DEL MAR H. (Swink)

RAY SIBILLE (8)
1982—DEL MAR OAKS (Castilla)
1982—CHULA VISTA H. (Matching)
1982—JLUNE DARLING S. (Sweet Maid)
1983—GRADUATION S. (Benji King)
1983—BALBOA S. (Party Leader)
1984—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Pair Of Deuces)
1984—EL CAJON S. (Bunker)
1987—CORONADO S. (Fa La Te Dough)

WILLIAM SKUSE (1)
1957—DEL MAR DERBY (Mystic Eye)

DANNY SMITH (3)
1937—ESCONDIDO H. (Clean Out)
1937—LAGUNA BEACH H. (Some Devil)
1937—SAN DIEGO H. (Clean Out)

MIKE SMITH (50)
2001—OSUNITAS H. (Paga)
2001—TORREY PINES S. (Tamara Princess)
2002—KOUBK KING S. (Arbiter)
2002—FLEET TREAT S. (Bear Fan)
2002—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Azeri)
† 2002—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Came Home)
2002—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Netherland)
2002—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Congaree)
2003—CTBA S. (Dirty Diana)
2003—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Azeri)
2003—TORREY PINES S. (Victory Encounter)
2004—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Dream of Summer)
2005—GREEN FLASH H. (Courageous King)
† 2005—DEL MAR OAKS (Singhalese)
2006—SAN DIEGO H. (Giacomo)
2007—GRADUATION S. (Georgie Boy)
2007—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Passified)
2008—CLEMENT L HIRSCH H. (Zenyatta)
2008—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Dearest Tricky)
† 2008—DEL MAR DERBY (Madeo)
† 2008—DEL MAR DeBUTANTE (Stardom Bound)
2008—CERV H., 2nd div. (Coco Belle)
2009—FLEET TREAT S. (Excessive Blend)
† 2009—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Zenyatta)
2009—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (M One Rifle)
2009—CTT & TOC H. (Black Mamba)
2009—DAISY CUTTER H. (Queen Ofthe Catsle)
† 2009—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Richard's Kid)
† 2010—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Zenyatta)
2010—GREEN FLASH H. (California Flag)
† 2010—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Richard's Kid)
2010—PALOMAR H. (Gotta Have Her)
2011—OCEANSIDE S. (Mr. Commons)
2011—I'M SMOKIN S. (Ruler of Dubai)
† 2012—BING CROSBY S. (Amazon)
† 2012—DEL MAR OAKS (Lady of Shamrock)
† 2013—BING CROSBY S. (Points Offthebench)
2013—DEL MAR DERBY, 1st div. (Gabriel Charles)
2013—CEFR S. (Gypsy Robin)
2014—OCEANSIDE S. (Enterprising)
† 2014—EDDIE READ S. (Tom's Tribute)
2014—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Moulind de Mugin)
2014—LA JOLLA H. (Enterprising)
2014—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Judy the Beauty)
2014—DEL MAR H. (Big John B)
2014—DEL MAR MILE (Tom's Tribute)
† 2014—TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Shared Belief)
2014—KATHRYN CROSBY S. (Queen ofThe Sand)
2014—LET IT RIDE S. (Awesome Return)
2014—CECIL B DEMILLE S. (Conquest Typhoon)

R. W. SMITH (1)
1940—DEL MAR HOTEL S. (String Music)

ALEX SOLIS (95)
1986—OSUNITAS H., 1st div. (Loucoum)
1986—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Momentus)
1987—PALOMAR H. (Festivity)
1988—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Do So)
1988—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Vegas Eagle)
1988—BING CROSBY H. (Olympic Prospect)
1990—DEL MAR DeBUTANTE (Beyond Perfection)
1990—DEL MAR H. (Live The Dream)
1990—EL CAJON S. (Asia)
1991—WINDY SANDS H. (Ibero)
1991—DEL MAR DeBUTANTE (La Spia)
1991—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Bertrando)
1992—DEL MAR OAKS (Suiv)
1992—CHBP A SANDSHARK H. (Seti I)
1993—dh—CEFR S. (Booklore)
1993—OSUNITAS S. (Potridee)
1993—I'M SMOKIN S. (Subtle Trouble)
1994—FLEET TREAT S. (Airistar)
1994—BALBOA S. (Timber Country)
1994—DEL MAR DeBUTANTE (Call Now)
1994—DEL MAR FUTURITY (On Target)
1995—FLEET TREAT S. (Sound Wisdom)
1995—KOUBK KING S. (Party Season)
1995—HOW NOW H. (Caherdaniel)
1996—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Ambivalent)
1996—KOUBK KING S. (Draco)
† 1996—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Dare And Go)
1996—BEST PAL S. (Swiss Yodeler)
1996—WARDEN S. (Big Sky Jim)
CECIL STALLINGS (1)  
1937—LONG BEACH H. (Gray Jack)

WILLIAM STEED (1)  
1952—JUNIOR MISS S. (Khalati)

JOE STEINER (2)  
1992—BAYAKOA H. (Vieille Vigne)  
2004—DAISYCUTTER H. (Icantgoforthat)

GARY STEVENS (82)  
1985—EDDIE READ H. (Tsunami Slew)  
1985—DEL MAR DERBY (First Norman)  
† 1986—RAMONA H. (Auspiciante)  
† 1986—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Quality)  
1987—DEL MAR OAKS (Lizzy Hare)  
1987—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lost Kitty)  
1987—EL CAJON S. (Sebrof)  
1988—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Sebrof)  
1988—LA JOLLA H. (Perfecting)  
1988—SAN DIEGO H. (Cutlass Reality)  
1988—SORRENTO S. (Stocks Up)  
1988—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lea Lucinda)  
1989—BING CROSBY H. (On The Line)  
1989—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Darby's Daughter)  
1990—OCEANSIDE S. 2nd div. (Forest Glow)  
1990—DE ANZA S. (Iroquois Park)  
1990—SAN CLEMENTE H. 1st div. (Nijinsky)  
1990—SANDSHARK H. (Eratone)  
1991—WICKERR H. (Blaze O'Brien)  
1991—PALOMAR H. 1st div. (Guiza)  
1991—I'M SMOKIN S. (Bigger Issues)  
1991—ESCONDIDO H. (Berillon)  
1991—BAYAKOA H. (Vieille Vigne)  
1992—OCEANIDE S. 1st div. (Major Impact)  
1992—dk—DE ANZA S. (Wheeler Oil)  
1992—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Sondheim)  
1992—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Real Street Blues)  
1993—OCEANIDE S. 2nd div. (Dare to Duel)  
1993—FANTASTIC GIRL H. (Magical Maiden)  
1993—FLEET TREAT S. (Tapstress)  
† 1993—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Bertrando)  
1993—CRAZY KID H. (Gundagha)  
1993—HOW NOW H. (Idle Son)  
1993—CHULA VISTA H. (Magical Maiden)  
1994—OCEANIDE S. 1st div. (Powis Castle)  
1994—OCEANIDE S. 2nd div. (Saltgrass)  
1994—WINDY SANDS H. (Lykastil Hil)  
1994—SANDY BLUE H. (Dancing Mirage)  
† 1994—DEL MAR OAKS (Twice The Vice)  
1994—CRAZY KID S. (Concept Win)  
1994—MATCHING S. (Stellar Affair)  
1995—HONEY FOX H. (Bis Cat)  
† 1995—EDDIE READ H. (Fastness)  
1995—SORRENTO S. (Batroyale)  
1995—VIELLEVIGNE H. (Wild Lightning)  
1995—OSUNITAS H. (Marina Park)  
1995—PALOMAR H. (Morgana)  
1995—EL CAJON S. (Turbulent Dancer)  
1997—FLEET TREAT S. (Fleet Lady)  
1997—ESCONDIDO H. (Dowty)  
† 1997—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Gentlemen)  
1997—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Track Gal)  
1997—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Tres Parauso)  
1997—HARRY Y BRUBAKER H. (Coup D'Argent)  
1997—CERF S. (Relaxing Rhythm)  
1997—OSUNITAS H. (Auriente)  
1997—DEL MAR DERBY (Anet)  
1997—I'M SMOKIN S. (Buttons N Moes)  
1997—TORREY PINES S. (Relaxing Rhythm)  
1997—CHBA & TOC H. (Yokama)  
1998—OCEANIDE S. 2nd div. (Ladies Din)

SANTIAGO SOTO (2)  
1986—OSUNITAS H. 2nd div. (Flying Girl)  
1986—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Our Sweet Sham)
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1998—CTBA S. (Time to Meet)
1998—FLEET TREAT S. (Magical Allure)
1998—HONEY FOX H. (Yokama)
1998—ESCONDIDO H. (Dowty)
1998—SANDY BLUE H. (Sophie My Love)
1998—SORRENTO S. (Silverbulletday)
1998—BEST PAL S. (Worldly Manner)
1998—RELAUNCH S. (Expressionist)
1998—LA JOLLA H. (Ladies Din)
1998—CERF S. (Magical Allure)
1999—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Hollycombe)
2001—KOBUK KING S. (Beat All)
2001—FLEET TREAT S. (Above Perfection)
2001—SANDY BLUE S. (Live Your Dreams)
2001—HONEY FOX H. (Keemoon)
† 2002—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Miss Houdini)
2003—FLEET TREAT S. (Tucked Away)
2013—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Wishing Gate)
2013—WICKERR S. (Indy Point)
† 2013—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (She’s a Tiger)
2013—TORREY PINES S. (Beholder)

G E N E S T. L E O N (1)
1977—CABRILLO H. (Proud Birdie)

R O B E R T S U M M E R S (1)
1952—DE L MAR DERBY (Southarlington)

C H A N T A L S U T H E R L A N D (1)
2011—TORREY PINES S. (Great Hot)

W I L L I A M S W I G A R T (3)
1945—LABOR DAY H. (Sandy Watson)
1946—QUIGLEY MEMORIAL (Terry Bargello)
1946—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Montanes)

J O S E P H T A L A M O (37)
2007—FLEET TREAT S. (Spenditalbaby)
2007—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Nashoba’s Key)
2007—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Big Bad Leroybrown)
2007—ADORATION H. (Fun Logic)
2007—CERF H. (ThewerythoughtofU)
2008—DAISYCUTTER H., 1st div. (Sinnin and Grinnin)
2009—GREEN FLASH H. (California Flag)
2009—SANDY BLUE H. (Excessive Blend)
2010—OSUNITAS S. (Lilly Fa Pootz)
2010—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (Bruce’s Dream)
2010—COUGAR II H. (Temple City)
2011—COUGAR II H. (Bourbon Bay)
2011—GREEN FLASH H. (Raetodandy)
2011—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Tanda)
2011—SOLANA BEACH H. (Halo Dolly)
2011—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (John Johny Jak)
2011—DEL MAR MILE (Caracortado)
2011—dh—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Mens Heat)
2012—WICKERR S. (Suggestive Boy)
† 2012—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Include Me Out)
2012—LA JOLLA H. (Old Time Hockey)
2012—SOLANA BEACH H. (Halo Dolly)
2012—CTT & TOC H. (Let’s Go Cheyenne)
2012—DEL MAR H. (Casino Host)
2012—DEL MAR MILE (Obviously)
2012—EL CAJON S. (Fed Biz)
2012—ADORATION S. (Cathy’s Crunches)
2012—TORREY PINES S. (Potesta)
2012—YELLOW RIBBON H. (Halo Dolly)
2012—OAK TREE JUVENILE TURF (Dry Summer)
2013—COUGAR II H. (Richard’s Kid)
2013—DEL MAR MILE (Obviously)
2013—ADORATION S. (Charm the Maker)
† 2014—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (lotapa)
2014—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Lotapa)
2014—RED CARPET H. (Three Hearts)
2014—JIMMY DURANTE S. (O’l Fashion Gal)

G E O R G E T A N I G U C H I (11)
1955—CTBA SALES S. (Scarlet Abbey)
1958—OCEANSIDE H. (Sir Ruler)
1958—LA JOLLA MILE (Sir Ruler)
1959—SAN DIEGO H. (Twentyone Guns)
1959—DEL MAR DERBY (Mr. Eiffel)
1959—DEL MAR H. (Twentyone Guns)
1960—INAUGURAL H. (Honeys Gem)
1961—INAUGURAL H. (Nusnie)
1962—ESCONDIDO H. (Hardware)
1964—DEL MAR DERBY (Pop’s Harmony)
1964—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Victory Beauty)

J O R G E T E J E I R A (6)
1974—CTBA S. (Sharr A Sheikh)
1974—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Kamadora)
1974—CABRILLO H. (War Heim)
1974—JUNIOR MISS S. (Miss Tokyo)
1975—BING CROSBY H. (Rise High)
1974—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Bensadream)

V E R A T H O M P S O N (2)
1938—DE L MAR HOTEL S. (One Shen)
1938—OCEANSIDE H. (High Strike)

D E N I S T I E R N E Y (2)
1970—PALOMAR H., 1st div. (Lynne’s Orphan)
1970—DE L MAR DEBUTANTE (Generous Portion)

F E R N A N D O T O R O (38)
1970—ESCONDIDO H. (Cougur II)
1970—LA JOLLA MILE (Sugar Loaf)
1970—DEL MAR OAKS, 2nd div. (Thoroly Blue)
1970—CABRILLO H. (Cougur II)
1970—DEL MAR DERBY, 1st div. (War Heim)
1971—RAMONA H. (Street Dancer)
1971—DEL MAR FUTURITY, 2nd div. (D.B. Carm)
1972—RAMONA H. (Street Dancer)
1972—BALBOA S. (Bravo Dance)
1972—DEL MAR H., 1st div. (Hill Circus)
1973—dh—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 2nd div. (D.B. Carm)
1973—EL CAJON S. (Quick Bluff)
1974—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Bold Ballet)
1974—DEL MAR H. (Redtop III)
1975—PALOMAR H. (Modus Vivendi)
1975—GRADUATION S. (Lexington Laugh)
1975—CABRILLO H., 2nd div. (Princess Papulee)
1975—SAN CLEMENTE S., 2nd div. (Icarnicornishprince)
1975—DE ANZA S. (Mama Kali)
1976—OSUNITAS S. (Sweet Robbery)
1976—EL CAJON S. (Wood Green)
1977—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Pay The Toll)
1977—E D D I E R E A D H. (No Turning)
1978—SAN DIEGO H. (Vict’s Magic)
1978—DEL MAR OAKS (Country Queen)
1978—ESCONDIDO H. (Bwyafychicago)
1979—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Ancient Art)
1980—JUNE DARLING S., 1st div. (Fresca)
1980—ENCINITAS H. (Fresca)
1981—DEL MAR DERBY (Juan Barrera)
1985—DEL MAR H. (Barberstown)
1986—TORREY PINES S. (Margaret Booth)
1987—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Savona Tower)
1987—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Davie’s Lamb)
1987—ESCONDIDO H. (Captain Vigors)
1988—FLEET TREAT S. (Anniversary Wish)
1988—ESCONDIDO H. (Mazliier)
1988—TORREY PINES S. (Affordable Price)
ROGELIO TREJOS (2)
1955—SAN DIEGO H. (Trigonometry)
1956—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Blue Vic)
HUBERT TRENT (3)
1946—INAUGURAL H. (Venus De Milo)
1946—LA JOLLA H. (First To Fight)
1948—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Star Fiddle)
ELVIS TRUJILLO (2)
2014—COUGAR II H. (Irish Surf)
2014—NATIVE DIVER H. (Big Cazanova)
STEVE VALDEZ (6)
1973—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Button Top)
1973—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 1st div. (Fairly Certain)
1973—dh—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 2nd div. (Dollar Discount)
1973—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Cutty)
1973—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Daddy's Datsun)
1974—PAOLOMAR H. (Sphere)
JOSE VALDIVIA, JR. (11)
2003—BARONA CUP H. (Fencelineneighbor)
2004—PAOLOMAR B.C. H. (Etoufle Montante)
2005—DAISYCUTTER H. (Fortunately)
2005—ALADDIN RESORT & CASINO H. (She's a Jewel)
† 2006—DEL MAR OAKS (Arravale)
2006—CTT & TOC H. (Candy Factory)
2006—DEL MAR DERBY (Get Funky)
2007—EL CAJON S., 2nd div. (Latin Rhythms)
2008—GREEN FLASH H. (Get Funky)
2009—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN' H. (Dewey's Special)
2012—SAN DIEGO H. (Rail Trip)
ANGEL VALENZUELA (3)
1961—JUNIOR MISS S. (Pixie Erin)
1962—BING CROSBY H., 2nd div. (Crazy Kid)
1963—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Moon Mad)
ISMAEL VALENZUELA (9)
1954—CTBA SALES S. (Guitlon Madero)
1957—OCEANSIDE H. (Royal Academy)
1957—SAN DIEGO H. (Eddie Schmidt)
1957—DEL MAR OAKS (Royal Rasher)
1957—PAOLOMAR H. (Myrtle)
1959—OCEANSIDE H. (Ole Fols)
1959—BING CROSBY H. (Ole Fols)
1969—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Luz Del Sol)
1970—GRADUATION S. (Paisano Prince)
MARIO VALENZUELA (2)
1966—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Windy Kate)
1967—OSUNITAS S. (Taliteeta)
PATRICK VALENZUELA (68)
1980—CTBA S. (Pro Or Con)
1980—DEL MAR OAKS (Plovin' Money)
1980—CABRILLO H. (Teddy Doon)
1980—JUNIOR DARLING S., 2nd div. (Ack's Secret)
1980—CHULA VISTA H. (Wayside Station)
1982—JUNIOR MISS S. (Some Kinda Flirt)
1983—Sorrento S. (Leading Ladybug)
1984—CHULA VISTA H. (Princess Rooney)
1984—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Kerber Co.)
1985—LA JOLLA MILE H. (Floating Reserve)
1985—JUNIOR MISS S. (Wee Lavaliere)
1985—Sorrento S. (Arewehavingfunyet)
1985—CABRILLO H. (Last Command)
1985—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Arewehavingfunyet)
1986—PAOLOMAR H. (Aberuschka)
1986—EDDIE READ H. (Al Mamoone)
1986—Sorrento S. (Brave Raj)
1986—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Bold Brawley)
1987—OSUNITAS H., 1st div. (Short Sleeves)
1987—SAN CLEMENTE S., 2nd div. (Future Bright)
1989—OCEANSIDE S. (Hawkster)
1989—DEL MAR DERBY (Hawkster)
1990—FANTASTIC GIRL H. (Jig's Jove)
1990—I'M SMOKIN S. (Best Pal)
1990—JUNIOR MISS S. (Cuddles)
1990—FLEET TREAT S. (Princess Royale)
1990—SAN CLEMENTE H., 2nd div. (Lonely Girl)
1990—BALBOA S. (Best Pal)
1990—TORREY PINES S. (Oo Sweet Thing)
1990—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Best Pal)
1991—LA JOLLA H. (Track Monarch)
1991—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Best Pal)
1991—SANDY BLUE S. (Classy Women)
1992—WICKERR H. (Luther Enchanter)
1992—JUNE DARLING H. (Bountiful Native)
1992—JUNIOR MISS S. (Best Dress)
1992—dh—DE ANZA S. (Boss Soss)
1992—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C. H. (Bountiful Native)
1992—GRADUATION S. (Sudden Hush)
1992—ESCONDIDO H. (Navarone)
1992—DEL MAR H. (Navarone)
1992—WICKERR S. (Bertrand)
1992—Sorrento S. (How So Oiseau)
1992—DEL MAR H. (Navarone)
1994—VIELLEVIGNE H. (Miss Dominique)
1994—ESCONDIDO H. (Dernier Empereur)
1996—DEL MAR H. (Dernier Empereur)
2002—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (True Phenomenon)
2002—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Kachamandi)
2003—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Beau's Town)
2003—GRADUATION S. (Don'tsellmeshort)
2003—LA JOLLA H. (Singletary)
2003—BEST PAL S. (Perfect Moon)
2003—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Joey Franco)
2005—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Best Pal)
2005—BING CROSBY H. (Cover Up)
2005—FLEET TREAT S. (Sugarinthemorning)
2014—DESI ARNAZ S. (Achiever's Legacy)
2014—CTT & TOC H. (Ann of the Dance)
2014—DESI ARNAZ S. (Achiever's Legacy)
DANNY VELASQUEZ (3)
1967—LAGUNA H. (Gamelight)
1969—SAN DIEGO 200TH ANNIV. H. (Time To Leave)
1969—PAOLOMAR H. (Time To Leave)
MERLIN VOLZKE (4)
1949—BING CROSBY H. (Cover Up)
1950—SOLANA BEACH H. (Brave Fox)
1961—DEL MAR H. (Scotland)
1969—LA JOLLA MILE (Eagle Fly)
NICK WALL (2)
1946—OSUNITAS S. (Just Lady)
1946—SAN DIEGO H. (Lovonsite)
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GEORGE WALLACE (1)
1947—DON DIEGO H. (Terry Bargello)

W.F. WARD (1)
1939—DEL MAR H. (Wedding Call)

RON WARREN, JR. (1)
1995—ESCONDIDO H. (Varadavour)

OWEN WEBSTER (3)
1937—CORONADO H. (Boss Martin)
1947—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Shawondasee)
1947—DEL MAR HOTEL (Candy Kane)

H. K. (DUKE) WELLINGTON (1)
1970—RAMONA H. (Hi Q.)

JACK WESTROPE (5)
1945—OSUNITAS S. (Copper Jade)
1945—RAMONA H. (Canina)
1945—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Shuffle)
1948—DEL MAR H. (Frankly)
1949—DEL MAR DERBY (Bolero)

ROBERT WHITE (1)
1961—OCEANSIDE H. (Shelbyville)

THOMAS WOLSKI (1)
1971—OCEANSIDE H. (Silent Pappa)

GEORGE WOOLF (1)
1938—MATCH RACE (Seabiscuit)

EDDIE YAGER (1)
1938—LA JOLLA H. (Dogaway)

ROY YAKA (2)
1962—GRADUATION S. (Slipped Disc)
1962—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Slipped Disc)

MIGUEL YANEZ (8)
1962—BING CROSBY H. (Sledge)
1963—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Braganza)
1964—OSUNITAS S. (Khal Ireland)
1965—OCEANSIDE H. (Switchback)
1965—ESCONDIDO H. (Switchback)
1967—BALBOA H., 2nd div. (Het's Cadet)
1968—SAN DIEGO H. (Rivet)
1968—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Cipher)

ROBERT YANEZ (2)
1961—DEL MAR OAKS (Fun House)
1961—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Spark Plug)

RAY YORK (18)
1953—BING CROSBY H. (Ode)
1955—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Miss Todd)
1955—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Blen Host)
1956—SAN DIEGO H. (Honeys Alibi)
1956—GRADUATION S. (Roger H.)
1957—BING CROSBY H. (How Now)
1957—CTBA SALES S. (Circle Lea)
1957—DEL MAR H. (How Now)
1958—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Khalita)
1959—CTBA SALES S. (Fays Night Out)
1959—PALOMAR H. (Sweet June)
1961—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Weldy)
1962—SAN DIEGO H. (Windy Sands)
1962—RAMONA H. (Fun House)
1962—BING CROSBY H., 1st div. (Sea Orbit)
1962—CTBA SALES S. (Kingomine)
1964—RAMONA H. (Jalousie II)
1964—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Admirably)

FRED ZEHR (1)
1945—LA JOLLA H. (Gold Boom)

FERRIL ZUFELT (2)
1941—GOLDEN STATE H. (Last Gold)
1941—LA JOLLA H. (Vain Grove)
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DEL MAR’S
Leading Trainers By Stakes Victories

Bob Baffert (108)  Ron McAnally (77)  Charlie Whittingham (74)

Robert Frankel (70)  Richard Mandella (53)  John Sadler (50)

D. Wayne Lukas (48)  Julio Canani (42)  Neil Drysdale (40)

A.T. Doyle (33)  Doug O’Neill (26)  David Hofmans (26)  Mel Stute (26)
Stakes Winning Trainers • Del Mar • 1937–2014

Stakes Winning Trainers
DEL MAR 1937–2014
† indicates Grade I race

BARRY ABRAMS (13)
1995—SANDY BLUE H. (Princess Afield)
1996—JUNE DARLING H. (Airistar)
1997—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Famous Digger)
† 1997—DEL MAR OAKS (Famous Digger)
2000—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H.
(Standing Ov Time)
2002—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Kachamandi)
2007—FLEET TREAT S. (Spender
(Chilukki)
2007—GENEROUS PORTION S.
(Golden Doc A)
2008—FLEET TREAT S. (Lethal Heat)
2008—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Lethal Heat)
2008—SOLANA BEACH H. (America’s Friend)
2009—COUGAR II H. (Unusual Suspect)
2011—LA JOLLA H. (Burns)

GEORGE ADAMS (2)
1963—OCEANSIDE H. (Nevada Battler)
1963—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Leisurely Kin)

JOHN H. ADAMS (8)
1961—SAN DIEGO H. (New Policy)
1963—LA JOLLA MILE, 2nd div. (Big Riff)
1963—DEL MAR DERBY, 1st div. (Big Riff)
1972—DEL MAR H., 1st div. (Hill Circus)
1973—PAOLMAR H., 1st div. (Meilleur)
1976—DEL MAR DERBY (Montespan)
1979—LA JOLLA MILE (Relaunch)
1979—DEL MAR DERBY (Relaunch)

W. F. ALVARADO (6)
1952—SAN DIEGO H. (Moonrush)
1953—SAN DIEGO H. (Goose Khal)
1955—CORONADO H. (Duece Admiral)
1956—SAN DIEGO H. (Honey’s Alibi)
1958—CTBA SALES S. (Monk’s Hood)

LAURIE N. ANDERSON (2)
1983—BING CROSBY H. (Chinook Pass)
1984—RAMONA H. (Flag De Lune)

MALCOLM ANDERSON (1)
1958—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Khalita)

OSCAR ANDERSON (1)
1965—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div.
(Roman Pleasure)

LANK AVANT (1)
1945—PAOLMAR H. (Double F.F.)

A.C. AVILA (7)
2000—ESCONDIDO H. (Alvo Certo)
2007—EL CAJON S., 1st div.
(Rush with Thunder)
† 2009—EDDIE READ S. (Global Hunter)
2010—dh—SANDY BLUE H. (Go Forth North)
2011—CTBA S. (Heleonor Rugby)
2011—GENEROUS PORTION S.
(Heleonor Rugby)
2011—TORREY PINES S. (Great Hot)

BOB BAFFERT (108)
1990—CTBA S. (Theresa’s Pleasure)
1991—JUNIOR MISS S. (Soviet Sojourn)
1991—SORRENTO S. (Soviet Sojourn)
1991—EL CAJON S. (Lettethehigoshossroll)
1992—BING CROSBY H. (Thirty Slews)
1992—dh—DE ANZA S. (Wheeler Oil)
1992—CERF S. (Magical Allure)
1993—CRAZY KID H. (Gundagia)
1995—SORRENTO S. (Batroyale)
1995—I’M SMOKIN S. (Argonnier)
1995—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Batroyale)
1996—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Argonnier)
1996—CRAZY KID H. (Lettethehigoshossroll)
1996—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Silver Charm)
1997—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Batoile)
† 1997—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Vivid Angel)
† 1997—DEL MAR DERBY (Anet)
1997—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Fiscal Year)
1997—EL CAJON S. (Best Star)
1997—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Souvenir Copy)
1998—FLEET TREAT S. (Magical Allure)
1998—WICKERR H. (Joe Who)
1998—SORRENTO S. (Silverbuckeday)
1998—BEST PAL S. (Mystic Manner)
1998—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Stalwart Tsu)
1998—CERF S. (Magical Allure)
† 1998—DEL MAR DUBUTANTE (Excellent Meeting)
1998—TORREY PINES S. (Magical Allure)
1998—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Joe Who)
1998—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Mystic Manner)
† 1999—EDDIE READ H. (Joe Who)
1999—SANDY BLUE S. (Tout Charmant)
1999—SORRENTO S. (Chilukki)
† 1999—DEL MAR OAKS (Tout Charmant)
† 1999—PACIFIC CLASSIC (General Challenge)
† 1999—VINERY DEL MAR DEBUTANTE
(Chilukki)
1999—EL CAJON S. (National Saint)
1999—RAMONA H. (Tuzla)
1999—I’M SMOKIN S. (Stormy Jack)
1999—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Forest Camp)
2000—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Stormy Jack)
2000—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Hookedonthefelin)
2000—GRADUATION S. (Arabian Light)
2000—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Stormy Jack)
2000—LA JOLLA H. (Purely Cozzene)
2000—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Love That Red)
2000—BEST PAL S. (Flame Thrower)
2000—DEL MAR B.C.H. (El Corredor)
2000—TORREY PINES S. (Saudi Poetry)
2000—EL CAJON S. (Spicy Stuff)
† 2000—RAMONA H. (Caffe Latte)
2000—CERF H. (Chilukki)
2000—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Flame Thrower)
2001—GRADUATION S. (Officer)
2001—PAT O’BRIEN H. (El Corredor)
2001—BEST PAL S. (Officer)
2001—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Favorite Funtime)
† 2001—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Habibi)
2001—DEL MAR B.C.H. (El Corredor)
2001—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Officer)
2002—GRADUATION S. (Icetea)
2002—BEST PAL S. (Kafwan)
2002—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Netherland)
2002—DEL MAR B.C.H. (Congaree)
2002—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Icetea)
2003—CTBA S. (Dirty Diana)
2004—FLEET TREAT S. (Western Hemisphere)
2004—BEST PAL S. (Roman Ruler)
2004—Sorrento S. (Inspiriting)
2004—Barona Cup H. (Shake Off)
2005—Best Pal S. (What a Song)
2005—Rancho Bernardo H. (Behaving Badly)
2005—Torrey Pines S. (Pussycat Doll)
2005—El Cajon S. (Follow the Rainbow)
2006—Rancho Bernardo H. (Behaving Badly)
2006—Windy Sands H. (Preachina thebar)
2006—Del Mar Debutante (Point Ashley)
2007—Windy Sands H. (Wanna Runner)
2008—Generous Portion S. (Ten Churros)
2008—Del Mar Futurity (Midshipman)
2009—Bing Crosby S. (Zensational)
2009—Best Pal S. (Lookin At Lucky)
2009—Del Mar Oaks (Internally flawless)
2009—Pat O'Brien S. (Zensational)
2009—Pacific Classic (Richard's Kid)
2009—Del Mar Futurity (Lookin At Lucky)
2010—Pat O'Brien S. (El Brujo)
2010—Pacific Classic (Richard's Kid)
2010—Adoration S. (Moon de French)
2010—Cerf S. (Fund Raiser)
2011—Bing Crosby S. (Euroears)
2011—Pat O'Brien S. (The Factor)
2011—Del Mar Futurity (Drill)
2012—Oceanside S., 1st div. (Midnight Crooner)
2012—San Clemente H. (Eden's Moon)
2012—Cougar II H. (Richard's Kid)
2012—Sorrento S. (Executiveprivilege)
2012—Sandby Blue H. (Lady Ten)
2012—Pat O'Brien S. (Capital Account)
2012—El Cajon S. (Fed Biz)
2012—Del Mar Debutante (Executiveprivilege)
2012—Del Mar Futurity (Rolling Fog)
2013—Fleet Treat S. (Sweet Marinii)
2013—Pat O'Brien S. (Fed Biz)
2013—TVG Pacific Classic (Game On Dude)
2014—San Diego H. (Fed Biz)
2014—Torrey Pines S. (Jojo Warrior)
2014—Del Mar Futurity (American Pharoah)

D.W. Baker (1)
2002—Generous Portion S. (Miss Nicolie)

F. J. Baker (2)
1941—Walter Connolly Memorial H. (Strength)
1941—Sierra H. (Argonne Woods)

Willard Baker (1)
1941—Golden State H. (Last Gold)

Richard Baltas (2)
† 2014—Bing Crosby S. (Big Macher)
2014—Cary Grant S. (Big Macher)

Alexis barba (1)
2012—Real Good Deal S. (Unusual Heatwave)

Albert Barrera (1)
1985—Del Mar Derby (First Norman)

Lazaro S. Barrera (13)
1977—Balboa S. (Spanish Way)
1978—San Clemente S., 2nd div. (Joe's Bee)
1979—Torrey Pines S. (Double Deceit)
1981—Balboa S. (The Captain)
1982—Oceanside S., 1st div. (The Captain)
1983—San Clemente S., 2nd div. (Litiya Bay)
1984—La Jolla Mile H. (Tights)
1984—Escondido H., 2nd div. (Pair of Deuces)
† 1986—Del Mar Futurity (Qualify)
1987—Palomar H. (Festivity)
1987—El Cajon S. (Sebrof)
1988—Pat O'Brien S. (Sebrof)
1988—La Jolla H. (Perfecting)

Luis Barrera (1)
1982—Del Mar Derby (Give Me Strength)

Olen Battles (1)
1984—Palomar H. (Moment To Buy)

Harold Beasy (1)
1959—Escondido H. (I Step)

L. G. Bedwell (1)
1937—Rancho Santa Fe H. (Indiantown)

T. R. (Ray) Bell, Jr. (5)
1976—Escondido H. (Silver Saber)
1979—Cabrillo H. (Quick Turnover)
1980—Escondido H. (Nain Bleu)
† 1994—Del Mar Oaks (Twice The Vice)
1995—Matching H. (Capraccotta)

Macdonald Benson (1)
2013—Oak Tree Juvenile Turf (Diamond Bachelor)

D. G. Bogert (1)
1940—Casa de Manana Hotel S. (Satin Coat)

Jeff Bonde (8)
2000—I'm Smokin S. (Shining Nuggets)
2004—CTBA S. (Sterling Cat)
2005—CTBA S. (Devons Smokin)
2005—Generous Portion S. (Sierra Sweetie)
2006—Sorrento S. (Untouched Talent)
† 2010—Bing Crosby S. (Smiling Tiger)
2012—Daisy Cutter H. (Nechez Dawn)
† 2013—Del Mar Debutante (She's a Tiger)

Chris Boreta (1)
1976—Graduation S. (Tale Of Power)

Kenneth Bowyer (3)
1967—Osunitas S. (Talleeta)
1972—Cabrillo H. (Imaginative)
1973—Graduation S. (Morse Way)

Randi Bradshaw (3)
1995—La Jolla H. (Petionville)
1997—Inverness Drive S. (Latin Dancer)
1998—Piedra Foundation H. (Sierra Virgen)

Lane Bridgford (1)
1958—Inaugural H. (Sweet Land)

Val Brinkerhoff (1)
2011—Inaugural H. (Raetodandty)

Ross Brinson (2)
1947—Quigley Memorial H. (Wheatfield)
1962—Del Mar Oaks (Savaii)

Max H. Britt (2)
1962—Graduation S. (Slipped Disc)
1962—Del Mar Futurity (Slipped Disc)

T. R. (Ray) Bell, Jr.

David Bernstein

Jeff Bonde

Laz Barrera
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L. J. BROOKS (6)
1967—BALBOA H., 2nd div. (Het’s Cadet)
1970—PALOMAR H., 1st div. (Lynne's Orphan)
1970—JUNIOR MISS S. (Conniving Princess)
1970—SORRENTO S., 2nd div. (Countess Market)
1976—DE ANZA S. (Tulsea)
1977—GRADUATION S. (Don F)

FRANK BROTHERS (2)
1992—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Real Street Blues)
1994—DEL MAR DERBY (Ocean Crest)

SAM BRUNSON (1)
1956—BING CROSBY H. (Colonel Mack)

JOHN BUCALO (1)
1979—OSUNITAS S. (Princess Toby)

T. M. BURNS (1)
1976—TORREY PINES S., 1st div. (Quintas Fannie)

W. BRET CALHOUN (1)
2008—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Storm Mesa)

SIMON CALLAGHAN (1)
2011—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Up In Time)

GORDON C. CAMPBELL (17)
1965—INAUGURAL H. (Poona Queen)
1965—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Poona Queen)
1965—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Century)
1967—BALBOA H., 1st div. (Acknowled)
1971—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Gowran Green)
1972—PALOMAR H. (Minstrel Miss)
1973—RAMONA H. (Minstrel Miss)
1974—DE ANZA S. (George Navonod)
1974—DEL MAR OAKS (Modus Vivendi)
1975—PALOMAR H. (Modus Vivendi)
1975—BING CROSBY H. (Messenger of Song)
1978—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Misrepresentation)
1978—DE ANZA S. (Flying Paster)
1978—DEL MAR DERBY (Misrepresentation)
1978—BALBOA S. (Flying Paster)
1982—TORREY PINES S. (Agitated Lady)

JULIO C. CANANI (42)
1975—OCEANSIDE H. (Willmar)
1987—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Davie's Lamb)
1988—OCEANSIDE S. (Silver Circus)
1988—DEL MAR DERBY (Silver Circus)
1989—EL CAJON S. (Bruho)
1990—WINDY SANDS H. (Kansas City)
1990—SANDSHARK H. (Eratone)
1991—WICKER H. (Blaze O'Brien)
1998—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Ladies Din)
1998—LA JOLLA H. (Ladies Din)
1998—OSUNITAS H. (Tuzla)
1998—DEL MAR DERBY (Ladies Din)
1998—PALOMAR H. (Tuzla)
1999—ESCONDIDO H. (Astabard)
1999—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Regal Thunder)
1999—DEL MAR DERBY (Val Royal)
† 2000—EDDIE READ H. (Ladies Din)
2000—PALOMAR H. (Tranquility Lake)
2001—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Tranquility Lake)
2001—PALOMAR H. (Tranquility Lake)
2002—WICKER H. (Special Ring)
† 2003—EDDIE READ H. (Special Ring)

NICK CANANI (3)
1998—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Sicy d’Alsace)
† 1998—DEL MAR OAKS (Sicy d’Alsace)
1999—DEL MAR H. (Sayarshan)

WILLIAM T. CANNEY (2)
1974—OSUNITAS S. (Ready Wit)
1989—GRADUATION S. (French Seventyfive)

DARRELL CANNON (2)
1948—CORONADO H. (Denali)

JOSEPH CANNON (1)
1989—OSUNITAS H. (Nikishika)

JOHN CANTY (13)
1962—BING CROSBY H., 2nd div. (Crazy Kid)
1962—DEL MAR H. (Crazy Kid)
1963—CTBA SALES S. (Prender)
1965—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Rullahline)
1967—JUNIOR MISS S. (Time To Leave)
1969—SAN DIEGO 200TH ANNIV. H. (Time To Leave)
1969—PALOMAR H. (Time To Leave)
1970—OCEANSIDE H. (Rullah Fols)
1971—PALOMAR H., 1st div. (Street Dancer)
1971—RAMONA H. (Street Dancer)
1971—DEL MAR FUTURITY, 2nd div. (D.B. Carm)
1972—RAMONA H. (Street Dancer)
1977—SAN DIEGO H. (Mark’s Place)

PAULA CAPESTRO (2)
2006—FLEET TREAT S. (River’s Prayer)
2007—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (River’s Prayer)

JACK CARAVA (3)
1997—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (First Intent)
2001—CERF H. (Global)
† 2006—BING CROSBY H. (Pure as Gold)

RUBEN CARDENAS (2)
2003—GENEROUS PORTION S. (She’s Gottageway)
2011—CTT & TOC H. (Private Affair)

R. F. CARMAN, JR. (2)
1937—OCEANSIDE H. (King Saxon)
1938—SAN DIEGO H. (King Saxon)

LOUIS R. CARNO (6)
1964—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Victory Beauty)
1965—GRADUATION S. (Tiny’s Son)
1980—SORRENTO S. (Native Fancy)
1980—TORREY PINES S. (Summer Siren)
1982—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Northern Style)
1982—CABRILLO H. (Caterman)

FRANK L. CARR (2)
1957—SAN DIEGO H. (Eddie Schmidt)
1960—SAN DIEGO H. (Eddie Schmidt)

MARK CASSE (4)
2014—BEST PAL S. (Skyway)
2014—SEABISCUIT H. (Kaigun)
2014—CECIL B. DEMILLE S. (Conquest Typhoon)
2014—JIMMY DURANTE S. (Oi! Fashion Gal)

JAMES CASSIDY (11)
2003—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Katdogawn)
† 2005—DELMAR OAKS (Singhalese)
2006—VIEJAS CASINO H. (Maxxi Arte)
2007—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Passified)
2009—OSUNITAS S. (Meydan Princess)
† 2010—EDDIE READ S. (The Usual Q.T.)
2010—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Evening Jewel)
† 2010—DELMAR OAKS (Evening Jewel)
2013—EL CAJON S. (Holy Lute)
† 2014—EDDIE READ S. (Tom's Tribute)
2014—DELMAR MILE (Tom's Tribute)

WAYNE CATALANO (1)
2008—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Lewis Michael)

BEN D.A. CECIL (14)
1996—ESCONDIDO H. (Dernier Empereur)
1996—DELMAR H. (Dernier Empereur)
1997—STREET DANCER S. (Miss Universal)
1999—WICKERR H. (Crystal Hearted)
1999—SOLONA BEACH S. (Poteen)
1999—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Crystal Hearted)
† 2001—DELMAR OAKS (Golden Apples)
2006—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Prenuptial)
2007—LA JOLLA H. (Worldly)
2007—DAISY CUTTER H. (Red Diadem)
2008—C TT & TOC H. (Marzelline)
2009—DELMAR MILE (Ferneley)
2011—OSUNITAS S. (Andina)
2011—WINDY SANDS H. (Shediak)

LEWIS CENICOLA (3)
1992—TORREY PINES S. (Interactive)
1994—FLEET TREAT S. (Aristar)
1994—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Uncaged Fury)

VLADIMIR CERIN (10)
2000—RELAUNCH S. (Designed For Luck)
2001—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Lonesome Dude)
2003—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Designed For Luck)
2005—LA JOLLA H. (Willow O Wisp)
2005—DELMAR DERBY (Willow O Wisp)
† 2007—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Student Council)
2008—WINDY SANDS H. (Albertus Maximus)
2009—OCEANSIDE S. (Afleet Eagle)
2009—ADORATION S. (Briecat)
2012—C TT & TOC H. (Let's Go Cheyenne)

JAMES CHAPMAN (2)
2000—SURRENTO S. (Give Praise)
2002—CTBA S. (Humorous Lady)

DONALD CHATLOS (1)
2003—LA JOLLA H. (Singletary)

RICHARD W. CHEW (2)
1965—DELMAR DERBY (Hasty Trip)
1972—OSUNITAS S. (2nd div. (Our Madam Lucky)

FRANK E. CHILDS (7)
1949—LA JOLLA H. (Dinner Gong)
1949—DELMAR DERBY (Bolero)
1953—ADIOS H. (Berseem)
1957—DELMAR OAKS (Royal Rasher)
1958—DELMAR FUTURITY (Tommy Lee)
1961—DELMAR FUTURITY (Weldy)
1964—GRADUATION S. (2nd div. (Arkroni)

ROGER E. CLAPP (3)
1976—PALOMAR H. (Just a Kick)
1976—LA JOLLA MILE S. (Today 'N Tomorrow)
1977—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Lullaby Song)

R. T. CLARKE (1)
1949—LABOR DAY H. (Brave Fox)

CHRISTOPHE CLEMENT (5)
2002—PALOMAR H. (Voodoo Dancer)
† 2007—DELMAR OAKS (Ruthierienne)
† 2007—DELMAR OAKS (Ruthierienne)
2008—PALOMAR H. (Vacare)
† 2013—DELMAR OAKS (Discreet Marq)

GENE CLEVELAND (3)
1976—CABRILLO H. (Branford Court)
1976—EDDIE READ H. (Branford Court)
1979—CORONADO S. (Princess Karenda)

VINCENT CLYNE (6)
1974—SURRENTO S. (Spout)
1974—EDDIE READ H. (My Old Friend)
1976—BALBOA S. (Visible)
1976—DELMAR FUTURITY (Visible)
1977—DELMAR DERBY (Text)
1990—ESCONDIDO H. (Rial)

RILEY S. COFER (3)
1966—OSUNITAS S. (1st div. (Windy Kate)
1968—OSUNITAS S. (2nd div. (Cipher)
1993—JUNE DARLING H. (Belle of Paducah)

CHARLES A. COMISKEY (5)
1960—ESCONDIDO H. (Cleave)
1963—LA JOLLA MILE, 1st div. (Top Light)
1964—OCEANSIDE H. (Soldier Girl)
1964—BING CROSBY H. (Soldier Girl)
1964—PALOMAR H. (Soldier Girl)

MELODY CONLON (1)
2011—SURRENTO S. (Mighty Caroline)

CLYDE CONWAY (1)
1968—PALOMAR H. (Pacific Cross)

JEFF COPLAND (1)
1990—EL CAJON S. (Asia)

REGINALD CORNELL (8)
1952—PALOMAR H. (Sincerely)
1955—ESCONDIDO H. (Arrogate)
1955—DELMAR H. (Arrogate)
1956—CTBA SALES S. (Swirling Abbey)
1956—DELMAR DEBUTANTE (Blue Vic)
1956—DELMAR FUTURITY (Swirling Abbey)
1956—DELMAR H. (Arrogate)
1958—DELMAR H. (Noredski)

FRANK COVELLO (1)
1995—CRAZY KID H. (G Malleah)

VIC COWDELL (1)
1957—LA JOLLA H. (No Bumps)

LEE COX (1)
1955—JUNIOR MISS S. (Neva T.)
ROBERT CRAFT (3)
1969—GRADUATION S. (Swarming Bee)
1973—SAN CLEMENTE S (Button Top)
1973—ESCONDIDO H. (Tannyhill)

JOHN CRAIGMYLE (1)
1955—PALOMAR H. (Robinar)

RICHARD L. CROSBY (1)
1959—LA JOLLA MILE (King Ara)

RICHARD J. CROSS (5)
1983—PALOMAR H. (Triple Tipple)
1987—DEL MAR OAKS (Lizzy Hare)
1992—HONEY FOX H. (Silvered)
† 1994—EDDIE READ H. (Approach The Bench)
1997—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Churchland)

WILLIAM CURNIN (2)
1988—OSUNITAS H., 1st div. (Griefaggravation)
2007—ADORATION H. (Fun Logic)

PHIL D’AMATO (4)
2014—WICKERR S. (Lil Bit O’Fun)
2014—DEL MAR H. (Big John B)
2014—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Long Hot Summer)
2014—DEL MAR DERBY (Midnight Storm)

HARRY L. DANIELS (3)
1947—CASA DE MANANA S. (Shawondasee)
1949—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Your Host)
1951—DEL MAR DERBY (Granitor)

RAFAEL DELEON (1)
2008—CECTH H., 1st div. (Highland Torree)

ARMANDO DE LA CERDA (1)
† 2014—MTRAIRCH S. (La Tia)

JACK DELZELL (1)
1973—DEL MAR H. (Red Reality)

LAURA DE SEROUX (6)
2002—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Little Treasure)
2002—SANDY BLUE H. (Ristra)
2002—CLEM HIRSCH H. (Azeri)
† 2002—DEL MAR OAKS (Dublinio)
2003—CLEM HIRSCH H. (Azeri)
2005—WINDY SANDS H. (Total Impact)

KEITH DESORMEAUX (1)
2014—OSUNITAS S. (Cozze Up Lady)

CHARLES DICKENS (1)
1957—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Sally Lee)

MICHAEL DICKINSON (1)
1995—DEL MAR DERBY (Da Hoss)

JOHN DOLAN (1)
2000—SOLANA BEACH H. (Lazy Susan)

CRAIG DOLLASE (10)
1998—GRADUATION S. (Daring General)
1999—RELAUNCH S. (Kalbo)
2004—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Elloluv)
† 2006—JOHN C. MAEDE H. (Dancing Edie)
2007—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Ten a Penny)
2007—CTHA S. (Treadmill)
2007—SOLANA BEACH H. (Bai and Bai)
2010—DASICUTTER H. (Bonificcio)
2010—WINDY SANDS H. (Tropic Storm)
2014—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN H. (Rock Me Baby)

WALLACE DOLLASE (11)
1985—GRADUATION S. (Bolger Magic)
1985—DE ANZA S. (Bolger Magic)
1986—DE ANZA S (Bold Jade)
1986—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Momentus)
1994—CHBPA S. (Cozze Mike)
1995—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Jewel Princess)
1997—SORRENTO S. (Career Collection)
1998—KOBUK KING S. (Military)
1998—BAYAKOA H. (Sharp Cat)
1998—CHULA VISTA H. (Sharp Cat)
2003—DEL MAR H. (Irish Warrior)

CAESAR DOMINGUEZ (1)
1992—WINDY SANDS H. (Regal Groom)

LEONARD DORFMAN (3)
1980—STAR FIDDLER S. (Minnesota Regal)
1981—LA JOLLA MILE S. (Minnesota Chief)
1987—JUNE DARLING S. (Joni U. Bar)

A. T. (TOMMY) DOYLE (33)
1958—JUNIOR MISS S. (Beautiful Lily)
1959—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Darling June)
1959—PALOMAR H. (Sweet June)
1960—JUNIOR MISS S. (Betty’s Fortune)
1966—JUNIOR MISS S., 2nd div. (Native Honey)
1966—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Ali’s Theme)
1966—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Native Honey)
1968—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fourth Round)
1971—CTBA S. (MacArthur Park)
1971—BING CROSBY H. (Haveago)
1971—DE ANZA S. (McArthur Park)
1971—ESCONDIDO H. (Born Wild)
1971—DEL MAR FUTURITY, 1st div. (MacArthur Park)
1972—SORRENTO S. (Windy’s Daughter)
1972—DEL MAR OAKS (House of Cards)
1972—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Windy’s Daughter)
1973—JUNIOR MISS S. (Fleet Peach)
1973—SORRENTO S. (Fleet Peach)
1973—DEL MAR OAKS (Sandy Blue)
1973—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fleet Peach)
1974—JUNIOR MISS S. (Miss Tokyo)
1975—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Miss Francesca)
1975—SAN CLEMENTE S., 2nd div. (Princess Papulee)
1976—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Go March)
1976—DEL MAR OAKS (Go March)
1976—SORRENTO S. (Telferrner)
1976—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Telferrner)
1977—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Teisen LaF)
1977—PALOMAR H. (Dancing Feme)
1977—RAMONA H. (Dancing Feme)
1980—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Raja’s Delight)
1983—JUNE DARLING S. (Whata Belle)
1984—JUNIOR MISS S. (Doon’s Baby)

J. F. DRAKE (1)
1976—JUNIOR MISS S. (Lullaby)

ALLEN DRUMHELLER, SR. (5)
1950—INAUGURAL H. (Fighting Jodo)
1950—LAGUNA BEACH H. (Special Touch)
1950—SAN DIEGO H. (Manynuck)
1950—OCEANSIDE H. (Special Touch)
1954—GRADUATION S. (Guerrero)

NEIL DRYSDALE (40)
1984—CHULA VISTA H. (Princess Rooney)
1984—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Pleasure Cay)
† 1985—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Tasso)
1986—EL CAJON S. (Tasso)
1987—DEL MAR DERBY (Deputy Governor)
† 1988—EDDIE READ H. (Deputy Governor)
1991—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C. H. (Cascading Gold)
1993—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Hollywood Wildcat)
1993—DEL MAR OAKS (Hollywood Wildcat)
1994—RELAUNCH S. (Exalto)
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T. W. (WALLY) DUNN (4)

1995—KOBUK KING S. (Party Season)
1995—BING CROSBY H. (Gold Land)
1996—STREET DANCER S. (Jah)
1997—WICKERK H. (Mufattish)
1998—HOW NOW S. (Legend Of Russia)
1999—KOBUK KING S. (Tanaasa)
1999—FINLANDIA CUP S. (Major Hero)
2000—HONEY FOX H. (Keemoon)
† 2000—DELMAR OAKS (No Matter What)
2001—KOBUK KING S. (Beat All)
2001—SANDY BLUE S. (Live Your Dreams)
2001—HONEY FOX H. (Keemoon)
2001—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Sarafan)
† 2002—EDDIE READ H. (Sarafan)
2003—WICKERK H. (Touch of the Blues)
2003—OSUNITAS H. (Arabic Song)
2003—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Sarafan)
† 2004—JOHN C. MABEE H. (Musical Chimes)
2004—ESCONDIDO H. (Sarafan)
2005—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Becruz)
2005—CTT & TOC H. (Cold Cold Woman)
2006—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Obrigado)
† 2006—EDDIE READ H. (Aragorn)
2006—WICKERK H. (Becruz)
2006—DELMAR B.C. MILE (Aragorn)
2007—WICKERK H. (Becruz)
2010—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Liberian Freighter)
2011—COUGAR II H. (Bourbon Bay)
2013—CTT & TOC H. (Topic)
2014—RED CARPET H. (Three Hearts)

JOSEPH S. DUNN (11)

1958—OCEANSIDE H. (Sir Ruler)
1958—LA JOLLA H. (Sir Ruler)
1960—DELMAR DERBY (Nagea)
1960—DELMAR DEBUTANTE (Amri-An)
1961—JUNIOR MISS S. (Pixie Erin)
1961—LA JOLLA MILE (Apple)
1961—PALOMAR H. (Nascania)
1962—INAUGURAL H. (Amri-An)
1962—DELMAR DERBY (Bayou Bourg)
1968—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sniffen Court)
1969—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Hula Bend)

T. W. (WALLY) DUNN (4)

1952—LA JOLLA H. (Arroz)
1955—DELMAR DERBY (Hi Pardner)
1963—JUNIOR MISS S. (Blue Norther)
1968—dh—DELMAR DERBY (Glory Hallelujah)

HARRY DUNSTER (1)

1946—dh—BING CROSBY H. (Indian Watch)

JERRY DUTTON (4)

1989—FLEET TREAT S. (Linda Card)
1998—I'M SMOKIN S. (I'monfireforyou)
2004—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Wild Babe)
2004—GRADUATION S. (Senor Fango)

RONALD ELLIS (18)

1980—CARLSBAD H. (To B. Or Not)
1986—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Bold Brawley)
1990—SEASIDE H. (Serena Blake)
1994—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Changed Tune)
1994—I'M SMOKIN S. (Profit Margin)
1995—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Profit Margin)
1995—CERF S. (Denim Yenem)
1995—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Profit Margin)
1997—DELMAR B.C. H. (Benchmark)
1999—OSUNITAS H. (Que Belle)
2002—OSUNITAS H. (Dyna's Club)
2004—DELMAR FUTURITY (Declan's Moon)
2007—EL CAJON S., 2nd div. (Latin Rhythms)

PETER EURTON (4)

2007—HARRY F BRUBAKER H. (Masterpiece)
2009—WINDY SANDS S. (Star Nicholas)
2010—SOLANA BEACH H. (Bran Jammis)
† 2011—DELMAR DEBUTANTE

BART B. EVANS (1)

2010—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Wasted Tears)

JERRY FANNING (23)

1966—CTBA SALES S. (Old Adobe)
1967—SORRENTO S. (Windor Honey)
1970—CTBA SALES S. (Kfar Tov)
1970—DE ANZA S. (Kfar Tov)
1972—JUNIOR MISS S. (Rosalie Mae Wynn)
1975—DE ANZA S. (Imacornishprince)
1976—OSUNITAS S. (Sweet Robbery)
1979—DE ANZA S. (Stiff Diamond)
1979—CHULA VISTA H. (He's Dewan)
1980—BING CROSBY H. (Reb's Golden Ale)
1980—CORONADO S. (Astrious)
1981—CTBA S. (A Kiss For Luck)
1982—CORONADO S. (Issues n' Answers)
1983—CORONADO S. (Manicure Kit)
1984—SAN DIEGO H. (Ancestral)
1984—DE ANZA S. (Lomax)
1987—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Miss Alto)
1988—TORREY PINES S. (Affordable Price)
1990—FLEET TREAT S. (Princess Royalty)
1991—BING CROSBY H. (Brihu)
1991—PAT O'BRIEN B.C. H. (Brihu)
1991—CTBA S. (Wine 'N Music)
1995—TORREY PINES S. (Main Slew)

JUDE FELD (5)

1991—BAYAKOA H. (Vieille Vigne)
1991—HONEY FOX H. (Freya Stark)
1991—CHULA VISTA H. (Vieille Vigne)
1992—BAYAKOA H. (Vieille Vigne)
1996—EL CAJON S. (Ready To Order)

L. R. (ROSS) FENSTERMAKER (3)

1981—DELMAR DEBUTANTE (Skifful Joy)
1982—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Inflation Beater)
1984—DELMAR H. (Precisionist)

HARRY FIELD (1)

1947—OSUNITAS S. (Dark Belito)

WILLIAM B. FINNEGAN (16)

1937—SAN DIEGO H. (Clean Out)
1937—LAGUNA BEACH H. (Some Devil)
1937—ESCONDIDO H. (Clean Senor)
1938—MOTION PICTURE H. (Dogway)
1938—LA JOLLA MILE (Dogway)
1938—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Morning Breeze)
1950—BING CROSBY H. (Imperium)
1950—BING CROSBY H. (Imperium)
1950—CORONADO H. (War Poppy)
1952—DELMAR H. (Grantor)
1954—DELMAR FUTURITY (Blue Ruler)
1955—LA JOLLA H. (Hillar y)
1959—OCEANSIDE H. (Ole Fols)
1959—BING CROSBY H. (Ole Fols)
1968—DELMAR OAKS (Greta)
1969—LA JOLLA MILE (Eagle Fly)
1969—RAMONA H., 2nd div. (Greta)

Peter Eurton

Jerry Fanning

Joe Dunn

Jerry Dutton

Ron Ellis

Bill Finnegan
ENRIQUE FLORES (1)
1988—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Vegas Eagle)

ALBERT FOSTER (1)
1957—CTBA SALES S. (Circle Lea)

ROBERT FRANKEL (70)
1973—OCEANSIDE H. (Expression)
1973—BING CROSBY H. (Pataha Prince)
1975—ESCONDIDO H. (Buck Price)
1976—SAN DIEGO H. (Good Report)
1977—EDDIE READ H. (No Turning)
1981—OCEANSIDE S. 2nd div. (Buen Chico)
1981—EDDIE READ H. (Wickerr)
1981—STAR FIDDLER S. (Dena Jo)
1982—SAN DIEGO H. (Wickerr)
1982—EDDIE READ H. (Wickerr)
1984—BING CROSBY H. (Night Mover)
1984—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Fashionably Late)
1984—DEL MAR OAKS (Fashionably Late)
1986—PALOMAR H. (Aberuschka)
1986—EDDIE READ H. (Al Mamoon)
1988—PALOMAR H. (Chapel of Dreams)
1989—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Darby's Daughter)
† 1989—EDDIE READ H. (Saratoga Passage)
1990—FANTASTIC GIRL H. (Jig's Jove)
† 1990—RAMONA H. (Double Wedge)
1990—CABRILLO H. (Pisserden)
1991—PALOMAR H. 1st div. (Guiza)
1991—ESCONDIDO H. (Berillon)
1991—DEL MAR DERBY (Eternity Star)
1991—SANDSHARK H.S. (Mr. P And Max)
1992—WICKERR H. (Luther Encheurte)
† 1992—EDDIE READ H. (Marquetry)
† 1992—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Missionary Ridge)
1993—ESCONDIDO H. (Luazur)
† 1993—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Bertrand)
1993—HOW NOW H. (Idle Son)
1993—DEL MAR H. (Luczur)
† 1994—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Tinniers Way)
1994—PALOMAR H. (Shir Dar)
1995—OCEANSIDE S. 2nd div. (Chilly Billy)
† 1995—RAMONA H. (Possibly Perfect)
† 1995—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Tinniers Way)
1996—SAN CLEMENTE H. (True Flare)
1997—KOBUK KING S. (Cloud Forest)
† 1997—EDDIE READ H. (Expeled)
† 1998—RAMONA H. (See You Soon)
1998—SENATOR MADDY S. (The Exeter Man)
1999—SAN DIEGO H. (Mazel Trick)
1999—PALOMAR H. (Happyanyonoi)
2000—WICKERR H. (Riviera)
2000—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Uncharted Haven)
2000—SANDY BLUE S. (Hastenby)
2000—SAN DIEGO H. (Skimming)
2000—NAVARONE S. (Six Zero)
2000—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Auction House)
† 2000—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Skimming)
2000—DEL MAR H. (Northern Quest)
2001—WICKERR H. (Tady Quill)
2001—SAN DIEGO H. (Skimming)
2001—LA JOLLA H. (Marine)
† 2001—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Skimming)
2001—FINLANDIA CUP H. (Tates Creek)
2001—DEL MAR H. (Timboroa)
2002—OCEANSIDE S. 2nd div. (True Phenomenon)
2002—ESCONDIDO H. (Dance Dreamer)
2002—LA JOLLA H. (Inesperado)
2002—DEL MAR DERBY (Inesperado)
† 2003—JOHN C. MABEE H. (Megaheertz)
2004—PALOMAR B.C. H. (Etoile Montante)
2005—PALOMAR B.C. H. (Intercontinental)
2005—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Three Valleys)
2006—ADORATION H. (Neuly)
† 2007—JOHN C. MABEE H. (Precious Kitten)
2007—PALOMAR H. (Precious Kitten)

R. N. FREE (1)
1976—CTBA S. (King's Mink)

EDWARD FREEMAN (2)
2013—CTBA S. (Sprouts)
2014—BETTY GRABLE S. (More Complexity)

NEIL FRENCH (1)
1982—BING CROSBY H. (Pencil Point)

JACQUE FULTON (1)
1992—FLEET TREAT S. (Blonde Fever)

JOHN FULTON (2)
1980—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Plenty O'Toole)
1980—LEUCADIA H. (Pente O'Tooile)

CARLA GAINES (15)
1997—VIELLEVIGNE H. (Rhythmninja)
2001—SOLANA BEACH H. (Top Of Our Game)
2002—SOLANA BEACH H. (Super High)
2006—GRADUATION S. (Spot the Diplomat)
2006—I'M SMOKIN S. (Spot the Diplomat)
2007—CLEMENT I HIRSCH S. (Nashoba's Key)
2009—FLEET TREAT S. (Excessive Blend)
2009—SANDY BLUE H. (Excessive Blend)
2009—I'M SMOKIN S. (John Scott)
2009—PIRATE'S BOUNTY S. (Dancing in Silks)
2010—COUGAR II H. (Tempel City)
2012—GREEN FLASH H. (Shrug)
2012—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Winding Way)
2012—HARRY F BRUBAKER S. (John Scott)
2013—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Gervinho)

PATRICK GALLAGHER (11)
1998—STREET DANCER S. (Penne)
2000—DEL MAR DERBY (Walklikeaduck)
2003—FLEET TREAT S. (Tucked Away)
2004—SOLANA BEACH H. (Tucked Away)
2005—CLEMENT I HIRSCH H. (Tucked Away)
† 2008—DEL MAR OAKS (Magical Fantasy)
2009—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Starlarks)
† 2009—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Magical Fantasy)
2010—CTT & TOC H. (Princess Taylor)
2013—LA JOLLA H. (Dice Flavor)
2014—KATHYNS CROSBY S. (Queen Of The Sand)

JUAN GARCIA (1)
2004—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Dream of Summer)

GREG GILCHRIST (6)
1981—DEL MAR DERBY (Juan Barrera)
1991—I'M SMOKIN S. (Bigger Issues)
1993—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Cantua Creek)
1994—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Work The Crowd)
1994—SHOWDOWN AT THE SEASHORE S. (Soviet Problem)
1999—GRADUATION S. (Royal Irish)

JACK GIRONDA (1)
1945—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Prince Leroy)

MARK GLATT (2)
2012—FLEET TREAT S. (Starlight Magic)
2014—PIRATE'S BOUNTY S. (Ankeny Hill)
LOUIS GLAUBURG (8)
1964—JUNIOR MISS S. (Admirably)
1964—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Admirably)
1966—INAUGURAL H. (Admirably)
1967—INAUGURAL H. (Admirably)
1967—PALOMAR H. (Admirably)
1971—PALOMAR H. 2nd div. (Opening Bid)
1972—LA JOLLA MILE (Solar Salute)
1974—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Bubblewin)

JOHN GLENNEY (1)
2001—LETITRIIDE.COM S. (Kim Loves Bucky)

JUAN (PACO) GONZALEZ (7)
1991—JUNE DARLING H. (Nice Assay)
1992—OSUNITAS S. (Visible Gold)
1996—RELAUNCH H. (Dylee)
† 1998—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Free House)
1999—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Snowberg)
1999—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Hollycombe)
† 2002—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Came Home)

A. J. GORSKY (1)
1965—PALOMAR H. (Jam N Jellie)

JOHN H. M. GOSDEN (13)
1982—PALOMAR H. 2nd div. (Star Pastures)
1982—LA JOLLA MILE. 2nd div. (Take The Floor)
1983—SAN DIEGO H. (Bates Motel)
1983—DEL MAR H. (Bel Bolide)
1984—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Go Dancer)
1985—DEL MAR H. (Barberstown)
1986—TORREY PINES S. (Margaret Booth)
1987—CTBA S. (Hasty Pasty)
1987—EDDIE READ H. (Sharrood)
1987—SORRENTO S. (Hasty Pasty)
1988—ESCONDIDO H. (Mapzelier)
1988—DEL MAR H. (Sword Dance)
† 1988—RAMONA H. (Annoconnor)

LEONARD GRAY (1)
1959—GRADUATION S. (Bright Tiny)

C. BEAU GREELY (1)
† 2005—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Borrogo)

WALTER GREENMAN (5)
1996—SAN DIEGO H. (Savinio)
1996—HONEY FOX H. (Admise)
1996—MATCHING H. (Admise)
1999—CTT & TOC H. (Sterling Heights)
1999—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Kits Peak)

EDWIN GREGSON (20)
1978—LA JOLLA MILE (Singal)
1979—CTBA S. (Kirby Muxloe)
1979—DEL MAR H. (Ardiente)
1980—OCEANSIDE S. (Aristocratical)
1980—LA JOLLA MILE (Aristocratical)
1980—CHULA VISTA H., 1st div. (Wayside Station)
1981—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Gato Del Sol)
1983—CABRILLO H. (Gato Del Sol)
1984—DEL MAR DERBY (Tsunami Slew)
1985—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Varick)
1985—SAN DIEGO H. (Super Diamond)
1985—EDDIE READ H. (Tsunami Slew)
1986—WINDY SANDS S. (Varick)
1987—SAN DIEGO H. (Super Diamond)
1990—DEL MAR OAKS (Slew Of Pearls)
1993—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Dare To Duel)
1995—WICKERR S. (Royal Chariot)
1995—DEL MAR H. (Royal Chariot)
1996—HOW NOW H. (Golden Post)
1998—GENEROUS PORTION (Controlled)

T. C. GRIFFIN (1)
1937—INDEPENDENCE DAY H. (Tonta)

T. D. GRIMES (1)
1946—OSUNITAS S. (Just Lady)

ERIC GUILLOT (4)
2007—BEST PAL S. (Salute the Sarge)
2009—SORRENTO S. (Mi Sueno)
† 2009—DARLEY DEBUTANTE (Mi Sueno)
2012—OAK TREE JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (Renee’s Queen)

IRVIN GUINEY (3)
1987—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Savona Tower)
1987—GRADUATION S. (Purdue King)
1987—BALBOA S. (Purdue King)

JORGE GUTIERREZ (2)
2006—SOLANA BEACH H. (Sip One for Mom)
2010—dh—SANDY BLUE H. (Warren’s Jitterbug)

J. E. HADDEN (1)
1952—JUNIOR MISS S. (Khalati)

SCOTT HANSEN (1)
2011—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Chiloquin)

MIKE HARRINGTON (8)
1996—BEST PAL S. (Swiss Yodeler)
2001—I’M SMOKIN S. (Sharper Too)
2003—I’M SMOKIN S. (Dave the Dude)
2010—CTBA S. (Swiss Wild Cat)
2010—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Hi Ho Yodeler)
2011—BEST PAL S. (Causeative)
2012—CTBA S. (Tilde)
2012—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Tilde)

M. M. HARRISON (2)
1938—HOTEL DEL CORONADO H. (Kenty Miss)
1949—CORONADO H. (Zenoda)

GEORGE D. HARTSTONE (1)
1981—JUNE DARLING S., 1st div. (Peppy’s Lucky Girl)

EOIN HARTY (4)
2001—SORRENTO S. (Tempera)
2003—SORRENTO S. (Tizdubai)
2008—SAN DIEGO H. (Well Armed)
2009—WICKERR S. (Colonel John)

ALEX HASSINGER (1)
1994—VIELLEVIGNE H. (Miss Dominique)

JACK HAYNES (1)
1992—dh—DE ANZA S. (Boss Soss)

BRUCE HEADLEY (14)
1991—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Bertrando)
1997—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Tiffany Diamond)
1997—CRAZY KID S. (Lakota Brave)
1998—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Tiffany Diamond)
1998—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Son of a Pistol)
2000—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Kona Gold)
2001—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Kona Gold)
2001—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Kalookan Queen)
2001—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Kalookan Queen)
2002—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Kalookan Queen)
2002—TURREY PINES S. (Got Koko)
2005—FLEET TREAT S. (Soldiers Kiss)
† 2008—BING CROSBY H. (Street Boss)
2009—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (M One Rifle)
BLAKE HEAP (3)
1987—BING Crosby H. (Zany Tactics)
1987—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Zany Tactics)
1996—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Flying In The Lane)

E. J. HEFFERON (1)
1939—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Tay Sweep)

MOSIER HELM (2)
1939—LONG BEACH H. (Red Pepper)
1939—HOTEL DEL MAR S. (Carmenita)

ROSEMARY HENDERSON (1)
1977—CABRILLO H. (Proud Birdie)

DAN L. HENDRICKS (13)
1987—FLEET TREAT S. (Toulange)
1989—DEL MAR OAKS (Stylish Star)
1992—FANTASTIC GIRL O.H. (Bountiful Native)
1992—JUNE DARLING H. (Bountiful Native)
1992—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C. H. (Bountiful Native)
1995—FLEET TREAT S. (Sound Wisdom)
1997—I'M SMOKIN S. (Buttons N Moes)
1997—PALOMAR H. (Blushing Heiress)
2000—OSUNITAS H. (Smooth Player)
2003—GRADUATION S. (Don'tsselmeshort)
2006—ESCONDIDO H. (Runaway Dancer)
2006—CTT & TOC H. (Candy Factory)
2014—COUGAR II H. (Irish Surf)

BOB HESS, JR. (11)
1992—RELANCE S. (Mirisi)
1992—EL CAJON S. (Serp)
1992—DEL MAR FUTURITY (River Special)
1993—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Guide)
1993—PAT O'BRIEN B.C. H. (Serp)
1993—DEL MAR DERBY (Guide)
1996—LIVESTH E DREAM H. (Felon)
2002—LIVE T H E D R E A M H. (D'Wildcat)
2014—DAISY CUTTER H. (Master the Blues)
2014—GREEN FLASH H. (Merit Man)
2014—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Blue Tone)

H. L. HILL (1)
1950—SOLANA BEACH H. (Brave Fox)

W. J. (BUDDY) HIRSCH (1)
1956—DEL MAR DERBY (Bounty Bay)

DAVID HOFMANS (26)
1975—GRADUATION S. (Lexington Laugh)
1975—OSUNITAS S. (Mama Kali)
1975—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Mama Kali)
1976—OCEANSIDE H. (White Fir)
1976—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Mama Kali)
1980—SAN DIEGO H. (Island Sultan)
1981—DE ANZA S. (King's Finder)
1982—DE ANZA S. (Echo Grande)
1991—DE ANZA S. (Burnished Bronze)
1994—CTBA S. (Cat's Cradle)
1995—HARRY F. (BUD) BRUBAKER S. (Alphabet Soup)
1995—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C. H. (Alphabet Soup)
1996—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Alphabet Soup)
1996—PALOMAR H. (Yearly Tour)
1996—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Dramatic Gold)
1997—SAN DIEGO H. (Northern Afeet)
1997—CEFR S. (Relaxing Rhythm)
1997—TORREY PINES S. (Relaxing Rhythm)
† 2000—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Cindy's Hero)
2002—EL CAJON S. (Joey Franco)
2003—PIEDRA FOUNDATION H. (Adoration)
† 2005—BING Crosby H. (Greg's Gold)
2005—CERF H. (Simply Because)
2007—PAT O'BRIEN H. (Greg's Gold)
2010—BEST PAL S. (J P's Gusto)
† 2010—DEL MAR FUTURITY (J P's Gusto)

JERRY HOLLENDORFER (24)
1997—FLEET TREAT S. (Fleet Lady)
1999—OCEANIDE S., 2nd div. (Mula Gula)
2007—PIRATE'S BOUNTY H. (Double Action)
2008—GRADUATION S. (Babs Moossa)
2008—I'M SMOKIN S. (Babs Moossa)
2009—SOLANA BEACH H. (You Lift Me Up)
2009—DEL MAR DERBY (Rendezvous)
2010—OSUNITAS S. (Lilly Fa Pooz)
2010—SAN DIEGO H. (Dakota Phone)
2011—SOLANA BEACH H. (Halo Dolly)
2011—PALOMAR H. (City to City)
2012—JOHN C. MABEE S. (City to City)
2012—SOLANA BEACH H. (Halo Dolly)
2012—ADORATION S. (Cathy's Crunches)
2012—YELLOW RIBBON H. (Halo Dolly)
2013—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (L'arack)
2013—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Lady of Fifty)
2013—SOLANA BEACH H. (Halo Dolly)
2013—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Summer Hit)
† 2013—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Tamarindo)
2014—SOLANA BEACH H. (Heat Du Jour)
† 2014—TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Shared Belief)
2014—TRANQUILITY LAKE S. (Broken Sword)
2014—DESI ARNAZ S. (Achiever's Legacy)

FRANK E. HOLMAN (1)
1972—S AN CLEMENTE S. (Bert's Tryst)

LESTER HOLT (2)
1983—EDDIE READ H. (Prince Spellbound)
1984—CTBA S., 1st div. (Princess Sal)

FRED HOUGHTON (3)
1947—SEABISCUIT H. (Sierra Fox)
1960—OCEANIDE H. (Our Rulla)
1960—LA JOLLA MILE (Our Rulla)

L. C. HOWARD (1)
1938—DEL MAR H. (Ligarrow)

THOMAS HUNTER (1)
2005—PIRATE'S BOUNTY H. (Indian Country)

EDUARDO INDA (9)
1995—BAYAKOA H. (Borodislew)
1995—CHULA VISTA H. (Borodislew)
1998—EL CAJON S. (Opine)
2000—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Ribolleta)
2000—PIRATE'S BOUNTY H. (Forest Camp)
2001—TORREY PINES S. (Tamara Princess)
2002—BARONA CUP S. (Irish Minstrel)
2002—CTT & TOC H. (Canzone)
2006—DEL MAR H. (T. H. Approval)

STEVE IPPOLITO (1)
1990—TORREY PINES S. (Oh Sweet Thing)

CHARLES IRBY (1)
1947—LA JOLLA H. (Handlebars)

R. IYALL (1)
1947—BING CROSBY H. (Be Fearless)

EVAN S. JACKSON (2)
1973—EL CAJON S. (Quick Bluff)
1974—DEL MAR H. (Redtop III)

CHARLES JENDA (1)
† 1989—RAMONA H. (Brown Bess)

KENT JENSEN (1)
1986—GRADUATION S. (Tissars Best)

Blake Heap

Dan Hendricks

Bob Hess, Jr.

David Hofmans

Eduardo Inda

Chuck Jenda

Jerry Hollendorfer

Lester Holt
JAMES JIMENEZ (1)  
1977—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Extravagant)

ALBERT JOHNSON (4)  
1937—CHULA VISTA H. (High Strike)  
1938—LAGUNA BEACH H. (High Strike)  
1938—OCEANSIDE H. (High Strike)  
1939—LONG BEACH H. (High Strike)

E. B. JOHNSTON (1)  
1957—JUNIOR MISS S. (Be My Honey)

CECEL JOLLY (10)  
1957—BING CROSBY H. (How Now)  
1957—DEL MAR H. (How Now)  
1958—SAN DIEGO H. (How Now)  
1958—BING CROSBY H. (How Now)  
1960—DEL MAR H. (How Now)  
1972—BING CROSBY H. (Dominant Star)  
1975—CABRILLO H. (Against The Snow)  
1977—CTBA S. (Holi Don)  
1980—SOLANA BEACH H. (Always Best)  
1982—CTBA S. (Sharil Brown)

FARRELL W. JONES (20)  
1959—DEL MAR OAKS (Pie Queen)  
1961—BING CROSBY H. (Ann’s Knight)  
1961—DEL MAR DERBY (Speak John)  
1962—LA JOLLA MILE (Testum)  
1963—RAMONA H. (Powder’N Paint)  
1963—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Sabina Louise)  
1963—PALOMAR H. (Sabina Louise)  
1964—INAUGURAL H. (Kea)  
1966—DEL MAR OAKS, 2nd div. (Mikhalees)  
1966—GRADUATION S. (Bahroona)  
1967—CABRILLO H. (Bern Book)  
1967—CHULA VISTA H. (Daystar II)  
1969—OSUNITAS S., 3rd div. (Manta)  
1971—LA JOLLA MILE, 2nd div. (Great Career)  
1972—OCEANSIDE H. (New Prospect)  
1974—OCEANSIDE H. (Lightning Mandate)  
1974—LA JOLLA MILE (Lightning Mandate)  
1975—DEL MAR DERBY (Lightning Mandate)  
1975—LA JOLLA MILE (Larrikin)

GARY JONES (17)  
1979—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Fantastic Girl)  
1980—DEANZA S. (Sharp Hoofer)  
1980—CARDIFF BY THE SEA S. (Irish Arrival)  
1983—BALBOA S. (Party Leader)  
1985—PALOMAR H. (Capichi)  
1987—LA JOLLA H. (The Medic)  
1987—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Good Command)  
1990—SAN DIEGO H. (Quiet American)  
1991—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Best Pal)  
1991—OSUNITAS H. (Koztroma)  
1992—BALBOA S. (Oevil Diamond)  
1993—PALOMAR H. (Heart of Joy)  
1993—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Winning Pct)  
1994—SAN DIEGO H. (Kingdom Found)  
1994—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (El Alerta)  
1995—PALOMAR H. (Morgana)  
1995—LIVE THE DREAM S. (Debutante Trick)

H. A. (JIMMY) JONES (1)  
1952—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lap Full)

MARTIN JONES (6)  
1997—OSUNITAS H. (Ariette)  
1997—SOLANA BEACH H. (Sharekann)  
2006—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (El Don)  
2011—SAN DIEGO H. (Tres Borrachos)  
2011—DAISYCUTTER H. (Unzip Me)  
2013—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Tiz Flirtatious)

JAMES JORDAN (4)  
1965—ESCONDIDO H. (Switchback)  
1967—OCEANSIDE H. (Wolfgang)  
1979—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Score Twenty Four)  
1983—CTBA S. (Bright Orphan)

IAN JORY (5)  
1990—SMOKIN S. (Best Pal)  
1990—BALBOA S. (Best Pal)  
1990—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Best Pal)  
1994—LA JOLLA H. (Marvin’s Faith)  
1995—OSUNITAS H. (Marina Park)

KENNETH JUMPS (1)  
1989—SORRENTO S. (Cheval Volant)

W. R. KANATZER (3)  
1937—INAUGURAL H. (Grey Count)  
1937—LONG BEACH H. (Gray Jack)  
1938—SANTA ANA H. (Gray Jack)

PETE KEISER (1)  
1941—CASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Conejo)

HAL KING (2)  
1980—CTBA S. (Pro Or Con)  
1983—TORREY PINES S. (Mazatleca)

ADAM KITCHINGMAN (2)  
2004—I'M SMOKIN S. (Top Money)  
2006—CERF H. (Vicki’s Honor)

STEVE KNAPP (3)  
2004—DAISYCUTTER H. (Icantgoforthat)  
2004—CERF H. (Lady Sabrina)  
2012—GRADUATION S. (Strong Wind)

C. R. (CHAY) KNIGHT (1)  
1982—SORRENTO S. (Time Of Sale)

TERRY KNIGHT (1)  
1998—CTBA S. (Time to Meet)

BRIAN KORINER (3)  
2009—GREEN FLASH H. (California Flag)  
2010—GREEN FLASH H. (California Flag)  
2010—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Sweet August Moon)

J. ERIC KRULJAC (3)  
2000—CTT & TOUCH H. (Gleefully)  
2003—SOLANA BEACH H. (Centerofattention)  
2010—FLEET TREAT S. (La Nez)

DAVID LA CROIX (4)  
1979—OCEANSIDE H. (I’ll Stand Pat)  
1979—SAN DIEGO H. (Always Gallant)  
1980—EL CAJON S. (Mighty Return)  
2005—SORRENTO S. (Bully Bones)

ARMANDO LAGE (1)  
1987—CORONADO S. (Fa La Te Dough)

DALE LANDERS (9)  
1959—DEL MAR DERBY (Mr. Eiffel)  
1964—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Desert Chief III)  
1968—SAN DIEGO H. (Rivet)  
1970—LA JOLLA MILE (Sugar Loaf)  
1970—DEL MAR DERBY, 1st div. (War Heim)  
1973—CTBA S. (Such A Rush)  
1973—DE ANZA S. (Such A Rush)  
1973—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Such A Rush)  
1974—CABRILLO H. (War Heim)
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BLAN LAWLER (1)
1969—DEL MAR FUTURITY TRIAL S. (Grey Papa)

C. B. (BUDDY) LEAVITT (2)
1962—CTBA SALES S. (Kingomine)
1964—DEL MAR DERBY (Pop’s Harmony)

CHARLES T. LEAVITT (4)
1940—INAUGURAL H. (Jubal Junior)
1941—LA JOLLA H. (Vain Grove)
1947—DEL MAR H. (Iron Maiden)
1953—ADMISSION DAY H. (Smart Barbara)

JOHN M. LEAVITT (2)
1962—BING CROSBY H., 1st div. (Sea Orbit)
1967—GRADUATION S. (Right Or Wrong)

CRAIG LEWIS (9)
1980—DEL MAR OAKS (Movin’ Money)
1978—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Terlingua)
1978—EDDIE (Sorrento)
1937—DEL MAR HOTEL S.
1958—JONATHAN (Ballymoss)
1954—JUNIOR (Vice Regal)
1970—SAN CLEMENTE S.
1968—LA JOLLA H.
1967—SAN CLEMENTE H.
1964—OSUNITAS
1963—ESCONDIDO S.
1999—LA JOLLA H.
1985—RANCHO BERNARDO H.
1988—BALBOA S. (Saratoga Six)
1984—BALBOA S. (Saratoga Six)
1982—DE ANZA S.
1988—DE ANZA S.
1988—RANCHO BERNARDO H.
1986—RANCHO BERNARDO H.
1987—RANCHO BERNARDO H.
1992—SANDY BLUE S.
1993—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C. H.
(Knight Prospector)
2002—KOBUK KING S. (Arbiter)

GARY LEWIS (1)
1985—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Take My Picture)

KEVIN LEWIS (2)
1999—LA JOLLA H. (Eagleton)
2002—I’M SMOKIN S. (Siberland)

MORTON LIPTON (4)
1963—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Braganza)
1964—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Khal Ireland)
1967—SAN DIEGO H. (French Fox)
1967—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Estambul II)

KIM LLOYD (1)
1994—JUNE DARLING H. (Starolamo)

C. E. (BUCK) LOGAN (1)
1952—OCEANSIDE H. (Danae)

HOWARD LONG (1)
1955—SAN DIEGO H. (Trigonometry)

JOHN LONGDEN (5)
1967—LA JOLLA MILE (Jungle Road)
1967—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Baffle)
1968—LA JOLLA MILE (Baffle)
1970—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Loved)
1981—CABRILLO H. (Tahitian King)

VANCE LONGDEN (3)
1954—JUNIOR MISS S. (Madam Jet)
1956—PALOMAR H. (In Reserve)
1958—JONATHAN LADIES H. (Tana Linda)

LEVANT LUBY (1)
1945—DEL MAR HOTEL S. (Terry Bargello)

DONN LUBY (2)
1981—JUNE DARLING S., 2nd div. (Bishop Again)
1989—ESCONDIDO H. (Brisque)

FRANK LUCAS (1)
1969—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Miss Larksville)

JOE LUDY (1)
1937—DEL MAR H. (Sally’s Booter)

D. WAYNE LUKAS (48)
1978—EDDIE READ H. (Effervescing)
1978—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Terlingua)
1980—DEL MAR OAKS (Movin’ Money)
1980—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Great Lady M.)
1981—EL CAJON S. (Island Whirl)
1982—JUNIOR MISS S. (Some Kinda Flirt)
1982—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Lucky Lady Ellen)
1982—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Landaluce)
1982—DEL MAR H. (Muttering)
1983—GRADUATION S. (Benji King)
1983—JUNIOR MISS S. (Yolanda)
1983—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Bara Lass)
1983—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Althea)
1983—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Althea)
1984—BALBOA S. (Saratoga Six)
1984—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE, 1st div. (Fiesta Lady)
1984—CORONADO S. (Alyanna)
† 1984—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Saratoga Six)
1985—SORRENTO S. (Arewehavingfunyet)
1985—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Lucky Mike)
1987—BOYD S. (Tale of the Sea)
1987—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lost Kitty)
1987—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Contempt)
1987—TORREY PINES S. (Julie The Flapper)
† 1987—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Lost Kitty)
1988—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Clabber Girl)
1988—CHULA VISTA H. (Clabber Girl)
1988—DE ANZA S. (Lea Lucinda)
1989—BING CROSBY H. (American Legion)
1989—JUNIOR MISS S. (A Wild Ride)
1989—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Julu The Flapper)
1990—DE ANZA S. (Cuddles)
1990—DE ANZA S. (Iroquois Park)
1990—SAN CLEMENTE H., 1st div. (Nijinsky’s Lover)
1990—GRADUATION S. (Rally Run)
1991—SAN DIEGO H. (Twilight Agenda)
1991—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C.H. (On The Line)
1991—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Rue De Palm)
1991—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (On The Line)
1992—JUNIOR MISS S. (Cuddles)
1992—OCEANSIDE H., 2nd div. (Blacksburg)
1992—LA JOLLA H. (Blacksburg)
1994—BALBOA S. (Timber Country)
† 1996—DE ANZA S. (Sharp Cat)
1997—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Fantastic Fellow)
1997—LA JOLLA H. (Fantastic Fellow)
1997—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Coup D’Argent)
1999—CHULA VISTA H. (A Lady From Dixie)

RICHARD LUNDY (1)
1990—WICKER H. (Companion)

PAUL LYCAN (3)
1946—ASA DE MANANA HOTEL S. (Yankee Valor)
1946—DEL MAR HOTEL S. (Yankee Valor)
1949—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Good Excuse)

BRIAN LYNCH (2)
1995—GRADUATION S. (Riva Ranger)
1999—CTBA S. (Fire Sale Queen)

BRAD MacDONALD (2)
1990—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Forest Glow)
1992—TSUNAMI S. (Foresta Glow)

RONALD McANALLY (77)
1961—CTBA SALES S. (Donut King)
1965—GRADUATION S., 1st div. (Ky. Front)
1965—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Undeniable)
1967—MISSION BAY H. (Luz Del Sol)
1969—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Luz Del Sol)
1971—CABRILLO H. (Kobuk King)
1972—DE ANZA S. (Lucky Mike)
1975—JUNIOR MISS S. (Doc Shah’s Siren)
1975—SORRENTO S. (Queen To Be)
1975—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Queen To Be)
1975—DEL MAR H. (Cruiser II)
1977—TORREY PINES S. (Drama Critic)
1978—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Miss Magnetic)
1978—SORRENTO S. (Beauty Hour)
1978—PALOMAR H. (Drama Critic)
1978—CHULA VISTA H. (Nantequos)
1978—RAMONA H. (Drama Critic)
1979—BING CROSBY H. (Syncopate)
1980—PAT O’BRIEN S. (Seafood)
1981—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Berry Bush)
1981—BING CROSBY H. (Syncopate)
1982—JUNE DARLING S. (Sweet Maid)
1983—CHULA VISTA S. (Cardell)
1984—EDDIE READ H. (Ten Below)
1985—CTBA S. (Lady Pastor)
1985—DEL MAR OAKS (Savannah Dancer)
1986—OSUNITAS H., 1st div. (Loucoun)
† 1986—RAMONA H. (Auspiciante)
1988—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Do So)
1988—JUNE DARLING S. (Bayakoa)
1989—OCEANSIDE S. (Hawkster)
1989—DEL MAR DERBY (Hawkster)
1989—TORREY PINES S. (Affirmed Classic)
1990—PALOMAR H. (Jabalina Brown)
1990—LA JOLLA H. (Tight Spot)
1990—DEL MAR DERBY (Tight Spot)
1990—CHULA VISTA H. (Bayakoa)
† 1991—EDDIE READ H. (Tight Spot)
1991—WINDY SANDS H. (Ibero)
1991—TSUNAMI SLEW H. (Tokatee)
1992—PALOMAR H. (Super Staff)
1993—SAN DIEGO H. (Fanatic Boy)
1993—OSUNITAS H. (Potridee)
1993—DESSERT TRIAL H. (Prying)
1993—SANDSHARK H. (Fantastic Don)
1993—TORREY PINES S. (Adorydar)
1994—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (D’Hallevant)
1994—CHULA VISTA H. (Paseana)
1994—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Call Now)
1994—DEL MAR FUTURITY (On Target)
1995—RELAUNCH H. (Mr Purple)
1995—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Future Quest)
1996—BAYAKOA H. (Call Now)
1996—HARRY F. BRUBAKER H. (Mismaner)
† 1996—DEL MAR OAKS (Antespend)
1996—CHULA VISTA H. (Different)
1997—SANDY BLUE H. (Sister Queen)
1998—SAN DIEGO H. (Mud Route)
1998—VIELLEVIGNE S. (Passion Flower)
1998—SOLANA BEACH S. (Manzioni)
1998—DEL MAR H. (Bonapartiste)
1999—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Domination)
2000—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Duke Of Green)
2001—CUT & TOC H. (Nepenthe)
† 2002—JOHN C. MAEE/OSUNITAS H. (Affluent)
2003—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Sweet Return)
† 2003—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Candy Ride)
2003—DEL MAR DERBY (Fairly Ransom)
2004—OSUNITAS H. (Voz de Colegiala)
† 2005—EDDIE READ H. (Sweet Return)
2006—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Lightning Hit)
2006—PALOMAR H. (Mea Domina)
2008—OSUNITAS H. (Zardana)
2011—FLEET TREAT S. (Sugarinthemorning)
2012—WICKERR S. (Suggestive Boy)
2013—ADORATION S. (Charm the Maker)
2014—YELLOW RIBBON H. (Miss Serendipity)
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H. C. McBride (5)
1968—CTBA SALES S. (Fleet Allied)
1968—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Fleet Allied)
1971—JUNIOR MISS S. (Chargerette)
1971—SORRENTO S. (Chargerette)
1975—BALBOA S. (Crazy Channon)

CLARENCE McCAIN (1)
1968—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Grey Cricket)

MICHAEL McCARTHY (1)
2014—BOB HOPE S. (No Problem)

C. E. McClain (1)
1939—DEL MAR H. (Wedding Call)

BILL McCORMICK (1)
1974—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Impressive Style)

R. H. (RED) McDANIEL (11)
1949—OCEANSIDE H. (Great Dream)
1949—ESCONDIDO H. (Great Dream)
1950—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Vino Fino)
1950—LA JOLLA H. (Blue Reading)
1950—OSUNITAS S. (Holler)
1951—BING CROSBY H. (Blue Reading)
1951—SAN DIEGO H. (Blue Reading)
1951—DEL MAR H. (Blue Reading)
1953—DEL MAR DERBY (Apple Valley)
1954—SAN DIEGO H. (Stranglehold)
1954—DEL MAR H. (Stranglehold)

R.F. McDonnell (1)
1947—DON DIEGO H. (Terry Bargello)

DAN McFarlane (1)
2004—TORREY PINES S. (Muir Beach)

Cassandra McGill (1)
1981—ENCINITAS H. (Satin Rivera)

Michael Machowsky (5)
1997—WARDEN S. (End Run)
2003—BARONA CUP H. (Fencelineneighbor)
2004—GREEN FLASH H. (Geronimo)
2005—SOLANA BEACH H. (Candy Factory)
2011—DEL MAR MILE (Caracortado)

Richard Mandella (53)
1978—BING CROSBY H. (Bad ’N Big)
1983—EL CAJON S. (Mamaison)
1986—CABRILLO H. (Hopeful Word)
1987—ESCONDIDO H. (Captain Vigors)
1988—FLEET TREAT S. (Anniversary Wish)
1989—CTBA S. (Bel’s Starlet)
1989—JUNE DARLING S. (Survive)
1990—JUNE DARLING S. (Devil’s Orchid)
1992—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Golden Treat)
† 1993—EDDIE READ H. (Kotashan)
1993—SORRENTO S. (Phone Chatter)
1993—WINDY SANDS H. (Region)
1993—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C. H. (Region)
1994—BING CROSBY H. (King’s Blade)
1994—CERF S. (Phone Chatter)
1994—OSUNITAS H. (Gold Splash)
1994—LIVE THE DREAM S. (Sandpit)
† 1996—RAMONA H. (Matara)
† 1996—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Dare And Go)
1996—CERF S. (Advancing Star)
† 1997—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Gentlemen)
1997—RELAUNCH H. (Early Colony)
1997—JUNE DARLING S. (Advancing Star)
1998—SANDY BLUE H. (Sophie My Love)
1998—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Advancing Star)
1998—RELAUNCH S. (Expressionist)
1999—HONEY FOX H. (Vyatka)

Ron McAnally

Ron McAnally

Mike Machowsky

H. C. McBride

Red McDaniel
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1999—VIKING SPIRIT H. (Malek)
1999—BEST PAL S. (Dixie Union)
1999—BEN PWALDEN H. (Reciclada)
† 2001—EDDIE READ H. (Redattore)
2001—ESCONDIDO H. (Cagney)
2001—OSUNITAS H. (Paga)
2002—CEFR H. (Palmarola)
† 2003—DEL MAR OAKS (Dessert)
2003—CTT & TOC H. (Crazy Ensign)
† 2003—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Halbridled)
2003—PALOMAR B.C. H. (Spring Star)
2003—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Siphonizer)
† 2004—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Pleasantly Perfect)
2005—OCEANSIDE H., 2nd div. (El Roblar)
2005—ESCONDIDO H. (Laura’s Lucky Boy)
2006—OSUNITAS H. (Polyfirst)
2006—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Horse Greeley)
2008—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Dixie Chatter)
2008—WICKERR H. (One Union)
2009—LA Jolla H. (Metoree)
2010—DEL MAR H. (Champ Pegasus)
2011—CEFR S. (Rumor)
2013—WICKERR S. (Indy Point)
2013—SANDY BLUE H. (Sarcox)
2013—TORREY PINES S. (Beholder)
2014—JOHN C MABEE S. (Moulin de Mougin)

JOSEPH MANZI (16)
1966—OCEANSIDE H. (Sky Gypsy II)
1966—SAN DIEGO H. (Old Mose)
1966—CABRILLO H., 2nd div. (Old Mose)
1966—DEL MAR H. (Old Mose)
1968—GRADUATION S. (Inverness Drive)
1976—TORREY PINES S., 2nd div. (Madam Gaylady)
1980—OSUNITAS S. (Petron’s Love)
1982—BALBOA S. (Roving Boy)
1982—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Roving Boy)
1983—LA Jolla MILE H. (Tanks Brigade)
1983—DEL MAR DERBY (Tanks Brigade)
1984—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE, 2nd div. (Full O’Wisdom)
1985—LA Jolla MILE H. (Floating Reserve)
1986—CTBA S. (Saros Brig)
1986—CHULA VISTA H. (Fran’s Valentine)
1988—CORONADO S. (Lady Lister)

CHARLES MARIKIAN (4)
1977—DE ANZA S. (Fella’s Mock Up)
1980—GRADUATION S. (Sir Dancer)
1984—OCEANSIDE S. (Bozina)
1989—BALBOA S. (A. Sir Dancer)

ROBERT MARSHALL (4)
1990—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Solar Launch)
1995—CTBA S. (Molstar)
1995—HOW NOW H. (Caherdaniel)
1998—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Full Moon Madness)

PEDRO MARTI (2)
1983—DEL MAR OAKS (Heartlight No. One)
1984—CABRILLO H. (Video Kid)

SIDNEY MARTIN (4)
1973—dh—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 2nd div. (D.B. Carm)
1974—BALBOA S. (Diablo)
1974—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Diablo)
1981—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Gala Array)

BRIAN MAYBERRY (7)
1981—JUNIOR MISS S. (Buy My Act)
1989—DE ANZA S. (Doyousewhatisee)
1991—FLEET TREAT S. (Number’s Game)
1991—TORREY PINES S. (Number’s Game)
1992—SORRENTO S. (Zoonaka)
1993—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Sardula)
1994—SORRENTO S. (How So Oliseau)

V. J. MAYER (1)
1984—SORRENTO S. (Wayward Pirate)

PAUL MEREDITH (4)
1941—DEL MAR H. (Royal Crusader)
1941—LABOR DAY H. (Royal Crusader)
1959—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Azure’s Orphan)
1967—CTBA SALES S. (Bold Sailor)

LOUIS MERIPOL (1)
1946—SAN DIEGO H. (Lovonsite)

GROVER MILLER (1)
1969—CTBA SALES S. (Prince Guerrero)

PETER MILLER (10)
2006—GREEN FLASH H. (Fast Parade)
† 2007—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Set Play)
2012—CEFR S. (Reneesgotzip)
2012—PIRATES BOUNTY S. (Comma to the Top)
2013—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Reneesgotzip)
2014—REAL GOOD DEAL (Red Outlaw)
2014—EL CAJON S. (Red Outlaw)
2014—CEFR S. (Reneesgotzip)
2014—HOLLYWOOD TURF CUP (Finnegans Wake)
2014—NATIVE DIVER H. (Big Cazanova)

M. E. (BUSTER) MILLERICK (23)
1946—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Montanes)
1948—DEL MAR DERBY (Frankly)
1948—DEL MAR H. (Frankly)
1948—LABOR DAY H. (Hemet Squaw)
1950—DEL MAR H. (Frankly)
1963—SAN DIEGO H. (Native Diver)
1964—OCEANSIDE H., 1st div. (Royal Eiffel)
1964—SAN DIEGO H. (Native Diver)
1964—LA Jolla MILE (Royal Eiffel)
1965—OCEANSIDE H. (Mr. Payne)
1965—SAN DIEGO H. (Dative)
1965—LA Jolla MILE, 1st div. (Mr. Payne)
1967—BING CROSBY H. (Kissin’ George)
1967—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Fast Dish)
1967—DEL MAR H. (Native Diver)
1967—OCEANSIDE H. (Mr. Payne)
1967—BING CROSBY H. (Kissin’ George)
1969—DEL MAR FUTURITY (George Lewis)
1970—GRADUATION S. (Paisano Prince)
1973—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Cutty)
1974—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Bensadream)

FRED A. MIQUEL EZ (2)
1970—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Generous Portion)
1971—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Impressive Style)

MIKE MITCHELL (25)
1979—ESCONDIDO H. (Uniformity)
1983—SAN CLEMENTE S., 1st div. (Eastern Bettor)
1990—RIPTIDE S. (Maison Maestro)
1993—FLEET TREAT S. (Tapstress)
1994—HONEY FOX H. (Miss High Blade)
1995—EL CAJON S. (Turbulent Dancer)
1997—LIVE THE DREAM H. (Naninja)
† 2004—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Kela)
2004—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Kela)
2004—DEL MAR H. (Star Over the Bay)
2005—GRADUATION S. (Cougar Mtn Lodge)
2005—DEL MAR H. (Lepreaun Kid)
2007—SAN DIEGO H. (Sun Boat)
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W. W. MORRIS (2)
STEVE MORGUELAN (1)
FRED MORGAN (2)
WILLIAM MOREY, JR. (3)
† ROBERT K. MITCHELL (3)
1989—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Drag Race)
2008—EDDIE READ H. (Monzante)
1962—PALOMAR H
1947—LABOR DAY H
1947—WALTER
2008—CALIFORNIA
2007—CALIFORNIA
1999—TORREY
1996—GRADUATION
1995—JUNE
1993—dh—CERF S
1990—SORRENTO S
1987—JUNIOR
1985—TORREY
1984—OSUNITAS
1983—CHULA
1978—DEL MAR H
1974—RAMONA H (Escena)
1958—PALOMAR H
1958—DEL MAR OAKS (Camloc)
1952—GRADUATION
1949—DEL MAR H
1948—SEABISCUIT
1948—LA
1948—BING
1945—SAN
1941—LONG BEACH H (Mount Vernon II)
1941—SAN DIEGO H (High Resolve)
1948—BING CROSBY H (Prevaricatar)
1948—LA JOLLA H (Henecker)
1948—SAN DIEGO H (Prevaricatar)
1948—SEABISCUIT H (Prevaricatar)
1949—DEL MAR H (Top's Boy)
1952—GRADUATION S. (Decorated)
HENRY MORENO (13)
1964—RAMONA H. (Jalousie II)
1971—LA JOLLA H. 1st div. (Pete's Ruler)
1974—RAMONA H. (Tizna)
1978—DEL MAR H. (Paton)
1983—CHULA VISTA H. (Sangue)
1983—RAMONA H. (Sangue)
1984—OSUNITAS S. 2nd div. (Salt Spring)
1985—TORREY PINES S. (Goldspell)
1987—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sheesham)
1990—SORRENTO S. (Light Light)
1993—dh—CERF S. (Dixie Fine)
1995—JUNE DARLING H. (Miss L Attack)
1996—GRADUATION S. (Red)
WILLIAM MOREY, JR. (3)
1999—TORREY PINES S. (Perfect Six)
2007—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN' H.
(Bold Chieffain)
2008—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H.
(Bold Chieffain)
FRED MORGAN (2)
1947—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H.
(War Valor)
1947—LABOR DAY H. (War Valor)
STEVE MORGUELAN (1)
1982—CHULA VISTA H. (Matching)
W. W. MORRIS (2)
1952—BING CROSBY H. (Gustaf)
1962—PALOMAR H. (Sunday Slippers)
† 1989—DELMAR FUTURITY (Drag Race)
† 1949—DELMAR H
† 1948—SEABISCUIT
† 1948—SAN
† 1948—WALTER
2008—CALIFORNIA
2007—CALIFORNIA
1999—TORREY
1996—GRADUATION
1995—JUNE
1993—dh—CERF S
1990—SORRENTO S
1987—JUNIOR
1985—TORREY
1984—OSUNITAS
1983—CHULA
1978—DELMAR H
1974—RAMONA H (Escena)
1958—PALOMAR H
1958—DEL MAR OAKS (Camloc)
1952—GRADUATION
1949—DELMAR H
1948—SEABISCUIT
1948—LA
1948—BING
1945—SAN
1941—LONG BEACH H (Mount Vernon II)
1941—SAN DIEGO H (High Resolve)
1948—BING CROSBY H (Prevaricatar)
1948—LA JOLLA H (Henecker)
1948—SAN DIEGO H (Prevaricatar)
1948—SEABISCUIT H (Prevaricatar)
1949—DEL MAR H (Top's Boy)
1952—GRADUATION S. (Decorated)
HENRY MORENO (13)
1964—RAMONA H. (Jalousie II)
1971—LA JOLLA H. 1st div. (Pete's Ruler)
1974—RAMONA H. (Tizna)
1978—DEL MAR H. (Paton)
1983—CHULA VISTA H. (Sangue)
1983—RAMONA H. (Sangue)
1984—OSUNITAS S. 2nd div. (Salt Spring)
1985—TORREY PINES S. (Goldspell)
1987—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sheesham)
1990—SORRENTO S. (Light Light)
1993—dh—CERF S. (Dixie Fine)
1995—JUNE DARLING H. (Miss L Attack)
1996—GRADUATION S. (Red)
WILLIAM MOREY, JR. (3)
1999—TORREY PINES S. (Perfect Six)
2007—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H.
(Bold Chieffain)
2008—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H.
(Bold Chieffain)
FRED MORGAN (2)
1947—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H.
(War Valor)
1947—LABOR DAY H. (War Valor)
STEVE MORGUELAN (1)
1982—CHULA VISTA H. (Matching)
W. W. MORRIS (2)
1952—BING CROSBY H. (Gustaf)
1962—PALOMAR H. (Sunday Slippers)
† 1989—DELMAR FUTURITY (Drag Race)
† 1949—DELMAR H
† 1948—SEABISCUIT
† 1948—SAN
† 1948—WALTER
2008—CALIFORNIA
2007—CALIFORNIA
1999—TORREY
1996—GRADUATION
1995—JUNE
1993—dh—CERF S
1990—SORRENTO S
1987—JUNIOR
1985—TORREY
1984—OSUNITAS
1983—CHULA
1978—DELMAR H
1974—RAMONA H (Escena)
1958—PALOMAR H
1958—DEL MAR OAKS (Camloc)
1952—GRADUATION
1949—DELMAR H
1948—SEABISCUIT
1948—LA
1948—BING
1945—SAN
1941—LONG BEACH H (Mount Vernon II)
1941—SAN DIEGO H (High Resolve)
1948—BING CROSBY H (Prevaricatar)
1948—LA JOLLA H (Henecker)
1948—SAN DIEGO H (Prevaricatar)
1948—SEABISCUIT H (Prevaricatar)
1949—DEL MAR H (Top's Boy)
1952—GRADUATION S. (Decorated)
HENRY MORENO (13)
1964—RAMONA H. (Jalousie II)
1971—LA JOLLA H. 1st div. (Pete's Ruler)
1974—RAMONA H. (Tizna)
1978—DEL MAR H. (Paton)
1983—CHULA VISTA H. (Sangue)
1983—RAMONA H. (Sangue)
1984—OSUNITAS S. 2nd div. (Salt Spring)
1985—TORREY PINES S. (Goldspell)
1987—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sheesham)
1990—SORRENTO S. (Light Light)
1993—dh—CERF S. (Dixie Fine)
1995—JUNE DARLING H. (Miss L Attack)
1996—GRADUATION S. (Red)
WILLIAM MOREY, JR. (3)
1999—TORREY PINES S. (Perfect Six)
2007—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H.
(Bold Chieffain)
2008—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H.
(Bold Chieffain)
FRED MORGAN (2)
1947—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H.
(War Valor)
1947—LABOR DAY H. (War Valor)
STEVE MORGUELAN (1)
1982—CHULA VISTA H. (Matching)
W. W. MORRIS (2)
1952—BING CROSBY H. (Gustaf)
1962—PALOMAR H. (Sunday Slippers)
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PHIL OLIVER (2)
2013—OSUNITAS S. (Closing Range)

VICTORIA OLIVER (2)
† 2014—DELMAR OAKS (Personal Diary)

DOUG O’NEILL (26)
2002—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Avanado)
2004—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Areayoutalkintome)
2004—EL CAJON S. (Perfect Moon)
2004—DEL MAR OAKS (Supah Blitz)
2005—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Thor’s Echo)
2005—I’M SMOKIN S. (Bro Lo)
2005—DELMAR FUTURITY (Stevie Wonderboy)
† 2006—PACIFIC CLASSIC (Lava Man)
2006—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Areayoutalkintome)
2007—I’M SMOKIN S. (Topper Shopper)
2008—BEST PAL S. (Azul Leon)
2008—EL CAJON S. (Slew’s Tizzy)
2009—CTBA S. (Repo)
2009—GRADUATION S. (Wolf Tail)
2009—SAN DIEGO H. (Informed)
2010—SORRENTO S. (Wickedly Perfect)
2010—DEL MAR MILE (Enriched)
2012—BEST PAL S. (Know More)
2013—COUGAR II H. (Richard’s Kid)
2013—SORRENTO S. (Concave)
2013—OAK TREE JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (Clenor)
2013—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Private Zone)
2014—GRADUATION S. (Wake Up Nick)
2014—PAT O’BRIEN S. (Goldencents)
2014—I’M SMOKIN S. (Wake Up Nick)
2014—OAK TREE JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (She’s Complete)

MIKE ORMAN (5)
1989—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Olympic Native)
1992—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Sondheimer)
1995—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Lake George)
1996—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Ambivalent)
1996—LA JOLLA H. (Ambivalent)

WILLIAM OSBORNE (1)
1941—SAN DIEGO H. (Step By)

CHRISTOPHER PAASCH (2)
2006—BEST PAL S. (Principle Secret)
† 2008—DELMAR DEBUTANTE (Stardom Bound)

HECTOR PALMA (7)
1981—CORONADO S. (Countess Cabrillo)
1983—DE ANZA S. (Vencimiento)
1988—EL CAJON S. (Old Exclusive)
1993—GRADUATION S. (Troyalти)
1993—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Reconquista)
1994—HOW NOW H. (Blaze O’Brien)
1997—GRADUATION S. (Billy Black)

GEORGE PAPAPROMODROU (2)
2011—GRADUATION S. (Ruler of Dubai)
2011—I’M SMOKIN S. (Ruler of Dubai)

JOHN W. PAPPALARDO (4)
1964—DELMAR OAKS (Gim Mah)
1965—DELMAR OAKS (Alibarb)
1967—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Strawberry Drive)
1974—CTBA S. (Sharm A Sheikh)

MONTÉ PARKE (2)
1953—GRADUATION S. (Double Speed)
1953—DELMAR FUTURITY (Double Speed)

R. W. PEARCE (1)
1937—MOTION PICTURE H. (Best Bid)

MIKE PENDER (2)
† 2013—EDDIE READ S. (Jeranimo)
2013—DAISY CUTTER H. (Tasty Treat)

A. PICO PERDOMO (3)
1985—CORONADO S. (Tomboy Blues)
1990—DELMAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Stalkwart Charger)
2000—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Jetin Excess)

DOUG PETERSON (2)
1999—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Peach Flat)
2001—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Sigfretro)

KARL PEW (1)
1981—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Forluvovif)

CLYDE PHILLIPS (1)
1940—DELMAR H. (Big Flash)

JACK M. PHILLIPS (4)
1962—SAN DIEGO H. (Windy Sands)
1963—DELMAR DERBY, 2nd div. (Olympiak King)
1967—DELMAR FUTURITY TRIAL S. (Broad Shadows)
1968—OCEANSIDE H. (Broad Shadows)

GRACETON PHILPOT (2)
1956—INAUGURAL H. (Pooni II)
1956—ESCONDIDO H. (Pooni II)

HURST PHILPOT (8)
1939—SAN DIEGUITO H. (First Kiss)
1940—DELMAR HOTEL S. (String Music)
1940—LABOR DAY H. (Woof Woof)
1945—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Shuffle)
1960—GRADUATION S. (Short Jacket)
1960—DELMAR FUTURITY (Short Jacket)
1968—DELMAR FUTURITY TRIAL S. (Fleet Kirsch)
1970—RAMONA H. (Hi Q.)

MARCELO POLANCO (3)
1996—SORRENTO S. (Desert Digger)
2000—CTBA S. (Euro Empire)
2009—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Camille C)

THOMAS A. PRATT (3)
1974—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Bold Ballet)
1976—EL CAJON S. (Wood Green)
1978—ESCONDIDO H. (Baywayofchicago)

E. E. PRESNELL (3)
1941—CORONADO H. (Camp Verde)
1946—INAUGURAL H. (Venus De Milo)
1960—BING CROSBY H. (High Performance)

RAY PRIDDY (4)
1953—OCEANSIDE H. (Fortune Teller)
1957—GRADUATION S. (Strong Bay)
1958—GRADUATION S. (Djebah)
1982—GRADUATION S. (Son Of Song)

HARRY A. (HAP) PROCTOR (1)
1988—JUNIOR MISS S. (Executive Row)

THOMAS PROCTOR (10)
1978—GRADUATION S. (I’m Smokin)
2001—RELAUNCH S. (Bricks And Ivy)
2002—RELAUNCH S. (Dell Place)
2003—ESCONDIDO H. (Bonus Pack)
2011—DELMAR DERBY (Banned)
2012—OSUNITAS S. (Broken Dreams)
2012—LA JOLLA H. (Old Time Hockey)
2013—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Wishing Gate)
2014—OCEANSIDE S. (Enterprising)
2014—LA JOLLA H. (Enterprising)

Pico Perdomo

Hurst Philpot

Marcelo Polanco

Ray Priddy

Tom Proctor
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W. L. PROCTOR (17)
1971—OSUNITAS S. 2nd div. (Hail The Grey)
1973—DEL MAR DERBY (Right Honorable)
1974—ESCONDIDO H. 1st div. (Flying)
1976—CHULA VISTA H. (Uniformity)
1977—CHULA VISTA H. 2nd div. (Authorization)
1977—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Authorization)
1979—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Table Hands)
1979—DEL MAR FUTURITY (The Carpenter)
1981—SAN DIEGO H. (Summer Time Guy)
1983—ESCONDIDO H. (Pin Puller)
1984—TORREY PINES S. (Allusion)
1985—BALBOA S. (Swear)
1986—JUNIOR MISS S. (Fooly)
1990—SAN CLEMENTE H., 2nd div. (Lonely Girl)
1991—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Repriced)
1992—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Major Impact)
1994—CRAZY KID S. (Concept Win)

MIKE PUYPE (9)
1995—ESCONDIDO H. (Varadavour)
1995—BALBOA S. (Cobra King)
1996—KOBUK KING S. (Draco)
1998—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Old Trieste)
2010—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN H. (Bruce’s Dream)
2011—SANDY BLUE H. (Mizdirection)
2013—BEST PAL S. (Alberts Hope)
2013—CERF S. (Gypsy Robin)
2014—LET IT RIDE S. (Awesome Return)

RODNEY RASH (8)
1992—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Light of Morn)
1992—ESCONDIDO H. (Navarone)
1992—DEL MAR H. (Navarone)
1993—BAYAKOA H. (Party Cited)
1994—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Pawis Castle)
1994—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Saltgrass)
1994—SANDY BLUE H. (Dancing Mirage)
1994—DEL MAR H. (Navarone)

W. A. REAVIS (4)
1963—BING CROSBY H. (Sledge)
1963—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Moon Mad)
1980—BALBOA S. (Bold And Gold)
1980—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Bold And Gold)

LOREN RETTELE (3)
1977—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Go West Young Man)
1978—CTBA S. (Hand Creme)
1981—CARLSDAD H. (Benny Bob)

HARRY C. RICHARDS (1)
1958—ESCONDIDO H. (Solid Fleet)

B. B. ROBERTSON (1)
1966—CABRILLO H., 1st div. (Adopted)

T. F. (TOMMY) RICHARDSON (3)
1968—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Big John A.)
1969—ESCONDIDO H. (Big John A.)
1975—SAN DIEGO H. (Chesapeake)

GEORGE A. RILEY (2)
1970—ESCONDIDO H. (Cougar II)
1970—CABRILLO H. (Cougar II)

JAY M. ROBBINS (7)
1977—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Pay The Toll)
1977—JUNIOR MISS S. (Illustrious Girl)
1977—SORRENTO S. (My Little Maggie)

1977—CHULA VISTA H., 1st div. (Notably Different)
1985—EL CAJON S. (Nostalgia’s Star)
1992—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Reign Road)
2005—ALADDIN RESORT & CASINO H. (She’s a Jewel)

B. R. ROBERTS (9)
1945—INAUGURAL H. (Black Badge)
1945—RAMONA H. (Canina)
1946—QUIGLEY MEMORIAL H. (Terry Bargello)
1949—BING CROSBY H. (Cover Up)
1953—JUNIOR MISS S. (Lady Cover Up)
1953—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Lady Cover Up)
1955—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Blen Host)
1956—LA JOLLA H. (Blen Host)
1966—BING CROSBY H. (Chiclero)

CRAIG ROBERTS (1)
1993—WICKER H. (Slew of Damascus)

WILLIAM ROBERTSON (2)
1945—QUIGLEY MEMORIAL H. (Timber Slide)
1947—SAN DIEGO H. (Ended)

CARL A. ROLES (8)
1939—OCEANSIDE H. (Sweepalot)
1961—INAUGURAL H. (Nushie)
1963—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Perris)
1964—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Terry’s Secret)
1965—DEL MAR H. (Terry’s Secret)
1966—DEL MAR OAKS, 1st div. (Desert Trial)
1966—RAMONA H., 1st div. (Desert Trial)
1967—RAMONA H. (Desert Trial)

DALE ROMANS (1)
† 2012—TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Dullahan)

LARRY ROSE (3)
1972—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Funny Funny Ache)
1974—BING CROSBY H. (Rise High)
1978—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Let’s Go To Edwards)

HACK ROSS (4)
1946—dh—BING CROSBY H. (War Allies)
1946—LA JOLLA H. (First To Fight)
1947—WALTER CONNOLLY H. (Anecdote)
1951—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Big Noise)

LYDELL T. RUFF (1)
1968—dh—DEL MAR DERBY (Prince Hemp)

JOHN W. RUSSELL (8)
1981—SAN CLEMENTE S. (French Charmer)
1981—DEL MAR OAKS (French Charmer)
1982—OSUNITAS S. (Aflicker)
1986—CORONADO S. (Evil Elaine)
1988—CABRILLO H. (Precisionist)
1988—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Basic Exchange)
1988—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C.H. (Precisionist)
1991—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Stark South)

G. JAMES SACCO (1)
1975—CTBA S. (Awaken)

JOHN W. SADLER (50)
1988—BING CROSBY H. (Olympic Prospect)
1995—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Track Gal)
1995—RANCHO BERNARDO B.C.H. (Track Gal)
1996—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Track Gal)
1996—GENEROSO PORTION S. (One More Angel)
1997—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Track Gal)
1998—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Scooter Brown)
1999—BING CROSBY B.C.H. (Christmas Boy)
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1999—VIELLE VIGNE S. (Maureen’s Hope)
2001—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (D. Park)
2001—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Waingarth)
2003—SAN DIEGO H. (Taste of Paradise)
2003—TORREY PINES S. (Victory Encounter)
2004—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Our New Recruit)
2005—OSUNITAS H. (Healthy Addiction)
2005—ADORATION H. (Healthy Addiction)
2006—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Healthy Addiction)
2006—EL CAJON S. (Cindago)
2006—DEL MAR DERBY (Get Funky)
2007—Sorrento S. (Tasha’s Miracle)
2007—DEL MAR MILE (Crossing the Line)
2007—TORREY PINES S. (Seaside Affair)
2008—COUGAR II H. (Zappa)
† 2008—JOHN C. MABEE H. (Black Mamba)
2008—Sorrento S. (Evita Argentina)
2008—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Dearest Trickski)
2008—DEL MAR MILE (Whatshecrat)
2008—TORREY PINES S. (Dawn Before Dawn)
2008—CERF H., 2nd div. (Coco Belle)
2008—GREEN FLASH H. (Get Funky)
2009—CTT & TOC H. (Black Mamba)
2009—TORREY PINES S. (Third Dawn)
2010—OCEANSIDE S. (Twirling Candy)
2010—LA JOLLA H. (Sidney’s Candy)
† 2010—DARLEY DEBUTANTE (Tell a Kelly)
2010—TORREY PINES S. (Switch)
2010—DEL MAR Derby (Twirling Candy)
2011—WICKER S. (Calimono)
† 2011—JOHN C. MABEE S. (Cozi Rosie)
2011—DEL MAR H. (Celtic New Year)
2011—dh—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Sterling Outlook)
† 2012—DEL MAR OAKS (Lady of Shamrock)
2013—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Rising Legend)
2013—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (He Be Fire N Ice)
2013—SAN DIEGO H. (Kettle Corn)
2013—DEL MAR H. (Vaibond Shoes)
2013—DEL MAR Derby, 2nd div. (Ethnic Dance)
2013—I’M SMOKIN S. (Jedi Mind Trick)
† 2014—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Iotapa)
2014—OAK TREE JUVENILE TURF (Daddy D T)

JENINE SAHADI (15)
1993—BALBOA S. (Creston)
1994—ESCONDIDO H. (Sir Mark Sykes)
† 1995—EDDIE READ H. (Fastness)
1995—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Lie De Justice)
1996—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Lie De Justice)
1996—WICKER H. (Megan’s Intero)
† 1996—EDDIE READ H. (Fastness)
1996—VIELLE VIGNE H. (Lady Sorolla)
1997—DEL MAR H. (Rainbow Dancer)
1999—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Sweet Ludy)
2001—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Reine De Romance)
2001—DEL MAR DERBY (Romancetishope)
2002—DEL MAR H. (Delta Form)
2009—PALOMAR H. (Gotta Have Her)
2010—PALOMAR H. (Gotta Have Her)

JAY SALADIN (1)
1970—DEL MAR DERBY, 2nd div. (Mayheda)

TED SALADIN (2)
1973—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 1st div. (Fairly Certain)
1973—dh—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 2nd div. (Dollar Discount)

THOMAS SCHOLFIELD (1)
1957—DEL MAR DERBY (Mystic Eye)

F. S. SCHULHOFER (1)
1982—RAMONA H. (Honey Fox)

STEVE SCHWARTZ (1)
1999—CERF H. (Mountain Medley)

GARY SCIACCA (1)
† 1998—EDDIE READ H. (Subordination)

GEORGE SCOTT (1)
1986—OSUNITAS H., 2nd div. (Flying Girl)

LYLE SECHREST (1)
1949—SAN DIEGO H. (Prevaricatar)

SAM SECHREST (1)
1951—OCEANSIDE H. (Mucho Hosso)

LUIS SEGLIN (1)
2004—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Miss Loren)

YVES SEGUIN (1)
1989—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Mr. Bolg)

ART SHERMAN (10)
1994—WINDY SANDS H. (Lykatill Hill)
1994—DEL MAR BUDWEISER B.C. H.
(Lykatill Hill)
2003—CERF H. (Fancee Bargain)
2006—PAT O’BRIEN B.C. H. (Sire Lure)
2007—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div.
(Knockout Artist)
2007—GREEN FLASH H. (Barber)
2010—EL CAJON S. (Haimish Hy)
† 2011—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Ultra Blend)
2013—GRADUATION S. (California Chrome)
† 2014—HOLLYWOOD DERBY (California Chrome)

STEVE SHERMAN (1)
2010—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Goggles McCoy)

JOHN SHIRREFFS (14)
1994—WICKER S. (Bertrando)
1997—BAYAKOA H. (Rudol Cool)
1997—CHULA VISTA H. (Rudol Cool)
2003—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H.
(Yanke Gentleman)
2006—SAN DIEGO H. (Giacomo)
2006—LA JOLLA H. (A. P. Warrior)
† 2007—EDDIE READ H. (After Market)
2007—DEL MAR H. (After Market)
2007—CTT & TOC H. (Imagine)
2008—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH H. (Zenyatta)
2008—DEL MAR DERBY (Madeo)
† 2009—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Zenyatta)
† 2010—CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S. (Zenyatta)
2011—OCEANSIDE S. (Mr. Commons)

BILL SHOEMAKER (2)
1990—OSUNITAS H. (Baldomero)
1993—RELAUNCH H. (Diato)

SANFORD SHULMAN (1)
1984—CTBA S., 2nd div. (Delaware Ginny)

JOSE SILVA (1)
2006—CTBA S. (C’est Mark)

A. E. SILVER (2)
1946—DEL MAR H. (Olhaverry)
1955—CTBA SALES S. (Scarlet Abbey)

WILLIAM SIMPSON (1)
1974—GRADUATION S. (Gentle Jess)

JIM SINNOTT (1)
1954—DEL MAR DERBY (Musselshell)

CLIFFORD SISE, JR. (7)
1991—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Pirate’s Outlook)
1991—GRADUATION S. (Dr. Augusta)
1995—WARDEN S. (Smart Wise)
2001—CTBA S. (Asian Adventure)
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MELVIN F. STUTE (26)
1963—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Mary Meil)
1964—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Lili’s Night Out)
1969—DEL MAR OAKS (Commissary)
1975—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Telly’s Pop)
1979—GRADUATION S. (Just Right Mike)
1981—ESCONDIDO H. (Advocatum)
1983—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Pair of Aces)
1983—SORRENTO S. (Leading Ladybug)
1984—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Kerber Co.)
1985—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Snow Chief)
1986—SORRENTO S. (Brave Raj)
1986—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Brave Raj)
1987—SAN CLEMENTE S., 2nd div. (Future Bright)
1988—CTBA S. (Unpainted)
1989—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Kool Arrival)
1991—RELAUNCH S. (Persianalli)
1992—I’M SMOKIN S. (Just Sid)
1992—JUNIOR MISS S. (Best Dress)
1993—dh—CERF S. (Booklore)
1993—I’M SMOKIN S. (Subtle Trouble)
1994—GRADUATION S. (Desert Pirate)
1996—OSUNITAS H. (Real Connection)
1996—I’M SMOKIN S. (Bagshot)
2002—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Warren’s Whistle)
2002—SORRENTO S. (Buffythecenterfold)
2003—BEST PAL S. (Perfect Moon)

WARREN STUTE (24)
1950—DEL MAR DERBY (Great Circle)
1951—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Tonga)
1956—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sully’s Trail)
1957—ESCONDIDO H. (Hi Pardner)
1959—JUNIOR MISS S. (Fair Maggie)
1962—JUNIOR MISS S. (Star Maggie)
1969—DEL MAR H. (Figonero)
1970—PALOMAR H., 2nd div. (La Sevillana)
1970—SORRENTO S., 1st div. (June Darling)
1970—DEL MAR FUTURITY (June Darling)
1972—SAN DIEGO H. (Figonero)
1978—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Happy Holme)
1985—BING CROSBY H. (My Favorite Moment)
1985—CABRILLO H. (Last Command)
1986—DEL MAR H. (Raipillan)
1991—FANTASTIC GIRL S. (Magic Sister)
1993—FANTASTIC GIRL H. (Magical Maiden)
1993—CHULA VISTA H. (Magical Maiden)
1999—FLEET TREAT S. (Bright Magic)
1999—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Guillermo)
2002—SAN DIEGO H. (Grey Memo)
2002—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Hot War)
2002—FINLANDIA CUP H. (Rag T Rex)
† 2002—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Miss Houdini)

JOHN SULLIVAN (5)
1979—EL CAJON S. (Shamgo)
1983—OSUNITAS S. (Night Fire)
1985—OSUNITAS S. (Clouds Daughter)
1986—LA JOLLA HILE H. (Vernon Castle)
1986—DEL MAR DERBY (Vernon Castle)

C. N. SUNDLIE (1)
1967—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 1st div. (Sharp Decline)

H. S. SWIFT (1)
1959—CTBA SALES S. (Fay’s Night Out)

JACK T. TAYLOR (3)
1946—LABOR DAY H. (Bric A Brac)
1952—DEL MAR DERBY (Southarlington)
1953—LA JOLLA H. (Threesome)
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W. W. TAYLOR (4)
1939—MOTION PICTURE H. (Can’t Wait)
1940—WALTER CONNOLLY MEMORIAL H. (Can’t Wait)
1950—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Patch)
1954—OCEANSIDE H. (Spring Count)

M. A. (MESH) TENNEY (4)
1958—SOLANA BEACH H. (Like Magic)
1958—DEL MAR DERBY (The Shoe)
1965—JUNIOR MISS S., 2nd div. (Queen Slippers)
1966—LA JOLLA MILE (Embassy)

HOWARD TESHER (1)
1981—CHULA VISTA H. (Save Wild Life)

W. A. THOMAS (1)
1938—ESCONDIDO H. (Happy Bolivar)

NOBLE THREEWITT (11)
1960—INAUGURAL H. (Honeys Gem)
1960—RAMONA H. (Honeys Gem)
1960—PALOMAR H. (Perizade)
1963—DEL MAR OAKS (Hi Rated)
1965—LA JOLLA MILE, 2nd div. (Hoist Bar)
1965—RAMONA H., 2nd div. (Sea Eagle)
1966—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div. (Girl Happy)
1971—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Ancient Silk)
1997—BEST PAL S. (Old Topper)
1998—PAT O’BRIEN H. (Old Topper)
2000—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Theresa’s Tizzy)

ROBERT TILDEN (1)
1945—LA JOLLA H. (Gold Boom)

ROBERT TROEGER (1)
2010—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Gato Go Win)

EDDIE TRUMAN (1)
2014—FLEET TREAT S. (Go West Marie)

MARY LOU TUCK (3)
1978—EL CAJON S. (Go West Young Man)
1980—EDDIE READ H. (Go West Young Man)
1980—DEL MAR H. (Go West Young Man)

CLYDE TURK (11)
1955—OCEANSIDE H. (Valiant Ace)
1960—DEL MAR OAKS (Linita)
1961—RAMONA H. (Linita)
1961—ESCONDIDO H. (Top Double)
1962—ESCONDIDO H. (Hardware)
1965—CTBA SALES S. (Coursing)
1965—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Coursing)
1966—ESCONDIDO H., 1st div. (Quicken Tree)
1966—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Rukenu)
1967—RANCHO BERNARDO H., 2nd div. (Quicken Tree)
1968—DEL MAR H. (Quicken Tree)

W. H. TYREE (1)
1951—LA JOLLA H. (Oats)

HARRY UNNA (1)
1940—LA JOLLA H. (Justice M.)

JOSHUA VALADEZ, JR. (1)
1981—SORRENTO S. (First Advance)

MARTIN VALENZUELA (2)
1980—JUNIOR MISS S. (Sweet Amends)
1984—GRADUATION S. (Prentensor)

JACK VAN BERG (8)
1972—ESCONDIDO H. (Mongo’s Pride)
1990—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Beyond Perfection)
1992—CHBPA SANDSHARK H. (Seti I)

1993—CTBA S. (Dezibelle’s Star)
1995—SAN DIEGO H. (Blumin Affair)
1996—SANDY BLUE H. (Wheatly Special)
1996—WARDEN S. (Big Sky Jim)
2000—FINLANDIA CUP H. (Miss Pixie)

DANNY VELASQUEZ (1)
1991—GENEROUS PORTION S. (Wicked Wit)

DARRELL VIENNA (24)
1981—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Table Torch)
1981—GRADUATION S. (Remember John)
1984—OSUNITAS S., 1st div. (Ready For Luck)
1987—OSUNITAS H., 1st div. (Short Sleeves)
† 1987—RAMONA H. (Short Sleeves)
1988—OSUNITAS H., 2nd div. (Chorito)
† 1990—EDDIE READ H. (Fly Till Dawn)
1991—LA JOLLA H. (Track Monarch)
1991—SANDY BLUE S. (Classy Women)
1991—DEL MAR H. (My Style)
1992—GRADUATION S. (Sudden Hush)
1996—FLEET TREAT S. (Belle’s Flag)
1997—POT O’BRIEN H. (Tres Paraíso)
1998—JUNE DARLING S. (Closed Escrow)
2000—KOBLUK KING S. (Chelsea Barracks)
† 2001—RAMONA H. (Jenett)
† 2001—FLEET TREAT S. (Above Perfection)
2002—BING CROSBY B.C. H. (Disturbingthepeace)
2002—POT O’BRIEN H. (Disturbingthepeace)
2003—POT O’BRIEN H. (Disturbingthepeace)
2003—DEL MAR B.C. H. (Joey Franco)
2007—DEL MAR DERBY (Medici Code)
2007—COUGAR II H. (Atlando)
2009—HARRY F. BRUBAKER S. (Skyrush)

DAVID A. VIVIAN (1)
1987—OCEANSIDE S., 1st div. (Kindly Court)

THOMAS L. WALKER (1)
1985—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Mint Leaf)

TIMOTHY J. WALKER (1)
1981—CARDIFF BY THE SEA S. (Leliza)

JAMES WALLACE (5)
1956—OCEANSIDE H. (Anchor Watch)
1963—GRADUATION S. (Real Good Deal)
1966—RAMONA H., 2nd div. (Fleet Treat)
1966—PALOMAR H. (Fleet Treat)
1967—DEL MAR OAKS (Forgiving)

KATHY WALSH (4)
2003—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Devious Boy)
2007—OCEANSIDE S., 3rd div. (Vauquelin)
2007—GRADUATION S. (Georgie Boy)
† 2007—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Georgie Boy)

WESLEY WARD (6)
2002—FLEET TREAT S. (Bear Fan)
2005—GREEN FLASH H. (Courageous King)
2008—CTBA S. (Streamin Heat)
2014—SORRENTO S. (Sunset Glow)
2014—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Judy the Beauty)
† 2014—DEL MAR DEBUTANT (Sunset Glow)

DON WARREN (8)
1991—PALOMAR H., 2nd div (Somethingmerry)
1996—INVERNESS DRIVE S. (Academawayardwinner)
2007—REAL GOOD DEAL S. (Big Bad Leroybrown)
† 2011—EDDIE READ S. (Acclamation)
2011—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ S. (Norvsky)
† 2011—TVG PACIFIC CLASSIC (Acclamation)
† 2012—EDDIE READ S. (Acclamation)
2012—CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ H. (Norvsky)
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JAMES WEATHERINGTON (2)
1959—INAUGURAL H. (Boston Again)
1959—RAMONA H. (Boston Again)

C. R. (RALPH) WEST (10)
1941—INAUGURAL H. (Lassator)
1950—ESCONDIDO S. (Pat’s Own)
1952—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Hour Regards)
1954—CTBA SALES S. (Guiltin Madero)
1964—CTBA SALES S. (Saucy Pueblo)
1966—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Amerigo’s Fancy)
1967—RANCHO SANTA FE H. (Amerigo’s Fancy)
1970—DEL MAR OAKS, 2nd div. (Thoroly Blue)
1977—OSUNITAS S. (Granja Sueno)
1981—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Aduna)

TED WEST (2)
1966—FLEET TREAT S. (Witchchery)
1988—SORRENTO S. (Stocks Up)

TED H. WEST (3)
2001—PIRATE’S BOUNTY H. (Freespool)
2003—RANCHO BERNARDO H. (Secret Liaison)
2011—dh—PIRATE’S BOUNTY S. (Mensa Heat)

W. T. WESTROPE (1)
1945—OSUNITAS S. (Copper Jade)

R. L. (BOB) WHEELER (15)
1955—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Miss Todd)
1957—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Old Pueblo)
1961—DEL MAR OAKS (Fun House)
1961—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Spark Plug)
1962—RAMONA H. (Fun House)
1962—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (Brown Berry)
1963—INAUGURAL H. (Spark Plug)
1964—JUNIOR MISS S., 1st div. (Swoon’s Tune)
1969—OCEANSIDE H. (Derby Day Boy)
1969—CABRILLO H. (Balsamo II)
1971—DEL MAR DERBY (Regal Case)
1977—DEL MAR OAKS (Taisez Vous)
1978—JUNIOR MISS S. (Jo’iski)
1980—RANCHO SANTA FE S. (Answer To Music)
1984—EL CAJON S. (Bunker)

STEVE WHITBY (1)
1973—OSUNITAS S., 2nd div. (Daddy’s Datsun)

L. T. WHITEHILL (2)
1939—LABOR DAY H. (Teddy Kerry)
1947—INAUGURAL H. (Triskelion)

CHARLES WHITTINGHAM (74)
1961—DEL MAR H. (Scotland)
1966—DEL MAR DERBY (Drin)
1968—RAMONA H. (Scoop Time)
1968—BING CROSBY H. (Pretense)
1968—CABRILLO H. (Pinjara)
1970—SAN DIEGO H. (T.V. Commercial)
1970—BING CROSBY H. (Bargain Day)
1970—DEL MAR OAKS, 1st div. (Beja)
1970—OSUNITAS S. (Queen Janine)
1970—DEL MAR H. (Daryl’s Joy)
1971—GRADUATION S. (House Of Porter)
1971—SAN DIEGO H. (Advance Guard)
1971—DEL MAR OAKS (Turkish Trousers)
1971—DEL MAR H. (Pinjara)
1972—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Groshawk)
1973—PALOMAR H., 2nd div (Belle Marie)
1973—SAN DIEGO H. (Kennedy Road)
1973—LA JOLLA MILLE (Groshawk)
1973—CABRILLO H. (Kennedy Road)
1973—CHULA VISTA H. (Grotonian)
1974—PALOMAR H. (Sphere)
1974—SAN DIEGO H. (Matun)
1974—EL CAJON S. (Within Hail)
1975—DEL MAR OAKS (Snap Apple)
1975—EDDIE READ H. (Blue Times)
1975—EL CAJON S. (Crumbs)
1975—RAMONA H. (Dulcia)
1976—DEL MAR H. (Riot In Paris)
1976—RAMONA H. (Vagabonda)
1977—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div (Stone Point)
1977—LA JOLLA MILE S. (Stone Point)
1977—EL CAJON S. (Kulak)
1977—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Pikehall)
1978—OSUNITAS S. (Fact)
1978—TORREY PINES S. (Donna Inez)
1979—SAN CLEMENTE S. (Ancient Art)
1979—PALOMAR H. (More So)
1979—EDDIE READ H. (Good Lord)
1979—DEL MAR OAKS (Our Suiti Pie)
1980—PALOMAR H. (A Thousand Stars)
1980—CABRILLO H. (Teddy Doon)
1980—DEL MAR DERBY (Exploded)
1980—CHULA VISTA H., 2nd div. (Galaxy Libra)
1980—RAMONA H. (Queen To Conquer)
1980—SEASIDE H. (Borzoii)
1981—PALOMAR H. (Kiljaro)
1981—TORREY PINES S. (Northern Fable)
1981—RAMONA H. (Queen To Conquer)
1982—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Caelius)
1982—PALOMAR H., 1st div. (Northern Fable)
1982—DEL MAR OAKS (Castilla)
1982—EL CAJON H. (Caelius)
1983—OCEANSIDE S., 2nd div. (Dr. Daly)
1983—DE ANZA S. (Dapper Dan)
1983—BALBO S. (Temperate Sil)
1987—CEANZA S. (Bold Second)
1987—CHULA VISTA H. (Infinitud)
1987—CABRILLO H. (Ferdinand)
1987—DEL MAR H. (Swink)
1989—PALOMAR H. (Claire Marine)
1989—SAN DIEGO H. (Lively One)
1989—LA JOLLA H. (River Master)
1989—CABRILLO H. (Lively One)
1989—CHULA VISTA H. (Goodbye Halo)
1989—DEL MAR H. (Payant)
1990—DEL MAR H. (Live The Dream)
1991—SAN CLEMENTE H. (Flawlessly)
1991—RAMONA H. (Campagnarde)
1991—DEL MAR OAKS (Flawlessly)
1992—RAMONA H. (Flawlessly)
1993—HONEY FOX H. (Campagnarde)
1993—RAMONA H. (Flawlessly)
1994—RAMONA H. (Flawlessly)
1996—DEL MAR DERBY (Rainbow Blues)

MICHAEL WHITTINGHAM (7)
1980—JUNE DARLING S., 1st div. (Fresca)
1980—JUNE DARLING S., 2nd div. (Ack’s Secret)
1980—ENCINITAS H. (Fresca)
1985—RAMONA H. (Daily Busy)
1986—SAN DIEGO H. (Skywalker)
1986—ESCONDIDO H. (Truce Maker)
1995—HONEY FOX H. (Bis Cat)

R. H. WILEY (1)
1937—CORONADO H. (Boss Martin)
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CECIL WILHELM (3)
1937—LA JOLLA H. (Topsy Omar)
1955—BING CROSBY H. (One Ton Tony)
1955—GRADUATION S. (Fathers Poise)

BARNEY WILLIS (3)
1979—JUNIOR MISS S. (Hazel R.)
1979—SORRENTO S. (Hazel R.)
1979—BALBOA S. (Doonesbury)

ROBERT WINGFIELD (1)
1972—DEL MAR DERBY (Bicker)

RANDY WINICK (7)
1978—CABRILLO H. (Vic’s Magic)
1978—SAN DIEGO H. (Vic’s Magic)
1978—DEL MAR OAKS (Country Queen)
1979—RAMONA H. (Country Queen)
1985—CHULA VISTA H. (Dontstop Themusic)
1991—DEL MAR DEBUTANTE (La Spia)
1992—DEL MAR OAKS (Suivi)

H. G. WOODS (1)
1945—LABOR DAY H. (Sandy Watson)

E. H. WRIGHT (1)
1948—DEL MAR FUTURITY (Star Fiddle)

WILLIAM H. WYNDLE (4)
1961—OCEANSIDE H. (Shelbyville)
1961—GRADUATION S. (Bold Corporal)
1967—DEL MAR DERBY (Charlie Boots)
1968—ESCONDIDO H., 2nd div. (Till Morrow)

TIM YAKTEEN (4)
2005—DAISYCUTTER H. (Fortunately)
2010—GRADUATION S. (Bench Points)
2010—I’M SMOKIN S. (Bench Points)
† 2013—BING CROSBY S. (Points Offthebench)

STEVEN W. YOUNG (2)
1990—SANDCASTLE H. (Fraulein Maria)
1997—CTBA S. (Rattle My Nerves)

HOWARD ZUCKER (3)
2008—DAISYCUTTER H., 1st div. (Synnin and Grinnin)
2008—DAISYCUTTER H., 2nd div. (Queen Ofthe Catsle)
2009—DAISYCUTTER H. (Queen Ofthe Catsle)

Howard Zucker
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race Name</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Prize Money</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Jul. 16</td>
<td>Oceanside Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds, N/W S/S of $50,000 at 1 M o/o in 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 18</td>
<td>Osunitas Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S of $50,000 at 1 M o/o in 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 18</td>
<td>Eddie Read Stakes (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jul. 19</td>
<td>San Clemente Handicap (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds 1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Jul. 22</td>
<td>Wickerr Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 at 1 M o/o since March 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Jul. 24</td>
<td>Cougar II Handicap (Gr. III)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/2 Miles</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 25</td>
<td>Fleet Treat Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds, Cal-Bred 7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jul. 25</td>
<td>San Diego Handicap (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jul. 26</td>
<td>California Dreamin' Handicap</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up, Cal-Bred 1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jul. 26</td>
<td>Bing Crosby Stakes (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Jul. 31</td>
<td>CTBA Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred 5 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 1</td>
<td>Clement L. Hirsch Stakes (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 2</td>
<td>Real Good Deal Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds, Cal-Bred 7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug. 5</td>
<td>Graduation Stakes</td>
<td>Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred 5 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug. 7</td>
<td>Daisycutter Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up 5 Furlongs (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 8</td>
<td>John C. Mabee Stakes (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 8</td>
<td>Best Pal Stakes</td>
<td>Two-year-olds 6 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 9</td>
<td>La Jolla Handicap</td>
<td>Three-year-olds 1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug. 12</td>
<td>Sorrento Stakes (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds 6 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug. 14</td>
<td>Sandy Blue Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds 1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 15</td>
<td>Del Mar Oaks (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds 1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 16</td>
<td>Rancho Bernardo Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up 6 1/2 Furlongs</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 16</td>
<td>Solana Beach Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, Cal Bred 1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Aug. 19</td>
<td>Green Flash Handicap</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 5 Furlongs (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Aug. 21</td>
<td>CTT and TOC Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 3/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 22</td>
<td>Pat O'Brien Stakes (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 22</td>
<td>Del Mar Handicap (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 3/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Aug. 22</td>
<td>TVG Pacific Classic (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/4 Miles</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Aug. 23</td>
<td>Del Mar Mile (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Sep. 2</td>
<td>Harry F. Brubaker Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 Mile $80,000 A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Sep. 4</td>
<td>Generous Portion Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred 6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Sep. 5</td>
<td>El Cajon Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds 1 Mile</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep. 6</td>
<td>Torrey Pines Stakes (Gr. III)</td>
<td>Fillies, Three-year-olds 1 Mile $100,000 G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Sep. 26</td>
<td>Tranquility Lake Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 at 1 M o/o since February 1 1 Mile $80,000 A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Sep. 4</td>
<td>I'm Smokin Stakes</td>
<td>Two-year-olds, Cal-Bred 6 Furlongs</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Sep. 5</td>
<td>Del Mar Debutante (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds 7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Sep. 5</td>
<td>Del Mar Juvenile Turf (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Two-year-olds 1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep. 6</td>
<td>Yellow Ribbon Handicap</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up 1 1/16 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep. 6</td>
<td>Del Mar Derby (Gr. II)</td>
<td>Three-year-olds 1 1/8 Miles (Turf)</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Sep. 6</td>
<td>C.E.R.F. Stakes</td>
<td>Fillies &amp; Mares, Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 since March 1 6 Furlongs $80,000 A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Sep. 7</td>
<td>Pirate's Bounty Stakes</td>
<td>Three-year-olds &amp; up, N/W S/S $50,000 since March 1 6 Furlongs $80,000 A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Sep. 7</td>
<td>Del Mar Juvenile Fillies Turf (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Fillies, Two-year-olds 1 Mile (Turf)</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Sep. 7</td>
<td>Del Mar Futurity (Gr. I)</td>
<td>Two-year-olds 7 Furlongs</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>